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FOREWORD 

Researchers of the U.S. Geological Survey determined not long ago 
that vast quantities of water could be recovered if moisture-wasteful 
brush were stripped from the flood plain of the Gila River in Arizona. 
According to their calculations, up to 3400 acre-feet ( 1.1 billion gal
lons) a year could be salvaged-no mean accomplishment in a state 
with so precarious a water budget. However, when the U.S. Army 
Corps of Engineers proceeded earlier this year to channelize the 
stream, the project was legally enjoined by an uncomfortable alliance 
of hunters and preservationists. The antagonists challenged the Survey 
estimates, as well as arguing that an important habitat for wildlife 
would be erased. Such conflicts and incongruities reinforce an old 
truism-that sociological factors are as elemental to the development 
of arid-area resources as technology, if not more so. These problems 
are by no means peculiar to open spaces, though. Urbanization pre
sents a special paradox. 

In the deserts and semideserts, the spread of human habitation 
tends to diminish the uniqueness that attracted much of the populace 
to the fragile biome in the first place. The very meteorological pa
rameters responsible for the aridity, for example, the dry, descending 
air from mid-latitude highs, also render the atmosphere especially 
susceptible to pollution. Thus, man's engines and other accessories 
blur the once-limpid air. It is ironic that Phoenix, Arizona, in what 
boosters like to call "the Valley of the Sun," has become beset by air 
pollution. The trappings of civilization also mask the immense vistas, 
decimate native flora and fauna, and cause the same kind of over
crowding that some settlers had sought to escape. 

Water, never abundant, is more elusive--and ultimately more ex
pensive. Its scarcity and variability multiply the difficulties of waste 
disposal, and municipalities must divert surface supplies from ever 
greater distances. Without the longest aqueduct in the world to draw 
water from the Owens Valley, across the state in east-central Cali
fornia, Los Angeles never would have mushroomed into so classic a 
monument to urban sprawl. And now southern California is reaching 
still farther, into northern California, to abate its gargantuan thirst. 
In northern California, as was the case with the Owens Valley, the 
local citizenry is less than enthusiastic about the removal of its water. 
Also, in other places, still deeper wells must be drilled. As aquifers 
are emptied, the earth's surface itself sometimes subsides. 

Oddly, in view of the short supply, city dwellers in the West use 
more water proportionately than do those in the East. The per capita 
use from municipal systems in Nevada is almost twice that in New 
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York State. Geographer Gilbert F. White, reflecting upon this "under
valuation" of a crucial commodity, has pointed out that the residents 
of rainy Chicago, next to Lake Michigan, pay no less for water than 
those of relatively dry Boulder, Colorado, whose nearest water source 
is a glacier 20 miles distant. 

Domestic and industrial waste waters could be recycled, and the 
capture of the considerable urban runoff is feasible. Albeit, so long 
as Westerners are able to obtain cheap water simply by turning a tap, 
they are unlikely to be concerned with water thriftiness. 

There are historical explanations for this diffidence. The first 
Europeans to penetrate the American Southwest were Spaniards, ac
customed to a paucity of precipitation. But large-scale occupation 
came from the humid eastern United States, and the immigrants were 
inclined, as they still are, to take with them the values and attitudes 
acquired in a region with adequate rainfall. They planted lawns and 
built houses more suited to the Connecticut coast. 

Enigmas of this sort are not new, for civilization's first cities were 
in the desert. For example, Eridu and Kish thrived five millennia ago 
in the irrigated valleys of Mesopotamia. Eventually, though, the canals 
that were their lifelines filled with silt. There was drought, and the 
cities were abandoned. Modem technology has made arid zones more 
habitable and less remote. (Barbed wire and the six-gun may have 
tamed the West, but air conditioning certainly made it more livable.) 
In the United States, indeed, the region of greatest growth during the 
past generation has been the arid and semi-arid West. California's 
population has increased by 25 percent in the past 10 years, and al
though central cities generally declined in inhabitants between 1960 
and 1970, those in California and Arizona grew considerably . . 

In many locations the exploitation of natural resources, for example 
the oil of the Middle East and the diamondiferous gravels of South 
West Africa, has created cities. But in the western United States, 
the salubrious climate has been perhaps the major reason for 
migration. 

Studies have shown that urbanization, with light industry, utilizes 
the sparse water of the West more profitably than does agriculture. 
Farming provides slightly less than a tenth of the total basic employ
ment in the Tucson basin and yet it consumes almost half of the water, 
all of it from wells. 

Nonetheless, such fundamental questions as whether (or how) we 
should adapt our development to the arid environment rather than 
seek to modify or reshape the environment have never been resolved. 
These matters will become increasingly significant as the burgeoning 
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world population leads, as surely it must, to accelerated settlement of 
the vast land bank that is the dry fifth of the earth. 

In that context, then, a symposium was held in December 1970 
during the Chicago Meeting of the American Association for the Ad
vancement of Science to examine the natural and cultural constraints 
upon such settlement. The program on Urbanization in the Arid 
Lands, arranged by the AAAS's Committee on Arid Lands, con
sidered past failures and successes in inhabiting the deserts and semi
deserts and, finally, assessed means by which this urbanization might 
evolve more logically. 

The papers focused on such subjects as water management, the 
economics and design of new cities, population-growth trends and 
the cultural factors that affect them, and ancient and present-day 
towns in the arid Old World. 

Co-sponsoring the three sessions were the AAAS Section on Ge
ology and Geography, the Association for the Study of Man-Environ
ment Relations, and the Human Ecological Society. We appreciate the 
collaboration of the heads of those three groups, William E. Benson, 
Aristide H. Esser, and George B. Happ. 

We are especially grateful, finally, to the International Center for 
Arid and Semi-Arid Land Studies (!CASALS) at Texas Tech Univer
sity, which has seen fit to publish these proceedings. 

Carle 0. Hodge 
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PREFACE 

The title of this book and the discussions at the AAAS symposium 
where its contents originally were presented cause me to reflect on 
contrasting, powerful age-old images. The image of urbanization, the 
city, stands for creative thought, specialization, and maximum organi
zation of acquired (cultural) behaviors. The image of arid lands forces 
me to think of the inhospitable desert, the extremely raw but equally 
beautiful aspects of nature dominant over man's efforts to change the 
environment. The natural fit of the life of peculiarly adapted desert 
animals and wandering nomads or stone-age bushmen evokes feelings, 
not thought: of the endurance of living forms; of adaptation rather 
than creation. 

Creation versus adaptation must then form the essence of all images 
that arise from thoughts of urbanization in the arid lands. An evolu
tionary time perspective is the ordering principle: adaptive strategies 
have accompanied life from its earliest forms, but creative thinking 
began with man. We believe that cultural acceleration really started 
with man's beginning to live in cities, 10,000 years ago, coincident 
with the beginning of the Neolithic Age. This is the plausible hypo
thesis of Jane Jacobs in The Economy of Cities. She places urbani
zation before man learned farming and domestication of animals, 
rather than at the end of an agricultural revolution in villages leading 
to establishment of towns. Jacobs argues for the origin of large settle
ments made possible by possession and exploitation of natural re
sources (e.g., volcanic obsidian used for cutlery tools). When such a 
settlement had become a trade center, exposure to multiple foreign 
products released the processes guaranteeing the continual introduc
tion of new productive activities. An ever-increasing creativity is 
the city characteristic. Only under these circumstances could the suc
cessful development of hybrid strains of plants and domesticated ani
mals take place. 

It stands to reason, if the Jacobs hypothesis is correct, that only 
those cities that can relate with more and more new products and serv
ices for larger and larger hinterlands will prevail. The process is re
ciprocal: in order for the city to continue its creativity, it must rely 
on its surroundings for its basic produce, in turn developing the land 
and its people. Would it be too much speculation to conceive of urban 
areas in climates turning increasingly dry as those predestined to 
find means of developing more and more hinterlands? Such cities 
would be forced to increase their organization with the creation of 
new products or service~r perish. Within this perspective, it is 
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logical that history's first civilizations were the Egyptian and the Su
merian. They were placed in semi-arid parts of the world that became 
progressively drier after the last Ice Age, at the beginning of the Neo
lithic Age. A biblical story such as Joseph's interpretation of Pha
raoh's dream, presaging seven abundant years of harvest followed by 
seven years of drought, may then represent an ancient way of conceiv
ing culture as predictive power over natural conditions. The Egyptian 
priests derived their power by virtue of their mathematical calcula
tions of the calendar, relating it to climate and the flooding of the 
Nile. 

The statement that some urban areas grew under climatic condi
tions which put a premium on creativity or cultural adaptation repre
sents Toynbee's concept of civilization as a response to challenge. It 
is possible to conceive of some steps in man's evolution as responses 
to unfavorable climatic conditions. One of the high points was the 
beginning of the Pliocene, around 14 million years ago, when the 
earth's climate became drier. At this time the earliest forerunner of 
man, Ramapithecus, probably started adapting to life on the dry sa
vannah, rather than continuing to live in the trees of the tropical forest 
as did his predecessor, Dryopithecus. As we argued before, the change 
to a drier climate in the Middle East that took place approximately 
7000-12,000 years ago may have been the reason for the growth of 
Egypt and Mesopotamia. We know that Moses founded the first 
monotheistic religion when the Jews, coming from the fleshpots of 
Egypt, wandered into the Sinai and were exposed to extremely de
moralizing desert conditions. 

The climatic challenge of semi-arid and arid lands has been su
premely met by man, all over the world, but often only for a time. In 
this book Kedar describes the Romans in the Negev, and Smith men
tions salt pollution as a factor in the disappearance of the Hohokam 
from Arizona about 1400 A.O. Modern accounts of creative adapta
tions to aridity show more clearly the complex ecological factors at 
work. Hale's account of present urbanization problems in the North
ern Sudan is an example of how transitional industrialization is af
fected by such factors. 

Creative responses to dry climates range over all aspects of cultural 
development. The economic and industrial implications of urbaniza
tion are naturally stressed in this book, but the symposium partici
pants gave equal time to the discussion of social and non-material 
aspects of arid-land use. Smith provided an overview of the problems 
of transfer of cultures; Campbell drew attention to the landscape pol
lution accompanying land development; Logan illustrated differen-
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tial development aspects, while acquainting us with the fascinations 
of the N amib desert. 

I saw in the contents of the symposium, arranged by Hodge and 
Hodges, a reflection of the aspects of their own work. Their develop
ment of whole enclosed generating systems (power-water-food), one 
of which is functioning in the Arabian desert, encompasses all of the 
aspects discussed. Vegetable growth with desalinated seawater pro
duced by local oil shows ecological as well as economical imagina
tion. As such it attests to the creative potential of cities in arid lands, 
similar to the earlier illustrations of agricultural progress necessitated 
by and made possible with the mining of obsidian. Thus it appears 
that only urbanization can permanently develop the arid lands. Crea
tion for adaptation-we create in order to adapt-is the process 
needed. 

Aristide H. Esser 
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URBANIZATION IN THE ARID LANDS: 
A PRELIMINARY SURVEY OF 

POSSIBILmES AND PROBLEMS 

Marion Clawson 

Large cities throughout the world and in the United States in par
ticular surely have major problems. One need only read any daily 
newspaper to learn about crime, violence, drugs, racial problems, 
poverty, alienation of citizens from society, welfare costs, fiscal and 
financial problems of city government, and other problems of the large 
cities. 

At the same time, the extensive arid lands of the world are nearly 
all settled very lightly, if at all. There are oases in the deserts where 
population density is relatively high, but vast desert areas lack any 
permanent habitation. Why not put large numbers of people there, in 
new cities, and thus both relieve the overcrowded cities and "develop" 
the deserts? As a matter of fact, the United States has been doing this, 
to an extent, especially since World War II. One need only look at 
such cities as Las Vegas, Phoenix, Tucson, Albuquerque, EI Paso, and 
others, or at the statistics about them, for demonstration of our settle
ment of essentially desert areas. Or one may look at the whole South
ern California urban complex; this region has considerable rainfall, 
but it is concentrated in one season; and a deficiency of precipitation 
in relation to evaporation characterizes the area most of the year. The 
numbers of people who have gone into the cities of the arid Southwest 
are impressive; relatively, this has been one of the fastest growing 
regions of the United States. 

New Towns 

But much of the concern of this symposium, as I understand it, is 
with new towns in arid areas. I assume further that we have in mind 
relatively independent or free-standing new towns, not merely dor
mitories or satellites of existing cities. Any free-standing town would 
have numerous economic and cultural interrelations with existing 
cities throughout the nation, or indeed throughout the world, of 
course; but the simplest and perhaps best test would be the question, 
"to what extent, if any, do the residents of the new town commute 
daily to work in other cities?" If few or none do, then it is a free
standing town. Town size, distance from other cities, and other tests 
might be applied, but to me t~e- COf!II1l_U.!i!!S~ is the most significant. 
It implies an economic structure, particularly an employment struc-
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ture. I assume further that the primary concern of this symposium is 
with the possibility of free-standing new towns in desert areas of the 
United States. We may draw lessons from experience elsewhere, and 
other nations might benefit from our consideration of the problem, 
but our direct focus is on our own country. Within the United States, 
such new towns might be located anywhere that scarcity of water is 
a dominant characteristic. If specific proposals are ever made, they 
will have to be for defined locations, but today we can talk about the 
arid West in general. 

The idea of new towns appeals to many people. Easily observing 
the difficulties of the older cities, they have concluded that a fresh 
start is desirable or necessary. Abandon all the inefficiencies and 
rigidities of the old city, design a new and better one, leave behind 
the crowded slums, and provide everyone with the opportunity for 
a better life-a Garden of Eden in reverse. Having fallen, we now 
may be restored. There are surely attractive possibilities for new towns 
that would be physically, economically, and socially superior to pres
ent ones. But one may wonder equally if some of the enthusiasm is 
unrealistic; would the new towns really be as free of the problems of 
the old ones as the enthusiasts claim? 

Experience with new towns around the world raises some warning 
signals. New towns in some countries have indeed been successful 
(Thomas, l 969a, l 969b). But they have also had their problems, have 
required substantial investments, and have taken considerable time 
to develop fully. Severa~Ll>_~ . satisfactory or at least 
tolerable if a new free-standing town is to achieve a long-run success: 
-I . The town must have a viable economic base. Although public action 

may help it obtain such a base, permanent subsidy is unrealistic 
and unacceptable. 

2. During its development period, which well may last for 20 years, 
employment opportunities, housing, and community facilities must 
be developed in a coordinated and proportionate manner. Not 
only must total jobs match total housing, but jobs by skill and in
come groups must be matched by housing and other living condi
tions appropriate to the same people. The town must represent 
balanced growth not only when fully developed, but throughout the 
growth process. 

3. The new town must have an adequate land base: not only enough 
area, physically suitable, but under one or a closely coordinated 
ownership, and at a reasonable cost. Land-holding costs during the 
inevitably long development period are one of the most serious 
economic obstacles to new-town development. 
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4. An infrastructure, ranging from good to superior, is necessary in 
order to attract people, especially the kinds of people who can help 
make the town a success. This is costly. Who is going to pay for it, 
especially during the development years? 

5. The new-town entrepreneur, whether public or private, must have 
a very large amount of capital, as the cash flow will be outward for 
many years at the best. The total investment in a modern city of 
100,000 might easily run to two and one-half billion dollars. While 
some investment could be made by new residents, by new private 
business enterprises, and by units of government, and while there 
would be some cash inflow, the total obligations of the entrepreneur 
are likely to be great. New towns may easily flounder on lack of 
capital. 

6. Finally, any new town, even a highly successful one, requires time. 
My estimate is 20 years as the active development period. 
Growth may continue after that, but I doubt if any new town will 
have reached a self-sustaining growth capacity in less than 20 years. 
Some, indeed, may never make it. 
This list of difficulties applies to new towns anywhere. In thus 

------stressing their problems, I do not mean to suggest that new towns are 
undesirable or impractical; but I think nothing is gained and much 
might be lost by undertakings based on overly optimistic assumptions. 
Our concern today is with urbanization, especially in new towns in 
arid areas; but new towns here will face the same general problems, 
and perhaps some additional specific ones, as do new towns anywhere. 

Experience with Cities in Arid Areas 

In the United States, a considerable number of fair-sized cities and 
of smaller towns have been built in the arid Southwest. By and large, 
these closely resemble cities and towns of similar size in humid areas. 
For the most part, we have transplanted to the arid zone the kinds of 
cities we developed in the humid areas of the nation (which, in turn, 
derived from experience in other lands in humid zones). The spatial 
layout of a city in the arid Southwest, in terms of street directions and 
spacings, individual lot sizes and land use within the individual lot, 
and the arrangements of public and private activities, do not vary 
greatly from those in more humid zones. There has been some tend
ency for arid-zone cities to be more sprawled out, to be less densely 
developed; but this may be because some of the larger ones are also 
relatively new, developed during a period of automobile transporta
tion. But the open yard, the spreading lawn, and the attempt to grow 
trees show little compromise with aridity. 
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In the towns and cities of the arid zone, we have used the same 
methods of waste disposal as in regions where water is more plentiful. 
We still flush wastes out of the bathroom or kitchen by running water, 
diluting them enormously in the process. We still utilize about the 
same methods of treating such water-borne wastes, including discharge 
of waste water with only limited reuse in spite of water scarcity. The 
fact that there simply is not enough water to reach the sea in many 
arid basins has not as yet required a different way of handling water
borne wastes. We still burn a lot of wastes, adding to air pollution. 
Cities in arid areas are totally dependent upon the internal combustion 
engine for transportation, and their air is full of pollution as a result. 
Los Angeles is infamous for smog-fairly so, if one smells and tastes 
its smog, but unfairly so if the inference is that only Los Angeles has 
smog. All towns of any size in the arid areas have severe smog 
problems. 

In a desire for privacy, settlers in towns of the arid West have gen
erally sought dispersion, on both a city-wide and an individual scale. 
The newer suburbs of many of the desert and semi-desert cities have 
unusually large lots; in spite of some downtown business districts with 
high buildings, a great number of the business areas are horizontally 
rather than vertically spread. All of this would have made public 
transportation difficult in any case; the trend, during the period these 
cities have grown the fastest, has been toward the individual auto. 
This has surely increased the amount of air pollutants. Such cities 
have certainly greatly modified the water regime of their locations, 
as I assume other papers at this symposium will discuss. 

All in all, I think it fair to say that twentieth-century Americans 
have sought to bend the arid regions to their desires and to their 
images-desires and images imported from other climatic zones. In 
no small way, they have destroyed what they settled in the arid lands 
to obtain-above all, clean air, and the vistas which clean air makes 
possible. To one who knew many of these cities some decades ago, 
the smog of today is surely not an improvement, nor even merely a 
mild blemish. If we consider building new cities in arid lands, must 
we not first take a long hard look at the cities we have built in the 
past? How far, and in what ways, are they less than ideal? Will it be 
possible to avoid the same or similar errors in the future? Is it really 
more feasible to build new ones than to improve old ones? 

Future Urbanization of Arid Lands 

If we (those of us here today, or the nation) wish seriously to 
consider extensive urban development (whether new free-standing 
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towns or major satellite towns) in arid areas, then it seems to me we 
must seriously consider significantly~than we 
have tried in the cities of the arid areas in the past. The arid environ
ment will surely force changes in living upon us, if we try to crowd 
more people into arid zones. ~-

An obvious problem, but not the most severe one, will be ~at~r 1, 

supply. New cities in arid areas might "solve" the water proble\n ·is 
past cities have--by ~n from other areas. There are immense 
rivers far to the north, from which might be diverted large volumes of 
water. The costs will be high, the disturbances to the ecology great; 
and we surely cannot assume that the people in whose territory these 
rivers flow will welcome loss of a large volume of water. If we do 
import it, what do we do with it, after we use it? In particular, if we 
import some to the Great Basin or other areas now lacking effective 
outlet to the ocean, what new Salton Seas do we produce, where, and 
with what problems? · - -- -- -- /~._ ----- -- - · 

~ut a far more serious problem is fres~ air/ New urbanization in 
arid areas, on the pattern of the old, simply-rrieans bigger and better 
smog accumulations. We have not yet learned to import fresh air by 
mechanisms under our control; it is a hardy prophet who asserts we 
never will, but at least this does not seem an early solution. If we want 
fresh air in arid-zone cities, w~ __ haye got to preserve the air from 
~.fi<fn: .. :.:.:..:easy io say, extremely difficult to do under present 
technology, economy and social structure. Must we design new cities 
of very different form, functioning in quite new ways, if we are really 
going to have new cities in arid lands? Can we do it? Is it worth the 
cost? What will they look like? How will people live in them? Will 
they really be attractive to many people? How will such cities 
function? 

One could go on raising questions. The purpose of the symposium 
today is to consider some of these questions. If we can but succeed 
in raising the right questions, that will be a worthwhile achievement; 
and if we find some of the answers, that will be a real dividend. If we 
only succeed in raising a few flags of warning, that should not be 
scorned as an achievement. My task has been easy: to raise, in very 
summary and preliminary form, some of the questions as well as to 
hint at some of the possibilities. The main speakers here are to flesh 
out, and perhaps modify, my bare-bones outline; and, hopefully, to 
provide some answers as well as sharper questions. 
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WATER UTILIZATION BY ROMAN-PERIOD 
CITIES OF THE NEGEV DESERT, ISRAEL 

Ervin Y ehuda Kedar 

Ancient man pushed his settlements into arid lands both in the Old 
and New Worlds (Shantz, 1956). Most of these ancient sites have been 
abandoned and now are ruins, whether in Central Asia (Hedin, 1903), 
Southwest Asia (Kedar, 1957), North Africa (Baradez, 1949), South 
America (Bowman, 1934), or North America (McGregor, 1941). 
Travelers who have visited these sites have expressed great apprecia
tion for the architecture of the settlements and for the hydro-tech
niques of nearby fields. Modern nations that desire to rebuild and 
revive these ancient fields have difficulties in imitating the highly suc
cessful techniques of ancient man. 

During more historical times, moreover, a paradox has existed in 
that, while the population of the world has increased tremendously, 
some of the arid areas have become depopulated. For example, 1500 
years ago, the settled population in the Negev Mountains was at least 
50,000. The majority of these ancient settlers were city-dwelling 
farmers who practiced flood-water irrigated agriculture. In addition, 
there was a great non-farming population of military and civil servants 
and traders. In contrast, in the intervening years and until very re
cently, this area has been a forbidding one with no settled population 
at all. The Negev Mountains have boasted six cities with a total of 
at least 12 churches and many small, scattered settlements. Cultivated 
fields were brought under a system of dams and canals to permit flood
water irrigation (Fig. 1). 

Historical Background 

It appears from historical investigations that the Negev Moun
tains were inhabited from about the second century B.C. to about 
A.D. 700 to 800. It was settled, though, by citizens of the early king
dom of Solomon in the tenth century B.C. The Nabateans, who built 
an important trader kingdom in this region, later developed the Negev 
Mountains and established permanent settlements. The Roman and 
Byzantine Empires established their territories over the Negev, and 
the Nabatean settlements were highly developed into full-size Roman 
cities, with such luxuries as Roman baths and market places (Fig. 2). 
Today, only ruins remain to evidence this flourishing civilization. 
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Fig. 2. Map of location of the ancient Roman-Byzantine 
cities in the Negev. 
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The Survey 

130 

A survey of the ruins of the Roman cities and their associated fields 
was carried out in the Negev Mountains, where an area of 2 million 
dunams (one-half million acres) of desert land was mapped. Included 
in the mapping were the Roman cities and their fields with their re
spective watersheds, divide lines, cisterns, ruins, fences, dams, canals, 
and modified slopes. Results of the survey (Kedar, 1967) were pub
lished in 35 maps (Fig. 3) at a scale of 1 :45,000. This survey revealed 
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many important facts and figures on the population, activities, limita
tions, and environmental manipulations of the Roman cities. 

The Source of Water 

The only source of water available to the city-dwellers and other 
inhabitants of the Negev was the runoff from episodic showers. The 
citizens erected an elaborate system of canals, dams, and cisterns to 
capture, conduct, and conserve the surface-flow water. The episodic 
showers fell on an average of 16 days out of the year, producing run
off that lasted for a seasonal total of 20 hours at best. It was this 
flow that the settlers had to capture and conserve all year long. No 
perennial water from spring wells or exotic rivers was available in the 
Negev. Clearly, the Roman cities in the Negev were true desert cities, 
rather than oasis settlements. 

The settlers adjusted their functions to watershed limits. Boundaries 
of the peripheries of the cities coincided with divide lines of water
sheds. Watersheds supplied the settler with both water for his cisterns 
and silt for his gardens. The stony, dry Hamada slopes and the moun
tainsides were considered to be the source of life in the Negev cities, 
comparable to the Nile River, with its water and silt. The modification 
of the slopes to increase the supply of either one of these elements, 
or of both of them, would be logical. Furthermore, even the subdivi
sion of the land possibly was caused by, and in accordance with, the 
subdivision of the stony, dry slopes. There are evidences from archae
ological relics that in most cases the farmlands were only large enough 
to use the available water. 

The Roman-Byzantine Shivtah 

The ruins of the Roman city of Shivtah (Subeita), 43 kilometers 
southwest of Beersheba, are located on a moderately hilly landscape 
in formations of marl, chalk, and flint beds. The climate of Shivtah 
is drier than that of the higher area to the southwest of it, around 
'Ovdath, where another ruined Roman city is located (Shanan, Tad
more, and Evenari, 1967). See Tables 1, 2, and 3. The flora at Shivtah 
can be classified as desertic, while 'Ovdath occupies the center of an 
enclave covered with steppe vegetation. Roughly equidistant from 
five other ancient population centers in the area, the ancient 
fields of the Shivtah region constitute an unmistakable unit, whose 
limits are clearly defined. Nowhere is the area of the ancient fields of 
Shivtah contiguous with that of any of the other ancient settlements 
(Fig. 4). The boundaries of the periphery of Shivtah, far from being 
arbitrary, coincide exactly with the watershed lines of the basin of 
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Table 1. Ecological conditions in the Negev. 

Habitat Percent of the Soils Plant Water available 
highlands area associations for plant growth 

(depth in mm.) 

Rocky slopes 80-90% Shallow, gravelly, Artemisietum 10-60 
saline, 0-50 cm. herbae--<1lbae: 
depth and Zygophyl-

letum dumosi 

Loessial 10-15% Deep loessial Anabasidetum 20-50 
plains soils; salts leached hausknechtii; and 

to 30 cm. or more Haloxylonetum 
articulati 

Wadi beds 3-5% Deep loessial soils, Retama roetam Gravelly wadis, 
or gravel and silt assoc., with many 60-100 
fill annuals Loessial wadis, 

400-600 

Source: Shanan et al., 1967. 

streams and their tributaries. The special character of the region de
rives from the peculiarities of its hydrographic system and the ap
parent distribution of its rainfall. The general pattern is dendritic, 
with tributaries that enter the main wadi from all directions. Their im
portance lies in the fact that every one of Shivtah's ancient fields lies 
either within a wadi bed or on its bank, and never higher up on 
the valley slopes. 

Public Water Supply 

Of particular interest are the cisterns. They differ from those found 
in many Near Eastern countries today; and even within the ancient 
cities of the areas under discussion here, one finds the more familiar 
cistern, with an inlet at the top to receive water from the surrounding 
roofs, courtyard, or streets. Along with the areas of ancient agricul
ture, however, goes a type of cistern that had an inlet, not at the top, 
but at the side, and which consisted of a large room-like receptacle. 
There often was an antechamber that could be very small or nearly 
as large as the cistern itself. 

These cisterns worked as follows: water was derived from a canal 
draining a slope or a small side-valley (Figs. 5 and 6). This drain 
would deliver water into the antechamber, where the heavy sediment 
fraction could settle. Sometimes the entrance from the antechamber 
to the main room was elevated above the ground level of the ante
chamber. This ensured that only water that had been cleared of 
coarser sediments could enter the main cistern. In the main cistern, 
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Table 2. Precipitation records for the Negev. 

Recording Average Max. Min. Quotient % range % relative Coefficient 
period & rainfall annual annual of of variabilily variability 
s1ation P(mm.) M(mm.) m(mm.) variation variation vr• Ve• 

a• VR* 

1943-63 
Levivim IOI 178 33 5.3 143 32 38 
Beersheba 180 293 42 7.0 133 26 33 

1951-63 
Sedeh Boqer 76 137 23 6.0 150 39 45 
Beersheba 168 293 42 7.0 141 34 41 

1960-65 
Avdat 95 159 28 5.7 137 56 60 
Beersheba 202 339 42 8.0 147 50 54 

1942-48 
Mamshit 135 191 58 3.3 96 28 37 
Beersheba 195 291 108 2.8 94 28 30 

1920-65 
Beersheba 195 339 42 8.0 152 30 35 

NOTE: Quotient of variation. Q= ~ 

% range of variation. VR= M ; m X JOO 

% relative variability, Vr =*I.di X 
1~ 

coefficient of variation. Ve= 
1~ J-].- <Idi)2 

where M= maximum annual rainfall for the period; m= minimum annual rainfall for the period; 
P=average annual rainfall for the period; d =deviation (from the average); and n=number of 
years in the period. 

Sourer: Shanan et al .• 1967. 

which was inside the slope and not accessible to the rays of the sun, 
losses by evaporation were relatively low. We have seen such cisterns 
two-thirds full at the end of a dry season. The ancient settlers were 
highly skilled in the selection of sites for their cisterns. Two types of 
rock are prevalent in this area: hard limestone and soft chalk. One 
always finds the cisterns in the soft impervious chalk just beneath the 
lowest limestone layer; the latter furnished a convenient and strong 
roof for the cistern. 

A large number of these cisterns have in fact been found; some 
collect water to this day (those were cleared by the British Mandatory 
Government in the l 940's to benefit the Bedouin of this area; others 
are empty). The cisterns that are located near the fields may have 
been intended primarily for agricultural purposes; the many water
holes within the city and the big reservoirs in its center, on the other 
hand, testify to the inhabitants' efforts to create a local source of water 
for drinking and household consumption. Under conditions of nat
ural drainage, the city's built-up area of 115 dunams could benefit 
only by the runoff from an area of 240 dunams. Faced with the neces
sity of expanding their water supply, the inhabitants did the only thing 
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Table 3. Number of rainfall days in the Negev. 

Recording Cumulative number of rainfall % for Period Ave. no. % days/yr. 
period & days for period, according to according to depth rainfall station 
station depth {mm./day) {mm./day) days/yrs. Beersheba 

0-2.9 3.0-10.0 >10.0 Total 0-2.9 3.0-10.0 >10.0 

1941/2-1947/8 
Mamshit 46 56 16 118 39 46 15 16.9 46 

N 
Beersheba 126 93 40 259 46 39 15 37.0 

1951/2-1958/9 
Sedeh B(>qer 100 38 18 156 64 24 12 19.5 52 
Beersheba 151 81 49 281 54 29 17 35.0 

1960/1-1964/5 
'Avdat 41 33 13 87 47 38 15 174 42 
Beersheba 116 58 34 208 56 28 16 41.0 

Source: Shanan et al., 1967. 
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that could be done: they dug a 2.5 kilometer canal to the northeast, 
and diverted the runoff from another 250 dunams of land, naturally 
belonging to the adjacent watershed, in the direction of the city. Thus, 
they doubled their water resources at the expense of the irrigation 
supply of a few fields along the banks of the tributaries and adjacent 
streams. The average annual precipitation today is about 100 milli
meters, and in this terrain 10 to 15 percent of it should come down in 
runoff. On the basis of these estimates we would be able to put the 
average amount of annual water available to the city (assuming that all 
the runoff water passing through Shivtah would be used for storage) 
at between 4900 and 7300 cubic meters. 
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Fig. S. Ancient cistern, general sketch. 
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Fig. 6. Ancient cistern , schematic cross section. 

Water for Gardening 

The cultivated area is made up of 284 7 dunams of open-field sys
tems and 2097 dunams of fenced-in field systems. The former are 
mostly to be found inside the wadi beds, where they were set off from 
one another by dams but open at the sides. The latter, on the other 
hand, were closed in by stone walls 0.5 to 1 meter in height, partially 
ruined today, which surrounded the field systems completely except 
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Table4. Distribution of field systems. 

Tributary Area (in dunams) No. of Total area 
basin 0.9-5 5-10 10-15 15-30 30-100 Over 100 fields (dunams) 

Qorhah 8 I 3 3 6 21 357.1 
Zeithan 9 5 5 5 1 25 255.9 
Drorim 
(Umm Teiran) 3 4 5 14 225.8 

Lavan proper 6 5 15 1019.5 
Southern 

tributary 2 4 8 239.4 

Total 20 11 18 16 13 5 83 2097.7 

for small breaches that allowed the passage of irrigation ditches. Table 
4 shows the distribution, by tributary basins, of the various sizes of 
field systems. It is clear from this table that the number of fields is 
inversely proportional to their size, with as many as 20 out of the 83 
systems not even exceeding 5 dunams, while only five systems were 
over I 00 dunams in area, the largest one extending over 350 dunams. 
It must be noted that 30 percent of the fenced-in fields were in the 
basin of the Ziethan Valley, near the city, and another 25 percent in 
that of the Qorhah Valley only a short distance to the north of Shivtah. 

Water and Land Allocation 

While the division of the systems into terraces at different levels 
was an agricultural necessity, the same cannot be said of the building 
of the fences, some of which were arranged in entirely arbitrary geo
metrical patterns. Others followed such natural features as wadi bends, 
or seem to have been determined by the pattern of natural soil dis
tribution. Their only function, therefore, appears to have been to sep
arate the land holdings of different owners, a practice followed by 
Arab pei.1sants to this day. These ownership divisions can be traced 
not only in the cultivated area but right up the mountain slopes on 
which the crop land depended for its irrigation water as well as for 
the eroded soil that built it up. Each field system was allotted a certain 
catchment area higher up the slopes, which provided it at flood time 
with runoff and fertile silt, channelled toward the cultivated fields by 
means of irrigation canals. It is these canals that point to the fact that 
the various field systems must have been set up by different owners. 
The slopes that belonged to some of the field systems are densely 
covered with small heaps, while on the other slopes, close at hand 
but draining off into some other field system, the heaps are bigger and 
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Fig. 7. Adjustme11.ts of watersheds to given fields. 

Table S. Function of environmental parameters (relief and texture), where Sis 
sand, L is loess, and R is limestone rocks. 

Region Elevation, t1 Lithology, t2 Precipitation, mm. . F 
Rauo = W 

Nitzana 225-275 S+L 90 22.5 
Shivtah 300-350 L+R 90 14.0 
Revivim 375-400 S+L 120 32.7 
Sedeh Boqer 400-450 L+R 70 17.1 
'Avdat 450-800 L+R 120 12.0 
Mamshit 600-650 S+L 100 26.6 
Lotz 950-1,000 L+R 150 11.0 

Source: Shanan et al., 1967 

farther apart. The same holds true of the canals: ditches dug to supply 
water from various slopes into one fenced-in field system resemble 
each other in dimensions and the thoroughness of their execution, 
but differ from nearby canals that belong to other systems. Because 
the amount of irrigation water available to each field system was a 
direct function of the size of the catchment area allotted to it on the 
slopes, the farmers did all they could to increase this size by channel
ling to their fields the runoff of additional mountain areas which 
would not normally have drained toward them. 

All the mountain slopes, and in particular every bit of uncultivated 
slope near the city, were fitted into this runoff-gathering system (Fig. 
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7). Each part of the fields was alloted the runoff from a definite sec
tion of the slopes. Only those patches of soil that were in a topographic 
condition such that runoff water could be conducted to them by 
gravitation were cultivated. A ratio of one to 12 between the area of 
the field and the respective watershed was required to supply the 
moisture at a depth available to roots of the crops. Patches of soil that 
lacked this ratio were not cultivated. The field/watershed ratio fluc
tuated according to two parameters: the relief and the texture of the 
crust of the surface of the watershed. The more moderate the relief, 
and the more permeable the crust of the watershed, the smaller the 
ratio was and vice versa (see Table 5). The field/watershed ratio 
fluctuated in the area under study between the mean average of one 
to 914 (large) and one to 47.8 (small). 

The ratio was modified by the settlers who changed the natural 
hydrographic net by the use of either collecting or diverting canals 
which added to or subtracted from the natural flow in the water
shed (Fig. 8). If one uses the average of R = 1: 12 and the total area 
under cultivation in the Negev Mountains as a whole, at the peak of 
the settlement, when farming activity culminated in the cultivation of 
50,000 dunams, the total area of the watershed involved in the irriga
tion would have been 600,000 dunams. Thus, the rest of the area sup
plied water, I believe, which was surplus and over and above the 
amount needed either for domestic use or for gardening. Although 
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Fig. 9. Map of the distribution of farming in percentages of the Negev prov
inces area: I, 'Avdat; 2, Shivtah; 3, Lotz; 4, Lona; 5, Nitzana; 6, Ruth; 7, Sedeh 
Boqer; 8, Revivim; 9, Mamshit; IO, Halutza; (i), Machtesh Hatzera; and (ii), 
Machtesh Ramon. 

it seems strange, the settlers of the Negev Mountains had more water 
than they could utilize (Fig. 9 and Tables 5 and 6). 

The major problems that confronted the ancient farmer were the 
technique of using the surplus water and the extension of the farming 
land. From the survey data and field study observation it is obvious 
that only about 20 percent of the land which was used by the settlers 
was land naturally qualified for gardening, such as alluvial terraces, 
plains and accumulated silt in the stream beds in the required ratio. 
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Table 6. Distribution of farmlands in the Negev (in dunams and percentages of 
watershed area). 

Region Area, Farmlands, % farmland 
sq. km. dunams of total area 

'Avdat 125 6,784 4.5 
Shivtah 188 4,945 2.7 
N itzana-Beerotaim 170 14,893 8.7 
Halutza-Rehobot 158 2,385 1.5 
Sedeh B6qer 255 3,026 1.3 
Mamshit 62 420 0.7 
Revivim 279 2,269 0.9 
Lotz-Haresha 423 1,999 0.5 
Ruth 92 2,368 2.5 
Leana-Yeter 224 950 0.4 

Source: Shanan et al., 1967 

The remaining 80 percent was soil that had been accumulated by 
devices which induced the process of soil deposit, such as check dams 
(Figs. I 0 and I I). Thus, at the beginning, the field/watershed ratio 
was small, but was enlarged gradually with the population growth of 
the city by artificial or manmade accumulated silt. The disposition of 
canals on the slopes makes it abundantly clear that no slope was left 
unutilized and no stone unturned to keep up with population growth 
in the cities. 

The fields fall into two categories: those that were constructed 
within the wadi beds proper with the aid of dams, and those that were 
constructed on the wadi banks with the aid of supporting walls, dams, 
and canals. In the first category are plots built up in succession inside 
the wadi bed, each plot higher than the next and separated from it by 
a dam and a spillway (Fig. I2). Stone walls were generally put up 
between these fields to mark boundaries of the various holdings. The 
second category of fields, built up on the wadi banks, is the more 
interesting, for these fields are laid out on an exact and complex engi
neering plan. For their main water supply, the upper and lower main 
levels of the field system thus depended on runoff flow in the gully 
and in the wadi's main course respectively. A supplementary source of 
water was the runoff from the adjacent mountain slopes, which was 
also channelled onto the fields. 

Water in the Dwellings 

The city, Shivtah, can be subdivided into two main parts, the south
ern and the northern. The southern part of the city, which appears to 
be the older and occupies about two-thirds of the total area, includes 
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Fig. 10. Stages of check-dam utilization. 

Fig. 11. Schematic cross section of a dam. 

SPILLWAY WATER 
WATER 

- SILT 

- DOWNSLOPE 

the church and the two reservoirs next to it. The church, at the center 
of this section, must also have been its functional center, since all of 
the streets lead to it and to the reservoirs. The dwellings here must 
already have been in existence by the time the church was built, but 
it is clear that its builders, unlike those of the church in the northern 
section, tried to save as much space as possible. 
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Fig. 12. Ancient farm plan in wadi bed: J, control point; 2, ruin; 3, spillway; 
4, relative contour lines; 5, retaining wall; 6, dam; and 7,fence. 

The dwellings here generally consisted of three large rooms and 
one or two smaller ones, all surrounding a court in the middle of which 
there was a cistern and a ditch leading water into it. The total number 
of large, medium-sized, and small rooms in this section, which occu
pies 75 dunams, is about 890. Either their construction was poor, or 
it antedates that of the dwellings in the northern part of the city by 
hundreds of years, for all the houses are completely ruined. Only the 
church and the reservoirs are somewhat better preserved. The later 
date of the northern section is particularly evident from the remains 
of the northern church. It constituted the functional center of the 
quarter, but it stood outside the built-up area, with the houses occupy
ing the space between the central church and the northern one. 

There was a large number of two-story houses in this newer part 
of the city, and evidence points to the existence of at least one three
story building. All these dwellings must have been built more solidly, 
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for they are much better preserved; some of the stairs leading to the 
second floor still are standing, and in some cases the upper stories 
themselves still are in place. The domestic cisterns of this quarter are 
under the floors of the houses and not under the courtyards. The rain
water that drained from the roofs was conducted into these cisterns 
not in open ditches, but through pipes laid under the floors at the time 
when the houses were built. The pipes, made of tile, sometimes attain 
a diameter of 14 centimeters. Some mosaic floors have been preserved 
in this quarter, as well as ornamentation and decorative stone-work 
on the doorjambs and lintels. At times, the walls are as much as one 
meter thick. The total number of rooms in this section, which occupies 
40 dunams, is about 340. The two main conclusions we arrive at as 
a result of this survey are, in the first place, that there is an appreci
able difference between the size, layout, structure, and construction 
quality of the houses in the southern section and those in the northern 
quarter of Shivtah; and, in the second place, that the city covered an 
area of 115 dunams, with a probable number of 1200 to 1300 rooms. 

Water and the Society 

From the survey of the water supply, activated fields and dwelling 
units, we may draw the following relevant conclusions: the cultivated 
area which was limited by natural factors had been continuously ex
panded by manmade devices to keep pace with the growth of the 
population of the city. No limitation in water ever restricted the ex
pansion of the city. 

The society that made up Shivtah's population must have consisted 
of separate and distinct legal entities with at least 83 such bodies 
existing side by side. The size of the various land-holdings was not 
equal, the largest being more than 300 times bigger than the smallest. 
Many of the fields were smaller than 5 dunams. The average size of 
the unit of cultivated land was up to 20 dunams. Since the planning 
and execution of long-range agricultural works in this difficult and 
agriculturally unpromising region demanded unusual effort, the 
population which carried it out must have been highly organized, 
either in voluntary groups such as the family, or by external compul
sion, such as army duty. In either case, the work was most efficiently 
executed. There must have been very smooth coordination between 
the various agricultural groups of Shivtah, families or others, among 
whom the fields and slopes were divided. This division demanded the 
optimal ratio of the size of the catchment to that of the cultivated 
fields, which in turn called for a calculation of how much runoff could 
be expected from each unit. We must also assume detailed land regis-
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tration records without which this coordination would have been 
impossible. 

Population of the City 

A number of facts and figures about Shivtah, as well as a clear im
pression of some aspects of its life in the years during which it flour
ished, are thus available; and although they do not warrant final pro
nouncements about the size of its population or the social and political 
system under which it lived, they enable us to draw a number of 
conclusions: 
1. Every inch of soil in the area was utilized for agriculture, either 

directly or indirectly. 
2. This fully utilized area was divided into separate holdings which 

were exploited according to a coordinated plan. 
3. We may construct a table to sum up the amount of land, water and 

dwelling space per capita for any sample population in Shivtah. 
Table 7 illustrates these for the two arbitrary figures of 10,000 
and 5,000 respectively. 

Decline of a City 

It is clear that Esbeita came to a violent end. All the gates of the 
town have been blocked with roughly built barriers of stone, and stone 
barricades have been piled across many of the streets; everything points to 
a desperate attempt to hold the place against an enemy who ultimately took 
it. Moreover, the whole evidence of the ruins is to the effect that the town's 
occupation ceased suddenly and uniformly. There are many cases of altera
tion or reconstruction of buildings, such as must occur in the life of any 
town, but there are no signs of gradual decadence or of practical desertion. 
Here and there the stones of fallen walls have been used to make new 
water-runnels, leading to such cisterns as were not blocked by debris, but 
this is clearly the work of nomads who visited a site already in ruins. The 
water-courses block streets or run through house-sites; many are of com
paratively recent date, several are still used by the Arabs. It all looks as if 
the people of Esbeita had left the town one day in a body, and had never 
returned to it, and their houses had fallen to decay simply for want of any
one to repair them. (Woolley and Lawrence, 1936) 

Conclusion 

The city inhabitants were completely dependent on local water 
and food supply. The only source of water was the unpredictable 
thundershowers, which caused short-range surface water flows. Al
though food supply was imported, the size of the farmland of the city 
was a major limiting factor on the growth of its population. The in
habitants elaborated a very sophisticated water-utilization system and 
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Table 7. Land, water, and dwelling space per capita for sample populations in 
Shivtah. 

Cultivated land (dunams per capita) 
Water (liters per capita per day) 
Housing space (sq. miles per capita) 

For a population of 
10,000 5,000 

1/2 
2 
4 

1 
4 
8 

soil-conservation method, but were still limited to the cultivation of 
no more than three percent of the total area. The major limiting factor 
on the size of the population of the city seems to be not merely the 
aridity, but the mountainous relief and lack of soil. Lack of arable 
land reinforced the local food-supply limitation, which was already 
enhanced by aridity. 
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HYDROLOGICAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROLS 
ON WATER MANAGEMENT IN AN ARID URBAN AREA 

Sol D. Resnick and Kenneth J. DeCook 

Three of the five fastest-growing states in the United States are 
located, at least in part, in the arid Southwest (Valley National Bank 
Research Department, 1970). The nation is heeding the advice of 
Tucson's Chamber of Commerce to "Come to the Southwest." The 
bulk of this population expansion, moreover, has occurred in urban
ized areas, as exemplified in Arizona by the two major cities, Phoe
nix and Tucson. 

In their desire to purchase the least expensive or most easily de
veloped land,fsubdividers edge-hop outward and in many instances 
develop the relative y evel alluvial flood plains. City and county 
parks and water-oriented recreation facilities commonly appear on 
higher-lying areas. The raised and irrigated grassed medians, which 
are used to separate traffic on some of the outlying boulevards, are a 
good example of the innovations established in the arid region by 
those oriented to humid areas. City and county water engineers are 
required to drill additional wells to provide water for the new sub
divisions, and for such uses-as-grassed medians, parks, and water
based recreation facilities; these uses contribute to the perennial de
cline of groundwater levels throughout the arid Southwest. 

Because of the infrequency of storms and the spread-out aspects of 
the cities, storm s~w.e_rs __ are nonexistent, except locally in the larger, 
highly developedcommercial areas; as a result, city streets often be
come channels for runoff and in many cases they cross natural drain
ageways without benefit of bridges or culverts. Hence, one can expect 
headlines in the local newspapers during the period of summer con
vective storms, to the effect that another vehicle has been washed 
away, and the channel is being dragged for its late occupants (Fig. 1 ). 

In the opinion of the authors, a reasonable approach in planning 
and design from a legal, political, economic, social, aesthetic or tech
nical standpoint would be the following: (1) build homes only outside 
of the flood plains; (2) use the flood plains as nature intended, and 
create greenbelts along the channels, which would enhance the en
vironment and probably would raise neighboring property values as 
well; (3) provide proper management of the urban storm water, as, 
for example, with the aid of flood-plain parks that contain partially 
lined recreational lakes positioned to store storm runoff and hence 
reduce hazardous flood peaks.- ~esides storage, proper management 
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Fis. 1. Flood of August 22, 1961 on Airport Wash, Tucson, Arizona. City 
firemen use a life-line to get to a car. One of the car's occupants was rescued, 
but the other was found dead in the wash. (Photograph made available by the 
Tucson Daily Citizen.) 

should entail simple treatment and reuse of this potential water re
source; and (4) depress the grassed medians in streets so that they 
become drainageways and can at least be partially irrigated with storm 
runoff. 

To manage storm water in urbanized areas, however, there is urgent 
need foLJ!ydrologic field data, from watersheds which span the repre
sentative types of land use, on temporal and spatial distribution of 
typical storms. These data should include volume and intensities of 
the rainfall, and time-history, in addition to amounts and rates of 
urban runoff and water quality. Further, with the use of the field data, 
mathematical models and related simulation methods for analyzing 

_ the r~!IJ,fall-fl!!}Off~wateL-quali~~ need to be developed and 
, refined in order to apply the results to other areas comparable in 

climate, geology and physiography (ASCE Urban Hydrology Research 
Council, 1969). 

Current Urban Hydrology Study 

To obtain the required hydrologic field data and to develop the 
necessary simulation methods for urbanized arid regions, a broad 
research study was initiated in July 1969 by faculty and graduate 
students from six departments at the University of Arizona. Funds 
were provided by the U.S. Department of the Interior, Office of Water 
Resources Research, as authorized under the Water Resources Re
search Act of 1964. 
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Table 1. Watersheds selected for study. 

Watershed 

High School Watershed 

Arcadia Watershed 

Railroad Watershed 

Atterbury Subwatershed: W-2 

Atterbury Subwatershed: W-3 

Catchment Area 

0.90 sq. mi. 

3.50 sq. mi. 

1.90 sq. mi. 

4.49 sq. mi.* 

0.47 sq. mi.* 

*Part of the 18-square-mile Atterbury Watershed 

Nature of Watershed 

Fully developed, 
residential 

Partially developed, 
residential and com
mercial 

Part\ally developed, 
residential and indus
trial (railroad service 
yard, sand and gravel 
washing) 

Undeveloped rural area 

Undeveloped rural area 

Cultural and physical conditions in the Tucson area offer an excel
lent opportunity for the study of hydrological and pollutional aspects 
of arid-region urban runoff. The average annual precipitation is about 
11 inches and falls during two distinct rainy seasons. Winter precipita
tion, from extensive frontal storms, generally is of low intensities; the 
summer rains that occur in July, August and September account for 
about 50 percent of the total precipitation. Urban runoff is generated 
in both seasons but is flashier during the summer, as a result of high 
rainfall intensity. 

The research is being conducted in five areas in and near Tucson 
-three urban and suburban and two rural watersheds (Table 1), all 
of them naturally formed. None of these areas has storm sewers, and 
the runoff is concentrated in natural drainageways. Because of dif
ferences in the nature of their constituents, the runoff surfaces in the 
research areas have a wide range of properties. Urban areas include 
paved streets, several types of roofing materials, graded but unpaved 
areas, and parks, lawns and gardens subject to fertilization and chemi
cal pest control. The rural watersheds, which serve as control areas, 
are complex soil-plant-atmosphere systems undisturbed by human 
activities. The watersheds were selected to represent most surface 
types in the urban and nearby rural areas. 

Water input to the three urban and suburban watersheds has been, 
and will continue to be, measured by a network of recording and non
recording rain gages, and gross outflow from each is measured by 
means of critical-depth flumes installed under the current project. 
Similarly, a rain-gage network and series of runoff-measuring devices 
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are in continued use at Atterbury Experimental Watershed. Subwater
sheds W-2 and W-3 of Atterbury Watershed are essentially unde
veloped, and, being in their fifteenth year of operation, not only serve 
as control areas but also have provided data that possibly may pre
sent a means of extending short-term records from the urban water
sheds. 

Water samples are collected at gaging sites at the lower end of each 
watershed. For this purpose, automatic water sampling devices with 
adjustable time settings recently have been fabricated and installed 
at the flume sites on the three urban watersheds. Prior to construction 
of the automatic sampling devices, grab samples were collected manu
ally. The sampling methods are designed to permit correlation of 
water-quality changes with time during a runoff event, changes in 
quality with sequential storms during a rainy season, and composite 
water-quality characteristics of the several watersheds for comparison. 

Pollutants and other substances present in urban runoff may be 
classified into dissolved and suspended organic and inorganic materi
als. The sources of these include airborne solutes, salts and sediment 
derived from soils, decomposition products of plant matter and paving 
and roofing materials, exhaust products of fuels, and chemical addi
tives for insect and weed control. A partial list of such products cur
rently under study includes phenols, pesticides, the common cations 
and anions, nitrate, phosphate, trace metals, and total and volatile 
suspended solids. In addition, chemical oxygen demand (COD) ~d 
temperature are being determined, as well as total coliforms, fecal 
coliforms and fecal streptococci. 

Preliminary Results 

The annual storm runoff on the undeveloped desert Atterbury 
Watershed, approximately 18 square miles in area, was reported by 
Woolhiser (1959) and shown by subsequent records to be about 2.5 
percent of the rainfall. Early results of the urban runoff studies indi
cate that the water yield there may be two to three times as great as 
that of the desert areas. By reason of the very short period of record 
for the urban watersheds, only inferences can be drawn as to com
parative peak flows, concentration times, and other hydrologic factors. 
Based on these preliminary data, however, Decook (1970) estimated 
that approximately 1100 acre-feet of runoff are available annually 
in the urban and southeastern suburban Tucson area. 

With respect to water quality, it has been found that urban runoff 
needs reduction in turbidity before any useful application. Settling 
(in storage) and alum (50-150 mg/I) coagulation-sedimentation ap-
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pear to be adequate treatment methods for many uses (Dharmadhi
kari, 1970). (This, incidentally, reduces bacterial density, chemical 
oxygen demand and phosphates in the process.) Also, as an example 
of a cultural environmental control, it was observed that the relatively 
high COD results in part from street litter and garbage overflow, 
which need control (Mische and Dharmadhikari, 1970). High con
centration of fecal coliforms indicates considerable animal or human 
contribution to pollution, and a rather dense population of domestic 
animals. These concentrations appear to be higher after sustained 
dry periods, as an accumulative effect. 

Adequate chlorination, in addition to the above described treat
ment, would be needed before such utilization as irrigation of pro
duce or water-contact recreation. For domestic use, an activated car
bon process likely would be needed, for the removal of dissolved 
organics and other impurities, prior to chlorination. 

Continuing and Proposed Studies 

Besides the present field data collection program, rainfall will be 
analyzed to provide a basis of comparison between the quality of 
water being brought to the ground surface and the quality of water 
that follows runoff through urban areas; For selected storms on each 
watershed, it is proposed to collect manually a geographically dis
tributed series of samples during the runoff period, which will indi
cate quality differences associated with runoff from various surfaces. 
Further, it is proposed to collect and analyze samples of storm-water 
runoff contained in the larger ephemeral rivers (Santa Cruz, Rillito) 
which pass through and around the city and intercept flow from the 
urban watersheds. This study would serve to indicate the overall 
quality of runoff downstream from a populous urban area after 
the mixture of waters from watersheds of different characteristics. 
The quality of this combined runoff and the particular treatment 
processes required must be known in order to evaluate the feasibility 
of impounding and treating these waters for reuse within the individ
ual small urban watersheds versus drawing water from a single large 
downstream site. 

The rainfall-runoff data will be used to analyze in detail the quanti
tative effects of the composite surface properties of the various catch
ments on runoff characteristics, such as percent runoff, peak dis
charges, time to peak, and flow duration, under various intensities 
and durations of rainfall. 

Prerequisite to the development of mathematical models and related 
simulation methods, the relationships of all components of the urban 
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runoff complex in the arid environment are being examined. The 
rainfall-runoff system may be regarded as an initial subsystem that 
relates the rainfall input with the runoff output. These can be quan
titatively measured, qualitatively analyzed, and controlled at various 
points in the metropolitan area; the runoff in turn is the input to a 
water management subsystem which relates input quantities and quali
ties to an output of treated and distributed water; and finally, this 
water is available as the input to a storage or use subsystem. 

The rainfall-runoff relationship in arid regions will differ in some 
respects from that in humid regions. That of the urbanized area will 
differ from the undeveloped area; and differences will exist between 
one urban area and another. A review has been undertaken of 
methods used to identify the relation between system input and out
put, approximations to linear systems being used predominantly in 
the analytical procedures. This review has not progressed to the point 
of adaptation of the collected data to a specific model; rather, analysis 
of the short-term empirical rainfall-runoff data of the current study 
is being conducted, and these data will be tested in relation to selected 
theoretical models as additional runoff events occur. With the longer 
data records, relationships can be developed and used to formulate 
design criteria for such hydraulic structures as culverts, diversion 
works or storage facilities. 

Water-quality management models also have been reviewed with 
respect to those classes of models that can be adapted to or developed 
from the current study. Refinements of selected models will be under
taken, and this should provide solutions for optimal water control 
and treatment procedures. 

It is anticipated that a total-system model will be fabricated for 
simulating the interrelated processes of the several subsystems al
luded to above. Within this framework, the analytical results of the 
study may form a basis for prediction of urbanization influences on 
rainfall-runoff relationships and water quality in an arid region. 

In order to investigate operational feasibility and to provide basic 
information for management agencies toward the utilization of urban 
runoff as a water resource, pilot studies are being initiated in the 
field. Both technical and economic aspects of feasibility will be ex
amined, the general procedure being to direct quantities of the urban 
runoff on a pilot scale through several stages of the system related to 
water storage, water treatment and water use. These processes are 
interrelated to varying degrees in actual operation. 

Investigation of storage techniques will include both surface and 
subsurface methods, using both plastic-lined and unlined surface res
ervoirs, as well as such artificial groundwater recharge facilities as 
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spreading basins, pits, wells, and shafts. Water treatment methods 
include coagulation and precipitation with chemical additives, me
chanical filtration and chemical reaction during flow across grass
covered plots and through soil profiles, and disinfection of waters. 
The uses to be considered are water-based urban recreational activities 
and irrigation of landscaped recreational areas. 

The interrelationships of these processes will be investigated in the 
pilot studies through the conjunctive use of facilities, for example, the 
simultaneous utilization of a surface reservoir for water storage, 
chemical treatment and water-related recreational use, or adaptation 
of grass-covered strips, which can be part of a greenbelt recreational 
facility, for removing sediment from urban storm runoff. Water 
recovered from the grass-strip filtration process can be chlorinated, 
directed to subsurface storage through recharge wells or shafts, and 
subsequently pumped back through multipurpose wells for reuse in 
water sports or supplemental irrigation of the landscaped park or 
playground sections of the greenbelt recreational facility. 

Results from the rainfall-runoff-quality studies will permit designa
tion of detention sites for increments of runoff from the urban water
sheds, specification of detention times for desilting or appropriate 
chemical treatment, and preliminary design of such detention struc
tures, as well as auxiliary conveyance channels for dispersal of storm 
waters or alternative routing of detained waters to sites of potential 
use. In those phases of the pilot studies that involve storage facili
ties, this research program has the benefit of knowledge of findings, 
design, testing procedures, and practical experience from use of some 
of the actual facilities. This resulted {rom research on reservoir lining 
and artificial groundwater recharge , previously conducted by the 
Water Resources Research Center under grants from the Office of 
Water Resources Research and the Office of Saline Water. 

Treatment methods are at hand because of local investigations by 
Marsh ( 1968) on infiltration rates related to sediment load, and 
by Lehman ( 1968) on filtration through soil columns and grass plots, 
both supported in part by the Office of Water Resources Research. 
The testing facilities used in their work are available for use in the 
pilot studies. Experiments on sediment removal from flood water by 
grass filtration also were conducted by Wilson and Cluff ( 1962) and 
by Wilson ( 1967). Too, during the current study small-scale investiga
tions have been undertaken to determine the effect on quality of pro
longed impoundment, primary settling from two to eight hours, and 
coagulation with aluminum sulfate (alum). Ranges of the effluent 
quality following these treatments and the optimum dose of alum 
have been established. Continuation of these studies is expected to 
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improve the reliability of the results presently in hand and thus present 
a better indication of the clarification efficiency of these processes 
on urban runoff water. 

Techniques will be developed in the pilot studies for using urban 
runoff for water-based recreational development as related to water 
quantity, water quality, and available land areas. Recreational stand
ards for urban areas as modified to the arid region, projected re
quirements for recreational facilities, and relevant social char
acteristics of the user population associated with specific recreational 

·activities are being examined. The data regarding quantity and dis-
tribution of the urban runoff water resource are useful in determining 
feasible size and location of facilities. The water-quality data reveal 
which types of recreational activities may be proven compatible with 
the requisite storage and treatment measures. 

An evaluation of social costs related to water-based recreational 
facilities and associated parks and greenbelts will be made by con
ducting an inventory of existing water-based recreational facilities 
within the area, and through examination of current and projected 
recreational needs as outlined by city and county officials and their 
planning agencies. The unit cost coefficients for treatment and stor
age are readily adaptable to analysis of comparative costs of alterna
tive planning and development techniques. 

It is anticipated that the pilot studies on treatment methods and 
storage as proposed above will provide practical input information 
for formulation of the analytical models, such as a cost-minimizing, 
dynamic programming model for treatment and control of runoff, 
with solutions specifying optimal treatment-plant location and size as 
determined by runoff input characteristics and water-use objectives. 

Discussion 

Urban storm runoff in an arid region can be managed for the miti
gation of potential hazards to public health and safety, and this excel
lent water resource can be utilized for recreation or landscape irri
gation. The means for handling the physical, biological and engineer
ing aspects appear to be at hand. Pilot studies for conjunctive stor
age, treatment, and water-use activities are designed to synthesize 
these technical components on an operational basis. 

From an economic standpoint, it appears likely that the benefits 
to be derived from flood control, water use, and enhancement of the 
urban environment would justify the costs of the requisite manage
ment procedures. Two conditions enter into this supposition. First, 
the availability of a relatively inexpensive and high-quality short-run 
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supply of groundwater, and the partial conversion of the former win
ter tourist trade into a perennial commercial expansion, have contrib
uted to the development of a policy in municipal government which 
encourages liberal use of water for lawns, trees and gardens to "Keep 
the City Green." The resulting high per-capita water use, combined 
with rapid population increase, has contributed to persistent over
draft of the limited groundwater aquifers beneath the city. Therefore, 
other water sources ultimately will be substituted into the total metro
politan water supply function. Second, the generally favorable quality 
of groundwater for municipal uses requires little or no water treat
ment. As a result, the water management system has not encountered 
the necessity of building large treatment plants for its primary supply 
and is correspondingly lacking in water treatment facilities with which 
to handle alternative sources of supply-be they imported water, 
surface water or salvaged water-all of which would require a seem
ingly inordinate capital investment for treatment. Conjunctive opera
tions, however, can contain specific treatment measures applied to a 
discrete water source, thereby enabling management to evaluate ob
jectives in terms of a unified treatment, storage, and use system. 

Regarding legal aspects of urban runoff utilization, it is felt that 
rights can be established for water in the form of runoff generated by 
the urbanization process, particularly as refinement of runoff models 
provides a basis for quantitative definition of "synthetic runoff," 
that is, that composite water yield of the urban watershed in excess of 
the yield of an equivalent undeveloped watershed. 

In considering social acceptance of the environmental control 
practices implied herein, it may be noted that funding for flood
control works has been consistently voted down in Maricopa County 
(Phoenix area), Arizona. It is believed that the suggested broader ap
proach would hold more appeal to the public. 

It is in the realm of political decision-making, where final policy 
with regard to urban water management is most likely to be formu
lated, that the course of future action presently appears to be least pre
dictable. 
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RECLAIMING MUNICIPAL WASTEWATER 
BY GROUNDWATER RECHARGE 

Herman Bouwer and J. C. Lance 

Where increasing populations in the arid lands make demands on 
available water resources, the sewage effluent from urban centers be
comes an important water source that, after conventional treatment, 
can be used for irrigation of crops not directly consumed by humans. 
Also, the effluent can be treated further to permit irrigation of vege
table-~ps, parks, golf courses, etc., and used for recreational lakes 
and even industrial and municipal purposes. An effective way to re
claim water from sewage effluent is soil filtration, applying the ef
fluent to land with basins, furrows or sprinklers, and collecting the 
reclaimed water as "groundwater" at some distance from the infiltra
tion areas with wells, drains, trenches or other facilities. Under favor
able hydrogeologic conditions, such systems can yield reclaimed 
water at a fraction of the cost of equivalent in-plant tertiary treatment. 
Reclaiming ~ter ~u~ound\\'~~!_!_t'.~~~!Se also is aesthetically 
more attractive than in-plant treatment. 

As the effluent moves through the soil, the biodegradable material 
is metabolized by soil microorganisms, yielding essentially complete 
removal of the biochemical oxygen demand (BOD). Pathogenic and 
coliform bacteria, being in a hostile and competitive environment, 
generally do not survive after a few meters of travel. Viruses are ad
sorbed by the soil particles. Phosphates can precipitate in the soil as 
calcium, iron or aluminum phosphates (apatites), or they can be fixed 
by iron and aluminum oxides and clay minerals. The iron and alu
minum oxides also will immobilize boron. Fluorides can be adsorbed 
by clay minerals or they may be precipitated as calcium fluoride 
or as fluor-apatites. Metal ions will be adsorbed on the clay minerals, 
although chelating effects by the organic fraction may cause a certain 
mobility of the heavy metals. Nitrogen may be transformed into the 
nitrate form or it can be removed by plant roots, by fixation in micro
bial tissue, denitrification, volatilization of ammonia, adsorption 
of ammonia on clay and organic matter, and fixation of ammonia by 
organic matter. 

Recharge with Low-Quality Water 

Groundwater recharge can be achieved by overirrigation of agri
cultural crops, or with recharge basins or other infiltration facilities 
used only to put the waste water into the soil (Bouwer, 1968). Such 
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facilities require soil materials that are sufficiently coarse to bring re
latively high infiltration rates and yet fine enough to give adequate 
quality improvement of the waste water. Suitable soils usually are 
found in the sandy loam to medium-sand range. The depth of the 
static groundwater table should be at least one or two meters (Bouwer, 
1968; Schwartz and Bendixen, 1970). Large water-table depths (a few 
hundred meters, for example) usually are not desirable because of the 
large quantities of water that may have to be stored in the soil above 
the water table before groundwater recharge can commence--and 
because of the pumping lifts. The water-bearing formations should be 
sufficiently permeable to prevent the water table from rising to the 
surface of the soil in the infiltration areas. Also, the soil should drain 
rapidly for adequate aeration during dry-up periods. 

Infiltration periods must be alternated with dry-up periods to allow 
oxygen to enter the soil and to restore the infiltration rate which 
usually decreases during waste-water application due to clogging of 
the surface soil. Commonly used application schedules range from a 
few hours' infiltration each day to infiltration and dry-up periods of 
several weeks each, depending on the oxygen demand of the waste 
water, the permeability of the soil, and the depth of the groundwater. 
Loading rates range from a few centimeters to a few meters per week, 
depending on the permeability of the soil and whether the land is used 
for crop production. Although most of the quality improvement of the 
waste water occurs in the first few meters of percolation through the 
soil, wells or other facilities for collecting the reclaimed water should 
be located at least 50 to l 00 meters from the nearest infiltration area 
to allow lateral movement of the reclaimed water below the water 
table. This movement is desirable for "polishing" treatment, such as 
taste and odor removal, and to minimize the chance of breakthrough 
of pathogenic microorganisms. The underground detention time for 
the waste water should be at least a month. Depending on the waste
water composition, the desired quality of the reclaimed water, and the 
soil materials involved, different values for the minimum time and 
distance of underground travel may be selected. 

Reclaiming waste water by soil percolation and groundwater re
charge is important not only in arid zones, but also in humid regions 
where applying waste water to land is an attractive alternative to dis
charging it in streams, lakes or other surface waters. In that case, the 
nitrogen, phosphorus, organic carbon and other substances in the 
waste water can be utilized by a crop or decomposed in the soil, and 
the water not used by the vegetation can move deeper into the soil to 
become reclaimed water. This is ecologically more desirable than dis
charging such waste in streams or other surface waters, where it con-
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tributes to pollution. In addition to elimination of effluents from 
sewage treatment plants, land disposal can be used for settled effluents 
from canneries, chicken processing plants, and similar producers of 
liquid wastes. A land filtration system for renovating waste water 
usually should be designed so as to avoid or minimize underground 
movement of the reclaimed water into the aquifer outside the system 
of infiltration areas and wells, particularly if the quality of the re
claimed water is inferior to that of the native groundwater. This can 
be accomplished by maintaining zero or "inward" hydraulic gradi
ents along the periphery of the system (Bouwer, 1970). 

Because the optimum design and operation of a land-treatment sys
tem for liquid waste depend so much on the local conditions of soil 
and water table and on the climate, it usually is desirable to install a 
small-scale or pilot system first. The information gained from such a 
system can then be used to develop criteria for the design and opera
tion of a full-scale system so as to produce the largest quantity and 
highest quality of reclaimed water per unit of cost. An example of 
such a pilot system is the Flushing Meadows Project west of Phoenix, 
Arizona, which was installed in 1967 to evaluate the suitability of the 
dry Salt River bed for reclaiming secondary sewage effluent by 
groundwater recharge. The project is a cooperative endeavor with the 
Salt River Project and was partially supported by a grant from the 
Federal Water Pollution Control Administration. 

Flushing Meadows Project 

The Salt River Valley is a good example of urbanization of an irri
gated region in an arid zone. The total annual water use for agricul
ture and municipal purposes in the area covered by the irrigation dis
trict (the Salt River Project) is presently about 1700 million cubic 
meters (m3). About two-thirds of this water is supplied by the Salt 
River; the rest is obtained from the groundwater in the Salt River 
Valley. Because of overdraft, the groundwater level in some parts of 
this valley is dropping at the rate of about three meters per year. The 
discharge of the two main sewage treatment (activated-sludge) plants, 
which handle most of the effluent from Phoenix and adjacent cities, 
is about 90 million m3 per year and is expected to increase to some 
370 million m3 per year by the year 2000. At 1.2 meters' annual water 
use, this could irrigate some 30,000 hectares, which may be more 
than the agricultural land still remaining within the irrigation district 
boundaries at that time. Since large-scale reuse of the water would 
include irrigation of vegetable crops, parks, playgrounds, private 
lawns, and lakes for primary-contact recreation, the secondary efflu
ent should be given additional treatment. The hydrogeologic condi-
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tions in the Salt River bed seemed favorable for groundwater recharge 
with infiltration basins, and a pilot project was initiated. 

Description of System 

The project contains six parallel recharge basins, 6.1 x 213 meters 
each spaced 6.1 meters apart (Fig. 1 ). Secondary effluent is 
pumped from the discharge channel of the 91 st A venue treatment 
plant into basins at one end where the flow is controlled by an alfal
fa valve and measured with a triangular critical-depth flume. The 
water in each basin is controlled by an overflow structure at the dis
charge end, where the outflow is measured with another flume. Water 
depths of 0.18 and 0.33 meters have been used. The infiltration rate 
for each basin is calculated from the difference between the inflow and 
the outflow rates. 

The soil beneath the basins consists of about 0.9 meters of fine, 
loamy sand underlain by a succession of coarse sand and gravel layers 
to a depth of 76 meters where a clay deposit begins. The original sat
urated hydraulic conductivity of the fine, loamy sand top layer was 
about 1.2 m/day. The underlying sand and gravel layers, which have 
been described in detail (Bouwer, 1970), can be considered as one ani
sotropic medium. The hydraulic conductivity of this medium is 86 
m/day horizontally and 5.4 m/day vertically. 

These values were obtained by electrical analog analysis and con
firmed by permeability tests on the observation wells in the project 
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area (Bouwer, 1970). The static groundwater table is about 3 meters 
deep. Observation wells consisting of 0.15-meter diameter cased holes 
open at the bottom were installed at various locations in the project 
area (Fig. 1). These wells, which range from 6 to 30 meters deep, are 
used to obtain samples of the reclaimed water for chemical and bac
teriological analyses and to measure the response of the groundwater 
level to groundwater recharge. 

In conformance with the theory of groundwater mound formation 
below infiltration basins (Bouwer, 1962), the groundwater level rises 
rapidly after the start of a new inundation period, but reaches a 
pseudo-equilibrium level in a few days. When a dry-up period is 
started, the groundwater levels recede and soon reach their original 
levels. Because of the high hydraulic conductivity in horizontal direc
tion of the aquifer, the height of the groundwater mound during 
recharge is relatively low, that is, 1.09 m/day infiltration rate. 

To evaluate the effect of surface condition of the basins on infiltra
tion rate, in 1968 one basin was covered with a gravel layer, another 
was left in bare soil, and the four remaining basins were planted with 
bermuda grass. Inundation schedules ranged from two days wet and 
three days dry to three weeks wet and three weeks dry. The infiltration 
rates were generally between 0.3 and 0.9 m/day, depending on water 
depth, the suspended solids content of the effluent and the length of 
the inundation and dry-up periods. During inundation, the infiltration 
rate usually decreased almost linearly with time. Tensiometer meas
urements in the soil beneath the basins and measurements of the effect 
of water depth in the basins on the infiltration rate indicated that the 
decrease in infiltration during inundation was mostly caused by clog
ging at the soil surface. 

After accounting for the soil variability between the basins, the 
infiltration in the grass basins was about 20 percent higher, and in 
the gravel-covered basins 50 percent lower, than in the bare soil basin. 
The higher infiltration rates in the grass basins were attributed mainly 
to the prevention of algal growth on the bottoms of the basins. The low 
infiltration rate in the gravel basin is probably caused by poor drying 
of the soil beneath the gravel with consequent slow recovery in the 
infiltration rate. 

Maximum hydraulic loading or long-term infiltration was obtained 
with inundation periods of about two weeks and dry-up periods of 
about 10 days in the summer and 20 days in the winter. For the 12-
month period 1 July 1969 to 1 July 1970, the average total infiltration 
for the six basins was 99 meters. 
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Improvement of Water Quality 

The East Center Well (ECW, Fig. 1) is 9.1 meters deep. Thus, 
water pumped from this well has traveled vertically about 2.4 meters 
from the basin bottom to the groundwater table, and 6. 7 meters from 
the water table to the bottom of the well. Since the well is located 
midway between basins 3 and 4, the water has also traveled about 3 
meters horizontally. The time required for this travel ranges from one 
to two weeks, depending on the infiltration rate. Quality parameters 
of the water from this well, which receives reclaimed sewage water 
that has infiltrated in basins 3 and 4, and of the reclaimed water from 
the 6.1-meter-deep wells 1 and 7 outside the basin area (Fig. 1) 
are shown in Table 1 in relation to the quality of the sewage effluent. 

Oxygen demand.-The data in Table 1 show that the five-day BOD 
of the reclaimed water is essentially zero. The chemical oxygen de
mand (COD) is reduced from 50 to 17 parts per million (ppm), which 
is about the same as the COD of the native groundwater. 

Nitrogen.-The nitrogen in the effluent is almost all in the am
monium form. This is mostly converted to nitrate in the reclaimed 
water if sequences of short inundation periods (two days wet, three 
days dry) are used. With longer inundation periods (two weeks wet, 
two weeks dry), nitrate-nitrogen concentrations in the reclaimed water 
are much lower (Table 1), with those below the grass basins being 
lower than those below the nonvegetated basins. In 1968, for example, 
the NOa-N concentration in ECW-water during sequences of long in
undation periods dropped from about 10 ppm to about 0.2 ppm after 
the bermuda grass had reached maturity in basins 3 and 4, but the 
NOa-N concentration in the water from well 1-2, which had infil
trated in the nonvegetated basins 1 and 2, remained in the 5- to 10-
ppm range. 

The dependence of the NOa-N concentration in the reclaimed water 
on the length of the inundation period is illustrated in Figure 2, which 
shows that for the short inundation periods in July and August 1968 
the NOa-N concentration was about 21 ppm. For the long inundation 
periods for the rest of the year and with full grass cover in basins 3 and 
4, NOa-N concentrations were close to zero after the passage of an 
NOa-peak. This peak, which always occurs a few days after the start 
of a new inundation period when sequences of long inundations are 
held, is due to the arrival of nitrified sewage water that was held as 
capillary water in the soil during the preceding dry-up period. Some 
nitrate may also have been formed by bio-oxidation of ammonium 
held by the exchange complex in the soil. At greater distances from the 
recharge basin, the peaks become less distinct. An N03-peak arrives 
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Fig. 2. Total nitrogen in sewage effluent and nitrate and ammonium nitrogen 
in reclaimed water from East Center Well in relation to inundation schedule 
(July-December 1968). 

Table 1. Chemical and bacteriological parameters (average values) of secondary 
effluent and reclaimed sewage water from observation wells (in mg./liter, except 
for pH and coliform density). 

BODs 
COD 
Organic N 
NH4-N 
NOa-N 
short inundations 
long inund. (bare) a 
long inund. (grass) b 

P04-P 
F 
B 
Dissolved salts 
pH 
Fecal coliforms 
(MPN/100 ml.) 

Effluent 

15 
50 

25 
0.1 

12 
4.5 
0.4 

1020 
7.9 

106 

a-reclaimed water below bare soil basins 
b-reclaimed water below grass-covered basins 
c-median value (range 0-50) 
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ECW 

0.3 
17 

trace 
5 

20 
9 
0.2 
6 
2.5 
0.4 

1060 
7.2 

Well No. I 

14 

3 

2 
1.7 
0.4 

7.7 

Well No. 7 

14 

3 
2.1 
0.4 

7.4 



in ECW from 5 to I I days after the start of an inundation period, 
depending on the infiltration rate in the basins. Thus, the under
ground detention time of the water pumped from ECW is in the .5-
to-I I -day range. 

The NHt-N content of the reclaimed water usually stays around 
5 ppm and apparently is not affected much by the length of the in
undation periods used at the Flushing Meadows Project. Thus, before 
and after the passage of the N03 peak, the total nitrogen in the re
claimed water during long inundation periods in the vegetated basins 
is about 80 percent less than that in effluent. However, NH4-N 
concentrations as high as I 5 ppm have been observed in ECW water. 

The lower NOa-N concentrations in the reclaimed water for the 
longer inundation period are attributed to denitrification and to fixa
tion of NH3 by relatively stable organic material in the soil. The latter 
is evidenced by an increase of the Kjeldah 1-N content of the soil. A 
more detailed discussion of the various processes for removal and 
transformation of nitrogen in water moving through soil is presented 
in the section "Nitrogen Transformations and Removal." 

Phosphates.-Phosphorus, which occurs mainly in the form of 
orthophosphates in the effluent, is reduced from about I 2 ppm P in 
the effluent to about 6 ppm P in the reclaimed water from ECW 
(Table I). Further reductions in P-content occur with additional lat
eral movement of the reclaimed water below the water table (see P
contents for wells I and 7 in Table I). Extrapolation of the P-removal 
in relation to distance of underground travel shows that at a distance 
of about 50 to I 00 meters from the recharge basins, very small P
concentrations can be expected. 

In the sandy and gravelly materials of the Flushing Meadows Pro
ject, phosphorus probably is removed by precipitation of calcium
phosphate complexes such as apatite. Assuming that all phosphorus is 
precipitated as apatite in a soil volume 9 meters deep and four times 
as wide as the width of the recharge area, the apatite would occupy 
0.5 percent of the total volume after a period of 100 years. Assuming 
a porosity of 20 percent, the apatite would thus take up about 2.5 per
cent of the pore space. This is small and likely will not have a sig
nificant effect on the hydraulic conductivity of the aquifer. If the 
soil is rich in iron and aluminum oxides, high rates of P-removal can 
be expected over shallow depths of soil (Kardos, I 967; Taylor, I 967). 

Fluorides.-The removal of fluorides also continues as the water 
moves laterally below the water table, as indicated by the lower F
concentrations in wells I and 7 than in ECW, which in tum contains 
about half as many fluorides as the effluent (Table 1 ). Fluorides may 
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be adsorbed on clay minerals (Bower and Hatcher, 1967) or be pre
cipitated as fluor-apatites or calcium fluoride. 

Boron.-The boron concentration is about 0.4 ppm and remains 
unchanged as the water moves downward through the soil and lat
erally below the water table (Table 1). Thus the sands and gravels 
appear to contain few aluminum and iron oxides, which are effective 
in removing boron (Sims and Bingham, 1968). Boron concentrations 
above 0.5 ppm in irrigation water can be detrimental to some of the 
more sensitive crops such as citrus, stone and pome fruits. 

Salts and pH.-The aver1;tge salt concentration of the reclaimed 
water is 1060 ppm, which is about four percent higher than that of the 
sewage effluent (Table 1 ). This can be attributed entirely to evapora
tion from the water in the recharge basins (average annual evapora
tion from a free water surface in the Phoenix area is about 1.8 
meters). The pH of the reclaimed water is somewhat lower than that 
of the sewage effluent (Table 1 ). 

Coliform density.-The total coliform density in the reclaimed 
water from ECW, determined weekly with the multiple-tube fermenta
tion technique, was higher during sequences of inundation periods of 
two-three weeks than during inundation periods of two-three days, 
that is, median "most-probable-number" (MPN) values were about 
200 per 100 milliliters for the long periods and five per 100 milliliters 
for the short periods. 

The fecal coliform density in the reclaimed water was very low and 
often zero (Table 1). The number of fecal coliforms tended to increase 
somewhat after the start of a new inundation period, when newly in
filtrated water had arrived at the bottom of the well. The same trend 
was true for the presumptive MPN of coliform, which sometimes 
reached a value of several hundred per 100 milliliters. After the end 
of an inundation period, the presumptive MPN of coliforms in the 
ECW water generally decreased and reached a value of close to zero 
in about three weeks. Therefore, it is concluded that an additional 
underground detention time of about one month should be sufficient 
for essentially complete removal of all coliform organisms. Regrowth 
of nonfecal coliforms, such as Aerobacter aerogenes, in sewage water 
as it moves through the ground has sometimes been observed (Mc
Michael and McKee, 1965). 

Nitrogen Transformations and Removal 

Because of the importance of the nitrogen in water quality and pol
lution, a general discussion of the various chemical, biochemical, and 
physical-chemical processes that remove nitrogen or change the nitro
gen form in water percolating through soil is presented. 
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Denitrification.-The biological reduction of nitrates results in 
the movement of gaseous N2 from the soil into the atmosphere and 
may be described by the following equation: 

CsH120s + 4 NOi-+2 N2 + 6 H20 + 6 C02 

Denitrification proceeds slowly at pH's below 5.5 and temperatures 
below 10°C. Most of the gas evolved from environments about pH 
6.0 is N2, while N20 and NO predominate when the pH is low (Alex
ander, 1967; Cooper and Smith, 1963). 

Denitrification is a desirable removal process because the nitrogen 
is completely removed from the system without contributing to air 
pollution. The three requirements for denitrifying secondary sewage 
effluent in a groundwater recharge system are 1) oxidation of NH4-N 
to NOa-N in the first zone, 2) passage through an anaerobic zone after 
oxidation to N03-N, and 3) provision of an adequate energy source in 
the anaerobic zone for the denitrifying bacteria. The last condition is 
the most difficult to meet. Secondary sewage effluent must undergo 
aerobic treatment to promote nitrification because its nitrogen is most
ly in the ammonium form. This can be accomplished with an inter
mittent infiltration schedule of two days or less and a dry period of 
about equal length. An anaerobic zone must then be maintained in the 
lower part of the profile to provide an environment for the denitrifying 
microorganisms. However, most of the carbon or energy source in 
secondary sewage effluent would be utilized by heterotropic bacteria 
before the water reaches the anaerobic zone. The extent of denitrifi
cation is probably limited by the amount of available carbon in that 
zone. Additional carbon can be furnished by adding primary effluent 
or some organic source such as methanol, and it may be necessary to 
recycle the nitrified effluent. 

An alternate system to promote denitrification is the oxidation of 
ammonium by modified activated-sludge treatment (Balakrishnan 
and Eckenfelder, 1970) or in oxidation ponds or channels before 
admitting it to an anaerobic recharge system. St. Amant and Mc
Carty ( 1969) were able to promote denitrification of the nitrate in 
agricultural waste water with a completely anaerobic column and the 
addition of 1 milligram of methanol-C per milligram of NOa-N. 

Nitrification and denitrification can occur concurrently in the 
same profile of irrigated crop lands because anaerobic pockets are 
present within an essentially aerobic soil (Nommik, 1965). Nitrogen 
losses due to denitrification are estimated at 10-15 percent of the in
organic fertilizer applied to soils, and similar losses could occur from 
lands irrigated with secondary sewage effluent. 
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Volatilization of ammonia.-Nitrogen also may be transferred to 
the atmosphere in the gaseous form by the nonbiological volatilization 
of ammonia. Ammonia exists in equilibrium with ammonium ions in 
so lution : 

NHt+ oH-~NHa+ H20 

Most of the nitrogen is present in the ionic form, NH 4, at pH 7 and 
below, but an increase in pH shifts the equilibrium to the right so that 
more of the nitrogen occurs in the gaseous form, NH3. Since the pH of 
secondary sewage effluent is usually about seven to eight, less than 
JO percent of the nitrogen is in the gaseous ammonia form. Volatili
zation of significant quantities of ammonia also requires considerable 
air-water contact (Slechta and Culp, 1967), and this would not be pro
vided in a groundwater recharge system. Thus, although some nitrogen 
will be removed by this process when secondary sewage effluent is 
appli ed to land, the amount would be small unless the water is made 
more alkaline by the addition of lime or the removal of C02 by algal 
activ ity in a holding pond. It might be possible to strip some ammonia 
from sewage water as it moves through a channel to the land di s
posal system. 

Adsorption of ammonium nitrogen.-The ammonium ions in the 
sewage water may be adsorbed by the negatively charged clay and 
organic colloids in the soil. The cation exchange capacity (CEC) of 
different soils varies tremendously, depending upon the amount of 
organic matter and the amount and type of clay mineral in the so il. 
Since coarse-textured soils are usually used for groundwater recharge 
systems, the CEC's of such soils are relatively low and would range 
between 1 and 5 milliequivalents per l 00 grams of soil. If we assume 
an average value of 3 milliequivalents/l 00 grams, the exchange 
capacity of a I -meter-thick layer of a coarse-textured soil could adsorb 
all of the NH 4-N contained in 29 meters of secondary sewage efflu ent 
(25 mg NH4-N per liter) if all of its exchange capacity was saturated 
with NH.:j. The so il could not become saturated with N H4, however, 
because other ions in th e sewage water, particularly such divalent 
ions as Ca+2 and Mg+2, compete for the exchange sites. The am
monium adsorption ratio (AAR) can be used to estimate the per
centage of the CE~ .. which can •be. occuP.ied by )'{t:ft and the rinci al :. 
competing._,d· iIJi . fora in tllle wal!611 ·1 ·e ng " nmug ·f.ie ei 
knowD..'· · , is done in the same way tnat the sodium adsorption 
rati0 fS:A R) is used to calculate the percentage of exchangeable so

.d · clil1 in soils (U.S. Dept. of Agriculture, 1954). For example, it can 
c e calculated that the sand mentioned above could adsorb only the 

NH4-N contained in about 3 meters of secondary sewage effluent from 
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the city of Phoenix which contains about 25 ppm N~-N, 55 ppm 
Ca, and 30 ppm Mg. 

The adsorption of N~-N on the exchange complex of soils is 
therefore not an important nitrogen removal mechanism for ground
water recharge systems since the soils generally used in these systems 
rapidly become saturated with N~-N. This adsorption is important 
in groundwater recharge systems, however, because it concentrates the 
nitrogen of the sewage water into a smaller volume of reclaimed water 
when soils are intermittently flooded with sewage water. The adsorp
tion of NH4-N by the clay during flooding results in the production of 
low-nitrogen reclaimed water. Adsorbed NH4-N is oxidized to N03-N 
by nitrifying bacteria during the dry period. The nitrate is leached out 
with the next inundation, causing a wave of high-nitrate concentration 
in the initial portion of the reclaimed water which could be recycled 
for denitrification or used for irrigation. More low-nitrogen water is 
produced after this wave of high-nitrate water and the cycle is 
repeated. 

Agricultural soils with their generally higher clay contents can re
move most of the nitrogen by NH4-adsorption on clay when sewage 
water is used for irrigation because of the smaller volumes of water per 
unit volume of soil that are applied. However, the adsorbed NH4 can 
be nitrified between irrigations and eventually move down to the 
groundwater if it is not stabilized or removed by some other reaction. 

Fixation of NHlby clays.-The NH4-ion may be fixed in the soil 
by becoming trapped in the intermicellar layers of 2: 1 type clay 
minerals such as montmorillonite and vermiculite. Nitrogen fixed in 
this way is quite resistant to nitrification and crop removal. Nommik 
( 1965) suggested that an equilibrium occurs between the different 
forms of NH4 in the soil: 

(NH4) soluble ~(NH4) exchangeable? (NH4) fixed 

Because soils used for infiltration systems for groundwater recharge 
generally will have a low clay content and some clay minerals such as 
montmorillonite fix NH4 only when dried, removal of NH4 by this 
process is generally not significant. 

Fixation of ammonia.-Many investigators have demonstrated that 
ammonia reacts with the organic fraction of the soil, forming com
plexes which are resistant to leaching and decomposition (Sohn and 
Peech, 1958; Broadbent, et al., 1960; Burge and Broadbent, 1961; 
Mortland and Wolcott, 1965; Nommik, 1965). In many cases it was 
shown that the organic fraction played a greater role than the mineral 
fraction in the retention of ammonia in soil. Anhydrous ammonia was 
used in most of these studies, but Broadbent et al ( 1960) added NH4 
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to the surface of columns containing a peat soil and found that some 
of the adsorbed nitrogen was resistant even to refluxing with 6N HCl 
for 16 hours. Fixation of ammonia was slight under acid conditions, 
but increased rapidly as the pH was raised above seven by adding 
increments of Ca(OH)2. 

The mechanism of this reaction and the exact chemical nature of 
the organic-matter/ammonia complex are not well understood. Matt
son and Koutler-Andersson (1942) suggested that ammonia was fixed 
by the lignin-derived fraction of the soil organic matter. Broadbent 
et al. ( 1960) showed that substantial quantities of ammonia were fixed 
under anaerobic conditions, but when the reaction was allowed to 
continue for several days, more ammonia was fixed in the presence 
of oxygen. They suggested that reactive groups capable of fixing am
monia are normally present in the soil, and when these groups are 
consumed further fixation depends upon the production of new groups 
by oxidation. Burge and Broadbent ( 1961) reported that the fixation 
of ammonia was correlated with the carbon content of soils. One mole
cule of ammonia was fixed per 29 atoms of carbon under aerobic con
ditions, while 45 atoms of carbon were needed under anaerobic 
conditions. 

Organic fixation could account for the removal of a considerable 
amount of nitrogen from sewage water applied to land since the pH of 
secondary sewage effluent is usually well above the neutral point and 
most of the nitrogen is in the ammonium form. For example, a 1-
meter layer of sand could remove the nitrogen from 24 meters of ef
fluent with a nitrogen concentration of 25 milligrams/liter for each 
percent organic carbon it contains (assuming that 1 gram of carbon 
can fix 40 milligrams nitrogen). Nevertheless, a high-rate groundwater 
recharge system would become saturated with nitrogen after a few 
years of operation even if the system utilized several meters of sand 
and only half of the nitrogen was removed by this process. 

Incorporation of nitrogen.-Nitrogen may be removed from sewage 
water by the incorporation of NHi into microbial cell tissue since NH: 
is the most readily assimilated nitrogen form for most microorganisms. 
Microbial protoplasm contains five to 15 parts of carbon to one 
part nitrogen, while secondary sewage effluent contains 0.8 parts car
bon to one part nitrogen. Thus, the maximum amount of nitrogen 
that can be removed by microbial assimilation from sewage water 
containing 25 milligrams/liter nitrogen would be about 2 milligrams 
to 1 if we assume a C/N ratio of 10 for microbial tissue and very 
little release of carbon as C02. It seems likely that five to 10 percent 
of the nitrogen content of secondary sewage effluent applied to land 
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could be immobilized in microbial tissue. This nitrogen, however, may 
later be released or recycled as the organisms die and decompose. 

Crop removal of nitrogen.-Incorporation of nitrogen into the tis
sue of plants growing on the land where sewage water is applied is 
an effective way to reduce the nitrogen content of the water and to 
remove nitrogen stored in the root zone. Sewage water has been used 
in many cases to irrigate lawns and various crops (Bouwer, 1968; 
Kardos, 1967; Day and Tucker, 1959). Normally, the water is applied 
only in rates adequate for crop production, but water applied in excess 
of the consumptive use of crops can reach the groundwater. The 
volume of sewage water that can be reclaimed and safely added to the 
groundwater is limited by the amount of nutrients the plants can 
extract. 

The best types of crop for such a system are perennial grasses 
which have a long growing season and are flood tolerant. Some of 
these grasses can be overseeded with · small grains during winter 
months in the southern half of the United States. A production of 
33.5 metric tons of hay per hectare would remove all of the nitrogen 
from 3 meters of secondary sewage effluent with a nitrogen concentra
tion of 25 milligramsfliter. A perennial-grass-small-grain crop could 
be irrigated with about 4 or 5 meters of secondary sewage effluent 
per year with little contamination of the groundwater since some of 
the other removal mechanisms such as denitrification would also be 
removing some nitrogen. About 3 meters of water would be added to 
the groundwater if 5 meters of sewage water were applied in central 
Arizona. The amount of water applied in cold climates would be less, 
but the system could still be used to effectively renovate sewage water. 
In Pennsylvania, wheat removed 92 percent of the nitrogen from the 
effluent at irrigations of 2.5 centimeters per week, and 60 percent at 
5 centimeters per week (Kardos, 1967). 

Gaseous loss of nitrogen.-Nitrites formed during the nitrifica
tion process may decompose or react with soil organic matter to yield 
gaseous nitrogen which is lost to the atmosphere. These reactions are 
called chemo-denitrification because they are not biological. Nitrites 
are normally rapidly oxidized to nitrates in soils by Nitrobacter, but 
this is not so in alkaline soils containing large amounts of ammonia. 
The resulting accumulation of nitrites sets the stage for large losses of 
gaseous nitrogen by several possible reactions. One possible reaction 
is that nitrous acid (HN02) may break down at pH's below 5.5 as 
follows: 
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It is improbable that much nitrogen loss occurs in soils from this 
reaction because nitrites usually accumulate under neutral or alkaline 
conditions where this reaction doesn't occur. Another possible reac
tion is for nitrous acid to react with a-amino acids; for example: 

This reaction, called the Van Slyke reaction, does not occur above 
pH 5.0 and is considered to be of little or no importance as a pathway 
of nitrogen loss from soils (Allison, 1963; Broadbent and Clark, 
1965). 

Ammonia may react with nitrous acid in a similar reaction: 

Allison (1963) considered this to be an important pathway for the 
volatile loss of nitrogen. On the other hand, Smith and Clark ( 1960) 
found that soils treated with nitrogen-tagged ammonium sulfate and 
potassium nitrite lost most of the nitrite nitrogen, but none of the am
monium nitrogen. 

Clark and Beard ( 1960) suggested that organic matter reacted with 
nitrites in some manner which promoted the instability of nitrites, 
resulting in the loss of N2. 

It seems unlikely that chemo-denitrification by any of these reac
tions accounts for a significant amount of nitrogen removal from 
secondary sewage effluent in a land disposal system. The buildup of 
an ammonia concentration sufficient to retard the oxidation of nitrites 
is unlikely because the total nitrogen content of the water is only 
about 25 ppm and most of this is in the ammonium form which can 
be adsorbed by the clay complex. Most nitrogen losses from soils at
tributed to these reactions have occured when ammonia-producing 
fertilizers were applied in bands or large quantities of nitrite salts were 
added to soils. 

Conclusions on N-removal.-Of the various processes for N
removal from water moving through soil, only denitrification and crop 
harvesting result in a net loss of nitrogen from the system. The other 
processes take nitrogen out of the water but store it in the soil. These 
processes, of course, cannot go on indefinitely. Thus, depending on 
the nitrogen loading rates and the nitrogen storage capacity of the 
soil, decreased nitrogen removal can be expected sooner or later. A 
long rest period to transform the nitrogen to the nitrate form which 
will be leached out with the new inundation period, or periodically 
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utilizing recharge basins for crop production, will extend the nitrogen
removing capability of the recharge system. 

The cost of reclaiming water from sewage effluent or other liquid 
waste by soil percolation and groundwater recharge depends on topo
graphic and hydrogeologic conditions. On the flat land, the effluent 
may be applied by basins or furrows. On sloping land, contour furrows 
or sprinkler systems may be used. Where the infiltration rates are low, 
large land areas may be required and it may be more economical to 
combine the recharge system with agricultural utilization of the land 
(Bouwer, 1968; Kardos, 1967; and references therein). For a detailed 
discussion of the design of recharge systems and of techniques for 
evaluating hydraulic properties of aquifers and predicting water table 
positions and underground detention times, reference is made to 
Bouwer, 1970. 

The Salt River bed, which is normally dry because of storage of the 
flow in reservoirs in the mountains, is about 1 kilometer wide in the 
Phoenix area. Recharge basins could be located on both sides of the 
river bed and wells for pumping the reclaimed water would be placed 
in the center (Fig. 3). Two recharge strips would be about 330 meters 
apart, thus insuring a minimum underground travel distance of about 
165 meters for the reclaimed water. With an annual infiltration of 
about 100 meters in the basins, about 370 hectares of recharge basins 
would be required to reclaim the annual volume of 370 million m3 of 
sewage water expected by the year 2000. The cost of reclaiming the 
sewage water in this manner is expected to be about four dollars per 
1000 m3 (five dollars per acre-foot), including amortization of capital 
investment and operating and pumping costs. The cost of in-plant 
tertiary treatment to obtain reclaimed water of similar quality would 
be at least 10 times as much (Bouwer, 1968, and references therein). 

Summary 

In arid regions, the sewage effluent from urban developments is an 
important water resource. To re-use this water for purposes with rela
tively high economic returns (irrigation of fruit and vegetable crops, 
recreational lakes, industrial and municipal uses), tertiary treatment is 
necessary. This can be effectively and economically achieved by 
groundwater recharge with spreading basins or other infiltration 
facilities, provided that the hydrogeologic conditions are favorable. 

For the Phoenix area, such conditions exist in the Salt River bed. 
A pilot project that consists of six recharge basins was initiated in 
196 7. The results show that reclaimed water meeting standards for 
unrestricted irrigation and body-contact recreation can be produced 
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Fig. 3. Schematic plan and cross section of infiltration basins and wells for 
Salt River bed. 

at loading rates of about 100 meters per year ( 1 million m3 per hectare 
per year). The percolation through the sands and gravels of the river 
bed yielded essentially complete removal of BOD and fecal coliforms. 
Viruses are adsorbed to the soil particles. Phosphates, fluorides and 
heavy metals also remained largely in the soil. Nitrogen removal 
depended on basin management with long inundations (two weeks 
or more alternated with 10- to 20-day dry-up periods) and vege
tated basins yielding lower total nitrogen and nitrate concentrations in 
the reclaimed water than short inundations (four days or less with dry
up periods of five to 10 days) or non vegetated basins. 

Nitrogen can be removed from the system in gaseous form by vola
tilization of ammonia and denitrification and in the removal of plant 
tissue grown on the land. Denitrification is the most desirable removal 
process because the nitrogen is transferred to the atmosphere as N 2 

without causing air pollution. Nitrates must pass through an anaero
bic zone containing an energy source for this process to occur. The 
removal of nitrogen in plant tissue is an effective method, but re
quires large areas of land. 
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Large quantities of ammonium can be adsorbed by cation ex
change. Although this immobilization is not permanent, it can be im
portant in concentrating most of the nitrogen into smaller volumes of 
water which can be treated again or used for its fertilizer value. Ni
trogen can be immobilized by soil organic matter, but a high-rate re
charge system would be saturated with nitrogen within a few years. 
The amount of nitrogen immobilized in microbial cells depends pri
marily upon the C:N ratio of the sewage water. 

To reclaim the sewage flow of 370 million m3 (about 300,000 acre
feet) per year that is expected in the Phoenix area by the year 2000, 
about 370 hectares (950 acres) of infiltration basins would be re
quired. These basins could be located on both sides of the Salt River 
bed. The reclaimed water would be pumped up by wells in the center 
of the river bed. The minimum underground travel distance and de
tention time would be about 150 meters (500 ft) and one month, re
spectively. Cost of reclaiming water in this manner would be about 
four dollars per 1000 m3 (five dollars per acre-foot), which is less 
than one-tenth the cost of equivalent, in-plant tertiary treatment. 
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GEOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF URBANIZATION 
IN THE LAS VEGAS VALLEY, NEVADA 

George B. Maxey and Gilbert F. Cochran 

Water is one of the problems common to urbanization in arid 
regions. By definition an arid area receives insufficient precipitation 
to support agriculture, usually less than IO to 15 inches annually. 
Down through the millenia man has coped with lack of precipitation 
by construction of irrigation diversions from nearby rivers and of wells 
to capture groundwater. During the past 100 years, development of 
arid regions in the United States has been accomplished through 
such practices, but it also can produce adverse effects, as for example 
the diversion of Colorado River water into Las Vegas Valley, with 
resulting drainage, pollution and salinity problems. Salts brought into 
the topographically closed drainage basin with diversions from the 
increasingly saline river are left in the area after evaporation of the 
water. The solutions to problems of salinity are expensive, whether 
accomplished by land abandonment or construction of facilities to 
drain and flush the land. As salinity increases, leaching of these lands 
requires ever-increasing application of water. 

The topic of this paper is the geology and urbanization in Las Vegas 
Valley, southern Nevada, as they relate to the central problems of 
water development. The logical starting point is a general hydrogeo
logic description of the area. 

Hydrogeology of the Las Vegas Valley 

This discussion is condensed and modified from Domenico and 
Maxey (1964), Domenico et al. (1964), Mifflin (1968), and Cochran 
et al. (1970). 

Las Vegas Valley is fairly typical of basins that comprise most of 
the Basin and Range physiographic province. The surrounding 
mountain ranges are a result of thrust and block faulting followed by 
erosion, with local relief ranging from 5000 to 10,000 feet. Essential
ly, the basin is topographically closed except for the Las Vegas Wash, 
a drainage-way to the nearby Colorado River. The mountains are 
composed primarily of carbonates, elastic, and volcanic rocks. 

The Valley fill, which in places is recorded to be greater than 4000 
feet thick, is composed of interbedded layers of sand, gravel, silt, 
clay and caliche. Alluvial fans descend from the mountains and are 
well dissected and thoroughly coursed with dry stream channels, 
some of which extend well out into the Valley and are tributary to 
Las Vegas Wash. 
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Average precipitation ranges from as little as 4.08 inches per year 
on the Valley floor to a maximum in excess of 30 inches per year on 
the highest peaks. A significant percentage of the Valley floor precipi
tation occurs as localized, short-duration, intense thunderstorms dur
ing the summer. In the mountains, moisture occurs primarily as snow 
during the winter. 

No perennial streams enter the Valley, and most of the ephemeral 
ones seldom carry water off the fans. The annual recharge to the aqui
fer systems has been estimated to. be between 23,000 and 35,000 acre
feet, based on the local precipitation, most of which is derived from 
moisture above the 6000-foot elevation. Recent investigations indicate 
that there may be some recharge derived from outside the topographic 
basin. There are no reliable estimates as to the magnitude of this com
ponent, however. The closest available surface water to the Valley is 
Lake Mead on the Colorado River, just southeast of the area. 

Development of the Urban Areas 

The area was settled in the mid-1850's by Mormon ranchers who 
developed a limited irrigated agriculture from several large discharg
ing springs near the center of the Valley. The size of this settlement 
remained relatively constant during the rest of the nineteenth century, 
but the character changed. The town of Las Vegas ("the meadows" 
in Spanish) became a trading and supply center for mining and 
mineral exploration in southern Nevada. 

In 1906 the Union Pacific railroad began construction through the 
Valley, and the company officially formed a townsite and sold lots. 
This represented the first major population increase, and the railroad 
was the dominant economic force until 1930. With the growing popu
lation, the natural spring discharge was not adequate to serve the 
needs of the area; consequently, several artesian wells were drilled. 
As the number of wells increased, the spring discharge began to 
decline. 

In 1930 the second major growth stimulus to the area was provided 
by the Boulder Canyon Project, which resulted in the construction of 
Hoover Dam. The manpower and materials requirements for the 
dam played a key role in development. To house construction and 
supervisory personnel, the federal government built Boulder City 
about 30 miles southeast of Las Vegas on the rim of Eldorado Valley 
overlooking the damsite. Water was piped to this new town from the 
Colorado River. 

Las Vegas became the marshalling point for supplies and person
nel. By the time the dam was completed in 1936, the population had 
grown from about 8000 to over 12,000. It was during this period, too, 
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that the townsite of North Las Vegas was established. The increas
ing population brought about construction of more wells and further 
diminution of spring discharge. By 1940, groundwater extraction 
amounted to an estimated 22,000 acre-feet per year-and the begin
nings of the gambling industry had formed with a nucleus of several 
small casinos. 

World War II brought a lasting growth stimulus with the creation 
of Nellis Air Force Base, a major pilot training center, and construc
tion of a massive federally owned magnesium plant. Nellis, northeast 
of Las Vegas, brought many thousand servicemen and their families. 
The Basic Magnesium plant was constructed about 15 miles south of 
Las Vegas, and the town of Henderson was established to house the 
plant employees. To provide water to this industry and town, a pipe
line was constructed from Lake Mead to Henderson, bringing Lake 
Mead water into Las Vegas Valley for the first time. 

General growth during the 1940 decade was steady, with continual
ly expanding water requirements being met by extractions of ground
water. It was during the late 1940's that the gaming-recreation
tourism industry became a major economic force. 

The area population exceeded 50,000 by 1950. Contrary to en
vironmental conditions but consistent with other urban-area practices, 
the local industries and towns established many large golf courses and 
large areas of irrigated lawns. 

In the 1950's, the Nevada Nuclear Test Site was established, and 
related defense industries expanded. This created a large demand for 
a labor and professional work force, the influence of which still is 
strong. 

In 1954 annual groundwater extractions probably exceeded the 
natural recharge, and the process of groundwater mining began. Under 
state law the area was designated as a "groundwater depletion area," 
and the appropriation of further waters was subject to a special per
mit system. An extension of the BMI pipeline was authorized and 
built to bring Lake Mead waters to Las Vegas and environs. 

According to the 1970 census the population was over 270,000. 
Groundwater extractions in 1969 were about three times greater than 
natural replenishment. By mid-1971, however, surface water from 
the Colorado was to be available, and this excessive mining rate 
should be reduced. 

Land Subsidence 

This discussion is condensed and modified from Maxey and Jame
son (1948), Poland (1960), Domenico and Maxey, (1964), Malmberg 
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(1964), Domenico and Mifflin (1965), Domenico et al. (1966), and 
Mindling (1965, 1971). 

When groundwater extraction is extensive, land subsidence is not 
uncommon. Subsidence, which has been well documented in several 
areas of California and elsewhere, most often occurs in agricultural 
areas, where irrigation and drainage problems result. In an urban 
area, major problems occur when land subject to high-density, high
value development is affected. These problems are further accentuated 
when subsidence is not uniform but occurs at different rates from one 
locality to the next. 

The Las Vegas Valley has been subjected to subsidence effects on 
two entirely different scales with different causal factors. The first of 
these is a regional subsidence and tilting effect which is thought to be 
caused by the added weight of Lake Mead and tectonic action. The 
second is a localized subsidence effect, superimposed on the regional 
one and caused by groundwater pumping. 

First-degree leveling began in southern Nevada in 1906 and 1908 
and again in 1915. No local closures were made by this survey, how
ever. Extensive geodetic leveling was begun in 1935 to measure the 
expected deformations of the earth's crust due to the load of Lake 
Mead. The level net established was rerun in 1940, 1941, 1949 and 
1950. Part of the net was rerun in 1963. A second-order survey was 
also run in 1957. 

Analysis of leveling data subsequent to 1935 reveals a broad, .re
gional area affected by subsidence. Although various possible causes 
have been considered, some of the settlement and the conspicuous 
pattern of subsidence have been attributed to the load of Lake Mead. 
Since the network of benchmarks was not established before Lake 
Mead was filled, it is not possible to determine how much of the re
gional tilting already was in progress. Superimposed on the regional 
subsidence is a sharply localized bowl of subsidence centered around 
the west side of North Las Vegas, in which the largest altitude changes 
in the level net were recorded. This bowl has been attributed to 
groundwater pumpage. 

The first report of subsidence due to pumpage for an expanding 
population was made in 1948 (Maxey and Jameson) when com
parison of the 1915 to 1935 level data indicated a maximum subsi
dence of as much as three inches. As population growth continued 
and groundwater extractions increased, the subsidence accelerated. 
Data for I 935 to 1941 showed a maximum of 0.23 feet; the 1941 to 
1950 data, a maximum of 0.6 feet; and the 1950 to 1963 data, a 
maximum of 3.3 feet. Since I 950, more than 80 square miles have 
been affected by 0.2 feet or more of subsidence. The pattern is in-
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teresting in that it is caused by the distribution and magnitude of 
major pumping and controlled by subsurface geological conditions. 
Of concern geologically is the 200- to 700-foot interval of Valley fill 
sediments, from which most groundwater is produced. Subsidence 
can be attributed almost entirely to the consolidation of fine-grained 
materials, such as silts and clays, with negligible contribution from 
compaction of sands and gravels. The Las Vegas Valley fill is char
acterized by interbedded layers of sands, gravels, silts and clays. Com
bined with the fact that the area is a natural groundwater discharge 
zone, these characteristics produce essentially confined aquifer sys
tems. When the fluid pressures are reduced in the aquifers, the ef
fective stresses in confining beds are increased, causing consolidation. 

Examination of the lateral distribution of incompressible ma
terials in this interval has shown a rapid transition from non-compres
sible to compressible materials from the northwest to the southeast 
areas of the Valley. Aligned with the transition zones are fault scarps 
which are believed to result from differential compaction and faulting 
of the sediments to considerable depth. 

It is at the northern end of these fault scarps and in the vicinity of 
a major pumping center that subsidence has been most pronounced 
and has caused greatest damage. The subsidence has not been uniform 
but has differed due to distribution of compressible materials and 
withdrawal points, and has been accompanied by tensional fissures. 
The fissures formed are as much as 400 feet long and 4 feet wide. 

In 1963 the Nevada State Highway Department was faced with the 
problem of differential subsidence in the construction of a structure 
for Interstate 15, which was planned to cut across the most active 
areas. The recommended solution was to form a corridor as much 
as two miles wide along the right-of-way in which extensive pumping 
is not allowed from deep wells and in which no new wells are per
mitted. To date the solution has worked, although the area still has 
been subsiding. Part of the success of this solution must be attributed 
to the shift of municipal water production to less compressible areas, 
resulting in a marked decrease in subsidence. 

Even with this shift, damage in 1964 to streets from broken water 
mains was estimated at $20,000. Water from ruptured utilities has 
contributed to a rising water table in shallow aquifers; this has 
damaged foundations by salt action. Differential subsidence and fis
suring also have destroyed two reservoirs and caused reversal of flow 
in a sewer main. There has been much damage to wells. On the whole, 
however, subsidence has diminished. 

Fissuring occurred in the late l 950's and in 1961. None was re
ported again until 1969, when a major fissure opened up and sub-
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sidence again accelerated. This increased activity was brought about 
by increased pumpage in the critical areas to satisfy the rapidly ex
panding demand for water. One might discontinue pumping or at 
least pump from areas not subject to compaction. Neither of these 
alternatives may be practical, though, since water is a necessity, and 
necessary subsurface geologic information is gained only from the 
drilling of wells or test holes, an expensive proposition. 

Subsidence carries with it a much less obvious detrimental effect 
that has to do with the capacity to produce groundwater. As the fine
grained sediments consolidate, water from storage is made available. 
The availability of this water from storage may create erroneous con
clusions as to high productivity of aquifers, based on pumpage tests. 

While the compaction of coarse materials may be insignificant in 
the measurement of subsidence, it may be extremely important in the 
transmissive properties of the aquifers. A 10-percent reduction in 
the diameter of a circular pore space would result in a 19-percent 
decrease in flow for a given velocity or gradient. Examinations of well
performance records in the Valley have not provided definitive evi
dence of this occurrence but do suggest that this may indeed be oc
curring. This is one of the unavoidable problems and may serve to 
compound the subsidence problem as even more wells are necessary 
to produce water for a growing population, and affected areas are 
more rapidly expanded. 

Land Drainage 

The hydrologic and geologic characteristics of the Valley produce a 
condition that is surficially contradictory to the cause of land sub
sidence, that is, lowering of artesian water levels. That problem is 
waterlogging (Kashef, 1965). Since the Valley is a groundwater dis
charge area, the potential for fluid flow everywhere is toward land 
surface. This fact is demonstrated by the occurrence of natural spring 
discharge in the middle of the Valley. This vertically upward fluid 
drive, in areas not affected by groundwater pumpage, prevents water 
applied at land surface from percolating downward. Even in the areas 
subject to subsidence, near-surface impermeable layers prevent 
downward percolation of water. The eastern and southeastern portions 
of the Valley are the most affected by this problem. 

This is a cause-and-effect situation. The cause, land-surface water 
usage, is related to the effect, waterlogging, by geologic and hydro
geologic conditions. There are three primary causal mechanisms: 
one associated with the manner in which the area developed, another 
associated with resident attitudes and desires, and the third associated 
with water management. 
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The sporadic, phenomenal growth rate in the Valley brought about 
the construction of homes scattered both around and in the incor
porated areas. Only in recent times has much of the development 
outside the city limits been sewered, and a large percentage of new 
homes still are being built with septic-tank systems. Effluent from 
these tanks leaches out into near-surface aquifers and contributes to 
the rising water table. This leached water also is of very poor quality 
and is reducing any potential usefulness of the affected aquifers. In 
the Henderson area, the water table is now just a few feet below land 
surface and presents construction problems. 

The second mechanism is related basically to the resident land
scape practices and recreational aspects of the community. Most resi
dents maintain fairly large areas of lawn, and there are nine large 
golf courses and large park areas. The low humidity, frequent winds 
and high temperatures require frequent irrigation of these green areas. 
In the summer it is a usual practice to water two or three times a 
day, for as much as two to three hours at a time. These excessive irri
gation rates allow significant amounts of the applied water to seep 
below the zone where evapotranspiration may occur. Because of mild 
winter temperature, irrigation is a year-round proposition, although 
the winter application rates are considerably lower. 

The third mechanism is the disposal of water from sewage treat
ment plants. Effluent is handled in the following manner, singly or in 
combination, depending on the plant: it is 1) placed in oxidation and 
evaporation ponds, 2) discharged into open channels to drain into 
Lake Mead, and/or 3) used for irrigation and cooling purposes ad
jacent to the plants. The water table in the vicinity of these plants has 
risen as much as 15 feet in the last 10 years and now is about 4 
feet below land surface. 

The waterlogging really is a triple-edged problem, as its effects are 
experienced in the following manners: 1) wetting of previously dry, 
low-density soils leads to shallow-seated compaction and differential 
consolidation; 2) building foundations are more costly and are subject 
to salt corrosion, and basements are subject to leakage; and 3) shallow 
aquifer groundwater is leaching salts from the soil and is now dis
charging into Lake Mead, compounding the pollution problem pre
sented by waste-water effluent. 

Partial solutions are obvious, but the overall solution is not; and 
some of those that have been suggested may not be feasible. The first 
mechanism can be controlled by more extensive sewering, and the 
second by changing landscape practices and promoting more efficient 
irrigation practices for remaining green areas. Controlling the third 
mechanism will be part of the overall solution. Some of the alter-
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natives that have been suggested follow: 1) complete treatment and 
recycling of waste waters, directly or through deep aquifers (Orcutt 
and Cochran, 1967); 2) secondary treatment and exportation to a 
nearby closed basin; and 3) secondary treatment and discharge to the 
Colorado River below Hoover Dam. None of these solutions has been 
implemented. Research and study are being continued to fully under
stand the problem and hopefully to discover an economically and 
physically feasible solution. 

Flash Floods 

Controlling land development on flood plains is a universal prob
lem. It is more complex in arid regions because there are often few, if 
any, perennial streams, and those are generally small. Dry arroyos 
and streambeds provide a deceptively attractive area for homes and 
other structures. Stream and flood channels in the Las Vegas Valley 
often are very poorly defined once they leave the fans. Other stream 
channels begin on the Valley floor. As has been noted, there are no 
perennial streams entering this valley, and only the Las Vegas Wash, 
which is fed by groundwater and sewage effluent, leaves the Valley. 

The flooding problems in the Valley stem mostly from the manner 
in which urbanization has occurred and from a lack of appreciation 
for arid-area precipitation phenomena. We have pointed out that this 
area grew in an erratic pattern in spurts of essentially economic boom 
conditions. There are three incorporated cities and four unin
corporated towns in the Valley, and it is estimated that 20 percent of 
the population lives in the surrounding unorganized areas--in sub
divisions and single lots. 

Developers, especially builders of structures and roads, have paid 
little attention to surface geology. There has been no master agency 
with adequate staff and funds to approve plans and assure protection 
from flood dangers. As a result, gullies and stream beds have been 
filled to allow road construction and provide level land for housing 
projects and other structures; and homes and roads have been built in 
the channels. 

Flood conditions are not generally the result of precipitation on 
the mountains, but rather result from short-duration, intense summer 
thunderstorms on the Valley floor and alluvial aprons. The arid soils 
cannot rapidly absorb the moisture, and sheet flow quickly finds its 
way to, and is concentrated in, the shallow stream beds. The dams 
placed in these channels cause destruction of roads and damage to sur
rounding structures. An example of the destructiveness of these sud
den thunderstorms was the experience of one large casino in the spring 
of l 970. When the casino was built, its parking lot was laid across a 
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broad, shallow channel which, from the builder's viewpoint, ap
parently never carried any water. Within a very short time after the 
start of a localized storm, several parked cars were swept off the lot 
and carried several hundred yards downstream. Each of them was a 
complete loss. The highway in front of the casino was built with a 
large structure over this channel and hence suffered little damage. 

The obvious solution to this is prevention of further interference 
with stream channels, "flood plain" zoning, and education to make 
people aware of the potential dangers. Also, where feasible, blocked 
channels should be reopened. At one time the Corps of Engineers 
presented a flood control project to the area residents, but the bond 
issue to support it was defeated. 

Certain remedial measures have been undertaken. The casino 
mentioned previously now has posted large signs on its parking lot to 
warn customers of flood dangers and to declare itself blameless for 
any damage that might occur. 

There seems to be little danger of the kinds of slope-stability prob
lems experienced in southern California during major storms. The 
mountains are a considerable distance from the current area of devel
opment, and most of them are barren and formidable, offering an 
unattractive condition for land development. 

Potential Geologic Problems 

As noted in the discussion of subsidence, there are several fault 
scarps visible in the Valley fill. The scarps at the southern end of 
the Valley are not yet appreciably affected by subsidence. Along this 
section of the major scarp several springs still discharge, apparently 
the result of the partial permeability barrier presented by the fault. 
If further significant development occurs along the edge of the scarp, 
which affords a nice view of the lower end of the Valley, the potential 
for extensive structural losses may exist. There are two ways in which 
this could happen. First, if the subsidence effects reach this area the 
fault could be activated, fissuring as experienced along other scarps 
could occur, and differential subsidence might result. Secondly, a 
rising water table to the west of the scarp could create slope in
stability along the scarp face due to seepage forces. In either case, 
homes or other structures could be severely damaged. Currently the 
only major structure on the scarp face is a new 50-million-gallon 
reservoir. This is a very curious site selection, as the designers were 
aware of the fault. 

Another potential problem is the contamination of the currently 
high-quality groundwater reservoir. This could be caused by lower-
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ing of the artesian pressures to the point where lateral and vertical 
infiltration of poor-quality water would be possible. Excessive sub
sidence might preclude this from ever happening because pumpage 
would be reduced to stop the structural damage. 

Summary 

What can be learned from the urbanization experience in arid Las 
Vegas Valley and the associated geologic and hydrogeologic prob
lems? 

The first conclusion that might be drawn is that an arid basin with
out adequate surface water, or the ability to import water if it is to be 
urbanized, must necessarily suffer the subsidence consequence of ex
tensive groundwater pumping. This conclusion would be partly er
roneous. 

A detailed hydrologic study performed before or in the early stages 
of development would provide data on the source and magnitude of 
natural groundwater recharge and discharge and an estimate of the 
amount to be developed easily. This information, coupled with sub
surface geologic data collected from wells, test holes, and geophysical 
surface techniques, could be used to safely develop the groundwater 
resource. If the geologic information were to indicate negligible 
amounts of compressible materials, there would be little need to worry 
about subsidence. That which might occur would be restricted most 
likely to the immediate vicinity of the well and result from sand pump
age and structural collapse. If geologic data indicate areas of signifi
cant compressible materials, wells could be located in more satisfac
tory strata. Zoning regulations could also be made to control the type 
of development over the potential subsidence area. If the area is found 
to be fairly uniformly underlain by compressible sediments, a well 
system could be designed to create uniform subsidence and reduce the 
hazards of differential settlements. 

Under any of these situations, it probably would be best to locate 
well fields as far from planned areas of urbanization as pos
sible. The most desirable locations would be close to the recharge 
areas, in zones of lateral flow. Such a location could develop a greater 
percentage of the available recharge and would not appreciably re
move water from storage in critical areas. Had these precautions been 
taken into account in the Las Vegas Valley, it is doubtful that the 
area would be threatened as it is. Locating the well fields several 
miles to the west and northwest would have increased the cost of 
water; however, the damage from subsidence to date probably has 
already exceeded what the increased cost of water would have been. 
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Under the water management situation that exists in the Valley, such 
a planned system most likely would never have been possible. 

Most of the arid groundwater basins in Nevada are natural dis
charge zones, and many are topographically closed with no outward 
surface drainage. Any attempt to urbanize these valleys will face 
water-logging problems if the usual Nevada water-use practices are 
adopted. Solution could lie in limiting water use by the population to 
the extent that the system can naturally handle waste discharges. Las 
Vegas is fortunate in that the waterlogging and pollution problems 
can be transferred to other areas via the Las Vegas Wash. This prob
lem transference must come to an end someday, and the area residents 
will be forced to solve it themselves. No matter which of many al
ternatives is selected, it will be an expensive solution. This also is a 
problem the whole state must face as it looks to the future and to 
possible water transfer schemes. Nevada has no oceans in which to 
dilute its waste products. 

The problems of flash-flood damage are not unique to Nevada or 
the Basin and Range Province, but are related to climate and geology. 
Arid regions often are characterized by mountains with sharp relief 
and steep stream gradients. These features lead to rapid runoff. The 
moisture-holding capacity of arid soils is often very low, and when 
coupled with sparse vegetation provides little in the way of water
retention capacity. The solution here is to make people aware of these 
facts and to adopt strict building and zoning codes to keep con
struction in safer areas. This is a solution comparable to that which 
should be adopted in humid areas with flood plains. 
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TRANSFER OF CULTURAL VALUES: 
PROBLEMS FOR ARID AREAS 

Courtland L. Smith 

Much of the scientific and lay literature suggests that man must con
tinually re-evaluate his adaptation to the environment (Commoner, 
1963; Ehrlich, 1969; McHarg, 1969; Marine, 1969; White, 1969). 
Writers question whether man can continue a policy of massive en
vironmental manipulation without more carefully evaluating the short
and long-run ecological consequences. 

Conceptualizing the body of knowledge that explains "man's place 
in nature" (Simpson, 1949, 1968) as a puzzle that never is finished 
and for which new pieces are constantly being inserted, the incorpor
ation of two more pieces is timely. One is the knowledge derived pri
marily by anthropologists about the ecological and cultural con
sequences of the domestication technology that has been increasingly 
perfected by man over the past 10,000 years. The second is a criterion 
for evaluating how man has manipulated the environment by using the 
domestication technology. 'otner pieces of the picture, obviously, are 
yet to be discovered and incorporated. Among these are specific 
methods for employing a criterion for evaluation of environmental 
manipulation. Work has begun along these lines, but much is yet to 
be accomplished (Firey, 1960; Bain et al., 1966; White, 1969; Smith, 
1972; Smith and Hogg, 1971). This discussion of the impacts of the 
domestication technology and a criterion for evaluating the environ
mental manipulation by man is a prerequisite to the development of 
these specifics. 

Domestication 

Ten thousand years ago in the arid uplands of Southwest Asia an 
innovation occurred which sent world cultures on an accelerated ride 
of population and economic growth. The subsequent 700-fold increase 
in the population of Homo sapiens (Deevey, 1960; Ternes, 1970) 
has not always been constant. Decreases have resulted from warfare, 
disease, climatic change, and natural and man-made disasters. 

The innovation that made possible this rate of population increase 
was the domestication of plants and animals. Southwest Asia was not 
the only center for this transformation; domestication occurred in 
other areas of the world. However, archaeologists have developed a 
substantial body of data for Southwest Asia, and it is a good place to 
begin to trace the impact of this innovation on human culture. The 
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subsequent cultural changes, changes in technology, social organiza
tion, and values, now command new views about man's place in 
nature. 

In Southwest Asia, beginning 10,000 years ago, man domesticated 
wheat and barley, goats, sheep, and pigs. The peoples of Southwest 
Asia, in beginning the process of developing a technology for control
ling th~~JU:-Qd.Jlc~IY~--.P-~_tterns of plants and animals, selected for 
wheat with hardened axes because it did not fall to the ground as 
the seed was carried home for grinding and storage (Braidwood, 
1960). They selected for goats with bilaterally compressed horn cores 
and animals whose size, shape, and color were significantly different 
from their wild relations (Zeuner, 1963). 

Evidence for the domestication of plants and animals has been 
found in the uplands of Southwest Asia, an area which then had an 
annual rainfall on the order of 300-500 millimeters (12-20 inches) 
(Raikes, 1967). Nomadic tribal hunters and gatherers who had fol
lowed the seasonal pattern of plants and animals shifted to living as 
sedentary village farmers as they became increasingly dependent on 
the harvest for which they had sown the seed. From this arid upland 
area, and after perfection of the process of domestication over several 
millenia, these village farmers moved into the Tigris and Euphrates 
River valleys, creating a new form of sqcial . organiz~i_on that is 
present in the archaeological record as the ancient cities of Eridu, Ur, 
Uruk, Kish, and Nippur, along with many more preindustrial cities 
(Adams, 1966). 

These cities, with rainfall of less than 300 millimeters per year, 
represented a significant change in cultural patterns of the settled vil
lage farmers . Such cultural patterns as centralized religious, adminis
trative, and econom_lc-coritrol; monumental architecture and great art; 
full-time specialists and social stratification; predictive science, trade, 
writing, and more complex forms of communication were indicative 
of early urbanized settlements of Southwest Asia (Childe, 1950, 1951; 
Chard, 1969). 

Domestication of plants and animals made available to man a vast 
new technology for manipulating the environment, the magnitude of 
which we are only beginning to probe. The peoples of Southwest 
Asia selected for those plants and animals that best fit their needs 
and values. Since that time man has been increasingly domesticating 
and manipulating the environment. 

Cultural transfer with the development of Mesopotamian city
states was not so much into arid areas as out of this nuclear area. 
Egyptian, Indus Valley, Hebrew, Greek, and, moving through the 
channel of time, Western cultures all were recipients who absorbed 
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many Mesopotamian cultural elements. Such cultural technologies 
as the wheel, astronomy, shade-tree gardening, and a numerical sys
tem based on 60-a system still used today for dividing a circle into 
degrees and the hour into minutes; such social organizations as the 
city-state, schools, apple-polishing in school, and the bicameral con
gress; and such cultural values as kingship based on the notion of 
divine right, legal codes, water as the source of all creation, the ideas 
of catastrophism, creation, the flood, and paradise illustrate the Mes
opotamian heritage (Kramer, 1956, 1967). 

Environmental Manipulation: Southwestern United States 

The Southwestern United States offers another example of the im
pacts of the domestication technology and the transfer of cultural 
values. In the Salt River Valley of Arizona, beginning 1300 years 
ago, the~ established an _l!!_~gat_!gn .s~ that at its height 
encompassed 200 to 250 miles of canals (Patrick and Tumey, map). 
In this arid area few animals were domesticated, and the major plants 
were not wheat and barley but maize, beans, and squash. The Hoho
kam, however, unlike the Mesopotamians, vanished from the arch
aeological record about A.D. 1400. Archaeologists postulate they 
may have vanished due to outside marauders, waterlogging and salt 
buildup of their farm lands, population pressure, or the inability of 
their culture to innovate and perfect their adaptation to this arid 
environment (Haury, 1945, 1962),. 

More than 400 years later,~ with a largely Mesopotamian 
cultural heritage migrated to the Salt River Valley of Arizona and 
developed their own irrigation system, often close to, or superimposed 
upon, the earlier Hohokam system. The Anglos, as these migrants are 
called, added new innovations for environmental manipulation, in
novations not used by the Hohokam. One was water storage, which 
enabled more control over the time and place OfWateravailability. 
Gentle rains in December and January, melting mountain snows in 
the spring, and heavy summer thundershowers provided the water. 
Water storage permitted the storage of winter runoff from the moun
tain areas to the north and east of the Salt River Valley for use as 
needed to meet the timing and location of water demands for irrigated 
agriculture. 

A second technological innovation of the Anglos was the digging 
~~. at first to lower the groundwater table which threatenecfOne 

third of the irrigated land with waterlogging (Elliot et al., 1919). Later 
this pumped water became an important part of the water supply. 

The Anglo development in the Salt River Valley differed greatly 
from the Hohokam. It reflected many centuries of cultural transfer 
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enOUS'-c:ultura#-el.ement . 

and new technologies of environmental manipulation. The Anglo de
velopment also was very different from the early Mesopotamian cities. 
Anglo settlement in the Salt River Valley was both a recipient and a 
donor of cultural elements. Mesopotamia, on the other hand, was of 
primary interest to archaeologists because of the cultural transfer 
which radiated from it and stimulated change in the way of life of 
peoples of Africa, Asia, and Europe. True, the Mesopotamian cul
tures imported many materials--steatite, diorite, serpentine, hae
matite and lapis lazuli from Badakhshan at the foot of the Pamirs, 
copper from Iran, Anatolia and Arabia, obsidian from the Lake Van 
area, and Indian Ocean shells via the Persian Gulf (Mellaart, 1965). 
Clearly, Mesopotamia was a recipient of cultural transfer; the most 
important flow of cultural transfer, however, was out from this nu
clear area. 

Most contemporary arid areas of the world are more like the Anglo 
settlement of the Salt River Valley. The problems of contemporary 
arid areas are problems of the inflow-and outflow of cultural elements 
that make them interdependent with other areas. In 1970 the metro
politan Phoenix community, the urban community that subsequently 
grew out of water resource development in the Salt River Val
ley, reflected the impacts of many exogenous cultural elements (Fig. 
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1). Much of the development in the Southwest was stimulated by the 
goals of decision makers outside the local area. 

The Salt River Valley at the turn of the century was a frontier in the 
westward expansion of the United States. Funds for the construction of 
Roosevelt Dam, the water storage facility that made possible agricul
tural and, later, -uft:a;\aevelopment ofthe Valley, were not provided 
by the local people to perfect their subsistence base. These funds were 
provided instead by an eastern-oriented United States Congress 
which accepted the need to stimulate settlement of arid areas of the 
western United States. Further, in order to get Congress to allocate 
these funds, eastern businessmen had to be convinced that settlement 
of the Salt River Valley would increase their trade rather than de
crease it; and eastern farmers had to be convinced that the crops 
grown would not compete in the market place against their crops. 

The Salt River Valley was not solely a recipient of cultural transfer; 
it was also a donor of cultural elements. Discrete elements of tech
nology, social organization, and values can be identified as a product 
of the reclamation experience in the Salt River Valley. Roosevelt 
Dam was the largest stone masonry dam in the world, and it was con
structed 60 miles from any center of population and transportation, 
a technological feat for the early part of the twentieth century and an 
object of pride for the whole nation. The model for the water users' 
association common to much of the western United States was formu
lated with the creation of the Salt River Valley Water Users' Associa
tion in 1903. The reclamation principle, a set of values that estab
lished the validity of the transfer of surplus power revenues from the 
sale of electric energy to municipal and industrial consumers to sup
port the costs of water development for irrigation, grew out of the Salt 
River Valley experience (Smith, 1972). 

Cultural transfer, then, for the Anglo settlement of the Salt River 
Valley was not so much a radiation to or from but, rather, a continual 
interplay between this frontier and other communities of the region 
and nation. Its importance in this case was the interdependency it 
fostered among communities rather than solely the diffusion of cul
tural elements from a nuclear area. 

This interplay has persisted. Th~ interdependency of the metropoli
tan Phoenix community, the urban center of- theSalt River Valley, 
has been intensified through the many communications media. This 
has integrated the metropolitan Phoenix community into national 
economic, political, educational, aesthetic, and other activities. 
Cotton, cattle, copper, lead, electronic components, and machinery 
have been some of the farm products, minerals, and manufactured 
goods exported from this area. In addition, the metropolitan Phoenix 
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Fig. 2. Cultural transfer, products and services. 

community has been dependent on the import of a wide variety of 
products and services which were clearly not unique to the local area 
(Fig. 2). 

In a very basic sense the problem of culturalt_~_ansf~r for arid areas 
such as the Southwest- fs the interdependency oT their technology, 
social organization, and values with other communities of the region, 
nation, and world. Urbanization in the metropolitan Phoenix com
munity could not continue without the input of electric power from 
the regional hydrogeneration along the Colorado River and from 
the interchange of power over the Pacific Northwest-Southwest Inter
tie. Two-thirds of the population growth in the Salt River Valley 
has come from migration into the Valley from out of state, and tour-
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ism makes up nearly 15 percent of the state's economy (Valley 
National Bank, 1969). The world cotton market and production in 
large measure determined the economic success of Valley cotton 
farmers. Water leaders in the Salt River Valley argue that the future of 
the Valley depends upon acceptance by local and national publics of 
the value that water resource development is the basis for economic 
growth. 

The relationship of the Salt River Valley to the region and the 
nation is emphasized in the Central Arizona Project, a plan to bring 
water from the Colorado River into the Salt River Valley as .. well as 
other areas of central and southern Arizona. To obtain a broad base 
of national support, Arizona water leaders argued that the state's 
"unusually long growing seasons, plus its high yields" made central 
Arizona a valuable source of essential fo9ds for the nation. In man_1:1_
facturing, central Arizona is "situated with excellent transportation 

facilities conveniently close to the major markets . . . in California, 
Texas and elsewhere ... . In 1963 . .. the goods Arizonans purchased 
at retail had a market value of some two billion, two hundred 
twenty-five million dollars." The federal taxes paid by Arizonans 
totaled "more than one billion one hundred twenty-five million 
dollars" in the fiscal years 1961-63. In summarizing their argument 
for federal financing of the Central Arizona Project, the water leaders 
stated "one in every 25 Americans has a direct personal stake in the 
Central Arizona Project to rescue and preserve this thriving economy. 
The national interest goes even further" (Central Arizona Project 
Association, 1963). 

Given that cultural transfer does function to establish interdepend
ency between central Arizona and other communities of the region 
and the nation in terms of technology, social organization, and values, 
the next step is to investigate the use of the domestication technology 
in this arid area. The typical -vegetation of the Sonoran Desert, -the 
ecological zone in which the Salt River Valley lies, is not palm trees, 
citrus, bermuda grass, or most of the plants one is likely to find in 
the yard of a typical suburban home. What seems particularly evident 
in the urbanization of arid lands is man's procliyjty to make over the 
environment to suit his cultural values:· The proce-ss of domestication 
is an important tool for effecting these modifications, but its use raises 
questions about the adequacy of man's adaptation to the environment, 
especially arid environments. 

Mesopotamian culture developed extensive irrigation systems to 
control the time and place of water availability. In the Salt River 
Valley this making-over of the environment to accommodate irriga
tion by Anglo settlers began in 1867 with the Swilling Ditch; it was 
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Fig. 3. Population growth, Southwest-Northwest (U.S. Census of Population, 
1970). 

significantly expanded with the authorization of the Salt River Project, 
designed to provide a reliable water supply for farmers; and it has 
proceeded to the point where massive transregional diversions have 
been conceptualized by water planners (Warnick, 1969). 

People seem to desire the arid environment of the Southwestern 
United States for agriculture, as a place of residence, as a site for 
manufacturing, as a location for tourism, and as a place to retire. The 
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states of Nevada, Arizona, and California ranked 1, 2, and 4 in rate of 
population growth in 1968 (Valley National Bank, 1969). Figure 3 
contrasts the rate of population growth in the arid Southwest
Arizona, Southern California, and the Central Valley of California
with that in the Northwest-Northern California, the mountain region 
of California, Oregon, and Washington. The Southwest has had a 
much faster rate of population growth. 

The national reclamation policy has endeavored to make over the 
arid environs of the Southwest to promote human habitation. The 
~_!Q._the SQ_Uthwest vary; what seems invariable 

1s their desire to modify the environment once they have arrived there. 
These modifications not only are massive water developments, charac
teristic of the Salt River and Central Arizona Projects, but are specific 
to each individual household, whether the individual chooses a green 
lawn, shade trees and flowering plants or whether the individual 
chooses to maintain a desert motif. In each case he alters and modi
fies the environment to suit personal and cultural values (Fig. 4). By 
far the E!QSLCQIDmon modifications in the Salt River Valley have been 
green lawns, shade trees and flowering plants. As Clawson has pointed 
out, these modifications show little compromise with aridity (Clawson, 
197 4); but noting that psychologists have found green to be a color 
which connotes coolness (Osgood et al., 1957), and knowing it is 
cooler under a shade tree than in the bright Arizona summer sun, 
these modifications are plausible for peoples, most of whom migrated 
from humid areas. 

The important element, however, is not that cultural values regard
ing the nature of the environment developed in humid areas are trans
ferred into arid areas. The important PQ.i~t is that this is a continua
tion, on an expanded scale,()f the cultural process which began 10,000 
years ago with the domestication of wheat and barley, sheep, goats, 
and pigs. Grass, shade trees, and flowering plants are just other kinds 
of domesticated plants. 

One consequence of employing the domestication technology for 
yard care has been the need for water in much greater quantities than 
is naturally available. The average annual rainfall in the metropoli
tan Phoenix area since 1900 was 190 millimeters (7.5 inches) (U.S. 
Department of Commerce, Environmental Science Service Adminis
tration, 1970). Water use for domestic purposes in 1963 was 727 
liters per capita daily (lpcd)-192 gallons per capita daily (gpcd) 
(Thiele, 1965). Water production for the city of Phoenix for the 
period 1940-1968 averaged 795 lpcd (210 gpcd). No trend was evi
dent in these data (Carollo et al., 1968). The water produced by the 
City includes water for domestic, commercial, industrial, public, in-
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Fig. 4. Natural desert in contrast to environmental modifications. 

stitutional, military, and other uses but does not include the water 
produced by self-suppliers. In addition, many households have the 
benefit of a second source of water which is used along with domestic 
water for yard care. This water, provided through the irrigation sys
tem of the Salt River Project, increased water use 190-270 lpcd (50-75 
gpcd) during the l 960's. A declining trend for this water use on a per 
capita basis was evident (Thiele, 1965). Thus, the total municipal 
water use for Phoenix during the 1960's was on the order of 950 lpcd 
(250 gpcd). The national average in 1965 for large cities was 594 
lpcd (157 gpcd) (Water Resources Council, 1968), although compar-
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ing municipal water use is admittedly hazardous because of all the 
factors on which cities differ from one another: heavy water-using 
industries on the city water system, requirements for lawn watering, 
population density and accuracy of population enumeration, water 
system losses, water requirements for cooling, and so on. 

Water use for crop production, adjacent to the metropolitan Phoe
nix community, illustrates the impact of the use of the domestication 
technology on water use in agriculture. Water used solely for crop 
production in 1967, a representative year for the l 960's, averaged 
1020 millimeters (40.2 inches) per cropped acre. Adding to this losses 
incurred in getting the water to the land, the water use is increased to 
1480 millimeters (58.3 inches) per cropped acre per year (Smith, 
1971 ), which is greater than the average annual rainfall in any of the 
other major agricultural areas of the United States. 

These data for the Salt River Valley of Arizona suggest that, while 
there are many production and aesthetic benefits from employing the 
domestication technology in arid areas, agricultural and urban de
velopment not only require control of the time and place of water 
distribution but often they demand more water than do humid areas. 
These agricultural and urban developments, then, were not only made 
possible by massive environmental manipulation, but the migrants 
to the Salt River Valley, manipulating the environment to suit their 
needs and values, required additions to the water system in order to 
continue the same patterns of water use. 

The Central Arizona Project was the plan developed to maintain 
existing water uses. It represented a continuation of environmental 
manipulation, only on a larger scale. The chroniclers of urban popula
tion and economic growth in the arid regions of Arizona and Cali
fornia consistently point to the foresight of 4000 farmers in the Salt 
River Valley who in 1903 committed their land as collateral on a 
$3,000,000 water-storage project, and of 150,000 Los Angeles resi
dents who in 1905 agreed to bond themselves for $25,000,000 to build 
an aqueduct to Los Angeles from the Owens Valley. Each of these 
programs in environmental manipulation has paid off tremendously 
in terms of arid urban population growth and has increased the need 
for subsequent water developments to keep up with that growth. 

An Evaluative Criterion 

The environmental manipulation discussed above was dictated by 
the process of domestication which began in Southwest Asia. More 
than this, the process of domestication embarked man on a process of 
environmental manipulation which now raises the question of which 
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criterion should be used to evaluate man's adaptation to the environ
ment. Environmental manipulation by man was not new to the history 
of life 10,000 years ago. What was new was the scale of human de
velopment that the domestication technology would permit. Has the 
cultural technology of domestication and manipulation developed to 
the point that the environment is no longer a limiting factor? Is man's 
culture now the master of all that he surveys? Can he domesticate 
and manipulate the environment to achieve his subsistence needs, his 
aesthetic values, and his goals for population and economic growth? 

People of a Western cultural background, much of the foundation 
of which derives from the Mesopotamian culture, have in the last 
l 00 years been in search of an ethic about their place in nature (Simp
son, 1949, 1968). They have sought to understand more clearly the 
adventure they embarked on with relative innocence. 

Darwin in The Origin of Species, published in 1859, recognized 
that adaptation is explained primarily by natural selection, but 
natu'fars~n meant "survival of the fittest" in Darwin's system. 
This was the basis for the philosophy of social Darwinism, and was 
used to explain the superior, more civilized culture of western Euro
peans as they exploited "inferior" peoples throughout the world. Sur
vival of the fittest, while continuing to persist as a social philosophy, 
is no longer regarded as a fit explanation for the operation of natural 
selection. The interpretation of physical facts developed by geneticists 
of the early twentieth century indicates that natural selection operates 
by differential reproduction. Differential reproduction, the ability or 
lack thereof to have offspring, i~ism by which populations 
of plants and animals adapt to challenges oftne environment. 

Darwin also suggested the interrelationship of man with all other 
creatures.--the unity of life. Simpson phrases the place of man in 
nature thusly: "Man is part of nature and he is kin to all life" 
(Simpson, 1949, 1968). This fact is pertinent not just to man in his 
physical being, but to his human totality. Man adapts to the environ
ment in terms of both his physical characteristics and his culture. This 

;.. physical and cultural interrelationship with the environment is seen 
in the discussion of the Salt River Valley. Cultural elements of tech
nology, social organization, and values flowed both into and out of 
this arid area and established its interdependency with other regions 
and nations. 

Given this interdependency and given the proclivity of people living 
in arid areas to manipulate the environment to satisfy their cultural 
needs and values, what criteria should be used to evaluate man's rela
tion with the environment? 
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To arrive at a criterion for evaluating water resource development 
in arid lands, the observations of the history of life that explain the 
persistence of species of plants and animals need to be merged with 
knowledge of the impacts of the domestication technology. So far, 
the domestication technology has been used to satisfy subsistence 
needs and aesthetic values. Little attention has been paid to the con
sequences of using this technology, especially on the vastly expanded 
scale required by the urbanization of arid areas. 

Such a merger first requires the recognition of existing knowledge 
about the history of life. The following are pertinent examples which 
have import for assessing environmental manipulation by man. This 
is not a total enumeration but illustrates usefu~~J-~r-evalua.t_:
ing the manipulative actions of man which have bearing on his future 
~~-------- ----- -· - -- - ----

!. The fate of the majority of animal species known from the fossil 
record is extinction (Newell, 1963). Extinction, which occurs where 
a plant or animal no longer can occupy an environmental niche 
by successfully reproducing its own kind, is the rule rather than the 
exception for animal population. Population number in the history 
of life has been by no means constantly increasing, but it fluctuates 
based on adaptation to the environment. Developments designed 
to promote urbanization in the arid lands should entertain the hy
pothesis th<\t_ adaptation may lead to population decline as well as 
population growth (Smith and Hogg, 1971 ). 

2. Some of the animal phyla in existence show much greater profusion 
than in earlier times. The fossil record suggests an increase in the 
diversity of types and radiation into new adaptive zones. U rbaniza
tion in arid areas certainly is creating new adaptive zones. The 
climatic environment of a resident of iiie -sa~Vaii'ey who 
works in an air-conditioned office, drives an air-conditioned car 
and resides in an air-conditioned home would seem to place very 
different environmental stresses on the human body than did the 
densely populated and poorly sewered Mesopotamian cities which 
forced the physiological adaptation of village peoples to various 
kinds of urban-bred diseases. 

3. In spite of this trend toward increasing diversity, heredity is, on the 
whole, a conservative factor tending to keep succeeding genera
tions within a common pattern. Conservatism is common in urban 
arid-area water-resource development. For example, the damming, 
storing and transporting of water from areas of greater water pro
duction into the arid regions to maintain existing water demands, 
rather than altering these demands, is a pattern common to several 
generations of water planners (M. M. Kelso, private communica-
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tion, 1970). Perhaps this conservatism explains the continued pat
tern of larger and larger scale environmental manipulation in order 
to provide adequate water supplies. 
The merger of the observations of the history of life with the impact 

of the domestication technology requires recognition of a second set 
of facts about the existing procedures for evaluation of arid-area water
resource development in the United States. Most often projects are 
justified on economic benefit-cost analysis and on public opinion, as 
articulated in the American political system. Based on public opinion 
generated by preservationist groups, the "no-dams" proposal for the 
Central Arizona Project was suggested by Secretary of the Interior 
Stewart Udall in 1967. Based on economic benefit-cost analysis the 
"no-dams" project was authorized as having benefits in excess of costs, 
although some disagreement existed regarding the benefit-cost calcula
tion (Young and Martin, 1967). 

In authorizing the project, certain kinds of questions should have 
been asked: Would this project facilitate the adaptation of Central 
Arizona residents? Could it over the long term result in population 
decline as well as population growth? Was this a diversification that 
would promote adaptation to this arid environment? Was this on the 
whole a conservative proposal which tended to perpetuate water de
velopment and use patterns that had proven successful in the past? 
This project is not unique in having overlooked such questions, and 
no attempt is being made to argue for or against it. It is merely an 
example which illustrates the kinds of questions that were not asked. 

In a general sense the Central Arizona Project was a manipulation 
of the environment to promote, at least, economic adaptation in cen
tral Arizona. It was a diversification that promoted adaptation to 
this arid environment since the Colorado River water was supposed to 
reduce the overdraft on the groundwater, and it was conservative in 
the sense that it promoted the same patterns of subsistence, yard care, 
and population and economic growth which created the demands for 
this water. 

In a specific senst n~~sy~t~~atic_ l:!t!~IEpt was made to raise ques
tions about the Central Arizona Project regarding its environmental 
impacts in relation to suitability for human habitation. This does 
not mean habitation in accordance with cultural values for yard care 
or goals for population and economic growth, but it means testing the 
proposed project against the criterion for adaptation--differential 
reproduction and the concepts used to explain the persistence of plants 
and animals. Evidence is developing that the large numbers of people 
provided for by water resource development on the scale of the 
Central Arizona Project generate wastes which can result in the extinc-
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tion of plants and animals. Certainly urbanization is rapidly changing 
the Salt River Valley. If the environment is changing rapidly, adapta
tion to new urban configurations is required. 

If the objective is perpetuation of the species Homo sapiens--and 
this seems to be our obsession-and if the physical facts of evolution 
have revealed anything, then the question should not concern only a 
suitable environment which satisfies people's values but an environ
ment which is suitable for reproduction of Homo sapiens. 

With the rapid population growth made possible, in part, by water 
development for arid lands, such a criterion seems paradoxical. It 
would seem to suggest evaluation of plans so as to stimulate popula
tion growth. The Central Arizona Project was designed to do this, or 
at least to maintain the existing rate of growth. 
"-!~ of the process of adaptation suggest caution here. The 
physical facts of population growth in other animal species suggest 
that rapid population growth is often the predecessor of rapid popula
tion decline. The deer population on the north rim of the Grand 
Canyon, the Scandinavian lemming, and the Australian wild rabbit 
come immediately to mind. Often the obvious reason, an overdraft on 
the environment, is not a suitable explanation for the population de
cline but, rather, psychological factors which stern from overcrowd
ing better explain the observed changes (Stott, 1969). 

Returning to Mesopotamia, a finding of Adams ( 1965) regarding 
the relationship between the "nature and extent of irrigation" and 
"population density and distribution" underlines the need to merge 
knowledge about the impacts of the domestication technology with 
knowledge of the history of life. Adams concluded that in the Diyala 
Plains, where the irrigation development was small and slow, the 
growth and decline of population were similarly small and slow. When 
the irrigation development was large and rapid, the growth and decline 
of population number was large and rapid. 

Can massive and rapid developments in the arid Southwest, such 
as the Central Arizona Project, escape the conclusion postulated by 
Adams? Is the rapid population growth a harbinger of rapid popula
tion decline? The scale of water-resource development in the South
west is well known and the rapidity of population growth well docu
mented. When water leaders in the Salt River Valley became aware of 
the effects of the process of urbanization, they adjusted their behavior 
to cope with this process (Smith, 1972). Is the same possible with 
respect to the process outlined by Adams? Such an adjustment would 
seem possible if the decision makers are aware of the impacts of 
water-resource development and if they know the criteria against 
which the environmental manipulation should be evaluated. 
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I am suggesting differential reproduction as a criterion for evaluat
ing such massive water resource development projects as the Central 
Arizona Project, the California Water Plan and all other water re
source development for the benefit of peoples living in arid lands. This 
is not a criterion which suggests the optimization of economic benefits 
and costs or public opinion, but one that suggests that a systematic 
attempt be made to analyze the relationship of environmental manipu
lation and human adaptation. 

Quite likely, the Central Arizona Project, the California Water Plan, 
and many other water development projects all enhance human adap
tation. However, they might not. Systematic analysis of these plans 
based on the differential reproduction criterion has not been under
taken. 

What we do know is that man's manipulation of the environment 
is destined to carry significant impacts on other components of the 
environment, all of which bear heavily on man's evolutionary con
tinuity. Clearly, we cannot predict the future impacts of these 
changes; however, accelerated population growth made possible in 
part by water resource development has created a situation to which 
we must adapt. One step in this direction is to adapt our intellectual 
process for evaluating environmental manipulation to include an 
evaluative criterion keyed to differential reproduction and the con
cepts which explain the adaptation of plants and animals to the 
environment. 
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URBAN GROWTH AND MANUFACTURING 
EMPLOYMENT IN THE ARID ZONE 

Andrew W. Wilson 

The arid zone may be variously defined, but for the purpose of this 
paper it is limited to the areas designated by Peveril Meigs (1953) as 
either arid or extremely arid; semi-arid areas are not included. Good 
data are scarce, but there are enough to indicate reasonably well some
thing of the scale of development in most of this zone. In many cases 
figures that show trends are available, but in some cases they are not. 

One of the most important present-day trends in the human use of 
this earth, observable almost everywhere, is the movement of people 
from rural areas into the cities. Increasing proportions of the popula
tion are urban dwellers. This situation is found in arid, as well as 
humid, regions. New or old, urban dwellers need work in occupations 
of the types that flourish in cities. No longer do agricultural pursuits 
provide sufficient work opportunities for rapidly growing populations. 
In fact, as larger investments of capital and new technologies make 
farm workers more productive, even fewer of them are needed to pro
duce an increasing flow of food and fiber. The productivity of agri
cultural workers remains low, however, in the technologically less 
sophisticated parts of the world. Increases in agricultural worker 
productivity, when and if they come, surely will greatly enlarge the 
flow of farm workers to the city, where they will be engaged in an 
often desperate search for work, because many of them unfortunately 
lack the education and training to be useful in most urban occu
pations. This is a problem that faces cities throughout the world; and 
the sad result, all too often, is_ unempl~yrrtent or, for the somewhat 
more fortunate newcomer, low~w-age anct·unsi<:Tifed, perhaps part-time, 
employment. 

This assessment of the extent of urbanization now taking place in 
the arid zone will begin with a look at the scale of urban development, 
followed by an examination of the rate of growth, thus indicating 
something of the scope of urban problems in the dry lands. Finally, 
evidence of the development of manufacturing, often calling for higher 
skills and higher pay, will be evaluated, using the limited data that 
have been found. 

Urban Population in the Arid Zone 

Table 1 is a list of 89 cities of more than 100,000 inhabitants that 
seem to be in the arid and extremely arid categories delineated by 
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Table 1. Arid-zone cities over 100,000, ranked by population; (C)= Census; 
(E)= Estimate. 

Rank City/Country Central Year Metropolitan Year 
city area 

I . Cairo, Egypt 4,219,853 (C) 1966 
2. Karachi, Pakistan 2,886,000 (E) 1968 
3. Teheran, Iran 2,719,730 (C) 1966 
4. Lima, Peru 2,072,824 (E) 1968 
5. Alexandria, Egypt 1,801,056 (C) 1966 
6. Lahore, Pakistan 1,747,000 (E) 1968 
7. Baghdad, Iraq 1,745,328 (C) 1965 
8. Baku, U .S.S.R. 789,000 (E) 1968 1,218,000 (E) 1968 
9. Phoenix, U.S.A. 581 ,562 (C)* 1970 967,522 (C)* 1970 

IO. Lyalpur, Pakistan 782,000 (E) 1968 
11. Lanchow, China 699,000 (E) 1957 
12. Hyderabad, Pakistan 658,000 (E) 1968 
13. Damascus, Syria 578,629 (E) 1967 
14. Giza, Egypt 571,249 (C) 1966 
15. Multan, Pakistan 525,000 (E) 1967 
16. Ciudad Juarez, Mexico 483,820 (C) 1968 
17. Rawalpindi, Pakistan 439,000 (E) 1968 
18. Esfahan, Iran 424,045 (C) 1966 
19. Fresno, U.S.A. 165,972 (C)* 1970 413,053 (C)* 1970 
20. Meshed, Iran 409,616 (C) 1966 
21. Mexicali, Mexico 386,760 (E) 1968 
22. Astrakhan, U.S.S.R. 376,000 (C) 1968 
23. El Paso, U.S.A. . 322,261 (C)* 1970 359,291 (C)* 1970 
24. Tucson, U.S.A. 262,933 (C)* 1970 351 ,667 (C)* 1970 
25. Amman, Jordan 330,220 (C) 1967 
26. Bakersfield, U.S.A. 69,515 (C) 1960 329,162 (C)* 1970 
27. Albuquerque, U.S.A. 243,751 (C)* 1970 315,774(C)* 1970 
28. Basra, Iraq 313,327 (C) 1965 
29. Callao, Peru 306,976 (C) 1968 
30. Kuwait City, Kuwait 99,609 (C) 1965 295,273 (C) 1965 
31. Peshawar, Pakistan 285,000(E) 1968 
32. Port Said, Egypt 282,977 (C) 1966 
33. Gujranwala, Pakistan 276,000 (E) 1968 
34. Marrakech, Morocco 275,000 (E) 1966 
35. Las Vegas, U.S.A. 125,787 (C)* 1970 273,288 (C)* 1970 
36. Abadan, Iran 272,962 (C) 1966 
37. Jodhpur, India 264,927 (E) 1968 
38. Suez, Egypt 264,098 (C) 1966 
39. Rajkot, India 261,061 (E) 1968 
40. Torrech, Mexico 235 ,272 (E) 1968 
41. Chihuahua, Mexico 233,916 (E) 1968 
42. Tanta, Egypt 229,978 (C) 1966 
43 . Chimkent, U.S.S.R. 227,000 (E) 1968 
44. El Mahalla El Kubra, Egypt 225,323 (C) 1966 
45. Riyadh, Saudi Arabia 225,000 (E) 1965 
46. Aden, South Yemen 225,000 (E) 1964 
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Table 1. (continued) 

47. Luanda, Angola 224,540 (C) 1960 
48. Ahvaz, Iran 206,375 (C) 1966 
49. Omdurman, Sudan 201,000 (E) 1967 
50. Jamnagar, India 175,710 (E) 1968 194,657 (E) 1968 
51. Jeddah, Saudi Arabia 194,000(E) 1965 
52. Mansura, Egypt 191,459 (C) 1966 
53. Khartoum, Sudan 189,000 (E) 1967 
54. Mecca, Saudi Arabia 185,000(E) 1965 
55. Sargodha, Pakistan 185,000 (E) 1968 
56. Bikaner, India 182,249 (E) 1968 
57. lmbaba, Egypt 182,000 (E) 1965 
58. Hermosillo, Mexico 181,532 (E) 1968 
59. Arequipa, Peru 180,366 (E) 1968 
60. Shubra El Kheima, Egypt 172,902 (C) 1966 
61. Mogadiscio, Somalia 172,677 (E) 1967 
62. Namangan, U.S.S.R. 164,000 (E) 1968 
63. Tajrish, Iran 157,486 (C) 1966 
64. Asyut, Egypt 153,956 (C) 1966 
65. Zagazig, Egypt 151,186 (C) 1966 
66. Damanhur, Egypt 146,079 (C) 1966 
67. lsmailia, Egypt 144,163 (C) 1966 
68. Trujillo, Peru 142,197 (E) 1968 
69. Chiclayo, Peru 141,131 (E) 1968 
70. Bahawalpur, Pakistan 137,000 (E) 1968 
71. Qom, Iran 134,292 (C) 1966 
72. Al Faiyum, Egypt 133,616 (C) 1966 
73. Asmara, Ethiopia 131,800 (E) 1964 
74. Aswan, Egypt 127,594 (C) 1966 
75. Antofagasta, Chile 127,234 (E) 1968 
76. Quetta, Pakistan 127,000 (E) 1968 
77. Sukkor, Pakistan 127,000 (E) 1968 
78. Kandahar, Afghanistan 123,000 (E) 1967 
79. Zarqa, Jordan 121,303 (C) 1967 
80. Jhang Maghian, Pakistan 114,000 (E) 1968 
81. El Minya, Egypt 112,580 (C) 1966 
82. Hilla, Iraq 84,717 (C) 1965 110,795 (C) 1965 
83. Mendoza, Argentina 109,122 (C) 1960 
84. Okara, Pakistan 109,000 (E) 1968 
85. Ining, China 108,200 (C) 1953 
86. San Juan, Argentina 106,564 (C) 1960 106,665 (C) 1960 
87. Gurjev, U.S.S.R. 104,000 (E) 1968 
88. Cuzco, Peru 102,077 (E) 1968 
89. Piura, Peru 101,585 (E) 1968 

Sources: United Nations. Demographic Yearbook, 1968: *U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1970 
Census of Population, Advance Reports, Vol. I, Characteristics of the Population, parts 4 
(Arizona), 6 (California), 33 (New Mexico), and 45 (Texas). (For final data see 1970 
Census of Population, Vol. I, parts 4, 6, 33, and 45, pub. 1972.) 
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Meigs. These are shown in the order of population size, whether met
ropolitan area or central city, and without regard for the date of the 
census or estimate. 

Most of the figures are from the United Nations (except for several 
U.S. cities for which preliminary data from the 1970 United States 
Census were available). In some countries these figures are from a 
more-or-less careful census; in most others the data are estimates of 
sometimes questionable reliability. Furthermore, the definitions of 
central city or metropolitan area are likely to differ greatly from 
country to country (for Pakistan, an extreme example, the U.N. lists 
the data between the city and metropolitan area columns). Thus, un
fortunately, the data are not as good nor as comparable as might be 
wished. 

As may be seen, urban development is considerable in the arid 
zone, but there is much unevenness. Eight cities are over a million 
and seven are among the 60 largest in the world. In the United States, 
six of the seven listed cities are among the 120 largest central cities in 
the country, with Phoenix ranking 20th in 1970 (World Almanac, 
1971 ). Bakersfield, with a small central city, is not in the group. In 
Arizona, 48 percent of the population lives within the city limits of 
Phoenix and Tucson, 59 percent in cities of 50,000 inhabitants or 
more, and 75 percent in the Phoenix and Tucson Standard Metropoli
tan Statistical Areas (Valley National Bank, 1970). It might be added 
that less than 10 percent of Arizona's water withdrawals are for non
agricultural uses (Resnick, 1967). 

Of all the countries listed in Table 1, none has more large arid
area cities than the Arab Republic of Egypt, with 17 cities of over 
100,000 population, although Pakistan is close with 14. These urban 
dwellers of the Arab Republic of Egypt (as of 1966) totalled 
9,110,069, about 30 percent of the country's population of 
30,083,000 (Steinberg, 1968). 

About one-fourth of all Peruvians live in cities of 100,000 or more. 
Although Jordan also had a large proportion of its inhabitants 
living in or about Amman and Jerusalem in 1966, current data are 
unavailable. In Pakistan the ratio of urbanization was 22.5 per
cent in 1961, up 26 percent since 1951. Bangladesh, in contrast, has 
only 5.2 percent of the population living in urban areas (Phillips, 
1964). Most other nations appear to have only a small percentage 
living in cities; or else data for the arid portion are not available 
separately. 

Nevertheless, static figures on population do not show trends. So, 
in Table 2 are displayed the growth rates for these cities for which 
population data for two different years were obtained. It is not the 
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best practice to compare an estimate with a census; to get broader 
coverage, however, it has been done here. In each case the table in
dicates the type of population data. Also, because of the widely dif
fering spans of years in data for various locations, an average annual 
rate of growth has been calculated. Because of short time periods and 
the use of estimated populations, the rates of growth for the four lead
ing cities in Table 2 are rather unreliable, as are others. 

There does not seem to be much rhyme or reason to the pattern of 
differing growth rates, although human occupation is multiplying 
tremendously in the mild-winter deserts of the United States South
west. Other cooler arid and semi-arid areas are showing slower growth. 
For the nation as a whole, urban areas of 100,000 or more grew at 
an average annual rate of 2.6 percent, a rate far exceeded by the first 
six cities in the arid zone (Hoyt, 1962). As will be demonstrated in the 
next section, this rapid rise in arid cities in the United States, in 
some cases, has been accompanied by rapid growth of manufacturing. 

In any event, arid-lands cities are growing, and generally at a rate 
much faster than that of the world population (2 percent annually), as, 
of course, are many humid-lands cities as well. Nevertheless, many 
of the rates shown in Table 2 are truly startling, as in the first 
group of ten cities on the list, all increasing at 10 percent per annum 
or more. 

Manufacturing in Arid-Zone Cities 

The rapid growth rate of residency in Phoenix and Tucson, the 
two large centers in Arizona, can be attributed in large part, at least 
in economic terms, to the growth of manufacturing. In 1969 these 
two Standard Metropolitan Statistical Areas contained 88 percent of 
the manufacturing employees of the state, with the Phoenix SMSA 
alone having 77 percent of the state total (Valley National Bank, 
1970). Manufacturing produced $732,758,000 of the $2,489,311,000 
in wages earned (not including incomes of proprietors) in the state in 
1969, more than from any other category. Gross income from manu
facturing in the state was almost as great as from mining, all agricul
ture, and tourism combined. For the year 1969 it was estimated at 
$2,010,000,000. The mushrooming employment in manufacturing 
was at a more expansive rate (102 percent) in Arizona than in any 
other state from 1959 to 1969. It must be granted, of course, that this 
was upon a small base, and that the absolute gain was smaller than for 
Arkansas, which showed only a 70 percent gain, or for Florida with 
65 percent (Valley National Bank, 1970). 
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Table2. Comparison of population growth rates for selected arid-zone cities. 

Rank Cily/counrry M - metro Earlier population Recent Population Per cent 
c-ccn!ral and year and year increase 

city (C= census and E= estimated fX"J1Ulation) per year 

I. Giza. Egyp1 c 287,200(El962) 571,249(Cl966) 18.8 
2. Lanchow. China c 397,400(El953) 699,000(EI 957) 15.2 
3. Callao, Peru c 155,953(Cl961) 279,500(EI 966) 12.4 
4. Mogadiscio, Somalia c I 20,649(E 1963) 170,000(EI 966) 12. I 
5. Aden, South Yemen c .54,995(CI 955) 150,000(E1964) 11.8 
6. Fresno, U.S.A. M 213,444(C1960) 409,000(EI 966) 11.4 
7. Kuwait City, Kuwait M 12.5,929(C1957) 295,273(Cl96.5) 11.2 
8. Las Vegas, U.S.A. M 48,289(CI 950) 232,000(El96.5) 11.0 
9. Mexicali, Mexico c 64,609(C1950) 350,170(E1967) 10.5 

JO. Riyadh, Saudi Arabia c 169,185(C1962) 225,000(E1965) 10.0 
11. Meshed, Iran c 312.186 (El 963) 409,281 IC 1966) 9.4 
12. Tucson. U.S.A. c 45,454 CCl950) 258,215 (C1970) 9.1 
13. Phoenix. U.S.A. c 106,818 (Cl950) 580,275 (Cl970) 8.8 
14. Basra, Iraq c 164,623CC1957) 313,327 (Cl965) 8.4 
15. Ciudad Juarez. Mexico c 122,566 (Cl950) 448,40.5 (Cl967) 7.9 
16. Esfahan. I ran c 339,909 (El963) 423,777 (Cl966) 7.6 
17. Omdurman, Sudan c 171.000 (El964) 198,000(E1966) 7.6 
18. Cairo. Egypt c 1.090.654 (Cl947) 4,219,8.53 IC1966) 7.4 
19. Khartoum. Sudan c 93, 103(C1956) 18.5,000 (E1966) 7.1 
20. Jeddah. Saudi Arabia c 80,000 (El9.53) 194.000 (El965) 7.1 
21. El Paso, U.S.A. c 130,485 (C 1950) 344,000IE1965) 6.7 
22. Hermosillo. Mexico c 132,324 (El963) 167,735 (El967) 6.1 
23 . Teheran. Iran c 1,.513,164 (Cl956) 2,69.5,283 (C 1966) 5.9 
24. Chihuahua, Mexico c 86,961 (Cl950) 221,451 (E1967) 5.7 
25. Ahvaz, Iran c 119,828 (Cl956) 207,011 (Cl966) 5.6 
26. Phoenix, U.S.A. M 331,770 (Cl950) 963, I 32 IC 1970) 5.5 
27. Trujillo, Peru c 100,130 (Cl961) 129.470 (E1966) 5.3 
28. Lima. Peru M 1,436,231 (C 196 IJ 1,833, 700 IE 1966) 5.0 
29. Amman, Jordan c 246,475 (Cl961) 330,396 CCl967) 5.0 
30. Suez. Egypt c 107,244 (Cl947) 264,098 cc 1966) 4.9 
31. Tucson, U.S.A. M 141.216 (Cl950) 344,63.5 IC 1970) 4.6 
32. Chimkent . U.S.S.R. c 192,000 CEl964) 219,000 CEl967) 4.5 
33. Arequipa. Peru c 13.5,358 (Cl961) 167,080 (El966) 4.3 
34. Qom, Iran c 10.5.272 (E1960) 134,292 cc 1966) 4.1 
35. Antofagas1a. Chile c 104,559 (E1963) 117,187 (El966) 3.9 
36. Damascus. Syria c 408,744 (El9.5.5) 618,4.57 CCl966) 3.8 
3 7. Asyut, Egypt c 133,.500 CEl962) 153,9.56 CCl966) 3.6 
38. Rajkot, India c 132,069 (Cl9.5 I) 233,462 CEl967) 3.6 
39. Albuquerque. U.S.A. M 241,216 (Cl960) 288,000 (El965J 3.6 
40. Zagazig. Egypl c 131,200 (El 962) 1.51,186 CCl966) 3.6 
41 . Alexandria, Egypt c 919,024 CCl947) 1,801,0.56 CCl966) 3.6 
42. Torreon. Mexico c 128,971 CCl950) 227,571 (El967) 3.4 
43. Mecca. Saudi Arabia c 120,000 (El9.52) 185,000CE1965) 3.4 
44. Mansura, Egypt c 101 ,965 (Cl947) 191,4.59 (C1966) 3.4 
45 . Jamnagar. India M 104,419 (Cl95 I) 176,534 (El967) 3.3 
46. Al Faiyum. Egypt c 117,800 (El962) 133,616 (Cl966) 3.2 
47. El Mahalia El Kubra, Egypt c 198,900 (El 962) 225,323 (Ci 966) 3.2 
48. Astrakhan. U.S.S.R. c 276,000 (El9.56) 368,000 (El 967) 2.7 
49. Tanta. Egypt c 139,926(Cl947J 229,978 (Cl966) 2.7 
50. Luanda, Angola M 164,340 (C 1948) 224,540 (Cl960) 2.6 
5 I. Namangan. U.S.S.R. c I 50,000 (El 96.5) 158,000 (El967) 2.6 
52. Port Said. Egypt c 177,703 (C1947) 282,977 (C 1966) 2.5 
53 . Bikaner. India c 117,113 (Cl951J 171,863 (El967) 2.4 
54. Baku. U.S.S.R. c 598,000 (El956) 772,000 (E1967J 2.3 
55 . Damanhur. Egypt c 133,200 (El962) 146,079 (Cl966) 2.3 
56. Bakersfield. U.S.A. M 228,309IC1950) 319,000(E1965) 2.3 
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Table 2. (continued) 

Rank City/country M=metro Earlier population Recent Population Per cent 
C-=ccntral and year and year increase 

city (C= census and E= estimated population) per year 

51. Jodhpur, India c 180,717 (Cl951) 252,652 (El 967) 2. 1 
58. Marrakech, Morocco c 213,312 (Cl952) 275,000 (Ef 966) 1.8 
59. Abadan, Iran c 226,103 (Cl956) 270, 726 (C 1966) 1.8 
60. El Minya, Egypt c I 04,800 (E 1962) 112,580 (Cl966) 1.8 
61. Kandahar, Afghanistan M 119,000 (El964) 123,000 (El967) I.I 
62. lmbaba, Egypt c 164,500 (El962) 170,300 (C 1966) .9 
63. lsmailia, Egypt c 156,300 (El 962) 144,163 (Cl966) -2.0 

Srmn·f!.\': U11i1ed Nut ions, DemoJlrup/Jic Yearbook, 1967, and earlier years of the yearbook. Some lack of aaree
ment with Table I is because the 1968 volume appeared in time to chana;c 1ha1 table. but not in time to repeat 
1he computer calculations of average grow1h rates included herein. Arizona data arc from the U.S. Bureau of 
the Census. /970 Cen.ru.f of Pnpu/Ulion, Prrliminar)' Rt!ports, part 4 (Arizona). (For final da1a sec 1970 Ci.-nJus 
of Pop11/u.ticm. Vol. I , Characuri.flic.f of thf' Population, parl 4 , rub. 1972.) 

In Table 3 the two Arizona Standard Metropolitan Statistical 
Areas are compared with Fresno and Albuquerque, arid-zone cities 
in neighboring states. From 1950 to 1970, both of the Arizona cities 
gained manufacturing employment much more rapidly than overall 
employment, indicating one reason for their population growth. The 
Arizona cities show the greatest gains in manufacturing, and Fresno 
the least. Perhaps nearby competition is more intense for the Cali
fornia city. 

As an example of the type of manufacturing that has moved into 
arid-zone cities in the United States, the case of Phoenix is instructive. 
In September 1970, 68,400 manufacturing employees in the Phoenix 
Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area were classified by the Em
ployment Security Commission of Arizona into the following cate
gories: the largest number, 28,000, worked in the production of 
machinery; 5600 were in food and kindred products; 7100 in primary 
and fabricated metals (little copper is mined or smelted in the area); 
4000 in printing and publishing; and 23,700 in an unclassified group 
of other manufacturing industries (Employment Security Com
mission of Arizona, 1970). The influence of the distance to major 
markets is shown in the high proportion of electronics manufacturing 
in the Phoenix area, where electronics makes up a large part of the 
machinery category. This involves the manufacture of transistors, 
integrated circuits, computers, and other light-weight, high-value 
parts and equipment. There seems to be some advantage to the elec
tronics industry in low atmospheric relative humidity, but it probably 
is not as important an advantage any more because air conditioning 
equipment now can tailor-make the atmosphere in a factory, al
though at some cost. 

Of the arid-zone cities of India listed in Table I, none stands out in 
manufacturing. In 1956, using the Nelson system, Vasant P. Pethe 
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Table 3. Total and manufacturing employment for selected United States arid
z.one Standard Metropolitan Statistical Areas, 1950 and 1970. 

SMSA Total employment Employment in manufacturing 

1950 1970 % change 1950 1970 % change 

Albuquerque 46,768 109,311 133.7 3,719 8,302 123.2 
Fresno 92,873 138,729 49.4 8,933 15,914 78.1 
Phoenix 108,414 362,156 234.0 9,981 73,472 636.1 
Tucson 42,905 117,405 173.6 2,103 10,034 377.1 

Sources: U .S. Bureau of the Census, Census of Population: 1950, Vol . 1, Characteristics of 
the Population, parts 3 (Arizona), 5 (California), and 31 (New Mexico); and Census of 
Population: 1970, Vol. I, Characteristics of the Population, parts 4 (Arizona), 6 (California), 
and 33 (New Mexico), 1972. 

Table 4. Types of manufacturing in Soviet arid-zone cities. 

City Types of manufacturing 

Astrakhan Processing fish, caviar, fruits, and vegetables; ship building; 
manufacture of cellulose and cardboard. 

Baku Processing food products; textiles and clothing; fabricated metal 
products; machinery; petroleum refining and chemical plants. 

Chimkent Chemical and pharmaceutical industries; non-ferrous metal
lurgy (esp. smelting of lead); cement; cotton ginning; meat 
packing; vegetable oil; asphalt and brick production; automatic 
presses and other machinery. 

Gurjev Processing fresh and canned fish, caviar, fresh fruit, vegetables, 
and meat; oil refining. 

Namangan Leather, textile, and food-processing industries. 

Tashkent Flour mills; fruit, vegetable, and meat canning; textiles and tex
tile machinery; farm machinery (esp. for growing cotton and 
processing cotton and silk); leather products; fabrication of 
general metal products and machinery. 

Sources: Lydolph, 1964; Gregory, 1968. 

analyzed India's larger cities. Jamnagar and Rajkot in the State of 
Gujarat are diversified cities; neither exceeds the norm in any class of 
employment by one standard deviation. In Rajasthan State, however, 
Bikaner and Jodhpur both exceed the norm in construction and in 
transportation, storage, and communication by three standard devia
tions; but nowhere was manufacturing particularly important (Pethe, 
1956). In contrast, in the Soviet Union manufacturing is important in 
Tashkent and other arid-zone cities. The types of manufacturing in 
each city are shown in Table 4. 

There is some general information available on manufacturing in 
certain Arab cities (Berger, 1963). Baghdad, Iraq, at the time of the 
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1954 census, had 4573 industrial establishments; however, all but 
124 of these employed fewer than 20 workers. These smaller firms 
employed 11,726 persons. The 124 larger establishments employed 
21,641; the 10 largest of these employed 11 ,086, or more than one 
half of the workers in the larger firms. Included among the 10 largest 
were factories for wool and textiles, construction materials, and to
bacco, and the shops of the State Railways. Other important indus
tries were food and drink, clothing, furniture, metallurgy, and re
pair works. 

Cairo was the leading industrial center of Egypt in 1957, with 27.4 
percent of the country's total industrial employment and 16.5 percent 
of value added by manufacturing. Alexandria was close behind with 
26.0 percent in the employment category but ahead of Cairo with 
22.7 percent of value added. Four other major centers contained 33 
percent of the manufacturing employment and 40 percent of value 
added. Two of these centers, however, were Qualyubia and Guizeh, 
which are on the fringe of Cairo and which when added to the Cairo 
figures bring the totals for the Cairo region to 43.6 percent of indus
trial employment and 34.4 percent of value added. One thing is clear. 
Cairo with adjacent areas functions as the primate city of the United 
Arab Republic in manufacturing as well as government and other 
functions. 

Manufacturing also has rapidly increased along the border of Mexi
co and the United States. This is because of the Programa de In
dustrializaci6n Fronteriza. Among cities involved are Mexicali and 
Ciudad Juarez, although other smaller desert cities and a number of 
non-arid ones also are added. The program is designed to encourage 
industrialization by creating a free zone for manufacturing plants in 
the border communities. In the zone, importation of parts and ma
terials from the United States is permitted so they can be assembled 
(but not processed) in Mexico and exported to the United States with
out Mexican duties. The United States does charge a duty, but only 
on the value added in Mexico. In July, 1967, two years after the pro
gram's inception, there were 57 alien plants in Mexicali and nine in 
Ciudad Juarez. These provided about one-third of the income of 
workers in Mexicali and about one-fifth in Ciudad Juarez (Dillman, 
I 970a). In 1968 there were 30 plants in Mexicali and 21 in Ciudad 
Juarez (Dillman, 1970b). 

Information on manufacturing by city or metropolitan area was 
not found for other countries. It was noted that food manufacturing 
accounted for 29 percent of the gross value of industrial output in 
Peru in 1963, far ahead of any other category (Mullins, 1965). There 
have been many automobile assembly and other manufacturing plants 
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built near Lima in the past few years, however, and manufacturing 
plays an important role in the local economy (personal observation). 

Some data on other areas that were examined seemed unclear or 
contradictory and therefore are omitted. Also, reports of nuclear and 
other industries being developed in arid western China were difficult 
to confirm. 

In summary, it may be said that only in the United States and 
along the border in Mexico was clear evidence found of rapidly grow
ing manufacturing in arid-zone cities, although the Soviet Union 
seems to be promoting manufacturing in some of its arid-zone cities, 
and Lima, Peru shows evidence of rapid industrialization. 

Conclusion 

This brief survey of the arid lands would indicate that urbanization 
already is well advanced in the arid zone and is continuing at a greater 
rate than normal in many areas. Manufacturing, also, is growing and 
becoming an increasingly important element in the economic bases 
of arid-zone cities as, for instance, in the United States, Mexico, the 
Soviet Union, and probably Peru. Neither of these trends, it may be 
noted in closing, calls for a heavy increase in the consumption of 
water, the limiting resource in the economic development of the arid 
zone. 
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ARIZONA'S RURAL SUBDIVISIONS 
AND LANDSCAPE POLLUTION 

Charles E. Campbell 

Premature subdividing of land in rural areas of the arid southwest
ern United States has resulted in regions where massive landscape 
pollution predominates. Even though this has become an increasingly 
common cultural phenomenon of the Southwest, here I am concerned 
specifically with Arizona, because that state is a focus for companies 
that sell unimproved parcels of land. 

The most influential factors responsible for transforming Arizona's 
open spaces into subdivisions are_economi~ forces, rather than those of 
population pressure. Elias and Warren (19-63f have stated that, "The 
force that is creating the growing promotion of land sales has become 
part and parcel of a general increase in speculative transactions often 
backed by credit. As such, it reflects qualitative changes in the econ
omy which may be as significant as the quantitative changes in na
tional output, business investment and other aggregates that receive 
so much attention." 

These economic forces have produced huge unplanned subdivisions 
that generally are sold interstate to absentee owners who never occupy 
or develop their property .. In attempting to evaluate the effects of 
such actions in Arizona, one is hindered by a shortage of documented 
information. This type of land marketing varies from very small de
velopments to some that exceed 80 square miles; all are of concern in 
this paper. 

Currently there are no governmental controls to direct the orderly 
development of these private subdivisions. Not even the recent Inter
state Land Sales Disclosure Act (U.S. Department of Housing and 
Urban Development News Release, 1969) accomplishes this. The 
major purpose of that legislation, part of the 1968 Housing and Urban 
Development Act, was to supply prospective purchasers of unim
proved land with accurate information with which they might make 
informed decisions. 

Rural Subdivisions 

Rural subdivisions are characterized by the subdivision of land into 
five or more parcels (State of Arizona, State Real Estate Department, 
1969). Such subdivisions are not a natural outgrowth of existing 
cities, and they are distinguished by the absence of observable physical 
signs of commercial, industrial, or residential uses (Elias and Warren, 
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Fig. 1. Sun Town, just East of Aguila, representative of a rural subdivision 
that is not the natural outgrowth of an existing city. 

Fig. 2. The Ranch of the Golden Horse, I 7 miles east of Snowflake, where 
there are no signs of commercial, industrial, or residential development except 
lot boundary markers defining each of the more than 3000 parcels. 
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1963) (Figs: 1 and 2). Concentrated cores of development are ex
ceptions, however, that may represent a small fraction of one percent 
of the total area of the development. 

The abundance of literature on "new town~:_ creates a problem. 
One might infer that rural subdivisions are "new towns," whereas this 
may not be the case. The former require no master plan to direct 
future development, provide local employment for residents, or meet 
any of the criteria that have been used to define "new towns." 

Analysis of the 58 largest rural subdivisions from 19 July 1961 to 
1 October 1968 provided some interesting results. Although these 
were termed "remote" subdivisions (Campbell, 1969) to depict their 
isolation, the majority of rural subdivisions also may be characterized 
as being located in "remote" areas. The study period was a direct 
result of the one adequate source of information, the State of Arizona 
Real Estate Department's "Final Subdivisions Public Report." 

All remote subdivisions (Fig. 3) except one are located on the 
deeded or patented land that accounts for only 15.03 percent of Ari
zona's total land area (Lassen, 1969). Forty-two remote subdivisions 
are within 15 miles of such places as national forests, national monu
ments, national recreational areas, or the Colorado River. Seven of 
the 42 are situated on private land enclaves within the boundaries of 
national forests. The location of any remote subdivision studied, re
gardless of particular details, was the . result o( a-fa"fi<l c!_eyel~pe_r'~
subjective choice to locate in a general geographic area. The specific 
~-·- ----site was aetermined in almost all cases by the market system and the 
distribution of privately owned land (Campbell, 1969). 

The diversity of the remote subdivisions studied was meaningfully 
analyzed on common and characteristic elements observable in the 
field. These elements were based on a modification of the, Ejias and/ 
Warren criteria that included the number of utilities available~~nd 

. - ·· I 

the distance to services. The most interesting and distinctive group 
of remote subdivisions, all in the extreme northwest section of the 
state, have no utilities available and are 90 or more miles from 
services that incfudegeneral shopping and high schools (Campbell, 
1969). As a result, regulated financial institutions will not lend money 
for home construction (U.S. Congress, Senate, 1963). 

A similar pattern of utility development occurred in 88.2 percent 
of the remote subdivisions: electrical po~er was developed first, fol
lowed by .!_elepho!le service:piped -w~ir. piped natural~~· and fire 
protection, in that order. Natural gas availability prior to telephone 
service and piped water formed the majority of exceptions and was 
directly associated with natural gas pipeline accessibility (Campbell, 
1969). 
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Fig. 3. Location of the 58 largest rural subdivisions from 19 July 1961 to I 
October 1968 termed "remote" subdivisions to depict their isolation. 

Such characterization raises concern whether extensive human oc
cupancy would be at all probable in a society accustomed to the 
amenities of urban Jiving. The often lengthy distance to basic services 
and the lack of vital utilities would make occupation difficult at best. 
Inclusion of easy accessibility by normal family automobile transpor
tation presents an unlikely situation for occupation under present con
ditions at numerous locations. 
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Fig. 4. Golden Valley, north of Kingman, typical of the landscape pollution 
produced by the premature development of"roads" before occupation. 

Landscape Pollution 

Landscape degradation produced by rural subdivision develop
ments perhaps is best classified as aesthetic pollution. Desecration 
of the natural landscape generally is produced~<!_~~ -~jJlat 
are cut through the natural vegetation to make it appear that "develop
ment" has begun. The divided boulevard shown in Figure 4 was 
graded approximately 10 years ago north of Kingman, Arizona. Since 
that time, the desert environment has not yet been able to return it to 
its natural state. Such visual violation of the landscape is as environ
mentally degrading as water or air pollution. 

Most Arizonans do not comprehend the magnitude of rural sub
dividing and the resultant landscape pollution. Perhaps two major 
factors in their lack of awareness are that these subdivisions are-char
ai£eristically-16cated in remote areas and that they generally are of
fered for sale by mail or by other means of interstate commerce. 

Between mid-1961 and 1 July 1970, about 8 percent (7.81) or 
867,281.06 acres of Arizona's privately owned land was subdivided 
(personal communication of 1July1970 from J. Fred Talley, Arizona 
State Real Estate Commissioner). This 8 percent includes land in dis
tinctively urban areas but does not include land subdivided before 
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10,923,644.64 acres or 

15.033 of all land 

in Arizona.' 

867,281.06 acres subdivided 

total of all rural 

subdivided land 103 or 

1,092,360 acres 

Fig. 5. Arizona's privately owned land. The shaded section rep
resents the estimate of all rural land subdivided before J9 July 
J96J. The entire JO-percent estimate excludes subdivided land 
located in distinctively urban areas (*57th Annual Report of the 
State Land Commissioner; **personal communication with 
State Real Estate Department). 

Federal Government 71.853 

J 
Fig. 6. Arizona land ownership. The shaded section represents the 
JO-percent estimate of all rural land subdivided in Arizona as a 
percent of the total land area in the state (57th Annual Report 
of the State Land Commissioner). 



mid-1961. Considering these two factors, a conservative estimate 
would place all rural subdivided land at approximately 10 percent of 
Arizona's privately owned land, which accounts for 15.03 percent 
of Arizona's total land area (State of Arizona, State Real Estate De
partment, 1969). This is shown in Figures 5 and 6. 

Objection is raised at landscape pollution and not at rural sub
dividing per se. Promotion of rural land developments could be car
ried on in a manner so as not to pollute the natural environment, 
simply by halting the grading of roads until the population density 
requires their construction. This idea of rationally conserving the 
natural environment requires the citizens of a democracy to accept the 
idea of trusteeship in behalf of all the people, rather than unrestricted 
private ownership (Leonard and Allen, 1966). r"!-~~--Jaisse;,--fair-e --

attitude of g~vel"!1~~n1.mu~t_ be _Il1q_clified in regard to rural subdividing 
·a1rd-the-·natural environment. 

If urbanization is to evolve more logically, the ga~~ of 
Arizona must adopt constructive legislation )n the foriv of state-wide 
zoning to direct rural land developments.( A first ste) would be to 
prohibit any form of road development in rural subdivisions until 
such time as the population requires roads. Currently, many sub
dividers dedicate these bulldozed roads within their subdivisions to 
the county, because it relieves them of further maintenance. They 
may gain promotional advantage by advertising that their roads have 
been "dedicated"; however, this may be misleading. The county may 
lack the financial resources to maintain the roads. 

The promotional interest of the developer cou~ be pro!ected, as 
it should be in our economic system, by placing (the funds/ required 
for road construction in escrow with the State, guaranteeing future 
construction when required by population growth. These funds even 
could provide a source for state highway construction bonds. De
velopers would be permitted to advertise road availability under 
these conditions. Uniformity of such a law on a regional basis would 
not place any developer at a promotional disadvantage. The details of 
a delayed road construction plan to protect Arizona's landscape from 
pollution require further study and alteration. 

Associated Problems 

There appears to be no evidence that these new rural subdivision 
"developments" will not continue into the foreseeable future, based 
on the favorable economics of subdividing third- or fourth-rate range
land. This system of seemingly "limitless" land available for sub
dividing raises important social and economic questions beyond those 
of landscape pollution. 
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One might wonder what th~impact wi!_!_~~ -~n_ t~_.@flcbi!:i_g__econo-
- my of Arizona. Arizona's privatclyowned land is continuously being 

sold to absentee owners, and presently there is no indication that such 
a shift in ownership will not continue. The resulting speculative land 
use becomes the dominant use but fails to provide employment. (It is 
possible that the removal of productive or semi-productive land from 
the local economic base might decrease the need for the supporting 
facilities of local service centers.) Meanwhile, the only inpayments are 
the very modest county taxes for unimproved land, while the large 
profits and financing charges associated with subdividing generally 
are directed to other states. 

What will be the impact of subdividing the land into thousands of 
small parcels owned by as many different absentee owners located 
across the entire United States? Carefully planned "new towns" 
appear to many to be a means of occupying our empty arid lands and 
thereby releasing the excess population pressure in our humid 
regions. In his overview of these proceedings, Marion Clawson 
(1975) states that ~!al factors must be considered in planning and 
building a succe'Ssful "riew-fown~ ,-,-The most demanding factor in this 

-./ / 
context is that "the new towns must have an adequate land base: not 
only enough area physically suitable, but under one or a closely coor
dinated ownership and at a reasonable cost." 

The rural subdivisions under consideration do not meet either re
quirement. Diversified ownership would make it extremely difficult 
to reassemble land into a large tract for "new town" development. 
Price appreciation of perhaps 300 to 400 percent or more (Elias and 
Warren, 1963) occurs when the subdivider sells the land-surely 
not a "reasonable cost." 

Besides landscape pollution, numerous problems exist in relation 
to rural subdivisions, but water appears to be most critical. Gulf 
American Corporation's proposed Empire Ranch in the Sonoita area 
of southern Arizona easily could place great strain on the Tucson 
groundwater supply should only 18,000 of the projected 180,000 resi
dents relocate to that rural subdivision (O'Hern, 1970). Assuming that 
each lot is one-half acre in size and is occupied by four persons, resi
dential occupation of the estimated 10 percent of the privately owned 
land defined as rural dubdivisions presently would more than triple 
the state's population. This is unlikely, of course, but with such a de
centralized population explosion, the resulting water demand would 
be inconceivable. 
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Summary and Conclusions 

Extensive regions of intensely subdivided, privately owned land in 
rural areas of Arizona have not resulted in correspondingly dense set
tlement. Generally, land subdividers have not realistically considered 
the availability of basic services, vital utilities, employment oppor
tunities, a functional economic base, or any other factor required to 
maintain a substantial permanent population. In other words, these 
developments normally are unplanned. Such a lack of systematic 
thinking and foresight is precisely what has led to all of today's en
vironmental abuses. This seemingly endless "development" of rural 
land is polluting the natural environment, primarily by the grading of 
roads in remote and unpopulated regions. Generally little, if any, de
velopment ever occurs after the developer completes his preliminary 
road grading and other minor improvements. 

Approximately 10 percent of Arizona's privately owned land is 
subdivided, and the number of these subdivisions is increasing with 
no signs of decreasing. Desecration of the rural landscape can be pre
vented by restricting the construction of roads until required by 
population density. State supervision of rural road construction on 
private tracts of land could be managed so that developers would not 
be placed at a promotional disadvantage by being unable to physically 
develop roads before occupation of their subdivision. The solutions 
may be more political than economic. ----

This study also has revealed some new questions of importance, 
such as what the ill!P.i!CJ9[_~(!~9J:~~~c!_!y_isions will be on the ranching 
economy of Arizona in the future. Also, there are the problems 
created by dividing the land into thousands of small parcels. 

The method of disposing of the parcels raises questions concern
ing the future well-being of the "developments." No procedure which 
sells land far in advance of construction and occupation can possibly 
supply continuing contact with real community needs. In short, land 
developers, along with all'other major functions of society, will have 
to change if Arizonans and Americans are to achieve a better environ
ment. 

Perhaps the most timely questions center on the problems of po
tential unplanned occupation of an arid region and the resultant water 
demand of a decentralized population. Also of concern are the rela
tionships between the adequate land base and closely coordinated 
ownership required by "new towns" and the interference posed by 
massive rural subdivisions to the logical evolution of new urban areas 
in Arizona. 
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CLIMATE AND OTHER AMENITIES AS FACTORS 
IN THE GROWTH OF ARID-AREA POPULATION 

Lay James Gibson 

Tucson, Arizona is a medium-sized city of about 340,000 popula
tion. It is a boom-or-bust town; the 1960-1970 population increase of 
33 percent often obscures the fact that a net out-migration took place 
in both 1964 and 1965. Wages generally are below the national aver
age in major industries and, in most cases, are conspicuously lower 
than those paid in California or the industrial Northeast. Private
sector employment above the lower-skill levels is neither abundant 
nor particularly stable. Manufacturing employment, for example, 
stands at about 9500 and represents a net loss of employment in this 
sector of about 700 over the 1957 high. Economic health is closely 
tied to federal fiscal policy; one-third of Tucson's export income 
comes from the federal sector, which is dominated by the Davis
Monthan Air Force Base. Over 50 percent of the city's export income 
is provided by government agencies, including the University of 
Arizona (Development Research Associates [DRA], 1968). 

Population growth, especially through in-migration, has proceeded 
at a rapid rate since World War II despite Tucson's precarious eco
nomic structure. In 1940, the Tucson Standard Metropolitan Statisti
cal Area (SMSA) had a population of 72,838; in 1950 the population 
stood at 141,216--an increase of almost 100 percent. The 1960 
Census showed 265,660 people in the SMSA, and 1970 preliminary 
figures put the number at 340,000 despite a net out-migration of some 
4 700 people in 1964 and 1965. 

In the period that followed 1960, an estimated 50 percent of the 
net gain came from in-migration. It is popular to explain this substan
tial J_n-m!g_ration in terms of three factors: 1) a large influx of older 
retired persons, 2) a sizabl~nger persons drawn by the 
climatic amenity, and 3) health seekers, including those who suffer 
from asthma, arthritis, and other ailments. An examination of census 
data and several recent reports suggests that at least the first two of 
these commonly alleged factors may not be as important as is generally 
believed (Cox and Barsby, 1968; Gibson, 1969b). Although Arizona 
ranks second behind Florida as a destination for migrants over 65 
years of age, the older population in both Tucson and Arizona in 1960 
was below the national average of SMSA's and states. Work by De
velopment Research Associates ( 1968) and Gibson ( 1969a) suggests 
that hedonistic motives related to climate appear to be relatively un-
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important as stimulants to in-migration in Tucson. This is not to say 
that climate is unimportant in promoting population growth. Studies 
by Hook and Simpkins (1959), Development Research Associates 
(1968), Gibson (1969a), and others (Ullman, 1954; Raaf, 1959; 
McKnight, 1962; Wilson, 1966; Stevens and Brackett, 1967; and 
Sewell, 1968) point to the importance of the climatic factor. What 
is apparent from these previous studies is that 1) consideration of 
climatic amenities involves much more than a discussion of pleasant 
living conditions associated with a warm, dry climate, and 2) the de
cision to migrate includes a host of reasons not related to climate. The 
focus of this investigation will be on the variable elements of the 
decision to migrate and on the degree to which movers are satisfied 
with that decision. 

Scope 

To use secondary data sources in answering questions about mi
gration motives is extremely difficult. Certain social and economic 
parameters are reported in census documents; studies that deal with 
motives for migration usually are of limited scope and may be of ques
tionable validity. In short, the questions being asked in this study call 
for the generation of fresh data from primary sources. In June and 
July 1970, 305 residents of Tucson were interviewed to determine 
their reasons for moving there and the extent to which they had ad
justed to their new environment. Selection of potential respondents 
within randomly selected one-mile-square grid units was by judgment 
of the interviewer. The questionnaire, which called for a possible 45 
responses, was administered only to those permanent residents over 
17 years of age who had not been born in Tucson. A host of factors 
is involved in the decision to migrate and in the individual's ability 
to adjust to his new environment. The purpose of the questionnaire 
was to identify important factors that influenced these decisions. 
Questions were designed to cover five areas of inquiry. First were the 
basic questions on motives for moving to Tucson. A respondent was 
given an opportunity to list one or more factors which figured in his 
decision. A subsequent question required him to identify the single 
"major" reason for moving. These major reasons became the basis for 
the designation of sub-population by "climate" and "health," which 
were used in a more detailed enumeration of the data collected else
where in the questionnaire. A second group of questions dealt with 
the origin of a mover and the length of tenure at his prior residence. 
It was felt that these data might produce meaningful patterns when 
mapped and would allow some insight into questions of the stability 
of the in-migrant population. Questions dealing with the expectations 
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of in-migrants before their move and the extent to which these expec
tations had been realized were the subject of the third group of ques
tions. These were specifically aimed at the mover's preconceived 
notions about the environment, his current level of perception, and the 
significance of environment in holding movers in Tucson. The fourth 
group of questions required the respondent to identify those factors 
that were responsible for his choice of Tucson rather than some other 
place, especially potential destinations in the Southwest. Several ques
tions in this group were directed toward determining the role of 
urbanization amenities as a complement to other elements in the 
mover's decision. The intent of the final group of questions was to 
identify the existence and magnitude of economic sacrifice on the part 
of the movers. It was felt that if climate were found to be an impor
tant factor promoting growth in Tucson, it would be useful to know 
to what extent this motive was in conflict with economic considera
tions. Questions dealing with such parameters as age, sex, income, 
educational levels, and occupation also were included on the ques
tionnaire. 

Character of the Sample Population 

The sample population can be characterized as being composed of 
middle-aged, moderately well educated persons with relatively low 
incomes and generally low-skilled jobs (See Table 1). The relative
ly large number of respondents in older age categories may, in part, 
reflect a sampling bias which resulted from conducting a large number 
of interviews during working hours on week days. Family breadwin
ners most commonly are in low-skill jobs (106) or retired (62). The 
remaining 13 7 breadwinners are distributed through a variety of oc
cupational categories that range from "business and sales" (33 
persons) to "student" and "unemployed" (seven and one persons, re
spectively). Educational levels appear somewhat higher than might be 
expected in a group with modest income and occupational levels. This 
disparity can be explained in part by noting that many of the retired 
group are better educated than their rather modest incomes would 
suggest. 

Summary and Conclusions 

There are, of course, limits to the scope of the generalizations that 
can be made from the evidence presented in this study. A primary 
objective of this work is, quite simply, to generate data relevant to a 
topic upon which people often are willing to comment but about which 
very little actually is known. A second, and equally important, objec-
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tive involves the interpretation of responses to specific questions and 
the integration of individual bits of information into a series of 
generalities. 

Space limitations do not allow for an exhaustive discussion of the 
vast quantity of data which has been gathered nor, for that matter, 
may such discussion be particularly desirable. But a series of generali
zations may be made about in-migrants to Tucson. 

Climate is exceptionally important as a factor promoting in-migra
tion to Tucson. A relatively small group, including many retired 
persons, declared climate as the major reason for the move to Tucson 
and a much larger group came to the city for health reasons usually 
related to climate. In all, over 50 percent of those interviewed ac
knowledged that climate, to some extent, was a consideration influenc
ing their decision to move to Tucson. Furthermore, it must be remem
bered that many of those not mentioning climate already were resi
dents of other Arizona or Southwestern communities with a climate 
similar to that found in Tucson. 

Climate is significant as a force holding residents in Tucson. Once 
resident in Tucson, in-migrants usually are not eager to move away, 
and climate commonly is given as the reason for their satisfaction. A 
majority of those who would like to leave Tucson name potential 
destinations in California or Arizona that offer climatic amenities 
similar to those found in Tucson. 

There are two origin-motive patterns--those coming to Tucson 
from other sections of Arizona, from states contiguous to Arizona, 
and from Texas and Oklahoma, are motivated by job and family con
siderations; those moving from elsewhere are motivated strongly by 
climate-related considerations. The major sources of in-migrants to 
Tucson are, in descending order of importance, Arizona, Texas, Cali
fornia, Illinois, New York, and Ohio. Movement within the southwest 
quadrant of the United States generally represents a geographic read
justment by the mover for social or economic advantage. Movement 
from the rt.:st of the United States, and especially the northeastern 
quadrant, is generally for climate-related reasons. 

In-migrants to Tucson are a highly mobile group. Tenure at the 
previous place of residence is short for many of the in-migrants. This 
suggests that a move to Tucson frequently is one of a series of moves 
and not the initial destination of those leaving the proverbial home 
town. 

A move to Tucson usually is preceded by a visit. A typical in
migrant has visited and perhaps lived in Tucson at some time in the 
past, was favorably impressed with the urban and natural environ
ment, and eventually returned to the city as a permanent resident. 
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A move to Tucson is more than simply a move to the West or a 
response to the desire to live in an area with a warm climate. A 
majority of those interviewed did not consider alternative destinations 
before moving to Tucson. When an alternative destination was con
sidered, it usually was some other place in the Southwest, that is, else
where in Arizona or in a contiguous state, not in the northwestern 
quadrant of the United States. Nor, for that matter, were the states 
of the Southeast often considered by those seeking a warm climate. 

Urbanization amenities are important in explaining Tucson's popu
lation growth. A majority of those interviewed were confirmed advo
cates of city living; Tucson, with a population of 340,000, can offer 
residents a variety of goods and services. A key consideration, how
ever, is its image as a city with the casual, relaxed atmosphere of a 
small town. Tucson's big-city-small-town character is extremely in
fluential in the mover's choice of that city over other places in the 
Southwest. 

In-migrants frequently are willing to sacrifice earnings to move to 
Tucson. Although a large number of those moving to Tucson do re
quire a full-time job, a majority did not have a job arranged before 
making their move. Furthermore, the first full-time job held by a 
mover often pays him less, sometimes by a considerable amount, than 
his previous job. Those moving to Tucson for health-related reasons 
sacrifice income more often than those moving for other reasons. 

Perspective 

A broad question was asked initially: what is the role played by 
climate and other amenities in the growth of arid-area populations? 
In a strict sense, this question has been answered only for Tucson, 
Arizona, and then, possibly, only in part. It seems reasonable, how
ever, to speculate on some wider implications of this study, and it is 
suggested that while the response to climate that was found in Tucson 
might be unique to the United States, it is not unique within the United 
States. 

The United States is unrivaled as a place with an affluent, highly 
mobile population; within the country's borders are found extremely 
varied environments. A United States resident, unlike a resident of 
some European or African country, can respond to the desire to live 
in an arid environment yet still can maintain full status within a famil
iar social, economic and political system. A move from Chicago to 
Tucson is far more simple than a move from, say, Paris to North 
Africa or even to Southern Spain. The former requires no drastic 
change in language, customs, or economic status. Too, American 
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affluence has made possible a high level of mobility. Even in cases 
where a move from one portion of the country to another demands 
economic sacrifice, the movers' reduced incomes probably will still 
permit the maintenance of a relatively high standard of living. 

Population growth in Tucson, then, appears to be the result of a 
mix of factors peculiar to the United States. While application of find
ings to the world's arid lands would appear to be risky, this study does 
appear to hold potential for increasing the understanding of the role 
played by climate and other amenities in the growth of population 
in the arid Southwestern United States. 

Motives for Moving to Tucson 

Although the reasons given for moving to Tucson are highly varied, 
health is given most frequently as the major reason (Table 2). The 
importance of health as a migration motive points directly to climate: 
Tucson's dry, warm climate is perceived as beneficial to sufferers from 
asthma, arthritis, and other related ailments common among those 
coming to Tucson for health-related reasons. Ninety-two, or 30 per
cent, of the respondents gave health as their major reason for coming 
to Tucson, and a few of those with other "major reasons" also 
counted health as a factor contributing to their choice of Tucson. If 
those giving health as their major reason are considered as a separate 
sub-population, the significance of secondary motives can be seen. 
First, it is clear that persons claiming health as a motive generally 
consider few other factors, although the strengthening of social ties 
between the mover and family and friends is relatively important here 
as with other in-migrant sub-groups. 

Only 32, or 10 percent, of the respondents gave climate as the 
primary factor responsible for their move; of that number eight were 
retired when moving to Tucson, and several others were either semi
retired or near retirement. If a true hedonist is thought of as a person 
willing to pursue pleasure, in this case climate, at the expense of eco
nomic opportunity or some other socially acceptable goal, the number 
of hedonists in Tucson appears to be small. A retired person, there
for.e, does not fit the definition of hedonist as the term is used here 
because he is simply filling a void created by the termination of em
ployment rather than making a choice to maximize pleasure at the 
expense of employment or some other productive pursuit. 

A final observation based upon mover-motive data concerns the 
importance of factors not related to climate. Although a variety of 
factors are identified, the attractions of family, friends, and employ
ment opportunities are particularly important. Thirty-nine ( 13 per
cent) of the respondents indicated that their major reason for moving 
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to Tucson was to be near relatives or friends, and 39 came here for a 
better job or job offer. If those moving for other job-related reasons 
are added to the "better job" group, the total of economically moti
vated respondents jumps to 90 or about 30 percent of the total ("look
ing for a job," 17; job transfer, 17; military assignment, 17). Social 
and economic motives for migration, while slightly less important than 
health, are not to be minimized. 

In-migrant Origin 

Although a map that shows residences of in-migrants immediately 
before their move to Tucson produces a complex pattern, certain 
generalizations can be made (Fig. 1 and Table 3). First, two areas, 
the industrial Northeast and the Southwest, are the most conspicuous 
sources of migrants. Second, the lack of in-migrants from New Eng
land and the Southeast is pronounced. Third, the direction of move
ment is clearly from east to west, with one important exception-the 
west-to-east movement of people from California to Arizona. 

The fact that a large share of Tucson's in-migrants come from the 
Northeast and Southwest is not surprising. The Northeast, especially 
the area from New York-New Jersey west to Illinois and Wisconsin, 
contains a large share of the nation's population and, therefore, might 
be expected to provide a large portion of those moving west (Bright 
and Thomas, 1941 ). An additional consideration might be that the 
relatively affluent and cosmopolitan population of the Northeast 
would be in an excellent position to know about migration alternatives 
and to respond to perceived opportunities. The large number of in
migrants from nearby areas, on the other hand, conforms to a pattern 
long recognized by social scientists: people are more likely to move 
short distances than relatively long distances. The major source of 
in-migrants to Tucson is the state of Arizona itself, while the adjacent 
states of Utah, New Mexico, and especially California are important 
contributors. Nearby Texas, Oklahoma, and Mexico also contribute 
sizable numbers to Tucson's population. 

Four factors may explain the paucity of migrants from New 
England and the Southeast. First, these areas do not have the popula
tion base of the Lower Great Lakes Region and, therefore, contain 
fewer potential migrants. Second, provincial attitudes and lower levels 
of affluence may act to reduce mobility. Third, the industrial North
east and urban South are readily accessible to those seeking economic 
opportunity; and, fourth, Florida is more easily reached by East Coast 
residents seeking a mild climate than is Arizona. 

The prior residence of in-migrants and their major reason for mov
ing can be shown graphically (Fig. 2). Although the pattern is not 
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clear-cut, certain generalizations can be made. Those in-migrants 
coming from locations elsewhere in the Southwest generally are moti
vated by social and economic considerations, not health and climate 
(Burns, 1964). This is as might be expected, although the fact that 
climate is variable even within such a finite area as the Southwest is 
suggested by the fact that even Texas, New Mexico, and California are 
the source of some "climate" and "health" in-migrants. Also, the 
states of the Northeast, especially Illinois, Wisconsin, Indiana, Ohio, 
and New York, are the source of large numbers of health seekers. 
This is true in both relative and absolute terms. Finally, the fact that 
at least small numbers of "health" and "climate" movers come from 
all over the nation seems to indicate that while such areas as Florida 
and the Pacific Coast states may have mild winters, few places match 
Tucson in terms of warm, sunny weather with generally low humidity. 

Relevant to the discussion of in-migrant origins is the observation 
that this group is highly mobile. Their length of residence in Tucson 
frequently was short, as was the tenure at their previous residence. 
Many of those interviewed were relative newcomers. Eleven percent 
had lived in the city one year or less, 27 percent for less than four 
years and 55 percent nine years or less. A short tenancy at the previ
ous place of residence also is common. Eleven percent of those inter
viewed had lived at their previous location for one year or less, 20 
percent for two years or less, 31 percent for four years or less and 48 
percent for nine years or less. These data on mobility, along with the 
information on origins, suggest that movers are of two types. First, 
for many the decision to go to Tucson is not a decision to leave the 
proverbial home town for life in the West; rather, this group reaches 
Tucson by "town hopping," that is, moving from town to town and 
finally, west to Tucson. A second group is composed of those who 
move west to California and then retreat from its fast pace and con
gestion to the relaxed "small town" atmosphere of Tucson. In any 
case, with the exception of some fairly localized movement from 
rural areas, migration to Tucson is largely of the city-to-city variety. 

Perception and Acceptance 

Persons moving to Tucson generally are not moving there "cold"
in-migrants typically are persons who have visited Tucson before their 
move, found the area more attractive than they anticipated, and sub
sequently made the decision to migrate. Once in Tucson, movers 
generally are exceptionally enthusiastic about their new home and are 
unwilling to leave. 

Over two-thirds of those interviewed had visited Tucson before 
moving there (Table 4). Although a majority of the members of each 
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of the three sub-populations had visited Tucson prior to moving, a 
significantly larger share of the climate group had visited than the 
health group (Cox and Barsby, 1968). The most important single 
reason for the prior visit was pleasure; prior pleasure trips are 
especially important among those moving here for climate although 
large numbers in the "health" and "other" groups also had made their 
initial visit for this reason. Not surprisingly, nine of the health popula
tion made their first visit to Tucson for health-related reasons. 
Tucson's in-migrants generally like the physical environment. To 
those without prior knowledge gained through visits or the media, 
Tucson often is preconceived as a desolate, dry area of sand and sparse 
vegetation. These persons usually are impressed by the lushness of 
the desert vegetation, the heavy summer rains, and the nearby moun
tains; and they generally find the temperatures, even in summer, bear
able (Table 5). The net result is a high degree of enthusiasm for 
Tucson and its climate (Table 6). Climate and, to a lesser degree, other 
features of the physical environment clearly are paramount considera
tions when evaluating the advantages of living in Tucson. The extent 
to which movers have embraced life in Tucson is shown in Tables 7 
and 8. For the most part, in-migrants feel that they are better off in 
Tucson than at their previous residence and are not eager to move 
again. Many of the minority that would prefer to leave Tucson would 
choose a destination either in California or elsewhere in Arizona. The 
remainder of those wishing to leave Tucson because of homesickness 
(the desire to be near family or friends), or for other reasons, choose 
a variety of places scattered throughout the country. 

The preference pattern described by Figures 3 and 4 and Table 8 
is similar to patterns found on Figures 5 and 6, but with some inter
esting differences. When the move that ultimately brought respondents 
to Tucson was being planned initially, such destinations as Colorado, 
New Mexico, and Florida often were considered. These states are not 
particularly important destinations for those wishing to leave Tucson. 
The prominence of other Arizona locations and California for poten
tial out-migrants suggests that while movers may not be happy in 
Tucson, they are reluctant to give up the climate amenities found in 
that city. The desire to strengthen family ties, enhance economic well
being, or live in a smaller town is generally being reconciled with a 
liking for warm weather. 

Choice of Tucson and the Role of Urbanization Amenities 

Survey data suggest that movers often chose Tucson without con
sidering alternative destinations. If an alternative is considered, it 
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survey by author. 

likely will be either in another part of Arizona or in California. Cli
mate, again, is seen as a major factor influencing the ultimate decision 
to move to Tucson. Many chose Tucson over other cities, for example 
Phoenix, because of Tucson's less extreme temperatures and low hu
midity, while others claimed they were following specific instructions 
by their doctors to move to Tucson. 

Only 104, or about one-third of those interviewed, indicated that 
they had considered a destination other than Tucson. Alternative 
destinations considered by members of the three sub-populations 
present an interesting pattern (Figs. 5 and 6). The climate and health 
groups are fairly evenly split between those considering some other 
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1970 survey by author. 

place and those thinking only of a move to Tucson (Table 9). The 
"other" category, which includes those moving for family- or em
ployment-related reasons, has a conspicuously large number of those 
not considering some other destination. The implication is that those 
moving for primarily climate-related reasons are making a "regional" 
decision and that the specific destination, at least initially, is of sec
ondary importance. 

Alternate destinations named by respondents were frequently other 
cities in Arizona (most notably Phoenix). New Mexico, Colorado, and 
especially California (states contiguous with Arizona), as well as 
Florida were also important as alternate destinations. The few who 
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mentioned places in the northeastern portion of the country were those 
moving for reasons other than climate or health. 

Many considerations not related to climate greatly influence the 
mover's decision to select Tucson. Some factors, such as the desire to 
be near family and friends, and employment-related considerations, 
often give a mover no choice of destination. 

Certainly an important non-climatic motive shared by a cross
section of movers has to do with Tucson's image as an urban center 
with the life-style of a small tow.n. Urbanism, while not so obvious a 
factor as climate, appears to be important in the mover's decision to 
locate in Tucson. Those interviewed appear to be confirmed city 
dwellers and almost half went so far as to say they would not have 
moved to Arizona if there were no cities there (Table 10). Urbaniza
tion amenities, then, appear to be an essential ingredient in the mix 
of factors important in the decision to migrate. Tucson has certain 
qualities that make it a destination favored by many over such ur
ban areas as Phoenix and Los Angeles. The minority that would like 
to leave Tucson includes those who find that city's economic and so
cial atmosphere lacking in dynamism, while to many Tucson's slow 
pace and small-town atmosphere, coupled with the services available 
in a city of over 300,000 population, make it an ideal place to live. 
Tucson's image as a relaxed, "manageable" urban center, together 
with its pleasant climate, seems to explain, in part, its ability to siphon 
off potential migrants to other centers such as Phoenix. 

Economic Sacrifice 

The question of economic sacrifice by movers is important (Table 
11 ). Discussions of the westward shift of population often focus on 
the importance of economic opportunity as a migration motive in that 
rapidly expanding region. Analysis of the findings of this study sug
gest, however, that health, not economic opportunity, is the single 
most important reason for moving to Tucson (ORA, 1968). This fact 
raises a question about the extent to which movers are willing to sac
rifice economic well-being in their pursuit of goals that are often of a 
non-economic nature. 

A majority of those interviewed did need a full-time job when 
moving to Tucson; a large number of those not requiring a full-time 
job were retired. Sixty percent of the respondents not requiring a full
time job were in the climate and health sub-populations. Of those 
moving for climate or health, approximately one-half and one-quar
ter, respectively, did not need a full-time job when moving to Tucson, 
while only 14 percent of the "other" group did not need full-time 
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employment. While some members of the climate and health groups 
may have low aspirations and satisfy their needs with part-time 
jobs, many have income from pensions or other sources that allow 
them to at least partially disregard employment considerations. 

Over half of those requiring a full-time job did not have employ
ment arranged before making their move. The proportion of those 
not having a job arranged before moving is extremely high amon~ 
climate and health seekers, a fact that seems to support the alleged 
primacy of their stated migration motives over employment considera
tions. The "other" population, which includes those moving to Tucson 
for reasons not related to climate, contains a majority of those who 
did not plan ahead for employment. A partial explanation for the un
willingness or inability of in-migrants to prearrange employment is 
suggested by data on income and skill levels prior to moving. Income 
levels and skill levels are generally low; those at such employment 
levels come and go from a job with greater facility than a more high
ly paid or skilled specialist in a "responsible" position. 

Although a large number of those interviewed earned as much (or 
more) in Tucson as at their previous residence, a significant share 
sacrificed income to make their move. Some, of course, are older 
people anticipating retirement. Many, however, are at their earning 
prime, and it is this group that valued such things as climate, health 
or family above money. In general, the amount of income lost when 
moving to Tucson is not great, at least in absolute terms, but the fact 
remains that 86 (or 28 percent) of those interviewed reported a re
duction in income. The health population was the largest component 
in this group, accounting for slightly over one-half; this also is the 
group that would not be considered frivolous for making such a sac
rifice. 

Additional Opportunities 

Many questions have been asked in this paper and many have been 
answered, at least tentatively. Nevertheless, the opportunities for ad
ditional research on the importance of climate and other amenities 
in promoting population growth in both arid and non-arid environ
ments seem, at this point, almost infinite. One might, for example, 
examine the variety of "major reasons for moving" given by respond
ents to see if these were, in fact, the real reasons for their move. It 
has been suggested that since our society has made work a virtue, 
many persons are reluctant to admit that their move to Tucson was 
for purely hedonistic reasons. Other studies might be devoted to an 
analysis of the role played by climate in stimulating population growth 
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in humid areas; for example, to what extent does Arizona compete 
with Florida as a destination for those seeking warm weather? In any 
case, it is hoped that this paper will stimulate discussion on the part 
played by the amenities in the decision to migrate and will contrib
ute to the eventual understanding of this complex problem. 
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Table 1. Information regarding family breadwinner. 

I a. What is the current occupation of breadwinner? 

Response Total Climate Health 
population population population 

Low skill 106 9 28 
Retired 62 15 26 
Business and sales 33 3 10 
High skill 24 10 
Professional 21 2 4 
Government (non-military) 16 2 5 
Military 13 1 
Widow 13 6 
Student 7 
Divorcee 5 
N/A 2 
Miscellaneous 2 
Unemployed 

lb. What is breadwinner's annual income from this job or pension? 

Response Total Climate Health 
population population population 

$0-$5,000 86 13 32 
$5,000-$10,000 126 11 33 
$10,000-$15,000 49 4 13 
$15,000+ 24 2 8 
N/A 20 2 6 
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le. What portion of your total household income is provided by the job/ 
pension you have just mentioned? 

Response Total Climate Health 
population population population 

100% 193 24 65 
75%-99% 60 5 11 
50%-74% 20 6 
Less than 50% 13 4 
NIA 19 3 6 

Id. Sex of respondent. 

Response Total Climate Health 
population population population 

Male 89 16 19 
Female 216 15 73 

le. Age of respondent. 

Response Total Climate Health 
population population population 

18-20 1 
21-34 56 3 5 
35-49 123 6 35 
50-64 71 11 28 
65+ 52 11 24 
NIA 2 

If. Marital status of respondent. 

Respondent Total Climate Health 
population population population 

Single 12 3 
Married 259 30 80 
Widowed 21 I 7 
Divorced II 2 
NIA 2 

lg. How many years of schooling has the breadwinner had? 

Response Total Climate Health Other 
population population population population 

0-4 5 4 
5-8 56 5 19 32 
9-12 107 14 32 61 
13-14 55 2 20 33 
15-16 45 3 10 32 
17+ 36 7 II 18 
N/A 
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Table 2. Why did you move to Tucson? Which of the reasons below would 
you consider the mqjor reason? 

Reason Total times mentioned Mentioned as major reason 

Total Climate Health Other Total Climate Health 
population population population population population population population 

Health 101 91 9 92 92 
Relatives 
or friends 59 2 9 48 39 

Climate 54 31 9 14 32 32 
(sunshine, 
dry climate) 

Better job 
or job offer 43 0 1 42 39 

Liked Tucson 38 6 5 27 20 
(wanted to 
change 
towns) 

Looking 
for job 30 4 25 17 

Attend 
University 23 2 20 18 
(so hus-
band could 
attend U of 
A, so chit-
dren could 
attend U of 
A) 

Job transfer 19 0 18 17 
Military 
assignment 18 0 1 17 17 

Retirement 16 8 4 4 3 
Miscellaneous 14 0 0 14 9 

Table J. Survey responses indicating length of residence in Tucson , previous 
residence , and number of years at previous residence. 

3a. How many years have you lived in Tucson? 

Response Total Climate Health Other 
population population population population 

I year or less 33 4 6 23 
2-4 years 49 6 10 33 
5-9 years 85 10 27 48 
10-14 years 59 5 19 35 
15-19 years 33 5 10 18 
20-24 years 17 2 11 4 
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25-29 years 9 0 4 5 
30 or more years 20 0 5 15 

3b. Where did you live prior to moving to Tucson? 

Response Total Climate Health Other 
population population population population 

Arizona 42 42 

Texas 26 2 4 20 
California 21 2 2 17 
Illinois 17 3 ll 3 
New York 13 l 8 4 
Ohio 13 2 8 3 
Indiana 12 l 9 2 
Wisconsin 11 2 5 4 
Michigan 10 l 4 5 
Oklahoma 9 0 0 9 
New Jersey 8 l 2 5 
Missouri 8 l 2 5 
New Mexico 8 0 2 6 
Pennsylvania 7 0 2 5 
Utah 6 l 0 5 
Florida 5 0 2 3 
Alabama 5 l 3 l 
Connecticut 4 0 3 I 
Iowa 4 I 2 
Kansas 4 I 2 l 
Virginia 4 I 0 3 
Louisiana 4 I I 2 
Washington 4 0 4 0 
Massachusetts 3 l 
Minnesota 3 0 2 
South Dakota 3 l 2 0 
Nebraska 3 2 0 
District of Columbia 3 I I 
Georgia 3 0 2 I 
Arkansas 3 0 I 2 
Montana 3 0 0 3 
Maryland 2 0 
Kentucky 2 0 
Idaho 2 2 0 0 
Wyoming 2 I 0 I 
Oregon 2 0 l I 
North Dakota 0 l 0 
West Virginia I 0 0 
Tennessee 0 0 l 
Mississippi 0 0 I 
Colorado 0 I 0 
Nevada 0 0 I 
Hawaii l 0 I 0 
Mexico 8 0 0 8 
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Military 9 l l 7 
Canada l 0 l 0 
Asia 0 0 l 

3c. How long did you live in that area? 

Response Total Climate Health Other 
population population population population 

1 year or less 33 4 3 26 
2 years 28 1 10 17 
3 years 26 1 4 21 
4 years 7 0 2 5 
5 years 16 0 6 10 
6-9 years 38 2 11 25 
10-19 years 62 6 19 37 
20-29 years 55 10 18 27 
30 or more years 40 8 19 13 

Table 4. Survey responses regarding in-migrants' previous visits to Arizona. 

4a. Had you visited Arizona before moving here? 

Response Total Climate Health Other 
population population population population 

Yes 219 29 58 132 
No 85 3 34 48 
N/A 

4b. If yes, what was the reason for your initial visit? 

Response Total Climate Health Other 
population population population population 

Pleasure 142 20 37 85 
Business 21 1 3 17 
Lived here before 20 2 2 16 
Military 20 4 6 10 
Health 9 9 
Other 4 2 
NIA 89 3 34 52 

Table S. In-migrants' initial and modified conceptions of the natural environ
ment. 

Sa. What did you think the natural environment would be like before you 
moved here? 
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Response Total Climate 
population population 

No idea--don't remember 123 10 
More desolate and dry (more 114 11 
sand, cactus, hotter, more 
"desertlike ") 

Already knew 75 11 
(had seen it, liked brochure) 

Different topography 3 2 
(more mountains, flatter) 

More trees 3 
(vegetation) 

Not as harsh I 
Miscellaneous 8 

5b. Have your ideas about the natural environment changed? 

Response 

Yes 
No 
N/A 

Total 
population 

91 
119 
95 

Climate 
population 

7 
19 
6 

Health 
population 

37 
48 

12 

2 

Health 
population 

36 
32 
24 

Sc. How? (I.e., in what ways have the in-migrant's conception of the natural 
environment changed?) 

Response Total Climate Health 
population population population 

Colder winter, wetter 30 II 
More trees, vegetation 30 J 13 
More mountains, flatter 22 II 
Miscellaneous 13 6 
More people--more urbanized 10 4 
More desolate and dry 7 3 
More desertlike 
Not as harsh 

Table 6. Jn-migrants' views of Tucson's advantages and disadvantages. 

6a. Now that you are here, what are some of the things that you like most 
about living in this area--things that you think are advantages and that 
make this a good place to live? 

Response 

Climate 
(mild winter, dryness, sun, 
need little clothing) 

Total 
population 

225 
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Climate 
population 

30 

Health 
population 
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Social environment 117 10 33 
(nice people, casual living, 
small-town atmosphere) 

Physical environment 48 4 17 
(desert, open spaces) 

Urbanization 40 7 4 
(schools, shopping, university, 
cultural and athletic activities) 

Miscellaneous 23 1 5 
Growing, progressive city 11 2 
Good job 8 2 
Nothing 6 3 
Low cost of living 5 2 

6b. In what ways would you like to see Tucson changed? 

Response Total Climate Health 
population population population 

Improve urbanization 73 IO 22 
(add more street lights, 
improve streets) 

More economic growth 69 4 15 
(more industry, higher wages) 

Improve public services 57 8 20 
(more parks, police protection) 

Stop growth 36 3 12 
Reduce traffic congestion 28 5 8 

(reduce population) 
Reduce air pollution 26 2 12 
Improve political situation 24 1 7 
Miscellaneous 17 6 
Reduce taxes 10 3 
Reduce noise pollution 9 2 2 

(move airport, move Davis-
Monthan) 

Table 7. In-migrants' views of their own well-being in Tucson. 

7a. Do you think that you are better off in Tucson than in (previous 
residence)? 

Response Total Climate Health 
population population population 

Yes 250 27 82 
No 26 5 1 
NIA 29 9 

7b. If you are better off in Tucson, in what ways are you better off? 
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Response Total Climate Health 
population population population 

Economically 88 7 12 
(pro---more money, better job, 
steady work; con--low wages, 
poor job opportunity) 

Health 79 II 58 
(pro---healthier; con-more 
allergies here) 

Socially 60 9 17 
(pro---nice people, relaxed, 
small-town atmosphere, life is 
easier) 

Climate 51 12 13 
(pro---sunshine; con-too hot) 

Urbanization 19 
(pro---city activities, shopping, 
entertainment) 

Family and friends 17 2 
Miscellaneous II 2 
Lower living costs 10 3 
(pro---heating, clothing) 

V.A. hospital 6 
Physical environment 7 
(con-too many people, 
congestion) 

Table 8. Potential out-migration among in-migrants to Tucson. 

Sa. If you could move away from Tucson tomorrow, would you do so? 

Response Total Climate Health Other 
population population population population 

Yes 77 9 14 54 
No 220 22 76 122 
N/A 8 1 2 5 

8b. If yes, where would you go? 

Response Total Climate Health Other 
population population population population 

California 22 3 1 18 
Arizona 11 2 9 
Flagstaff (2) (2) 
Nogales (2) (2) 
Douglas (I) (I) 
Green Valley (I) (I) 
Globe (1) (I) 
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Mesa (1) (1) 

Phoenix (1) (1) 
Patagonia (1) (1) 
Yuma (1) (I) 

New York 3 2 
Mexico 3 3 
New Jersey 2 2 
Connecticut 2 2 
Illinois 2 2 
Minnesota 2 1 1 
Georgia 2 2 
Texas 2 2 
Oregon 2 
New Hampshire 
Massachusetts 
Michigan 
Missouri 
Kansas 
Florida 
Alabama 
Louisiana 
Colorado 
New Mexico 
Utah 
Hawaii 

Sc. Why? (I.e., reasons for choosing particular location mentioned.) 

Response Total Climate Health Other 
population population population population 

To be near family and 
friends 29 22 7 

Economic 
improvement 15 13 I I 

Better climate 16 II 3 2 
Smaller town 9 7 2 
Larger town 8 7 I 
Better living 

conditions 4 4 
Miscellaneous 13 10 2 

Table 9. /n-migrallfs' choices of Tucson over other destinations. 

9a. When you were considering a move from (prior residence), did you con
sider places other than Tucson? 

Response Total Climate Health Other 
population population populat ion population 

Yes 104 16 41 47 
No 181 16 49 116 
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No choice 3 

NIA 17 2 

9b. If yes, what other places did you consider? 

Response Total Climate Health Other 
population population population population 

Arizona 54 7 27 20 
Phoenix (37) (5) (22) (10) 
Mesa (6) (2) (1) (3) 
Tempe (2) (2) 
Yuma (4) (2) (2) 
Flagstaff (2) (2) 
Prescott (2) (2) 
Kingman (1) (1) 

California 24 3 4 17 
New Mexico 12 3 7 2 
Florida 8 3 4 1 
Colorado 8 6 1 
Illinois 2 2 
Minnesota 2 2 
Oregon 2 2 
Texas 2 2 
Washington 2 
Arkansas 1 
Hawaii 1 
Nevada 
Ohio 
Utah 
District of Columbia 

9c. What was the one factor that made you choose Tucson over (other destina
tion)? 

Response 

Climate 
(warm, dry weather, low 
humidity, doctor's advice) 

Urban environment 
(relaxed, small-town 
atmosphere, casual living) 

Economic improvement 
(better job, job available) 

Relatives or friends 
Miscellaneous 
University of Arizona 
No choice 
Physical environment 
Low cost of living 

Total 
population 

25 

22 

20 

16 
8 
6 
5 
3 
2 
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3 

4 

2 

1 
3 
1 
1 

Health 
population 

19 

8 

2 
3 
1 
2 
3 



9d. Why did you choose Tucson rather than some other place in Arizona? 

Response Total Climate Health 
population population population 

Family or friends 78 8 16 
Liked it 43 10 12 
Economic opportunity 36 4 
(better job, more money) 

Social environment 35 8 11 
(Small-town atmosphere) 

No choice 31 4 
(military.job transfer) 

Climate 28 11 12 
(cooler, drier) 

Education 23 3 
(good public schools, 
university) 

Miscellaneous 19 2 6 
Doctor's advice 13 13 
Health 4 4 
V .A. hospital 4 2 
Low cost of living 3 2 

Table 10. In-migrants' attitudes toward city living. 

IOa. Do you like living in a city? 

Response Total Climate Health 
population population population 

Yes 226 23 66 
No 66 8 22 
NIA 13 1 4 

!Ob. Why or why not? 

Response Total Climate Health 
population population population 

Urban activities 101 12 27 
(pro city-theaters, shopping, 
cultural activities) 

Urban services 61 5 21 
(pro city--schools, police, 
churches, hospital) 

Social environment 50 10 16 
(pro city-like neighbors) 

Outdoor environment 47 6 14 
(pro rural-no congestion or 
crowding, better for children, 
healthier) 
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Brought up in rural area 
(pro rural) 

Economic opportunity 
(pro city-more jobs, better 
pay) 

Brought up in urban area 
(pro city) 

Miscellaneous 

24 2 9 

23 4 

18 6 

16 2 6 

JOc. Would you have moved to Arizona if there were no cities here or if you 
had had to live in a rural environment? 

Response Total Climate Health 
population population population 

Yes 132 16 48 
No 124 14 35 
NIA 49 2 9 

Table 11. Extent of economic sacrifice involved in moving to Tucson. 

I la. Who was the principal breadwinner in your household when you moved 
to Tucson? 

Response Total Climate Health 
population population population 

Self/wife 40 4 13 
Husband 251 28 74 
Father 11 5 
Other 1 
NIA 2 

11 b. Did you/he/she need a full-time job when you moved to Tucson? 

Response Total Climate 
population population 

Yes 237 17 
No 65 15 
N/A 3 

I le. If no, was principal breadwinner retired? 

Response 

Yes 
No 
N/A 

Total 
population 

39 
23 

3 

Climate 
population 

15 
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Health 
population 

68 
24 

Health 
population 

18 
5 
1 

Other 
population 

23 
149 

6 
1 
2 

Other 
population 

152 
26 

3 

Other 
population 

6 
18 
2 



11 d. If yes, did breadwinner have a job arranged before moving here? 

Response Total Climate Health Other 
population population population population 

Yes 100 3 17 80 
No 134 14 51 69 

NIA 3 3 

I le. Did breadwinner's first full-time job in Tucson pay more, less, or the 
same as the previous job? 

Response Total Climate Health Other 
population population population population 

More 80 4 9 67 
Less 86 7 46 33 
Same 61 6 14 41 
NIA 78 15 23 40 

l lf. If more or less, how much? 

Response Total Climate Health Other 
population population population population 

More: 
0-$1,000 45 0 s 40 
$1,000-$3,000 23 4 2 17 
$3,000+ 6 0 1 s 

Less: 
0-$1,000 37 3 20 14 
$1,000-$3,000 25 1 11 13 
$3,000+ 13 3 8 2 
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URBANIZATION IN THE NAMIB DESERT, 
SOUTH WEST AFRICA 

Richard F. Logan 

The Namib Desert of South West Africa, like so many other desert 
areas of the world, has undergone considerable urbanization during 
the past two decades--a reflection of the development of new re
sources and of the general prosperity of the Territory and its conse
quent involvement in world trade. The Namib stretches along the 
entire coast of South West Africa (Logan, l 960a, 1 969) and extends 
for a short distance at either end into the Portuguese state of Angola 
and the Cape Province of the Republic of South Africa. Inland it 
reaches to the foot of the Great Western Escarpment of the central 
plateau of southern Africa-a distance of 100 to 140 ·kilometers. 

It is a typical cool coastal desert (Logan, l 960b), thanks to the 
cool Benguela current offshore. Summer temperatures at the coast 
range from a mean minimum of l4°C to a mean maximum of l9°C, 
and winter temperatures from 8°C to l4°C. Near the inner border 
of the desert, summers are much warmer (14 ° to 29 °) but still far 
cooler than those common in most tropical deserts. Relative humidity 
is high at all times, and fog is common; but rain is almost unknown, 
averaging I 5 millimeters annually at the coast and less than 50 milli
meters at the foot of the Escarpment. 

Throughout the entire area, not a single stream flows perenially to 
the sea except for two on the international borders: the Kunene, which 
forms the Angola border, and the Orange on the South African line. 
Although a number of streams reach out from the Escarpment into 
the Namib, they flow on the surface only a few days, or even a few 
hours, a year. These often, however, have a year-round sub-flow that 
percolates through their sandy beds at least part way to the sea. 

Such extreme aridity practically precludes the possibility of vege
tative growth, and large areas are totally devoid of vegetation (Walter, 
1936, I 962). Only along the dry river channels, where a riparian 
growth of bushes and trees depends upon the underflow, and in the 
extreme interior, where in some years convectional showers bring a 
thin cover of steppe grasses, is the vegetation sufficient to support the 
larger animals, either wild or domestic. Of the former great herds of 
game animals (gemsbok, springbok, ostrich, etc.) that once roamed 
these grasslands when rains permitted, and which migrated great dis
tances in search of grazing and water in dry years, rather decimated 
remnants still are to be found in the Inner N amib in the wetter years. 
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Aside from tiny, garden-like plots along two of the larger streams, 
agriculture is totally lacking (Logan, 1961). Grazing is carried on 
commercially in the inland steppes. Beef cattle are raised for local 
consumption and for export by rail to the Republic of South Africa. 
Karakul sheep are herded for the pelts of their new-born lambs, which 
are shipped overseas (Europe and the United States). Nama (Hot
tentot) tribesmen graze flocks of sheep and goats on the riparian vege
tation of the dry river beds. In the Kaokoveld, the northern part of the 
Namib, nomadic Ovahimba and Ovatjimba groups seasonally herd 
small bands of native cattle from waterhole to waterhole. 

Mining is carried on sporadically at a number of places and on a 
permanent basis at five: salt extraction from lagoons and playas north 
of Swakopmund; tin mining at Brandberg Wes and Uis in the inland 
portion of the central Namib; zinc and lead mining at Rosh Pinah in 
the extreme south, 80 kilometers from the coast; and diamonds at 
Oranjemund, a large permanent community at the mouth of the 
Orange River. 

Two rail lines cross the Namib to connect the ports of Walvis Bay 
and Liideritz with the interior line running from the northern part of 
the Territory to the Republic of South Africa. The lines are of the 
"standard" gauge ( 1.07 meters) of the South African system and trac
tion is provided by diesel-electric engines. There is no direct con
nection between the Namib and Cape Town, nor are there any rails 
along the coast. 

A tarred highway and three graded roads link Walvis Bay with the 
interior, and a single graded road connects Uideritz with the interior 
road net. Graded roads also extend from Walvis Bay and Swakop
mund northward along the coast for 440 kilometers. From Lilderitz a 
graded road extends south to Oranjemund. Although there is a bridge 
across the Orange River at Oranjemund, and it is possible to go from 
that town to South Africa by good roads, no through traffic is per
mitted from Liideritz to the Republic because of the strict control exer
cised over the diamond-bearing areas of the southern coast. These 
same restrictions, and the shifting sand dunes, permit no routes along 
the coast between Liideritz and Walvis Bay, so travel between the 
two ports is either via the paved roads of the interior (through Wind
hoek) or a north-south graded road along the foot of the Escarpment. 

Regular air service operates between Walvis Bay and Windhoek, 
with interregional and international connections possible at the 
latter, and from Walvis Bay via Liideritz to Cape Town. 
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Urban Areas and their Raisons D'Etre 

On the Atlantic Coast almost precisely midway between the north
ern and southern borders of the Territory, Walvis Bay is the best 
harbor and consequently the major port of South West Africa (Smit, 
1963). 

Liideritz is also a port, engaged in crayfishing ("lobster tail") opera
tions, but its commercial activities are severely limited by the shallow 
draft of its harbor, which necessitates the lightering of all cargo to and 
from the larger vessels. 

Swakopmund was the major port of the Territory during the 
German occupation (1890-1916). Its small, exposed harbor, however, 
was completely artificial, and its role usurped by Walvis Bay (which 
had been under British control throughout the period of German 
administration of the rest of the Territory) as soon as German occupa
tion ceased. Today Swakopmund is the chief resort of the Territory 
and is the summer capital for about two months each year. 

Oranjemund, Rosh Pinah, Uis, and Brandberg Wes are company 
towns operated by mining companies. 

Urban Water Supplies 

Modern urban areas in desert regions invariably experience 
major problems in obtaining adequate water, and the towns of the 
Namib are no exception. 

Oranjemund alone has no problem. Located near the mouth of the 
Orange, one of the largest perennial streams of southern Africa, it has 
an ample, readily available supply. To obtain reliable quantities 
of water of high quality, wells were drilled near the stream intercept
ing its sub-flow, rather than taking water directly from the river itself. 

Walvis Bay obtains a sufficient supply of good quality water from 
the sub-flow of the Kuiseb River, 33 kilometers away (Stengel, 1964). 
The rapid growth of the town can be seen from its water consumption 
figures: 1951, 0.2 million cubic meters; 1956, 0.55 million m3 ; 1969, 
2.5 million m3 . It is estimated that this source can provide several 
times the present consumption, and the needs of the community are 
assured for a long time to come. 

Swakopmund, although it is at the mouth of the Swakop River, was 
not so favorably endowed. The quality of the Swakop River sub-flow 
leaves something to be desired, ranging from 400 parts per million 
dissolved salts in years of heavy rainfall in the interior to as much as 
4650 ppm in dry years. Even so, this water was supplied to house
holders through the municipal reticulation and was used for all domes
tic purposes including the preparation of coffee and tea (and the local 
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flavor of those beverages became proverbial throughout the Terri
tory). In addition, a tank-car load of water was brought daily from 
Walvis Bay by rail. On alternate days it was delivered to the Muni
cipality for sale on a first-come, first-served basis to householders 
having their own containers. On the intervening days, the carload was 
delivered to the local brewery, which depended totally upon this 
source. Since the early l 960's, however, a pipeline has connected 
Swakopmund with Walvis Bay, and the former receives Kuiseb under
flow water through the municipal reticulation. In 1969, it consumed 
592,000 m3 of water. 

Liideritz long obtained water by thermal distillation of seawater, 
using coal brought by rail from the Transvaal, but in 1969 a pipeline 
145 kilometers long began supplying the community with water 
pumped from the sub-flow of the Koichab River in the eastern Namib. 
The Koichab seldom flows on the surface, and its channel disappears 
into the great sand sea of the southern N amib. Currently the consump
tion at Liideritz is approximately 17,000 m3 per month-a marked 
increase over the 10,000 m3 per month maximum that was available 
from the distillation plant. At the same time, the price to the consumer 
has been reduced from $1.68 per m3 to only $.45. 

Other communities are small and obtain water from local sources, 
usually tapping the sub-flow of some sandy stream bed. Exceptional 
in this regard is the mining camp of Rosh Pinah, to which water is 
lifted 420 meters in a 20-centimeter pipeline from the Orange River. 

Walvis Bay 

In its natural state, the harbor of Walvis Bay had only one asset: it 
provided shelter from the prevailing southwesterly swells that cease
lessly pound the South West African coast. Otherwise, it was open to 
winds and swells from the northwest. It shelved gradually across wide 
mud-flats to a muddy shore occasionally flooded by the waters of the 
Kuiseb River and continuously traversed by migrant sand dunes with 
heights up to five meters; Walvis Bay had no fresh water supply what
soever, and contact with the interior was only across 150 kilometers 
of waterless, barren desert (MacKiernan, 1954). That any port ever 
developed there is entirely the result of man's ingenuity, perseverance, 
and technology. 

Although used as a base for whaling operations in the South 
Atlantic and as a supply point for traders operating in the interior in 
the mid-nineteenth century, its development was aborted after 1890 
by its curious position as a British enclave in a German Territory. 
The town only began to function in any important way after the termi-
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nation of German control over the Territory in 1916. Its sudden 
growth since the mid-1950's reflects the prosperity of the interior, the 
dependence of the Territory upon overseas markets and suppliers, and 
the rise of the fishing industry in the cool waters of the Benguela 
Current. 

The economic base of Walvis Bay today lies partly in its function as 
a port. In a representative month, June 1970, 94 ships from 20 
countries called, and 90,000 tons of cargo were handled-23,000 
tons being landed, 65,000 shipped, and 2000 trans-shipped. Of the 
products shipped, fish products lead the list, with 26,500 tons, 
followed by ores and minerals ( 15,500) and general cargo ( 13,850). 
Imports consist of petroleum, manufactured goods (chiefly from 
Europe and the United States, and increasingly from Japan), and 
semi-finished goods for factories in the interior (South African Ship
ping News and Fishing Industry Review, 1970; personal interview 
with Capt. John Payne, Harbour Officer, Walvis Bay, September 
1970)~ 

Across several kilometers of mudflats and shoals, a channel has 
been dredged to a low-water depth of I 0 meters. The eight deep-sea 
berths of 153 meters' length each, with 11 meters of water alongside, 
can normally accommodate 12 ocean-going freighters simultaneously. 
In addition, there is a tanker berth with l 0 meters alongside. The 
nature of the cargo handled necessitates certain special types of equip
ment: fish-oil storage tanks, with accompanying pipes and pumps to 
convey the oil to the tanker; petroleum storage tanks and pipelines 
for the landing and storage, as well as the bunkering, of oil; conveyor 
belts to transfer raw and semi-refined ore from the storage bunkers to 
the holds of the ships. Passenger traffic is minor, although an immi
grant arrival hall serves the few who do arrive at the port. In June 
1970, 33 passengers disembarked and 43 embarked. 

The quayside area has a very open aspect, due to the fact that 
a much larger than normal portion of the goods handled can be stored 
out of doors, thanks to the nature of the climate. Many bulk items, 
such as ores and concentrates, and sacked fish meal, all destined for 
overseas shipment, are merely accumulated in the open until the 
proper ship arrives. Incoming cargo is largely transferred directly to 
railway cars, and hence avoids storage at the port. Several rail lines 
parallel the quayside, and goods are swung by mobile cranes from the 
ship onto the respective railcar. Thus trains of empty cars can be 
made up in advance, and when loaded can be moved off toward their 
destinations without further shunting. 

The fishing port is separated from the cargo quays, lying along the 
coast to the northeastward. There the shore is lined with factories 
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where fish are scaled, cleaned, cooked, and canned, and where fish 
meal and fish oil are produced either from the waste products or from 
the entire fish, depending upon the nature of the catch and the state of 
the market. Each factory has its own pier, alongside which the fishing 
boats tie up, and where the catch is conveyed either mechanically or 
by suction directly to the factory. 

An embryonic industrial area exists, adjacent to and in association 
with both the customs and fish-factory areas. While it is still rather 
minor, it seems reasonable to expect that this activity will increase 
materially in the future. 

Retail commercial activities are concentrated chiefly in an attenu
ated area along the inland side of a single street a couple of blocks 
inland from the main port area. It consists chiefly of single-storied 
buildings of varying ages, and contains the usual array of cafes, hotels, 
banks and shops, many of them fairly specialized. Within the past 
three years, however, the commercial district has suddenly burst out 
of this area, and several new centers have been created, with multi
storied buildings in functional modern design. Wal vis Bay also has the 
Namib Times, perhaps the only trilingual newspaper in the world; its 
news items and even its classified advertisements appear in English, 
Afrikaans and German, sometimes selectively, sometimes repetitiously. 

The street pattern is that of an imperfect grid, oriented to the shore
line of the bay in a generally northeast-southwest direction. In only 
one better-class residential area ("The Lagoon") does an irregular and 
sometimes curvilinear pattern occur. 

The city has grown very rapidly in recent years. In 1 946, it had a 
total population of 600. In 1952, with the development of the fishing 
factories, this had increased to 6900, of whom the Europeans 
(whites) numbered 1500, Coloureds 400, and Natives about 5000. 
In 1957, the total was estimated to be about 9000, including 3000 
whites, 2000 Coloureds and local natives, and 4000 Ovambo contract 
laborers. In 1970, the total was 23,000, of whom 8900 are whites 
(personal interview with J. Wilken, Town Clerk, Municipality of 
Walvis Bay, September 1970). 

The older housing, of which only a few vestiges remain, consisted 
of wooden houses built on stilts to allow sand to drift beneath, with 
no doors or windows on the windward (SW) sides, and with porches 
and doors on the northeast. For a vivid description of life in Walvis 
Bay in the I 950's, see Haythornthwaite, 1956. Modern houses con
sist largely of cement block or stucco, built in a normal fashion near 
ground level with a normal arrangement of windows and doors. Fre
quently they have a small structure of similar construction in back to 
house the native domestic staff. Because of soil salinity, such housing 
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areas originally were very bleak, without lawns, gardens or trees. In 
recent years, however, much soil has been transported from the in
terior plateau to aid in the beautification of homes, and the resultant 
verdure is beginning to completely transform the general appearance 
of the community. This has also been greatly aided by the construction 
of a sand-fence, 15 kilometers long, across the windward side of the 
town, to intercept the advance of sand into the community. Thus, 
Walvis Bay can probably pride itself on being the only city in the 
world which maintains a municipal sand dune. 

Non-white housing areas have been constructed in the last decade 
by the municipality (data from Non-European Affairs Department, 
Municipality of Walvis Bay, September 1970), replacing the former 
"location," a disreputable array of wretched hovels constructed by 
the natives themselves from scrap materials of all sorts. The new 
native township, Kuisebmond, consists of neat, well-built houses, 
constructed of cement blocks with cement floors, with water and 
sewerage provided to each unit and with electricity available wherever 
desired, each housing only one family. A total of 3800 persons are 
thus housed, occupying 129 two-room houses, 300 three-room houses 
and 228 four-room houses, plus a scattering of other accomodations. 
The monthly rents range from $3.60 for two-room houses to $16.00 
for the best of the four-room units; but every white employer has to 
pay $.60 per week towards the rent of each of his native employees, 
with the result that the employee is relieved of two-thirds of the rent 
of the lowest priced dwellings. 

Male native contract laborers are housed in municipally operated 
compounds that consist of large dormitories and associated kitchens 
and dining rooms. A total of 8000 men-6400 Ovambos (Bantu 
farmer-herders from the northern interior who come south under 
voluntary labor contracts, strictly supervised by the Administration, 
to work for 12 to 18 months for cash wages plus sustenance and trans
portation) and 1600 others-are housed in this way during the fish
ing season, and about 4000 during the remainder of the year. During 
the peak season, about 4800 men are employed in the fishing factor
ies, 850 by commercial enterprises, 800 by other industry, 715 by 
the Railways and Harbour Administration, and 500 by the munici
pality. 

Narraville, the Coloured housing area, consists of more expensive 
and better equipped homes, many equalling those of the white area, 
and reflecting the prosperity of the Coloureds. The community con
sists of 2600 persons who occupy 486 houses, of which 50 are owned 
by their occupants and the rest by the municipality. It also has its 
own post office, school, business center, and church. Coloureds in-
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elude mixed-bloods of many types, two of which dominate here: Na
ma-white mixtures and Cape Coloureds. Namas were the original in
habitants of the Walvis Bay area (along with some now-extinct Bush
men). They are a short-statured people, with yellow-gray skin and 
certain Mongoloid features (epicanthic fold, Oriental birth patch), and 
they speak with a strongly developed click language. Racially, they 
are Khoisan, rather than Negro. The Cape Coloureds are a mixture 
of Nama with Malay and white, developed in the general area about 
Cape Town during the past three centuries. They have recently mi
grated to Walvis Bay as fishermen and as artisans, and many have 
risen to responsible positions in the fishing factories and as captains 
of fishing boats. 

As usually is the case with South West African towns, all of the sur
rounding land is owned by the municipality, and tracts are subdivided 
into building lots and offered for sale at public auction only as the 
demand for them arises. This restricts the likelihood of urban sprawl
and produces a compact community with a very limited amount of 
vacant land within the town and an abrupt break from the town to the 
untouched rural land that surrounds it. Tracts opened in this way are 
designated at the start as residential, industrial or commercial, thus 
regulating to a large extent the nature of the land use. 

Swakopmund 

Walvis Bay always has been the natural port. Earlier it came under 
British jurisdiction, and became a British enclave within the German 
colony when the Germans placed South West Africa under their 
protection in 1884. Because of the political situation, it was not ex
pedient for the Germans to use the British port, and accordingly they 
developed their own, completely artificial port 30 kilometers to the 
north at the mouth of the Swakop River (and hence named it Swakop
mund). 

Port installations included a jetty, a pier, and a quay of sorts, but 
there was neither a real harbor nor a breakwater. While the port 
was protected to some extent by Pelican Point (the sandpit which 
partially encloses Walvis Bay), it lay open to considerable wave action 
and scarcely could be considered an acceptable harbor. Nevertheless, 
nearly all of the supplies, equipment and personnel for the rapidly
developing protectorate were landed there, processed at the customs 
house, and transported into the interior along the rail line that was 
constructed across the Namib. 

The capital of the Territory was located at Windhoek, at an eleva
tion of 1700 meters on the central plateau. Despite its elevation, 
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summers there are very hot, and soon after the beginning of German 
settlement, the practice was instituted of moving the capital to the 
coolness of the coast at Swakopmund during the summer, a custom 
that prevails to this day. 

At the close of World War I, South West Africa was mandated to 
South Africa and Walvis Bay became de facto a part of the Territory. 
The railroad immediately was extended along the coast from its 
former terminus at Swakopmund to Walvis Bay, the port function was 
shifted to the better harbor at Walvis Bay, and the port of Swakop
mund went out of existence. The town suffered a sharp decline and 
only its ·ole as summer capital kept it alive. For the next 40 years 
there was no construction, no industry (other than the brewery and 
a tannery), and a rather limited commercial development whose size 
was based on the year-round population more than on the summer 
influx, except for an extraordinary number of hotels and pensions. 
These conditions prevailed until about 1958, when new develop
ments began, altering considerably the nature and image of the town. 

Today, Swakopmund has a total permanent population of 10,600-
4100 Europeans, 6100 non-Europeans and 400 Coloureds (Town 
Clerk's office, Municipality of Swakopmund, September 1970). The 
town consists of three parts, each contrasting strongly with the others: 
Swakopmund proper, Vineta, and the native township. 

The main portion lies on a low marine terrace that overlooks the 
sea and extends northward from the north bank of the Swakop River. 
The southern bank is completely unusable, being composed of shift
ing sand dunes. The northern terrace is made up of hard gravel and, 
being flat, makes an excellent town site. The town is laid out on an 
incomplete grid pattern oriented to the coastline. 

Most of the buildinl?;S, constructed in the German time, have a 
strongly Germanic atmosphere despite the bleakness of their sur
roundings. Some are half-timbered, with towers and turrets and 
second-story balconies, and have ornate trim on eaves and cornices. 
They appear to have been transported bodily from Bavaria or some 
Hanseatic town-and set down here by mistake. Some buildings are 
constructed about courtyards or have yards enclosed by high fences, 
defense against the strong sea breeze and the blowing sand. The town 
is incompletely filled, and the large vacant lots add their contribution 
to the dust and sand in the air. The streets are paved with a mixture of 
salt (from the local pans along the coast) and clay. The deliquescence 
of the salt causes it to absorb moisture from the sea-fog, thus binding 
together the clay particles, so that dust from traffic is virtually 
eliminated and the road "renews itself' daily, needing only an occa
sional rolling to remain in good shape. 
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Annually, in December, the Administration of South West Africa 
moves most of its officials and office staff from Windhoek to Swakop
mund, which for two months or so becomes the official capital of the 
Territory. Simultaneously it becomes the social capital, as well, for 
anyone who is anyone must be in Swakopmund at that season. For 
many decades, the permanent population of about I 000 was swelled 
to about 5000 during Christmas week and about 3000 from about 
December IO to the end of February. These visitors were accommo
dated in hotels, school hostels, pensions, private homes and even the 
maternity hospital, and during Christmas week it was customary for 
the railway to park sleeping cars on sidings and rent berths and com
partments to visitors. In the past few years, the Municipality has 
erected a "bungalow colony" for visitors and has developed a trailer 
park. It is estimated by the Town Clerk's office that during the peak 
season in 1969-70, the European population of Swakopmund in
creased to 8700, more than double the permanent population. 

The commercial district is dispersed irregularly over a number of 
blocks. There is no well-defined core, and where an embryonic core 
might be expected, it invariably is interrupted by large stretches of 
either empty land or residences. Commercial enterprises have been 
small: commonly shops operated by one man with one or two assist
ants, or by a family. In the past two years, however, three modern 
supermarkets have appeared, altering greatly the tenor of the com
mercial activity. 

A new residential-recreational suburb, Vineta, has developed 
northward along the coast not far from the northern border of 
Swakopmund, extending inland for several blocks. It began modestly 
in the early 1950's, but its chief expansion has been since the mid
l 960's, reflecting both the prosperity of the Territory and the develop
ment of the paved road net whereby residents of the interior were 
able to travel easily to the coast. It consists of modern, well-equipped 
shore homes that range from rather simple to quite elaborate, some
times almost elegant units. Most are single-family. The "blocks of 
flats" (apartment houses) characteristic of many other seacoast recrea
tional developments are only in the last year or two beginning to 
appear. Several styles of homes are evident: modern "functional" 
dwellings with large windows and porches; others reminiscent of 
Bavaria or the Riviera; all displaying much architectural imagination. 
Running water is supplied to all dwellings, and many yards have been 
landscaped with exotic plantings--obviously possible only since the 
advent of high-quality water from the Kuiseb River. 

Vineta is occupied quite completely throughout the summer. In 
many cases, families from the interior go to their Vineta homes for 
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long periods, with the head of the family operating his inland business 
during the week and joining the family for the weekend. During the 
rest of the year, occupancy is rather sporadic, but increasing numbers 
of people drive down to the coast for an occasional weekend. The 
most recent development is that of year-round occupancy by both 
retired persons and people working locally. 

The third part of Swakopmund is the native township, to the north
east of the main part of town and well inland. It was constructed by 
the Municipality during the early 1960's and still is being extended. 
At present, according to the Town Clerk's office, it contains 387 four
room houses, and 680 units for single persons, as well as a compound 
for Ovambo contract laborers. Its total population in 1970 was 
6100, including 3800 Ovambos (2300 of them being contract 
workers); 1800 Damaras (short, very black non-Bantus who were, 
with the Namas and Bushmen, the first inhabitants of the Territory; 
gentle and timid, they placed themselves under the guardianship of the 
Nama to such an extent that they eventually lost all memory of their 
own language); 480 Hereros (tall, very dark-skinned Negro herder
farmers who invaded South West Africa from the northeast during 
the past two centuries); and 20 Namas. A separate Coloured township 
consists of 37 houses and 32 flats. 

Liideritz 

Unlike Walvis Bay, which squats on a former mud-flat, or Swakop
mund, solidly set on a level gravel terrace, Lilderitz scrambles irreg
ularly over barren rocky knobs and onto a couple of rocky islets. It 
more closely resembles a fishing village in Newfoundland, or the 
Lofoten Islands, than the usual image of a sub-tropical port. Swept 
by frequent and violent southwesterly gales, smothered in clouds of 
dust, and swathed in fog, this almost rainless coast can scarcely be 
considered Paradise. 

On the other hand, the climate is never either hot or cold, and it 
escapes the excessively low humidity of the interior plateaus. When 
summer has reached its peak in the southern interior, therefore, large 
numbers of ranchers and townspeople are inclined to think longingly 
of Lilderitz, its coolness and its dampness. Thus, a modest summer 
tourist trade is developing, making the place a second-grade Swakop
mund-but lacking the presence of the government officials, their 
prestige and their expenditures. 

Some of the visitors stay in the several hotels, others in German 
pensions, and the remainder in the bungalows constructed by the 
Municipality along the beach. With the development of the rock 
lobster (crayfish) industry following World War II, and with a slight 
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development of the harbor trade, the town has grown rapidly. Today, 
according to the Town Clerk (August 1970), its population is ap
proximately 7000, divided between whites (2400), Coloureds ( 1600), 
and natives (3000). 

The harbor facilities consist of four berths--two 98-meter berths 
with a 6-meter depth alongside, and two 82-meter berths, one of 4-
meter depth, the other 3 meters. Vessels of deeper draught anchor in 
the bay and are serviced by lighters. In June 1970, 21 ships called, 
of which eight were ocean-going and 11 were coasters (South African 
Shipping News and Fishing Industry Review, September 1970; per
sonal interview with Captain John Payne, Harbour Officer, Walvis 
Bay, September 1970). Cargo handled totalled 4657 tons, of which 
1515 tons, largely petroleum and general cargo, were landed and 3142 
tons, consisting largely of fish products, were shipped. 

While the town has expanded greatly in population during the past 
decade, evidence of the expansion is not as striking as in Wal vis Bay. 
Rather, the town still retains much of its German flavor and seems 
but little altered in the past half-century. German-style houses perch 
on the hills, reached by narrow, twisting roads; nearly all of the 
trading is done in small, old-fashioned shops, and there are no large 
stores or supermarkets. 

Rosh Pinah 

Rosh Pinah, a new zinc-mining center of the extreme south, is rep
resentative of the modem mining camps of the N amib. According to 
Mine Controller Viljoen (Industrial Minerals Corporation, Rosh 
Pinah, September 1970), the mine began production in July 1969. It 
has mined and treated from 23,000 to 41,000 short tons of ore per 
month, yielding between 2800 and 4100 short tons of zinc concen
trate, and between 200 and 800 short tons of lead-copper concentrate 
per month. The concentrates are hauled by five 30-ton trucks to Aus 
(l 75 kilometers in four and one-half hours) and thence shipped by 
rail to the Republic of South Africa. 

The mine consists of shafts and tunnels into the bedrock of a bar
ren mountainside. The camp, on an alluvial fan a half-mile downslope 
from the mine, houses 260 whites (70 employees and 55 families) in 
comfortabie, modern houses, with a plentiful supply of water, elec
tricity and air conditioning. The 305 contract Ovambo laborers are 
housed and fed in a large and modern compound. The camp has a 
modern, well-equipped supermarket, a recreation club, an outdoor 
cinema, a swimming pool, a post office, an air strip and a primary 
school of seven grades. The provision of such amenities is necessary 
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if high-grade personnel are to be attracted to such a remote position: 
from Rosh Pinah it is 17 5 kilometers to the nearest store, pub or 
school (at Aus), 300 kilometers to the nearest drugstore and hospital 
(at Lilderitz), and over 400 kilometers to the nearest dentist or cinema 
(at Keetmanshoop). 

Recreational Development of the Skeleton Coast 

Long a remote, inaccessible, and forbidding coastline, famed for 
shipwrecks and isolation, as well as gales and fog, the coastal strip 
north of Swakopmund has undergone a remarkable transformation 
during the past two decades. 

The change has resulted from three factors: the development of 
tarred roads, the general prosperity of the country, and the introduc
tion of the five-day work week. 

Until 1958, only 23 kilometers of roads in the whole of South West 
Africa were surfaced with tar, and most of them were streets of the 
city of Windhoek. Today, the entire length of road from Windhoek 
to the coast at Swakopmund is surfaced, as well as hundreds of kilo
meters elsewhere in the Territory. As a result, the travel time from in
land points to the coast has been cut in half, the wear and tear on cars 
drastically reduced, and the comfort of travellers greatly increased. 
Whereas in former times, the trip to the coast was undertaken by most 
people only on a once-a-year basis, when one had at least a week of 
free time, it now is quite the thing to run down to the coast for the 
weekend. With the greatly increased prosperity of the Territory in 
the past eight years, many more people are able to afford such luxuries 
as good cars and trips for the weekend; and the introduction of the 
five-day work week in many areas of employment allows the time in 
which to make such journeys. Increasing numbers of people from 
the better-populated areas of the interior are going to the coast for 
weekends and even larger numbers for holiday sojourns. While many 
of them go to Swakopmund and stay in hotels, bungalows, caravans 
or pensions, a very sizeable number spend their time somewhere 
along the Skeleton Coast. It was estimated by the Town Clerk of 
Swakopmund that approximately 8000 persons were staying along 
the coast north of the town limits of Swakopmund during the peak 
of the tourist season in 1969-70. 

Two major concentrations of these vacationers occur-at Wlotz
kas Bakken and at Henties Bay. At the former, about 50 cabins stand 
in a scattered fashion along a grid of graded and sometimes gravelled 
roads between the main coastal road and the sea, some 30 kilometers 
north of Swakopmund. No electricity, telephone or sewerage are avail-
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able. Water is hauled in by truck and sold, and a store with basic es
sentials operates during the busier season. Aside from a family that 
acts in the dual role of storekeeper and caretaker, there are no perma
nent residents. 

Henties Bay, just south of the Omaruru River and about 100 kil
ometers north of Swakopmund, is a larger and better developed com
munity, with a few score permanent residents, several shops, a hotel, 
petrol station and restaurant, and a water supply derived from the 
underflow of the Omaruru River. 

Most of the tourists, however, merely camp in tents, trucks or 
trailers at any desired spot anywhere along the coast. This situation 
poses certain serious problems. Southwesters are extreme individual
ists, and each group wants its own individual private camping area 
just for itself, handy to the coast at some good fishing spot. Were 
this type of unrestricted camping to be permitted indefinitely, camp
ing groups would be spread out along the entire length of the acces
sible coast-with all manner of problems of sanitation, rubbish dis
posal , and general order. On a desert coast such as this, litter is rela
tively permanent and very conspicuous; in due course, the coast would 
become one contiguous, elongated rubbish heap. To prevent such a 
situation, the Department of Nature Conservation and Tourism of the 
South West Africa Administration recently has been authorized to 
control the use of beach areas, and now is restricting camping to cer
tain designated spots, thus permitting adequate policing and servicing. 

A strong conflict of interest exists between the recreation seekers 
and the prospectors and miners. The coastal area contains, or is hope
fully believed to contain, valuable deposits of diamonds, semi-precious 
stones, copper, and even possibly uranium. Thus far, the yields have 
been small, which means that in order to extract a worthwhile amount, 
large areas have to be exploited-which frequently is synonomous 
with devastated. In the long run, large areas would be completely 
transformed in order to produce a rather inconsequential yield. At 
present large areas designated as mining or prospecting concessions 
are closed to public entry. 

Development of the Namib 

Today, the Namib is only beginning to be utilized, developed, and 
urbanized. Vast areas are unused, uninhabited, and virtually un
touched, and the sparse population clusters into several urban nuclei, 
separated from each other by wide empty spaces. Nevertheless, it 
plays a fairly significant role in the development of the Territory. The 
taxes derived from its diamonds, mined along the southern coast, sup-
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port a large portion of the Territorial budget and allow much lower 
taxes on other facets of the economy. It is a transit area, separating 
the ports and the world trade routes from the markets and producing 
areas of the interior. Hence, it is spanned by two railroads and several 
roads and air routes. Increasingly the area is important for tourism 
and recreation. 

Because it had almost no indigenous population, its peoples (what
ever their race) are outsiders, having intruded upon the landscape 
within the past 80 years. And because it has few local resources, most 
of their requirements for life have to be imported from outside. Food 
(except for fish), clothing, fuel, building materials, and all the accou
trements of modern culture must come from the interior or from over
seas. Water supplies are sometimes of local origin, and in all cases 
are from within the desert area; but the power for pumping them, as 
well as all the equipment, has to come from elsewhere. Thus, in 
many ways the inhabitants, their culture, and their support can be 
considered "imported" and "artificial." 

Natural Handicaps 

The natural environment imposes severe restrictions upon this ar
tificial development. At the moment, there is plenty of water for the 
needs of the present population in its current economic and cultural 
stages. But as the population grows, and as its per capita demand for 
water increases (as is inevitable under normal conditions of develop
ment), the supply will fall short. The deficit can be replaced only by 
1) importation of water from outside the desert through long and cost
ly pipelines, canals, and pumping plants (as from the Kunene River 
on the Angola border); 2) desalinization of seawater with the use of 
energy in some form, also derived from outside; or 3) the re-use of 
waste water, which will extend the present supplies somewhat, but 
will not solve the basic problem. 

Curiously, no attempt has ever been made here or elsewhere to 
utilize the condensation of dew as a water source. Experiments during 
the period of German occupation of the Namib showed a surprising
ly high yield could be obtained daily by the exposure of thin metal 
sheets to the air, but no concerted effort was ever undertaken to use 
this as a supplemental source for domestic water. Probably today, due 
to our high per capita consumption, such undertakings would be im
practical. 

Unfortunately, the climate militates against the development of so
lar energy-a future resource of great significance in most deserts. 
In the Namib, the high incidence of fog and low overcast precludes 
its use as a power source for desalinization and pumping of water. 
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High wind velocities combined with large volumes of available fine
grained surface material present serious problems of sand drift and 
dustiness. Walvis Bay, as has been mentioned, has had to construct 
a sand-drift fence, and is currently engaged in other experiments to 
prevent sand invasion: the establishment of a tree belt about the town, 
and the tarring or oiling of sand surfaces, or the burial of them beneath 
a coating of coal ashes. Maintainance costs of both road and railway 
are increased greatly by the areas of rapid sand movement. 

Salt also poses problems by causing rapid rusting and corrosion. 
Automobiles experience rapid disintegration of their fenders and un
dersides, and a huge traction engine that became hopelessly stuck on 
the outskirts of Swakopmund in the German time is now a single great 
mass of rust. The saltiness of the soil affects most plants adversely, 
and householders of Walvis Bay who have imported non-salty soil 
for lawns and gardens must face the fact that even this soil will even
tually become too impregnated with salt to permit continued culti
vation. 

This curious desert suffers seriously from high humidity in its coast
al portion. The over-saturated air eventually induces a musty odor in 
houses and their furniture; sheets will not dry on the lines, but have 
to be dried by ironing; and the fog horn has a very high record of 
operation, with accompanying difficulties for shipping. The combi
nation of high humidity, fog, gray skies, and strong winds with their 
attendant dust, salt, and sand, produce in some people a strong feeling 
of psychological depression. Thus, while visitors from the interior 
find a welcome relief from dryness, heat, and glaring sunlight, the per
manent residents sometimes are affected adversely by the local cli
mate. 

In view of all these handicaps, it is amazing indeed that "The 
Coast" holds such an attraction as a resort area, and that Swakop
mund has for 80 years retained its position as the leading resort com
munity of the Territory. It is only by virtue of the harshness of the 
climate of the interior that the Coast looks good by comparison. 

Exploitation of Resources 

Like many other areas of the world today, the Namib is undergo
ing rather rapid destruction of its natural resources. In some cases, 
this is inevitable and part of normal modern development; in other 
cases, it is unwarranted and avoidable and should be prevented. In 
still other aspects, it has not yet begun, but portents of the future are 
discernible. 

Mineral exploitation inevitably leads, obviously, to the exhaustion 
of the reserves. The diamonds, the copper and the other ores and their 
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attendant mining operations all have a roughly calculable "life ex
pectancy." 

Quite different, however, is the situation regarding the renewable 
resources. With them, the exhaustion of the resource need not be in
evitable--only by willful mismanagement will they be destroyed. Yet, 
unfortunately, it appears that within the not-far-distant future some 
of the most valuable assets of the Namib will be seriously damaged or 
completely destroyed. 

The fisheries of the coastal waters are a case in point. By utilizing 
reasonable restraint, and following the recommendations of scientific 
fisheries experts, the fish reserves can be made to last indefinitely in 
the plankton-rich waters of the Benguela Current and the adjacent 
Atlantic. At present, South Africa and South West Africa limit their 
nationals to a rigid quota in an effort to preserve these reserves. But 
they have no jurisdiction over the fleets of other nations that fish just 
off-shore, utilizing factory ships and operating with little regard to the 
size of fish taken, season of operation, or total bulk of catch. Local, 
unilateral control is obviously ineffective; only international coop
eration, control and actual policing will save the area from drastic 
overfishing and near extermination of the more desirable species. 

This can have a drastic effect upon the urban geography of the Na
mib Coast. The fishing industry is a vital segment of the economy and 
of the land use of Walvis Bay and Liideritz. Its continued prosperity 
can have much to do with the on-going prosperity of the communi
ties; conversely, its demise would profoundly affect the economy as 
well as the urban pattern of the communities. 

Deserts and semi-deserts are fragile environments in which the bal
ance of nature is very delicately preserved. In the Inner Namib, where 
the annual rainfall averages 40 to 45 millimeters, years of heavier
than-average precipitation may see the land covered with fine growths 
of grass, while the ensuing years, receiving only several millimeters 
each, may find the land completely devoid of any growing vegetation. 
In the past, great game herds frequented the area in vast numbers in 
the better years, retreating to the better-watered plateaus in the east 
during droughts. 

Beginning in the German time, but partkularly since World War 
II, these marginal lands have been occupied by cattle and sheep ranch
ers, operating on a permanent basis, with legal ownership of certain 
lands. The result has been very severe over-grazing, great losses of 
livestock, and the economic impoverishment of the individuals in
volved. Equally serious has been the displacement of the game herds, 
and since the better lands of the interior have already been taken up 
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by the domestic herds of other ranchers, the game is left with no place 
to go. 

Hand in hand with this has gone the rapid increase of shooting of 
game. Only limited shooting took place before World War II, owing 
to the sparse population and the inaccessibility of the area. With the 
rapid growth of the urban population of Walvis Bay and other coastal 
areas, and the improvement of transportation (thanks both to road im
provement and the ready availability of four-wheel drive vehicles), 
hunting has become a popular pastime and decimation of the game 
herds has resulted. 

The South West Africa Administration is currently undertaking 
measures to reverse the trend. Hunting regulations are being enacted 
and more stringently enforced. At the same time, many areas along 
the desert border are being transferred from private ownership or 
from uncontrolled governmental ownership into game preserves, with 
the result that competition from domestic stock is reduced and poach
ing is more easily prevented. It is becoming increasingly apparent to 
many that the game herds represent a real ecomic asset in the form of 
a tourist attraction, with the potential of bringing considerable 
amounts of money into the region from outside. 

Somewhat less apparent today, yet of equal importance, is the need 
for the preservation of open spaces on a truly vast scale. In the 
crowded world of today, it is becoming increasingly difficult to get 
beyond the influence of Man. In most cases, to do so it is necessary 
to penetrate regions of extreme physical discomfort: the tropical rain 
forests, the Antarctic and the Arctic, and the very hot deserts, such 
as the Sahara. In the Namib, however, there exists a desert which is 
relatively comfortable climatically, yet which is still untouched and 
undeveloped over great expanses of country. These vast tracts, in their 
very emptiness, can constitute a great tourist attraction-but only if 
they are left untouched and undeveloped. Roads, buildings, rubbish 
heaps and litter are hard to hide in desert areas, and they remain 
long as blemishes on the landscape. It is vital, then, that the desert be 
preserved intact and untouched. 

With modern air travel and the calling of cruise ships at Walvis 
Bay, it is possible for people from the densely populated centers of 
Europe and America to easily reach the wastelands of the Namib. 
If proper accommodations "safari style" are provided, tourists can 
have an interesting experience, and such activities can add substan
tially to the economic base of the area. 

The need is to concentrate industrial and urban activities into cer
tain I imited zones, and to preserve the natural state over the vast in
tervening tracts. The major ports should be developed intensively in 
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both commercial and industrial directions; and intensive recreational 
concentrations should be encouraged, as at Swakopmund and the coast 
for some 80 kilometers to the north, providing the cultural amenities 
that must go along with modern recreational and touristic needs. But 
the dispersal of urban, mining and other developments indiscriminate
ly over vast expanses of territory should be prevented-and such 
areas should be left in their original state for the enjoyment of future 
travelers. 
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URBANIZATION IN THE NORTHERN 
SUDAN: TRENDS AND PROBLEMS 

Gerry A. Hale 

Characteristic of many dry tropical regions, the six northern prov
inces of the Democratic Republic of the Sudan are experiencing fun
damental economic and social transformations, one of which is the 
intensification of urbanization. The northern Sudan has a low popu
lation density (6.0 per square kilometer in 1969), a low per capita 
income ($97 .00 in 1967), and a low level of urbanization (9.8 percent 
of the population lived in urban places in 1956). Since independence 
in 1956, the Sudan has embarked upon an ambitious economic and 
~_!]:lent program which, although emphasiziii°g ·· ~gri~ul- -
tural development, has had an important urban cmnponent. This ur-

~ .......... .._. .. _.,, 
ban component has contributed to making the larger towns, in par-
ticular, increasing)y attractive places in which to live. It is my inten
tion to describe and analyze this trend in urbanization, especially in 
the larger towns, in terms of their growth and the development of 
certain water-related problems. 

Habitat, Economy, and Settlement 

From its desert frontier with the United Arab Republic, the north
ern Sudan extends equatorward some 1300 kilometers to its three hu
mid southern provinces. From its eastern limits along the Red Sea 
coast and the Ethiopian highlands, it stretches westward approximate
ly 1500 kilometers to borders with Libya, Chad, and the Central Af
rican Republic. Most of this territory consists of a vast plain with hilly 
or mountainous areas confined chiefly to the eastern frontiers and to 
the Jebel Marra in the west. . ·. 

Dominated by the Sahara, most of the north is characterized by dry 
tropical conditions. Mean annual temperatures are high everywhere, 
usually averaging from 25 °C to 29°C. In the hottest months, from 
April to June, mean monthly temperatures range from 30°C to 35°C; 
in the coolest months they average from l 6°C to 27°C. The greater 
annual temperature ranges occur in the Saharan areas, whereas the 
lesser ranges characterize more equatorial areas. Rainfall is practical
ly non-existent in the far north but increases southward from 4 milli
meters at Wadi Haifa, to 181 millimeters at Khartoum, 330 milli
meters at Ed Dueim, and 427 millimeters at Kosti. The summer rain
fall season, extending roughly from June to September, lengthens in 
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Fig. 1. The northern Sudan, showing arid, semi-arid, and dry sub-humid 
regions. The Red Sea coast receives winter precipitation. 

a similar equatorward progression, the sole exception being the Red 
Sea coastlands, which receive winter precipitation. Following C. W. 
Thornthwaite's 1948 scheme of climatic classification based on mois
ture index, Satakopan ( 1965) ranks all of the northern Sudan, as 
shown in Figure 1, as arid, semi-arid, or dry sub-humid. 

In such a dry tropical climate economic activities and settlements 
generally are associated with water sources. El Bushra ( 1967) has 
noted that, "given the present level of economic and technological 
development in the Sudan it is recognized that north of the 25 mm 
(1 ") isohyet life clings very strongly to the Nile, since beyond both 
banks of the river the land is occupied by barren, lifeless desolate 
sandy deserts." Settlements and their associated agricultural plots 
line the fertile, irrigable banks of the Main Nile in thin bands--where 
the seasonal cycle of human activities conforms strikingly to the re
gime of the river. Although the dominance of the Nile is less pro
nounced farther south between the 25 millimeter and 100 millimeter 
isohyets, permanent settlements remain juxtaposed to it. Rainfall is 
too slight for cropping and therefore for settled life, but camel no
mads, by moving seasonally in response to the availability of water 
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and pasture, successfully occupy this zone. Given suitable edaphic 
conditions, some cropping of foodstuffs, despite frequent suffering 
from drought, occurs between the 100 millimeter and 300 milli-
meter isohyets and is coupled with livestock raising, which suffices 
to support some small agricultural villages. Even more so than fur-
ther north, nomads herding camels, goats, and sheep intrude widely 
over these semi-desert regions. 

The Main, Blue, and White Niles still profoundly influence the dis-
tribution and nature of economic and settlement patterns, for modern 

Table I. Towns by province, size, and rank (1955-56). 

Town Size Rank Town Size Rank 

Blue Nile Province: Khartoum Province: 

Wad Medani 47,667 4 Omdurman 113,551 I 
Kosti 22,688 10 Khartoum 93,103 2 
EdDueim 12,319 14 Khartoum North 39,082 7 
Singa 9,436 20 Sham bat 6,611 27 
Rufa'a 9,137 21 Burri El Lamab 2,016 51 
Sennar 8,093 22 Kordofan Province: 
Tendelti 7,555 24 
Es Suki 7,388 25 El Obeid 53,372 3 

El Hasaheisa 6,600 28 En Nahud 16,499 13 

EIKamlin 4,341 36 Um Ruwaba 7,499 23 

Er Roseires 3,927 39 Er Rahad 6,706 26 

El Mesellemiya 3,131 45 Dilling 5,596 30 

Kurmuk 1,647 54 Bara 4,885 33 
Kadugli 4,716 34 

Darfur Province: Abu Kershola 4,154 38 
El Fasher 26,161 9 Muglad 3,735 41 
Nyala 12,278 15 El Abbasiya 2,846 47 
El Geneina 11,817 16 Talodi 2,736 48 
Zalingei 3,314 44 Sodiri 1,804 52 

Kassala Province: Rashad 1,683 53 

Port Sudan 47,562 5 Northern Province: 

Kassala 40,612 6 Atbara 36,298 8 
Gedaref 17,537 11 Shendi 11,031 17 
Tokar 16,802 12 Wadi Haifa 11,006 18 
Sinkat 5,175 32 Berber 10,977 19 
Wagar 4,676 35 Karima 5,989 29 
Suakin 4,228 37 Ed Darner 5,458 31 
El Hawata 3,921 40 Dongola 3,350 43 
Aroma 3,451 42 Argo 2,329 49 
Qala En Nahl 3,083 46 Merowe 1,620 55 
Showak 2,171 50 

Source: Republic of the Sudan, Department of Statistics, 1960. 
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commercial agricultural schemes (e.g. the cotton-growing Gezira 
scheme), as well as small and large towns, are located along or near 
these rivers. Beyond the 300 millimeter isohyet the pervasive hold of 
the Niles upon human life diminishes appreciably as the rainfall be
comes more sufficient for regular cropping and for the herding of 
cattle. Although settlements still frequent the banks of the Blue and 
White Niles, villages and towns appear more often away from these 
rivers, normally at sites of permanent water sources. 

Urban Situation at Independence 

When, after some 57 years of occupation, the Sudan regained its 
independence in 1956 from Britain and Egypt, its populace was but 
slightly urbanized. Out of some 7 ,480,000 people who lived in its 
six northern provinces only 9.8 percent resided in urban places. More
over, many settlements labelled as urban in the census contained 
populations well under 5000 persons. Fifty-five northern settlements, 
either having populations believed to be larger than 5000 persons or 
possessing certain administrative functions, were classified as urban 
for purposes of the first population census, held in 1955-56. The cen
sus returns revealed that 32 of the 55 urban places had, in fact, 5000 
or more residents, and that 23 had fewer (Table I). Furthermore, the 
returns showed that only 10 towns had populations of 20,000 or more, 
and that only three were as large as 50,000. So, large towns were few, 
small ones were more numerous, and some were essentially large vil
lages just beginning to acquire urban characteristics. 

Virtually all of these 55 towns are distributed within two elongated 
patterns (Fig. 2). First, there is the mostly north-south pattern where
in numerous towns are arrayed along the banks of the Niles. Among 
the larger towns occupying such riverain sites are Omdurman, Khar
toum, and Khartoum North, clustered at the confluence of the White 
and Blue Niles, Atbara to the north on the Main Nile, Wad Medani 
to the southeast on the Blue Nile, and Kosti to the south on the White 
Nile. Second, there is the 300-kilometer-wide arc running eastward 
from the Chad border through the central Sudan to the White Nile 
and thence northeastward to the Red Sea. Away from the Niles to 
the west are El Fasher and El Obeid and to the east Kassala and Port 
Sudan. These two patterns circumscribe all of the larger towns of the 
northern Sudan and virtually all of the lesser places. 

At the head of the Main Nile, Omdurman (113,551), Khartoum 
(93, I 03), and Khartoum North (39,082), the so-called "Three Towns" 
or Khartoum complex, formed the largest metropolitan agglomera
tion in the north. Its 1956 population exceeded 245,000, or 30.5 
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percent of the total urban population. Not only did the Khartoum 
complex serve as the national capital but also as the country's fore
most commercial, industrial, transport, educational, recreational, and 
medical center. Separated by the Niles, the parts of the triad spread 
inland away from their riverside nuclei to become sprawling flat
towns of low-density, single-family residences that occupy relatively 
large plots. With their unique histories and weak linkages, however, 
each town was able to retain its own identity, possessing discrete ad
ministrations, distinctive morphologies, different assemblages of 
urban functions, and separate population mixes. As the capital, Khar
toum obtained the ministries, most of the business concerns engaged 
in foreign commerce, a disproportionate share of the higher-educa
tional, medical, and recreational facilities, as well as the largest for
eign communities. Omdurman served as the traditional marketing 
and handicraft center, as a major religious center for the Ansar, and 
as the symbol of national culture. Khartoum North developed as a 
railhead, steamer yard, and industrial center. 

In addition to being smaller, the other important Nile towns, At
bara, Wad Medani, and Kosti, served smaller hinterlands and/or more 
localized or specialized functions. Atbara owed its importance pri
marily to its early selection as the headquarters and workshop of the 
railway system and secondarily to a few industries--the only cement 
plant in the country and a cotton ginnery. Wad Medani acted as the 
administrative headquarters for Blue Nile province, as headquarters 
for the irrigation service for the Gezira scheme, and as a major com
mercial center and entrepot. Kosti gained its prominence as a rail, 
road, and steamer node and as a secondary entrepot and market. 

Three of the four large towns situated away from the Niles-
El Fasher, El Obeid, and Kassala--operated as provincial adminis
trative centers. To the west El Fasher and El Obeid also functioned 
as commercial and transport centers, with the latter having much 
greater importance as the railhead and entrepot for Kordofan and 
Darfur. To the east Kassala served mainly as a garrison town along 
the troublesome Eritrean border and as a center of the Khatmiyya 
sect. The other major town to the east, Port Sudan, functioned as the 
main outlet for Sudan's produce and as the main inlet for its imports 
of processed and manufactured goods. 

Trends 

Every indication points to an upsurge in the growth of urban popu
lation since the 1955-56 enumeration. This continues a trend, albeit 
probably at a higher rate of increase, perceived as being underway 
since the close of World War II (Mazari, 1963). In particular, this 
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trend has been noted for the Three Towns (Hamdan, 1960). Un
fortunately, no nationwide census has been conducted over the past 
15 years, so that we cannot determine whether the population of the 
northern Sudan has experienced further urbanization or not. Eco
nomic and political difficulties have delayed a new census-taking; 
however, the government is currently engaged in planning for an enu
meration in 1973. On the other hand, considerable statistical data on 
urban populations have been collected as the outcome of a series of 
population samplings and household budget surveys conducted by 
the Department of Statistics in 1964-65. These provide some data 
for temporal comparisons and allow for estimates of population size 
and of rates of growth for specific towns. Thus, if we take the 10 
largest towns in the northern Sudan-Omdurman, Khartoum, Khar
toum North, Port Sudan, EI Obeid, Kassala, Wad Medani, Atbara, 
El Fasher, and Kosti-we find that they grew from a total of 
519,105 in 1955-56 to an estimated 838,830 in 1964-65 (Republic 
of Sudan, Department of Statistics, 1960; Republic of Sudan, Central 
Office of Information, 1965-66). This 61.4 percent increase over nine 
years represents an annual increment of about 6.8 percent. By com
parison, the United Nations and the Sudanese government (1964a) 
have estimated a population growth rate for the country within the 
range of from 2.5 to 3.0 percent per annum. Hence, it is evident 
that the larger northern Sudanese towns have grown at an annual 
rate of at least twice that of the country as a whole, and that the ur
banization of the population is intensifying. 

Although much of the urban growth has occurred in the older 
towns, thereby sustaining areal expansion and morphologic change, 
it has not proceeded evenly among all of them. As Table 2 indicates, 
the 10 largest Sudanese towns manifest considerable variation in 
growth patterns between 1955-56 and 1964-65. The range of growth 
varies from 19 percent for El Obeid to l 05 percent for Khartoum 
North, and averages 61.4 percent. Towns of lesser size, for example, 
some of those in Darfur, also have experienced sharp increases: Nya
la, a 113 percent increase from 12,278 to 26,160; El Geneina, 76 per
cent from 11,817 to 20,740; and Zalingei, 141 percent from 3,314 to 
8, 100 (Republic of Sudan, Department of Statistics, 1965-66). Yet, 
some other towns, particularly in the lower population ranges, seem 
to have experienced relatively little growth--Or even a decline. 

Important spatial changes and expansions, as well as ecological 
transformations, have accompanied growth in the already extant 
towns. In some instances municipalities have extended their bound
aries to incorporate new territories and additional residents; in others 
a filling-in has commenced with built-up areas intruding into former 
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Table 2. Growth of the JO largest towns from 1955-56to1964-65. 

1955-56 1964-65 
Percent 

Town Pop. Rank Pop. Rank Increase 

Omdurman 113,551 I 185,380 I 64 
Khartoum 93,103 2 173,500 2 86 
Khartoum North 39,081 7 80,010 3 105 
Port Sudan 47,562 5 78,940 4 66 
Kassala 40,612 6 68,130 5 68 
Wad Medani 47,677 4 63,660 6 33 
El Obeid 52,372 3 62,560 7 19 
Atbara 36,298 8 48,250 8 33 
El Fasher 26, 161 9 40,540 9 55 
Kosti 22,688 10 37,860 10 67 

Source: Republic of the Sudan, Department of Statistics, 1960, 1965-66. 

open spaces within old town boundaries. Omdurman, Khartoum, and 
Khartoum North all represent towns which have substantially ex
panded their territories since 1955-56 to include old and new com
munities, thereby enlarging their populations. One-third of the popu
lation of Omdurman now is living outside the old town boundaries, 
and 90 percent of its population increase is accounted for by this ter
ritorial expansion (Rep. of Sudan, Dept. of Statistics, 1965-66). Khar
toum now comprises a much larger area with the addition of land 
to the south and east that encompasses a number of communities 
along the Blue and White Niles, including the former town of Burri 
el Lamab (2,470 inhabitants in 1964-65), as well as the southward 
extension of Khartoum proper (Rep. of Sudan, Dept. of Statistics, 
1965-66). And, in the case of Khartoum North, two-thirds of its 
population resides outside the old town boundary which has been 
extended to the east and to the north to include Shambat, another 
former town having 18,500 people in 1964-65 (Rep. of Sudan, Dept. 
of Statistics, 1965-66). Certainly, in the cases of Wad Medani, At
bara, and Nyala, population growth has corresponded with the areal 
extension of the towns themselves. 

Accompanying these demographic and territorial growths, and 
causally related to them, are the expansion of the older functional 
districts and the creation of new ones. Residential districts have 
sprawled through the filling in of gaps within the older structure, by 
the building of planned residential communities, and by the incorpora
tion of low-class housing, haphazardly established beyond the urban 
limits. In the instances of Omdurman and Port Sudan, discontinuous 
in-filling especially characterized much of the residential growth prior 
to the l 950's, but since then considerable expansion has consisted of 
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the establishment of low-grade housing areas called deims, on the out
skirts of town (Hamdan, 1959; Oliver, 1966). In Khartoum, Khar
toum North, and Omdurman, planned deims have accounted for much 
of the residential growth; in the case of Khartoum, these have ex
tended the city to the south for several kilometers, giving it a pro
nounced T-shape. Not all such extensions are of low-class housing; in 
Khartoum new extensions of first- and second-class dwellings have 
contributed to residential growth (Hamdan, 1960). In the commercial 
realm, suqs, or markets, and central business districts have under
gone differential growth that exhibits varying combinations of out
ward, inward, and upward expansions, and have been supplemented 
by the creation of new satellite markets serving newly established 
residential districts and recently incorporated outlying villages and 
suburbs. For example, as Omdurman has spread north, west, and 
south, new markets have been built to serve the residents of old vil
lages and new planned extensions (Kuhn, 1970). Several towns, 
among them the Khartoum complex, Port Sudan, Wad Medani, and 
Atbara, have functioning industrial districts. Each of the Three Towns 
has set aside and developed light industrial areas, and Khartoum 
North has some heavy industry as well (Oliver, 1964). Elsewhere, 
industrial development and, hence, the expansion of industrial areas, 
has remained small. Finally, as the primary node for imports and ex
ports, Port Sudan has steadily extended its harbor facilities in order 
to cope with the rapid economic development of the country (Oliver, 
1966). 

Besides the growth of older towns, new towns have been founded, 
particularly in conjunction with the establishment of agricultural 
development schemes and with the extension of the transportation 
network. Representative of the former is the new town of Haifa el 
Jadida (New Haifa). In 1964 the Sudanese government undertook 
the occupation phase of the Khashm el Girba scheme, an agricultural 
development on the Atbara river about 400 kilometers east of Khar
toum. This development was intended to house the Nubian population 
from the Wadi Haifa district who were being displaced as a result of 
the Nile flooding caused by the construction of the Aswan High Dam. 
Over 32,000 people migrated to the new scheme. Most settled in 
villages, but some occupied the planned town of Haifa el J adida, the 
administrative and marketing center of the scheme (Amin, 1 969; the 
population movement and the scheme itself are discussed by Shaw, 
1967). In the latter instance of new town formation, the westward 
extension of the railway from the long-time railhead at El Obeid to 
Nyala, completed in 1959, has given impetus to the establishment of 
new railway-market towns--Babanousa and Ed Da'ein-as well as 
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to such already extant centers as Nyala. Babanousa gained additional 
importance because of its selection as the junction with the more 
recently built railway that leads south to Wau in Bahr el Ghazal 
province (Davies, 1961; Khogali, 1964). 

Finally, consideration of urbanizing trends would be incomplete 
without reference to towns which have disappeared since 1956. Three 
of these deserve special mention: Wadi Haifa in Northern province, 
and Shambat and Burri el Lamab in Khartoum province. Wadi Haifa's 
temporary demise was a physical manifestation of man's alteration 
of the landscape: the original site is submerged beneath the waters of 
Lake Nasir, although the town is being resurrected on higher ground. 
Shambat and Burri el Lamab owe their eclipse to the redrawing of 
urban boundaries and their consequent incorporation into Khartoum 
North and Khartoum, respectively. 

Problems 

As with any dry landscape, the presence or absence of water at 
particular places and times poses a series of problems for the estab
lishment, development, and expansion of towns. The founding of 
towns in the northern Sudan, past and present, has been markedly 
conditioned by the location of water supplies sufficient to support 
large numbers of persons on a year-round basis, especially in view of 
the deficiency of capital and technology to import water over long 
distances for municipal uses. Once towns are established, their popu
lations require water distribution systems for domestic, commercial, 
industrial, and public uses. Besides these normal consumptive uses 
there sometimes remains the need for water for such purposes as waste 
removal. As Sudanese towns originate, develop, and expand, their 
residents increasingly require the provision of such water-related 
facilities. However, rapid and decisive development of water-related 
facilities has been hampered by scarcity of water away from the Niles, 
by the rapid growth of urban population, by high costs, and by com
peting demands for scarce capital and technological resources. 

Of the l 0 largest northern Sudanese towns, six are located on the 
Niles--Omdurman, Khartoum, Khartoum North, Wad Medani, 
Atbara, and Kosti-and another, Kassala, stands beside the seasonal
ly flowing Gash river. Each of the Nile towns derives its primary 
supply of water either directly or indirectly from these perennially 
flowing rivers. In each case the flow is sufficient to provide for cur
rent needs and foreseeable requirements. On the other hand, Kassala 
has been accurately described by Schultze (1963) as a subsoil water 
oasis dependent for its water supply upon the seasonal recharge of 
groundwater provided by the Gash. Fed by substantial rains in the 
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Eritrean highlands, the annual flood of the Gash reaches Kassala, in a 
normal year, in late June or early July, and the flow usually continues 
for about three months. At the present time the Gash offers a reliable 
supply of drinking water as well as irrigation water, obtainable by 
means of sagias---animal-drawn waterwheels--at average depths of 
5 meters to 10 meters on the silt terraces. 

By contrast, Port Sudan and El Obeid already have faced serious 
problems of water shortage which have hindered development in the 
past and threaten to do so in the future. Furthermore, El Fasher soon 
will require additional sources of water. Port Sudan, the fourth largest 
city, with 78,940 inhabitants and the primary seaport, faces a water 
shortage of considerable proportions. The water supply comes from 
two main sources--Khor Mog and Khor Arba'at (khors are seasonal 
and irregularly flowing streams)-where wells have been drilled into 
the gravels and several pipelines have been laid over the 30 kilo
meters to the town. As long as the water tables remain high or main
tain critical levels all year round, the water supply is barely adequate 
for current needs; but in dry seasons or dry cycles Port Sudan faces 
water shortages. United Nations data indicate that water shortages 
were experienced in 1941 (in this year plans were drawn up to evacu
ate the residents), 1948, and 1949 (1964b). Further shortages 
occurred in 1965 and 1966. Temporary shortages have been met by 
drilling additional wells, by adopting a rationing system commencing 
with water used to irrigate gardens, by denying permits for the estab
lishment of certain factories, and by temporary shutdown of the oil 
refinery and other installations. As average daily water consumption 
has risen-from 5,600 m3 in 1960 (U.N., 1964b) to an estimated 
11,200 ma in 1970-the problems have become more acute for the 
economic growth of the city and port. Not only is industrial develop
ment frustrated but the functioning of the port itself is hindered. Port 
Sudan is a major fresh-water supply center for the Red Sea, with some 
280 m3 of water being purchased daily by ships in 1963. But, unfortu
nately, there is reason to believe that up to June 1967, when the Suez 
Canal was closed, about one-fifth of the ships visiting Port Sudan were 
not provided with water, largely because of inadequate supplies. It has 
been estimated that when the Canal reopens the daily water require
ment of ships will rise to between 685 and 822 m3 (U.N., 1964b). 
Two possible solutions have been proposed to alleviate the water 
problems: 1) to dam Khor Arba'at to conserve the winter runoff 
that is lost to the Red Sea, and 2) to construct a desalinization plant, 
perhaps a dual-purpose one which would also produce electricity. 

El Obeid occupies a shallow depression in which surface and sub
surface water collects and from which water is taken by means of 
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shallow wells, from pumps reaching deeper into the rotted gneiss 
basin, and from fulas, or naturally occurring pools (Barbour, 
196 l ). Until mid-century this supply sufficed for the needs of the 
townspeople and the villagers who came from within a considerable 
radius during the dry season to obtain water. At one time the munici
pality obtained most of its water from wells, but now the wells are 
used mainly for auxiliary supply during prolonged droughts. Surface 
runoff stored in fulas provides the main water supply (Rodis et al., 
I 964). However, increased demands placed by a growing population 
cannot be met in years of poor rains, so three reservoirs have been 
built at distances of from 8 to 25 kilometers to supplement the local 
supply. As the town continues to grow and modernize, though, bur
geoning water use threatens even these additions to the municipal 
water supply. Until the signing of the Nile Waters Agreement between 
the Sudan and the United Arab Republic in November 1959, the 
Sudan could not seek solutions such as pumping water from the White 
Nile (about 275 kilometers away), although in some dry years some 
water was brought by railway tanker from Kosti for the use of govern
ment officials and their families. Now, however, the possibility exists 
of undertaking projects for supplying drinking water to such non
riverain towns as El Obeid (Arab Report and Record, "Sudan," 
1969). 

EI Fasher obtains surface water from a fula fed by Wadi Halouf 
and from a reservoir at Wadi Golo about 15 kilometers away. Drink
ing water comes from deep bores sunk about 55 meters into Nubian 
sandstone (McLean, 1911). The town is near enough to Jebel Marra, 
with its permanently flowing streams, that water could fairly easily be 
piped to it. 

An important adjunct to the water supply of any town is the dis
tribution system whereby water is conducted from the source to the 
sites where it is to be used. In the major towns of the northern Sudan 
important but incompletely developed modern water distribution 
systems are supplanting older water-carrying methods. Before modem 
pumps, filters, storage tanks, and pipes were introduced, water had to 
be carried either by family retainers, family members, or paid water 
carriers, some of whom used donkeys to haul the skin waterbags or 
earthenware vessels, from river, well, or fula. Later improvements 
upon this older system include the use of petrol tins and metallic 
barrels in place of skin bags and earthern pots, the rare substitution 
of animal-drawn carts for porters and donkeys, and the use of tank
trucks. Installation of fixed water distribution systems in the towns of 
the north dates back more than 60 years in Khartoum. The water
works were situated along the Blue Nile at the then-extreme eastern 
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boundary of town in the area now known as Burri. Water was pumped 
from a deep well into a storage tower and then distributed throughout 
the town in pipes which led into the houses of the first-class residential 
areas but to street standpipes in the third-class quarters (McLean, 
1911). Omdurman and Khartoum North came next, but other towns 
followed more slowly, partly because of shortages of financial 
resources at both the local and national levels, and partly because the 
Condominium government did not seem to give a high priority to the 
modernization of urban water systems. 

Although by 1965 the largest towns of the northern Sudan had 
made great strides in developing their piped water systems, wide 
variations in character, extent, and quality of urban water distribution 
systems still remain. The Three Towns and Wad Medani possess the 
most extensive systems of water pipelines, with over 85 percent of the 
households having access to piped water in 1965 (Table 3). Of these 
four towns, however, only in Khartoum North and Wad Medani were 
the authorities able to pipe water directly into at least 90 percent of 
the houses. Even though Khartoum had added a second pumping sta
tion at Mogren near the northwestern extremity of town, as late as 
1965 almost 5400 of the capital city's households still had to fetch 
water from communal taps. Moreover, some 6640 households in 
these four towns, over half from Omdurman, lacked even communal 
wakr taps and continued to rely upon other distributive methods. 
Atbara, Port Sudan, and El Obeid follow with the next most exten
sive systems, with 78.4 percent, 73.1 percent, and 69.3 percent of 
their respective households having access to piped water, still leaving 
about one-quarter of their inhabitants to traditional means of water 
procurement. The problem is less serious in Atbara because of its lo
cation at the confluence of the Atbara river with the Main Nile. But 
Port Sudan and El Obeid usually must utilize less desirable water 
sources, many of which are situated at considerable distances from 
some outlying residential districts. El Fasher and Kassala lag far be
hind with 45.7 percent and 62.9 percent of their respective house
holds not having piped water easily accessible and continuing to de
pend upon water brought either from local wells or from distant taps. 
Fixed water systems have been introduced into some but not all of the 
smaller towns. By 1965 piped water systems of variable extents were 
present in Tokar, Aroma, Haifa el Jadida, Berber, Shendi, Um Ruwa
ba, Dilling, Kadugli, En Nahud, Sennar, Singa, El Kamlin, Rufa'a, 
El Hasaheisa, Ed Dueim, Nyala, and El Geneina (Republic of Sudan, 
Central Office of Information, 1965-66). In many of these towns the 
new systems only partially supplant the older ones, often providing 
piped water just to the government and commercial quarters and to 
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Table 3. Water distribution in the 10 largest towns (1964-65). 

Town Number of Households Households Other 
households with water with water 

piped in piped outside 
No. % No. rk No. % 

Omdurman 28,000 21,210 75.8 2,840 10.2 3,950 14.0 
Khartoum 31,610 24,900 78.8 5,390 17.1 1,320 4.1 
Khartoum North 12,560 11,710 93.2 320 2.5 530 4.3 
Port Sudan 15,930 3,930 24.7 7,710 48.4 4,290 26.9 
Kassala 11,030 2,620 23.7 1,480 13.4 6,930 62.9 
Wad Medani 9,830 8,900 90.5 90 1.0 840 8.5 
El Obeid 11,070 3,300 29.8 4,370 39.5 3,400 30.7 
Atbara 8,000 6,160 77.0 110 1.4 1,730 21.6 
El Fasher 8,660 4,700 54.3 3,960 45.7 
Kosti not available 

Source: Republic of the Sudan, Department of Statistics, 1965-66. 

the first-class and possibly to the second-class residential areas. 
Furthermore, virtually all of the outlets are communal rather than 
private. As expected, over one-half of these smaller towns with partial 
fixed water systems have access to waters of the Niles or their tribu
taries. Despite these new developments, which resulted from an active 
government program to improve water supplies and systems, about 
one-half of the settlements designated as urban in the 1955-56 census 
had no piped water systems by 1965. 

Provision and improvement of organized systems for the removal 
and disposal of human wastes in the towns presents another set of 
problems relating to urbanization in the northern Sudan. All large 
towns have multiple, organized waste-removal systems that range from 
simple to modern; in the many smaller towns these tend mostly 
toward the former types. Expansion and modernization are difficult 
because of the fast-growing urban populace, environmental diffi
culties, technical problems, high costs, and competing priorities for 
scarce resources. 

Modern lavatory-sewage systems, which employ water as a flushing 
medium, are of two types: a syphon system often connected to a mu
nicipal sewerage complex as well as to a fixed piped water system, and 
a water privy system wherein the waste drains into a cesspool. Table 
4 indicates that such modern systems are not very prevalent in the 10 
largest towns, with Atbara, Port Sudan, and Khartoum showing the 
greatest relative and absolute use. That 52.6 percent of the households 
in Atbara possess water-using types of lavatories seems a function of 
the high status and strength of the Sudan Railways administration and 
of the railway union, as well as a function of the Nileside location. In 
Khartoum, where the numerical occurrence of water-using types of 
lavatories is the greatest, these are confined mostly to the first- and 
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Table 4. Lavatory types in the JO largest towns (1964-65). 

Water-Using Types Non-Water-Using Types 

Number of Water Water % Bucket Pit Communal % Other % 
Town Households Syphon Privy Latrine 

Omdurman 28,000 850 - 3.0 280 25,070 50 90.7 1,750 6.3 
Khartoum 31,610 4,300 20 13.7 3,070 22,140 210 80.4 1,870 5.9 

00 Khartoum North 12,560 500 - 4.0 2,860 8,350 270 91.4 580 4.4 
w Port Sudan 15,930 1,910 960 18.0 840 1,530 3,620 37.6 7,070 44.4 

Kass ala 11,030 290 960 11.3 190 6,030 240 58.6 3,320 30.1 
Wad Medani 9,830 250 10 2.6 3,890 4,140 40 82.1 1,500 15.3 
El Obeid 11,070 180 - 1.6 880 5,000 1,260 64.5 3,750 33.9 
Atbara 8,000 2,960 1,250 52.6 560 1,470 1,370 42.5 390 4.9 
El Fasher 8,660 - - 0.0 1,070 2,640 280 46.1 4,670 53.9 
Kosti not available 

Source: Republic of the Sudan, Department of Statistics, 1965-66. 



second-class residential districts occupied by upper- and middle-class 
Sudanese and expatriates. More common are the situations in Om
durman, Khartoum North, Wad Medani, and EI Obeid, where the 
water-using lavatory systems can at best be described as incipient, with 
from 1.6 percent to 4.0 percent of the households having water 
systems. Again, they are restricted to some first- and second-class 
housing areas. Such systems are totally absent from El Fasher. With 
the exception of Port Sudan, a special situation involving a transient 
foreign community, the water-using systems are most extensive in 
towns with larger and more reliable water supplies. 

Older, non-water-using systems are most widely occurring in all 
towns except Port Sudan, Atbara, and El Fasher. These systems in
clude bucket, pit latrine, and communal types. The bucket system 
involves the daily emptying of the buckets from private households by 
carriers who cart the contents to disposal grounds on the outskirts of 
town. In the first- and second-class residential areas of the Three 
Towns it is this system that is being replaced by the water-using 
syphon system. Simple pit latrines are the most common lavatory type 
in northern Sudanese towns, whether large, as in the case of Omdur
man and Khartoum, or small, as in Zalingei or El Geneina. Communal 
types appear most widely in Port Sudan, with its large stevedore popu
lation around the port facilities, in Atbara, with its railway mainte
nance yards, and in El Fasher. 

Essentially the "other" category in Table 4 refers to those house
holds that lack all lavatory facilities and have no access to communal 
ones. These households are prevalent in El Fasher, Port Sudan, El 
Obeid, and Kassala, all of which have either village-like peripheries 
or, in the case of Port Sudan, a large nomadic laboring force tradition
ally not employing residential lavatories. 

Conclusion 

Intensification of urbanization is an outstanding part of the eco
nomic and social transformation which the northern provinces of the 
Sudan are experiencing. In the nine years from 1955-56 to 1964-65 
the l 0 largest towns grew at a rate which vastly exceeded the pre
sumed rate of growth for the country as a whole. Not only did the 
population of the towns increase, but the built-up areas expanded as 
well. Moreover, new towns were founded in connection with economic 
development projects and some old ones were lost. 

Connected to these trends is a set of water-related problems in
volving water supply, water distribution, and removal of human waste. 
By 1955-56 several towns faced actual or potential water shortages, 
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which the larger populations and greater demands have aggravated to 
the point of crisis. Too, all towns needed improvements in their water 
distribution systems, particularly in their outlying districts. Popula
tion growth and territorial expansion have intensified the need for 
improvements. By 1955-56 all towns possessed relatively simple 
systems for the removal and disposal of human wastes; modernizing 
efforts are constrained by limitations of water supplies, territorial ex
pansions of the towns, and the on-going urbanization of the population. 

One hopes that the specific case of the northern Sudan points up 
trends and problems which contribute to our understanding of the 
relationships between the urbanization of a population and the use of 
water in the developing lands of the arid zones. 
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SOCIAL ASPECTS OF URBANIZATION 
IN THE ARID SOUTHWEST 

Wade H. Andrews 

Urbanization is a force which is growing in magnitude. Kingsley 
Davis (1965) has said that urbanization throughout the world has 
been accelerating in its rate of increase since medieval times. Cousins 
and N agpaul ( 1970), in discussing the demographic approach to urban 
analysis, state that "one index, that of people living in cities of 
100,000 or more, shows that the rate of concentration accelerated 
from 1850 to 1960 and that if the degree of increase in the decade 
1950-1960 is maintained over the next quarter century, more than 
half of the world's population will live in cities of l 00,000 or larger 
in 1990. One third of the world's population was already so urbanized 
in 1960." 

The growth of urbanization is world wide, and the United States 
has been among those nations leading in the concentration of popula
tion in large cities. United States Bureau of the Census estimates in 
1967 indicated that 118.2 million (or 65.9 percent) of the 1960 popu
lation resided in Standard Metropolitan Statistical Areas, each area 
l}avin~~y of 50,000 or more. 
rt]2Th_ani~J has been variously defined as a distinctive way of 
life or culture pattern, as a ratio of rural to urban population (Davis, 
1965), as a process of population concentration (Tisdale, 1970), and 
as the development and extension of urban traits (Wirth, 1968). 
Each of these concepts is relevant to human behavior associated with 
growth and development in arid areas. 

In dealing with some of the social aspects of urbanization, the 
specific purposes of this paper are l) to review some of the theoretical 
problems of ecology as it relates to social science and the biological 
and physical sciences; 2) to investigate, as a means of testing some 
popular assumptions, the population patterns and their relationships 
to arid lands in some selected arid states; and 3) to discuss patterns of 
migration that affect urbanization in arid areas. 

Theoretical Concerns 

Recent interest in human population growth has thrown into relief 
the interrelationship between human ecological theory and the 
theories of natural ecology, both of which have implications for the 
problem of urbanization. Theories of human behavior in recent 
years have generally stressed sociocultural determinism, denying any 
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strong causality on the part of the physical and biological environ
ment. Theorists both old and recent have recognized the relationship 
of the physical environment to human behavior and institutions, even 
though most of them have given little or no further attention to it. 
According to Timasheff (l 967), Pareto once noted that the state of 
the social system at any given time is determined by three conditions: 
l) elements exterior to the society at a particular time, such as other 
societies or social systems; 2) inner elements of the system, such as 
interests, knowledge, residues, and derivations, all of which are mani
festations of sentiments (which sentiments are essential in maintaining 
equilibrium in the system); and 3) the extra-human environment
physical factors, soil, climate, etc. 

Pareto devotes almost all of his effort, however, to discussing the 
concept of sentiments and ignores the other elements. Talcott Parsons, 
in The Structure of Social Action (1937), dealt with elements of the 
physical environment and conditions for social action, and again in 
The Social System ( 1951) he recognized that physical objects function 
as one of three classes of objects which he termed the "object world." 
His social-action theory, therefore, includes interrelated elements. 
The orientation of the social actors, that is, individuals or groups, is to 
a situation consisting of objects of orientation, which may be social, 
physical, or cultural. Social objects are other actors; physical objects 
are empirical entities that do not interact but are means and condi
tions of action; and cultural objects are symbolic elements of the cul
tural tradition such as ideas, beliefs or value patterns that the actor 
encounters and treats as something to deal with or to use. It is in 
Parsons' physical objects category that we find a place for the bio
physical environment. 

Later, Parsons ( 196 l) discusses what he calls a hierarchical series 
of behavioral control agencies: "The behavioral organism is the point 
of articulation of the system of action with the anatomical physiologi
cal features of the physical organism and is its point of contact with 
the physical environment. The personality system is, in turn, a system 
of control over the behavioral organism; the social system, over the 
personalities of its participating members; and the cultural system, a 
system of control relative to social systems." Thus, Parsons ranks the 
cultural system highest in control and influence upon decisions, the 
social system next, the personality system third, the organism as a 
system fourth, and the physical environment last. 

William Michelson (1970) disagrees with Parsons' ranking system 
and proposes what he calls a congruence model: 

The model I suggest is not of determinism or the dominance of one system 
over another, but rather one of congruence of states of variables in one sys-
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tern coexisting better with states of variables in another system than with 
other alternative states. It is an intersystem congruence model. . .. 
Congruence . .. carries with it the opposite, incongruence, and the latter 
may be found in real life situations linking the environmental system with 
the others. Mismatches are possible ... . 
This represents a departure from the way Parsons handles similar concepts. 
He emphasizes a hierarchy of control. ... In the intersystem congruence 
model, however, variables in each system are taken on their own terms, with
out a priori determination of the direction of their influence on variables in 
other systems. This model focuses on the fact of congruence rather than on any 
brand of determinism." 

Michelson here indicates that hierarchical ranking does not repre
sent the reality of situations having fixed limits associated with one 
factor such as the environment, which may include such elements as 
space or water supply. He believes, however, that with the limits 
"there exists a wide range of human variability and choice which is 
undoubtedly based on perception, learning and the like. These phe
nomena are certainly crucial to understanding behavior in particular 
environment settings." 

From these two approaches it may be concluded that physical 
objects have two aspects: 1) cultural interpretations and value orienta
tions, and 2) absolute and finite limits and limitations. Present dilem
mas regarding the relationship of ecology to human behavior may be 
understood by these two aspects of physical objects. Parsons, empha
sizing the first aspect, correctly ranks culture and other behavioral 
elements higher in explanatory power than physical elements, because 
patterns of behavior that relate to manipulation or use of, or adjust
ment to objects of the physical environment are culturally variable. 
However, Michelson's nonranking approach is also plausible, since 
the physical environment does impose immediate, absolute, and 
direct limitations. 

In the past, problems of ecological theory have centered around 
determinism in one form or another, such as geographical or biologi
cal determinism. These theories have been found to be extremely 
limited in explanatory value for human behavior and have been 
strongly rejected by behavioral scientists. Although there is good 
reason for this response, there are growing indications that not all 
aspects of the physical world can be left unexplained. Rather, a new 
perspective is needed on the relationship of physical elements to 
human behavior, from the standpoint both of environmental effects 
on human action and the effects of that action on the environment. 
Michelson's position offers a view that permits the conceptualization 
of physical constraints on human behavior. 

Other social theorists also have attempted to integrate ecological 
and sociological theory, including Duncan (1964), Firey (1960), and 
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recently Cousins and Nagpaul (1970). The latter explain that human 
ecology deals with the spatial position occupied by a given social 
activity and the relation of people to their habitat. Ecology, therefore, 
includes the physical, territorial, and technological aspects of human 
life. These elements concern the influence the site has on the activities 
of the people and vice versa. 

Cultural-ecological relationships may be illustrated by examining 
comparative cultures. Anthropologists have shown that in a part of 
the arid Southwest three stable cultures occupy the same environment: 
l) Navajo, a semi-nomadic culture with a rudimentary tribal type of 
social organization; 2) Pueblo, an agricultural economy with a chief
dom type of social organization (Pima, Papago, Pueblo, etc.); and 3) 
Euro-American, an industrial population with state-level type of social 
organization. 

These are three different types of cultural solutions for the same 
ecological area. An evaluation of them must relate to the optimum 
capability of each to maintain its population. Using the criterion of 
population density as an index to measure differences in the success 
of cultural adaptation, the following estimates have been calculated: 
l) Navajo, 1.5 people per square mile; 2) Pueblo, 7.8 people per 
square mile; and 3) Euro-American, 15. l people per square mile. 
One may, of course, argue the long-term ecological efficiency of the 
Euro-American culture if its use of resources eventually affects its 
ability to maintain itself. 

In short, the relationship between the ecological and biophysical 
phenomena on the one hand, and the socio-cultural on the other, is 
undeniable. Only the hierarchical ordering of the impact of individual 
influences varies. The problem is to descend from generalization to the 
specific situations and localities in which these influences operate. 

Population Patterns in Four Arid States 

Arid areas of the U.S. include mainly the lands of the Great Plains 
west of the 98th Meridian, the western mountainous areas, and the 
Southwest, all of which are characterized by precipitation so sparse 
that supplemental sources of water are necessary for growing most 
domesticated crops. 

Gilbert White ( 1966) wrote of the "delicate" equilibrium of land 
and other resource use in arid and semi-arid regions, in calling for 
their inventory for future utilization. The population patterns in arid 
lands are part of this inventory. Concern for the trends of urbanization 
and ecology in arid lands has been raised in many quarters. Much of 
the arid physical terrain is not only dry, but rugged, remote, and at 
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high altitudes; and a large part of it has many months of cold weather 
each year. 

There are many cold, rugged mountainous areas in the humid 
northeastern United States with considerable population, and there 
are many broad valleys in the western mountain states that spatially 
could accommodate large cities yet have almost no population. This 
difference in distribution has to do with early settlement patterns, as 
well as with present changes. Early settlement consisted mainly of 
small farming units, dependent upon animal power, and was chiefly 
subsistence agriculture. Population centers arose in proximity to land, 
water and transportation resources. Present-day culture and tech
nology have loosened the restrictions of physical limitations, but this 
development is so recent that its effects are just beginning to be felt. 

If population density were governed only by equalization pressures, 
such wide variation would not exist. The location of populations was, 
and still is, associated with a series of strong social behavioral motiva
tions. For example, much of the historical settlement of the New 
World has been associated with such things as freedom for European 
minorities from attacks and harassment. The discovery of broad new 
territory in America provided safety for these persecuted minorities 
and freedom for the expression of their values. As the New World 
began to develop, space also provided an outlet for those with grow
ing economic ambitions who desired relief from repressive, static, and 
traditional restrictions, as well as opportunities for expansion and 
growth of established economic systems. Finally, new space provided 
opportunity for the adventurous, the uncontrolled, the outcast, and the 
criminal to shed the restrictions of the established patterns and find, 
through sheer space and lack of established normative systems, the 
freedom from limitations on their behavior that threatened their own 
motivating value systems. 

As settlement occurred in the New World, though, the forces of 
loyalty, obligation, dependence, vested interest, and emotional attach
ment to the newly formed society became interrelated with the new 
social systems and the new geographic area. This is a complex social 
phenomenon, apparently related to such basic personality needs as 
security and the intimate social emotions of love and sentiment, as 
well as to the motivating aspect of the individual's acquired aspira
tions and to his view of the means for fulfilling them. 

As a new culture and society developed in the eastern part of the 
continent and became established, an even more spacious and open 
area to the west permitted development of a variety of subcultures and 
a wide opportunity for individuals to detach themselves from the 
systems that had developed in the East. The unconventional, the ven-
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turesome, the non-conforming, and the new subcultures that ran into 
difficulty in the stabilizing East now had a fresh outlet to the West. 
It should be noted, however, that most people are conformist; most 
people do integrate into the general systems and prefer such attach
ments, traditions, and expectations. 

Motivation for migration, even when travel is easy, requires major 
detachments from highly valued social things and physical places. 
Most people even now are strongly attached to areas of familiarity. 
However, with changed technology in transportation and increased 
economic resources for more people, mobility with lesser motivations, 
such as comfort or health, has become possible. In addition, move
ment no longer cuts off all hope of contact with important and valued 
people or places. 

Early western settlement was based on factors similar to those that 
pushed people out of Europe. In broadest terms, these forces were 
either incompatibility with the established culture or expansion of 
elements of that culture, usually economic systems of commerce or 
industry. Space on the open frontier provided the safety valve for the 
social differences and problems of that time. The taming of the West 
and the closing of the frontier into established settled society have cut 
off this escape route for present malcontents. 

The problems of the West today are further settlement, particularly 
under arid conditions, and the incorporation of the open space into 
the urbanized system, as well as the adjustment of population densities 
to the water resource development that must occur with this change. 
Cross currents of fear and protest about these circumstances are 
generated by various individuals and groups, some wanting to leave 
the area aesthetically open or undeveloped, some fearing the implica
tions of ecological imbalance, and some wanting to increase economic 
development. 

In addition to the theoretical problems discussed earlier in this 
paper that limit scientific analysis of the social and ecological prob
lems, one major difficulty in making decisions for the arid areas is the 
confusion about which of several apparent threats or needs is the 
most real and authentic. Probably the true situation includes elements 
of all of them. Some social questions which can be examined with a 
view toward illuminating the problem are as follows: What is the 
actual distribution of population and urbanization in arid areas? 
Where will changes occur? What are the patterns of mobility, and 
what are they related to? As reported in other papers in this sym
posium, some parts of the arid lands already have developed enormous 
populations requiring extensive environmental adjustments or adapta-
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tions. For example, rapid growth in Southern California necessitated 
the development of the California water projects. 

Data for four contiguous mountain states of the central and south
western arid part of the United States will be examined for popula
tion patterns. These states-Arizona, New Mexico, Nevada, and 
Utah-have gone through several phases of population and cultural 
change. 

Beyond the Spanish, mountain trapper, and military phases of the 
frontier, the early period of permanent Anglo western culture was 
agrarian. One of the main movements was the Mormon religious sub
culture which established permanent communities in nine states, with 
its center on the eastern border of the Great Basin. This area nad been 
bypassed by the earlier movement of people along the Oregon Trail. 
The opening of the New Mexico and Arizona territories occurred at 
the same time as the Mormon movement because of military action 
with Mexico. 

The second phase involved mining. Thousands of men streamed 
westward with the strikes of gold and silver. This led to the estab
lishment of many communities, some of which have lasted through the 
years, while others were temporary and have faded away. The 
mining subculture left its mark in many ways-in Nevada's gambling 
traditions, for example. 

Ranching typified the third cultural phase. But the ranching indus
try could only continue to exist in the more remote and limited areas 
where land use was most restricted and water resources most limited 
for intensive agricultural or urban uses, and where public domain 
prevailed. 

A fourth phase was the railroad transportation and telegraphic de
velopment period, during which permanent settlements were estab
lished along the railroad for servicing the system. These places were 
established at distances dependent upon the mechanical needs of the 
equipment, such as water, fuel, and repairs. As equipment changed, 
service centers became further apart, and many railroad towns lying 
in between faded away; others have become cities of importance. 
This phenomenon has been described by Cottrell ( 1951) in his discus
sion, "Death by Dieselization." 

A fifth phase might be identified as the present pattern of urbaniza
tion and rural decline. Population is growing in strategic locations due 
to migration to the large industrial-commercial centers which are 
spreading into large metropolitan and suburban complexes, while re
mote rural communities are declining. This again is related to trans
portation, particularly the automobile and highways, as well as to 
employment opportunities and changing social goals. 
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A sixth and most recent phase is related to recreation, retirement, 
leisure, and comfort. It has reached major proportions in Arizona and 
Nevada and has important implications for other areas. This is a com
plex situation that has received little attention in research. Some of its 
aspects include recreation communities, sometimes with a nucleus of 
permanent population and large transient populations (related to 
national parks, skiing, or other natural resource-recreation areas), as 
well as gambling, entertainment, and vacations. Still other manifesta
tions are retirement, health, and amenities, which are related to warm 
climate and scenery. Important correlates to these are automobile 
transportation, increased expendable income, and retirement incomes. 

At the pre~ent time, specific population patterns in the four states, 
such as density of the population per square mile, vary widely from 
the rest of the United States. For the 48 contiguous states, the average 
was 60. l persons per square mile in 1960. For the mountain region 
in 1960, however, it was only 8.0 persons per square mile. In four of 
the arid mountain states, the density in 1960 was Arizona, 11.5; 
Nevada, 2.6; New Mexico, 7.8; and Utah, 10.8. The arid-land states, 
when compared with humid areas of the East, had great uninhabited 
areas (U.S. Department of Commerce, 1969). 

Growth rates over time differ not only for the nation as a whole but 
also among the arid states. Nevada and Arizona, although relatively 
small in total population, have been among the fastest-growing 
states, percentage-wise, in the nation. The other most rapidly growing 
states are California, part of which is arid, and Florida, a humid state. 
All of these very high growth states share the common property of 
warm climate. Table 1 shows that all of the four arid states were 
above the national average in percent of increase in population growth 
from 1950 to 1960. At the time of this writing, early returns from the 
1970 census indicate that the rate of growth has dropped significantly 
in the United States and in all four states. However, three of the four 
states-Arizona, Nevada, and Utah-are continuing above-average 
growth. The percentage increase revealed by the census figures was 
Arizona, 36.0; Nevada, 71.3, Utah, 18.9; and New Mexico, only 6.8. 
The United States as a whole grew 13 .3 percent. 

As to the urbanizing trends, the four selected southwestern arid 
states in Table l show a continuous growth in number of places over 
l 0,000 people, but still have relatively few such places when com
pared to the populous areas of the East. High percentages of increase 
in urban populations are shown for three of the four states, with Ari
zona leading. Utah had the smallest proportionate increase of the four 
but was nearly double the national average. Reductions occurred in 
the rural population with the exception of Nevada, which had an 
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Table 1. Urbanizing trends in population patterns in places over 10,000, percent 
of population growth, changes in rural and urban population in four arid states and 
the U.S. 

Change in No. of Percent increase Percent increase Percent change in 
places of 10,000 of population urban population rural population 

or more in 20 yrs. growth 
1940 - 1960 1950 1960 1950-1960 1950-1960 

U.S. 14.5 18.5 29.3 -0.8 
Arizona 2 10 50.1 73.7 133.3 -0.6 
Nevada 1 5 45.2 78.2 119.0 23.5 
New Mexico 5 13 28.1 39.6 83.2 -4.3 
Utah 4 9 25.2 29.3 48.3 -6.5 

Source: U.S. Census of Population, 1960, PC (I), Number of Inhabitants, Tables I and 3. 

inordinate increase of 23.5 percent from 1950 to 1960. This was 
largely associated with fringe growth around urban places such as 
Reno and in such recreation areas as Lake Tahoe. 

Only Utah of the four arid states had a higher proportion of urban 
population than the national average in 1950 (Table 2). But by 
1960, only New Mexico was below that average. Almost 70 percent 
of the United States population was reported to reside in urban areas, 
or in places of 2500 or more people. Similarly, with the exception of 
New Mexico, the percentage in rural areas was reduced below the 
national average. 

The census report on urbanized areas departs from the political 
lines of counties and cities and reports the number of urban people in 
areas related to urban centers. As Table 2 shows, 45.8 percent of the 
people in the United States were living in urbanized areas in 1950. 
This increased to 53.5 percent in 1960. The rapid rate of urbanization 
of these Western states is dramatically shown. Arizona moved from 
28.8 percent, considerably below the national average for 1950, to 
nearly 60 percent in 1960, or well above the national average of 53.5 
percent. Utah followed suit with similar percentages. Although no 
report is shown for Nevada in 1950, it, too, was above the national 
average in 1960. Only New Mexico at 25 percent remained well 
below the rest in urbanization. 

The trends in the population patterns of the arid areas show some 
specific characteristics unique to such regions, but in general they 
show rapid growth, faster-than-average urbanization, and fast
moving suburbanization, although still not approaching the population 
density of the humid areas. 

It must be noted that while rates of growth are above average, the 
arid areas, with the exception of those having a warm climate, are 
not attracting population in comparatively large numbers. The land 
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Table 2. Urbanizing trends in population factors for four arid states and the 
U.S., 1950-1960. 

Percent urban Percent rural Percent total 
population within 
urbanized areas 

1950 1960 1950 1960 1950 1960 

U.S. 64.0 69.9 36.0 30.1 45.8 53.S 
Arizona 55.5 74.5 44.5 25.5 28.8 59.9 
Nevada 57.2 70.4 42.8 29.6 56.0 
New Mexico 50.2 65.9 49.8 34.1 25.4 
Utah 65.3 74.9 34.7 25.1 33.0 59.7 

Source: U.S. Census of Population, 1960, PC (I), Number of Inhabitants, Tables I and 2. 

surface in mountain valleys that is attractive to a growing population 
is very limited, and future populations may be concentrated to a high 
degree in these limited spaces. Since density data are reported by cities 
of l 00,000 (U.S. Dept. of Commerce, 1969), it can be seen that arid 
area cities are not very crowded. Albuquerque had a density of 3457 
persons per square mile in 1960; Phoenix, 2344; Salt Lake City, 
3401; and Tucson, 3003. This is relatively low density. New York 
City as a whole had 25,066 people per square mile, and Chicago, 
16,014. Los Angeles, another arid-area city, had 544 7. 

The fact is, the wide open spaces of the arid states have not 
attracted an overly dense population. Residential space appears to be 
open and relatively uncrowded in their cities. This style of living, 
however, will have important ecological implications as more resi
dences are spread over a larger landscape. 

In order to determine patterns of population growth and decline 
and to see if there was any correlation between growth and the in
fluence of larger urban centers on the surrounding arid lands com
munities, all places in the four states reported in the censuses of 1940 
and 1960 were located on maps and coded by rate of growth or de
cline. This 20-year interval spanned the time from the slow population 
growth of the early l 940's, through the rapid growing period of the 
l 950's, and back to a period of decline in birth rates. 

The four states showed some unique patterns, likely due in part to 
physical reasons and in part to cultural factors. Some of the physical 
factors associated with these state areas are both warm and cold 
climates and transportation difficulties due to long distances between 
towns. Important changes in resource use have occurred in land and 
water. As a result of technological changes, farms have become larger 
while farm population has declined. Extensive development of water 
resources has permitted the growth of urban as well as rural nonfarm 
population. Urbanization may function as a stabilizing force upon the 
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adjacent rural areas. Bogue ( 1949) found that the influence of large 
population centers extended 60 to l 00 miles. 

Characteristics of the population change in each state and the in
fluence of the metropolitan centers on population stability may be 
described as follows: 
l . Arizana. Very rapid growth has occurred in Arizona, with about 

60 percent of the places over l 0,000 population in 1940 having 
more than doubled since that year. Only four scattered towns have 
lost population, and these are near other towns that have grown. 
The loss was probably caused by mining operations that were 
closed. The most rapid growth patterns are near the Phoenix urban 
complex (Maricopa County), in the intermediate areas between 
Phoenix and Tucson (Pinal County), and in Tucson and its sur
rounding area (Pima County). Most of the Tucson area has been 
annexed in the past l 0 years. Rapid growth in Cochise County 
follows highway patterns. Most of the growth in Arizona is located 
within l 00 miles of one or both of the two largest urban centers. 
However, Arizona has been experiencing a general expansion in 
all areas, primarily attributed to the attraction of the warm climate 
and a certain amount of economic development. 

2. Utah. Most of the rapid growth in Utah, which has more than 
doubled in population since 1940, has occurred in four counties 
along the western front of the Wasatch Range in Weber, Davis, Salt 
Lake, and Utah counties. Only two towns in these four counties 
have declined in population. This urban expansion is in great con
trast to counties in the central and south-central part of the state, 
most of which have suffered loss in growth. These are primarily 
rural areas, as no town has a population of I 0,000 or more. Other 
rural areas of the state have shown varying rates of growth and 
decline. Small towns in Box Elder, Cache, and Rich counties in 
northern Utah have lost population. Growth in Cache and Box 
Elder counties is centered around the larger towns of Logan and 
Brigham City. Lack of growth in central and south-central Utah 
reflects migration to larger population centers. While the popula
tion growth influences of Phoenix and Tucson seem to be inde
terminant, the influence of cities in the Wasatch Range seems to 
reach only about 50 miles in some directions (and less in others) 
from their peripheries. This probably is due to the physical ob
stacles presented by mountains and the Great Salt Lake on the east 
and west sides. 

3. New Mexico. New Mexico has several independent cities through
out the state that show growth, not a concentration as in Utah and 
Arizona. Twenty-one New Mexico towns or cities, spread out in 
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14 different counties, have more than doubled in population since 
1940. Clusters of towns with very rapid growth appear in the more 
populated southeast New Mexico, in parts of Chaves, Eddy, and Lea 
counties, and in parts of counties surrounding the state's major 
city, Albuquerque. There are notably few towns near any of these 
cities. 

4. Nevada. Only five urban places in Nevada have doubled in popula
tion since 1940, and these are suburbs of the two large population 
centers, Reno and Las Vegas. All except four of the other I 7 towns 
have grown slightly, while those four, which are spread out over 
the state, have lost population. 
Overall, then, a wide range of conditions existed in the four states; 

and the urbanization of centers, although showing its effect on nearby 
places, was not the only factor affecting growth or decline. The rela
tionship to main highways was evident as well as the overriding 
factor of warm climate for the state of Arizona. However, the influ
ence of the large population center on the related rural areas and small 
communities is fairly clear in Utah, where the factor of climatic 
amenities was not involved. The pattern should be of interest to 
leaders involved in planning for those arid regions where communities 
and rural areas go undeveloped and unstimulated because of their 
isolation. 

For the sparsely settled West, newly developed urban centers, 
placed in strategic locations and built upon the development of pres
ently unused resources, could stimulate declining rural areas, provide 
needed services, and reduce the deficiencies that hinder adequate and 
rewarding living. However, scarce resources such as water and trans
portation must be more readily available than now and must not be 
committed to other areas, or such improvements will not be forth
coming. 

Developments such as water resources are being committed by 
planners and builders to already-settled areas. For example, the 
impacted oasis area of the Wasatch Front in Utah, having a very large 
proportion of the population of the state, monopolizes the existing 
water, thus contributing to loss of opportunity and population dis
persal in the large outlying areas. 

Government agencies and institutions already have established pat
terns for planning so that a major portion of Utah's share of the Colo
rado River basin water will be brought to the presently urbanized 
Wasatch Front area. One consequence of this type of commitment is 
reduced opportunity for developing strategic centers in sparsely popu
lated outer parts of the state. Not only are the federal development 
agencies building this pattern into the system, but state water planners 
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also have been pursuing similar strategies and, until recently, have 
given little thought to future needs for spreading the weight of popula
tion into less dense parts of the state. Similar planning is occurring in 
other states. 

Urbanization and Migration 

Rapid population growth in the arid states has been due both to the 
rise in natural increase and to migration. Migration data from two 
sources are presented here: census records, and results of a detailed 
study of rural-to-urban migration from the Bear River basin. 

The contribution of migration to the growth of the four contiguous 
states varies widely, as is shown in Table 3. Arizona leads with a net 
increase of 162,310 (or 14.6 percent) of the state's 1960 population 
due to in-migration. Utah had the smallest net increase, with only 
5475 (or 0.7 percent), while Nevada and New Mexico had moderate 
net increases from in-migration. Nevada was the only state showing a 
contiguous state as the source of most migrants. The other three 
showed that migrants came largely from states farther away. 

A single metropolitan statistical area, or main urban center, in 
New Mexico, received over 75,000 of the in-migrants to that state 
(Table 4). In Arizona, two metropolitan areas received a very large 
majority of the migrants. In Utah, similarly, two urbanized areas re
ceived the large majority of the migrants, and more than one-third of 
these were from contiguous states. In Nevada, nearly 42,000 out of 
almost 79,000 in-migrants went to the Las Vegas metropolitan area. 
Most migration was to the metropolitan areas, showing the trend 
toward centralization. 

A Case Study of Migration 

One significant stream of migration is that from rural to urban 
places. A recent study (Andrews and Geertsen, 1971) of the popula
tion in the Bear River drainage basin, which is connected to the Great 
Basin, illuminates some of the details of this pattern and illustrates 
the process of urbanization. The study was made in the middle and 
lower basin of the river, which runs in a horseshoe-shaped course 
through parts of three states on its way from the Uinta Mountains in 
eastern Utah. The river flows north through northeastern Utah and 
western Wyoming and into the southeastern corner of Idaho, where 
its passage once provided a route for the old Oregon Trail. From there, 
it turns south and, after coursing through several valleys in Idaho and 
Utah, finds its way into the Great Salt Lake. The study involved seg
ments of three counties in Idaho and two in Utah, largely rural areas 
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Table 3. Residence in 1955 of in-migrants and residence in 1960 of our-migrants five years old and over in 1960. 

Ne1 migration• 

Number Percent of 1960 Total migrants From contiguous From non- Percent Percent 
population state contiguous state in-migrants out-migrants 

(1960 population) (1960 population) 

New Mexico 42,700 5.3 
In-migrants 182,658 81,842 100,816 22.7 
Out-migrants 139,958 61,365 78,593 17.4 

Arizona 162,310 14.6 
N In-migrants 312,597 75,814 236,783 28.2 0 
0 Out-migrants 150,287 79,379 70,908 13.5 

Utah 5,47.5 0.7 
In-migrants 89,522 33,099 56,423 11.8 
Out-migrants 84,047 27,127 56,920 11.1 

Nevada 21,132 8.5 
In-migrants 78,894 41,139 37,755 31.9 
Out-migrants 57,762 36,822 20,940 23.4 

Sottrce: U.S. Censtt ., of Population, 1960, PC(2)-2B, Mobility for States and State Economic Areas, Table 24; *Table 27. 



Table 4. In-migrants, out-migrants, and net migration for state standard metro
politan statistical areas. 

State standard In-migrants Out-migrants Net migration 
metropolitan No. % 
statistical areas 

New Mexico 
Albuquerque A 75,788 46,230 29,558 13.3 

Arizona 
Phoenix A 197,343 82,345 114,998 20.4 
Tucson B 81,503 46,499 35,004 15.2 

Utah 
Salt Lake A 55,968 48,964 7,004 2.2 
Ogden B 18,332 17,569 763 0.8 

Nevada 
Las Vegas A 41,968 28,449 13,519 12.5 

Source: U.& Census of Population, 1960, PC(2)-2B, Mobility for States and State Economic 
Areas, Table 31. 

with small towns. The economic base of the area is largely irrigated 
agriculture. The urbanized area of the Great Basin along the Wasatch 
Front lies only about 20 miles south of the mouth of the Bear River. 
One small city, Logan, Utah, is in Cache Valley about 30 miles above 
the lower end of the river basin. 

In the river-basin study, heads of households from both town and 
country were interviewed at random. Among other things, some infor
mation was obtained about the children in these families, including 
those who had left home. Data presented in Tables 5 and 6 are limited 
to male heads of households who were interviewed. They were asked 
for the residence of sons 19 years of age or older living away from 
home. The sons were categorized by their fathers' occupations as 
either farm or nonfarm, by their own occupations as farm or nonfarm, 
and by the states in which their fathers resided. 

Important differences in migration are shown by occupation. As 
might be expected, more sons of farmers tended to become farmers 
themselves than did sons of nonfarmers. Two-thirds of the upriver 
Idaho sons who farmed remained in the county where their fathers 
resided, while more than three-fourths of the farming sons in Utah 
did not migrate. In Idaho, over five times as many farmers' sons went 
into nonfarm occupations as remained in farming, while in Utah this 
ratio was about three to one. Of the farm sons who went into nonfarm 
work, most did migrate from their home county. One-fourth remained 
in Idaho counties and about 40 percent remained in the northern 
Utah counties. 

In Idaho, only 27 percent of nonfarm sons remained in the home 
county, while in Utah 41 percent remained. Nonfarm sons of both 
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Table 5. Migration behavior of respondents' sons 19 years of age and over from 
three Idaho counties in the Bear River drainage basin. 

Farm fathers Nonfarm fathers 

Location of farm sons nonfarm sons farm sons nonfa rm sons 
sons' residences no. % no. % no. % no. % 

Remained in 
home county 26 66.7 53 25.5 9 50.0 42 27.3 

Other rural 8 20.5 19 9.1 3 16.7 13 8.4 
Utah urban 

places 2.6 55 26.5 5.6 40 26.0 
Other places 

in Idaho 3 7.7 23 11.0 2 11.l 16 10.3 
All other 

places 1 2.6 55 26.4 3 16.8 38 24.6 
No answer 0 0.0 3 1.4 0 0.0 5 3.2 
Totals 39 100.0 208 100.0 18 100.0 154 100.0 

farm and nonfarm fathers had very similar patterns of migration for 
both states. Most children in nonfarm occupations migrated. However, 
larger proportions moved from the more rural Idaho areas than from 
Utah localities. A basic difference in the two areas was a higher degree 
of urbanization in the Utah counties. The presence of urbanization 
resulted in less migration. 

Some distinctions between these migrants are shown in Tables 5 
and 6. In Idaho, sons of both farmers and nonfarmers moved in about 
equal proportions to Utah urban places and to other states. These 
other states were largely on the west coast. Urban centers in nearby 
Utah were the most frequent destinations, followed by the west coast 
(not shown by itself). 

For Utah migrants, the same urban places also attracted the 
largest share, although about one-fourth of them left for several other 
states. The urbanized areas of Utah were the most frequent destina
tions for migrants. This was somewhat more the case for those origi
nating in Utah counties. The urban areas of the Great Basin are the 
central focus for opportunity for people from the Bear River Basin. 
In previous work (Andrews and Geertsen, 1968) it was found that 
this was also true for cultural and economic patterns, for example, 
shopping and trade, concerts, and religious and educational activity. 

The case of the Bear River Basin is instructive. The rural-to-urban 
movement has been fundamental in urbanization generally, and, as 
we can see, it has most directly affected those urbanized areas that 
are close by. This indicates the importance of urban economic growth 
to adjacent rural areas. 
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Table 6. Migration behavior of respondents' sons 19 years of age and over from 
two Utah counties in the Bear River drainage basin. 

Location of 
sons' residences 

Remained in 
home county 

Other rural 
Utah urban 
places 

Places in 
Idaho 

All other 
places 

No answer 
Totals 

Farm fathers 

farm sons 
no. % 

23 
0 

0 

6 
0 

30 

76.7 
0.0 

0.0 

3.3 

20.0 
0.0 

100.0 

nonfarm sons 
no. % 

38 39.2 
2 2.1 

29 29.8 

3 3.1 

25 25.8 
0 0.0 

97 100.0 

Summary 

Nonfarm fathers 

farm sons 
no. % 

8 
1 

0 

0 
0 

10 

80.0 
10.0 

10.0 

0.0 

0.0 
0.0 

100.0 

no nfarm sons 
no. % 

55 41.0 
5 3.7 

43 38.9 

3 2.2 

26 19.5 
2 1.5 

134 100.0 

Migration accounts for most of the above-average growth in cities 
of the arid West. People move because of economic development, 
amenities, aesthetics, and sentiment. Industrial development has 
occurred in the arid areas ; but, in general, most industry has located 
in humid areas. Although precise data are needed, it seems that much 
of the rapid population increase in arid states occurs for reasons less 
tangible than economic expansion, such as the amenities of warm 
weather, the stimulation of aesthetic interests in western lands, and 
the sentiments of those who originated in the region and wish to 
return, or those who have become attached and wish to move there. 

Mobility varies widely, and reasons for movement are likewise 
variable. Arizona migrants tend to fall into the category o~ 
for the Arizona winter months make living easier, while aesthetics and 
sentiment may be more important in other areas. Intangible reasons 
for mobility are expected to become more important as more members 
of the society move beyond the critical economic barrier into eco
nomic affluence, but these hypotheses should be tested in order to 
provide insight into what might be expected in the future. 

Although rapid rises in population appear to be characteristic of the 
West, it should be remembered that, as yet, the movement of great 
masses of population has been limited largely to California, although 
Arizona has received a moderate number of migrants, comparatively 
speaking. Movements into the mountain arid areas have been in thou
sands, rather than in millions. In addition, economic development, 
although active, has not been as extensive as elsewhere. 
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These differences correlate with the physical aspects of the West, 
but direct causality is difficult to establish. Since great economic de
velopment has not occurred in the four states examined, as it has in 
California, aridity and vast spaces seem to be two factors that affect 
the choices of economic institutions, which, in turn, may influence 
the choices of large numbers of people. However, several questions 
remain. Charles Howe (1968) has found that rates of growth in em
ployment were not directly related to water availability in the 1950-
1960 decade. Lack of water may not be a major deterrent to develop
ment in arid regions for some time to come, but pollution and aesthetic 
factors may be. The physical setting of the arid West may be said to 
accommodate certain interests and activities better than others, and 
the perceptions or preconceived expectations that people have of the 
area limit the use they make of it. 

Considerable caution still should be used against making indis
criminate claims of over-urbanization in the arid West. Ecological
social functions are not well defined and may vary widely by area. 
Nor are population impacts clearly understood. Little of our knowl
edge and technology has been directed toward the issue. What can be 
expected in future migration behavior is yet to be determined. We 
do know that there will be important increases in population and that 
people will have to live somewhere. With the exception of their warm 
regions, it is likely the arid areas will get no more than their share of 
population increase, but Arizona in particular may expect a greater 
proportion. Planning is imperative, and better knowledge of the 
prospects for arid areas is requisite to planning. Planning should take 
into account the present concentration of population in a few large 
urban areas versus possible interspersion of urban centers throughout 
the spacious areas of the West. 

It must be concluded that the unique problems and needs of arid 
lands are not clear in all aspects. Adjustments made for aridity con
sist largely of water-resources development. However, water 
alone is not now viewed as the ultimate limitation to more widespread 
urbanization except in local rural areas where it may be diverted to 
other localities. Given the capability to shift the location of water and 
develop methods of re-use, far more essential to urbanization is the 
attraction of economic resources which will provide jobs in these 
areas. 

Finally, in order to deal more precisely with the problems of arid 
areas, several matters are raised that will bear investigation. For 
instance, how fragile, actually, is the arid region with respect to carry
ing its share of human habitation, and what kinds of technological 
adjustments can be made available to help mitigate the problems aris-
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ing from its fragility? Population increases are virtually inevitable. 
How much population can the area tolerate? Much has been heard 
about inappropriate transfer of a wet-area culture to an arid area. 
What kinds of social institutional changes and behavioral changes 
are required to better adapt to arid regions? What motivating factors 
are already existent and what factors may be expected to develop that 
will affect the patterns of population in the region? How can the plan
ning of population centers in the future make for better use of the arid 
areas? 

In order to obtain more information on the impact of man upon 
the natural ecology and to understand the potential of the natural en
vironment, it is suggested that a major urbanizing area in the arid re
gion be studied comprehensively. For this purpose, it is recommended 
I) that the population and its manner of growth and distribution in 
relation to the physical features and the biological elements be 
studied; 2) that the engineering and physical changes or adjustments 
that have been made be evaluated in relation to what has happened 
and how things might have been done otherwise; 3) that economic 
functions be evaluated in relation to the arid ecology; 4) that the 
human culture be studied for elements that would affect the ecology, 
including behavior patterns, beliefs, and institutions; 5) that an eval
uation be made of the possibility of improving the application of 
technology to enhance the accommodation between the environment 
and the population, in order to answer questions about the role and 
limitations of technology in this capacity; and 6) that a study be con
ducted to determine what effects development will have on the quality 
of life, in its aesthetic as well as economic sense. 

The answers to these questions would provide a better perspec
tive on the mix of information needed for the growth and technologi
cal changes that are foreseeable-and for the planning that must ac
company these changes. 
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WATER SOURCE AND LIFE ZONE 
AS URBAN-FORM DETERMINANTS: 

THE NEW MEXICO EXPERIENCE 

William Weismantel 

New Mexico makes a superb case study of how arid and semi-arid 
conditions affect urbanization. Though the annual precipitation aver
ages 15 inches, rainfall varies greatly from place to place with eleva
tion (Alsberg, 1962). Relief ranges from 2840 to 13, 150 feet above 
sea level, and six of the seven Life Zones of North America are found 
within the state. There are perennial rivers, whose streamflow depends 
largely on melted snow from higher elevations. There also are ground
water, artesian basins, and intermittent streams. But there is less area 
in water than in any other state, though man-made reservoirs are in
creasing in number. 

These differing conditions within the state--average annual rain
fall, the vertical range in elevation, the variety of Life Zones, the 
variety of water sources--have given immigrants a choice of sites 
for establishing new settlements. 

Urbanization has been in progress in New Mexico for about 1000 
years, and has been carried on by a succession of different cultures. 
About 10 pueblos have existed continuously since before the landing 
of Columbus. There are several Spanish villages older than Plymouth, 
Massachusetts. Many types of urban economies typical of arid and 
semi-arid lands are represented: a system of forts built to conquer 
desert nomads; cities settled to serve subdued Navajo and Apache 
Indians; cities with hinterlands of dry farming or ranching; irrigated 
artesian cities; military-aviation and weapons-testing bases (which 
depend on abundant flying weather, or on barren target ranges); cities 
built for health seekers; and cities for vacationers. There are pre
Columbian cities and new towns of the l 970's. New Mexico, then, 
presents an array of natural arid and semi-arid conditions for urban 
settlement and has attracted a variety of settlement types. 

The story of its arid-lands urbanization is spun out historically in 
this paper. Of the natural influences, water source (perennial river, 
foot-of-mountain, underground) and Life Zone (Lower Desert, 
Upper Desert, Mountain) are the initial variables offered to explain 
the differences between layouts of contrasting arid and semi-arid cities. 
Life Zones were chosen because they are an index of precipitation and 
average temperature as well as of plant and animal life. 

For our purposes, the Transitional, Canadian, Hudsonian, and 
Alpine Life Zones are termed collectively the Mountain Zone. Ac-
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tually, 83 percent of the Mountain Zone is in the Transitional Life 
Zone, which seldom is found above 9500 feet. Zones above the 
Transitional in New Mexico are small in area, although they are of 
great importance for runoff, snow storage, skiing, timber, and some 
minerals. 

The Rocky Mountains extend into the state from the north (Fig. 1 ). 
The eastern third of New Mexico is High Plains, akin to West Texas 
and western Kansas. The southwestern corner of the state is a low 
basin with block mountains, similar to southern Arizona. North
western New Mexico is a high plateau, with mesas and volcanic necks 
and flows rising above it, and dry canyons cut into it. 

Most of the Mountain Life Zone lies in the north-central part of the 
state, on the upper Rio Grande; but the Sacramento Range also creates 
a welcome Mountain Zone in the southeast portion of New Mexico, 
while the Black Range lies to the southwest. If New Mexico were a 
flat plain, its average temperature would increase from north to south, 
and the average annual precipitation would increase from west to 
east. But it is elevation, rather than longitude or latitude, that most 
affects climate in New Mexico. 

The Mountain Zone is the coldest and wettest zone, with from I 6 
to 40 inches of precipitation annually. It is characterized by high 
valleys and meadows of grass, and stands of pine, spruce, and aspen. 
The Mountain Zone occupies 19 percent of the state, beginning be
tween 7000 and 8500 feet elevation on a northeastern slope, and from 
8000 to 9500 feet on a southwestern slope. The Upper Sonoran Zone 
(called the Upper Desert Zone in this paper) enjoys from 12 to I 6 
inches of annual precipitation. Its native vegetation includes blue 
grama grass, buffalo grass, sagebrush, and snakeweed. Salt grass and 
cottonwood are found along the rivers and piiion, juniper, and oak in 
Upper Desert foothills. The zone is located from 4500 feet elevation 
upward to the Mountain Zone. Occupying 65 percent of the land area 
of the state, the Upper Desert Zone extends for vast stretches of 100 
miles or more across the eastern High Plains. 

The Lower Sonoran Zone (called the Lower Desert Zone in this 
paper) receives from 8 to 12 inches of rainfall annually. It contains 
less natural vegetation than the higher, cooler, more moist zones; yet 
because of its long growing season, it becomes important for irrigated 
agriculture. Black grama grass, cacti, yucca, creosote bush, and mes
quite are common there. Grazing has severely reduced natural grass 
throughout this zone in southern New Mexico in the last 100 years 
(York and Dick-Peddie, 1969). The horizon of soil that supported it 
has washed down the arroyos or been blown into dunes (Dortignac, 
I 963). The Lower Desert Zone occupies 16 percent of the land area. 
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Figure 1 indicates the location of rivers and Life Zones (Beck and 
Haase, 1969). 

Indians in New Mexico Before 1598 

The term Pueblo can mean a type of Indian, the compact building 
group where he resides, or the building group and supporting irrigated 
lands, grazing lands, and forests that belong to his tribe from a Span
ish grant which predates United States possession of New Mexico. 
Before the tenth century, the forerunners of the Pueblo Indians were 
food gatherers and hunters. Their villages were small and temporary, 
and over centuries they had become familiar with the variety of water 
sources, Life Zones, and competing claims for territory in the semi
arid Southwest. After the tenth century, the Pueblos formed perma
nent settlements (Fig. 2), chosen by people who knew the region well 
from their food-gathering period. 

Each pueblo contains large buildings made of adobe or masonry, 
with wooden beams to support the roof, and divided into as many as 
500 cells. These compact buildings form a square or, in large pueblos, 
a rectangular plaza. There are yards for domestic fowl and animals, 
as well as irrigated lands whose fields are assigned to individual fami
lies, and beyond those are common lands for grazing. Above, the 
forests and mountains are a source of summer grazing, timber for 
fuel and construction, wild game, and sites for shrines and markers 
establishing territorial limits (Figs. 10, 11, and 12). 

In a wet, warm climate, dwellings must be separated so that 
summer breezes can bring relief to every corner of the village, while 
in the semi-arid zone villagers need walls to keep out blowing dust, 
and enclosed space to make shadows. Shade, rather than breeze, is 
the key to comfort in low humidity. The high-density, terraced pueb
lo buildings fit the semi-arid climate; and a compact community is 
more protected from nomadic raiders. 

Pueblo locations that survive generally are on a perennial stream, 
in the Upper Desert Life Zone, close to the Mountain Zone. The sur
viving locations are near one another-a system of adjacent pueblos. 
The traditional tribal territory of one village ends where that of the 
next begins, as with New England towns. Indians in the more remote 
pueblos were pushed centerward by raiding nomads, and pulled to the 
center by economic and social events, such as the annual market at 
Taos Pueblo. 

Almost until our own century, nomadic Indians kept the Pueblo and 
village communities of New Mexico confined in location and isolated 
from communication with the more settled urbanized regions to the 
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south and east. The nomads occupied far more land than the Pueblo 
Indians, but differently, and at lower density. The nomads inhabited 
the sweeping Sonoran desert beyond perennial rivers. They main
tained perpetual summer by moving to higher elevations as the days 
lengthened. There they gathered wild foods and hunted game. In the 
colder months the nomads migrated to lower elevations, hunted 
buffalo and small prairie game, and gathered edible grain. Hunter
warrior became warrior-hunter, the food gatherer became armed 
robber during the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, as an increasing 
number of incoming settlers invaded the vast but thinly endowed terri
tory of the nomad. To the Apache of those times an animal belonged 
to its captor and food to its gatherer. He raided indiscriminately 
against elk and horses, wild berries and Pueblo cornfields. Nomadic 
tribes were loose organizations of individual fighters and their fami
lies. They were not equipped politically to bargain over territory 
with other nomadic groups or with settlers. Friction also resulted 
from the territorial reductions the nomads experienced as a conse
quence of outward expansion of the Upper Rio Grande Pueblos and 
the network of Spanish settlements, as well as from westward displace
ment of the nomads by other settlements and transportation routes 
located further east. The range of each nomadic tribe increased as it 
evolved, during this period, from a pedestrian to an equestrian cul
ture. Down from Wyoming in the l 700's came the Comanches, fierce 
horse-borne battlers. They threatened all trespassers on their adopted 
lands, which lay east of the Pecos River. 

Northwestern New Mexico now is the permanent territory of the 
Navajo, along with adjacent Arizona. This group absorbed weaving, 
sheep-tending and farming from the Pueblo Indians, but they con
tinued to make raids and would not accept fixed boundaries until 
they were defeated by the United States Army in 1864. The Utes and 
Jicarilla Apaches to the north and the Mescalero Apaches to the 
southeast are nomadic tribes who gave up their claim to lower, flatter 
elevations and retreated to mountain reservations. These now have 
fixed boundaries (Fig. 6). 

The Mission Period, 1598-1680 

Between 1536 and 1598 about a half-dozen explorations of New 
Mexico were made by Spanish soldiers and missionaries from the 
south. No gold was found, but too many Pueblo Indians had been 
converted to Christianity for New Spain to abandon its poor colony. 
Spanish settlement in New Mexico between I 598 and 1680 was most
ly missionary in purpose. 
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When Don Juan de Oft.ate from Mexico established the first Spanish 
settlement in 1598, near San Juan Pueblo, local landforms were part 
of the creation myths of the Pueblos. By dances and prayers they asked 
the Sky, a male figure, to drop rain on Mother Earth. To live at each 
Pueblo came a band of Spanish priests and soldiers, bringing with 
them a baptism cult that originated in the semi-arid lands of the Mid
east. The Spanish blessed and poured water on each Pueblo Indian 
head. The Indian pueblo builders applied their skill in adobe brick 
making to enclose high, narrow sacred spaces as directed by the in
vading baptizers. The Indians retained their outdoor ceremonial 
spaces and their half-buried kivas, which are religious gathering
places. The Spanish baptizers ate the food grown by the Pueblo In
dians and accepted their labor. To the community economy the Span
ish contributed sheep, horses, the wheel, metal, and new seeds. They 
also helped in defense against nomadic raiders. 

Over a dozen new Spanish villages were founded between 1598 and 
1680. Several were located 40 to 80 miles south of the main system 
of pueblos. These new villages were along the Rio Grande, on the 
supply route between New Spain and its northern missionary colony 
(Fig. 3). A few Spanish villages were established in this period away 
from the Rio Grande in high mountain valleys. 

By 1680 there were 2800 Spanish settlers in New Mexico, includ
ing 32 Franciscan padres. There were 16,000 Indians--mostly in the 
pueblos--who had received Christian baptism rites and were sharing 
life in agricultural communities with their conqueror-evangelists. This 
missionary period came to a close with the revolt of the Pueblo In
dians in 1680. The Spanish first retreated to Santa Fe, but the Indians 
diverted the city's water supply. The Spanish then retreated south, 
out of New Mexico. Many of them founded the village of El Paso. But 
in 1692, Don Diego de Vargas marched north to reconquer the Pueblo 
Indians and reopen New Mexico for Spanish settlers. 

The Spanish Pastoral Period, 1692-1846 

De Vargas began a 156-year phase of Spanish and Mexican settle
ment of New Mexico which ended with the ceding of New Mexico to 
the United States. After the reconquest in 1692, the missions were 
rebuilt; the padres and soldiers returned. Most Spanish immigrants of 
this period sought virgin sites where they might farm and build com
munities. They came to occupy land, not to take gold or baptize 
natives. They made new settlements whose internal economy de
pended on the water from the Rio Grande (Hay, 1963), and whose 
external economy depended on the Chihuahua-Santa Fe trail. Other 
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families moved out radially from Santa Fe to form agricultural villages 
in high mountain valleys and along tributaries of the Santa F ~. such as 
the Santa Cruz River (Fig. 4) . These villages depended on farming and 
sheep raising. The economy was largely self-sustaining, with only 
minor trade for goods brought from Chihuahua. Goods were 
exchanged among pueblos, nomads, and villages at Santa Fe, Pecos, 
and Taos. The fertile mountain valleys were divided into ribbons of 
ownership, with each ribbon following a watercourse (Figs. 13, 14, 
and 16). Irrigation associations, or acequias, were formed to build, 
maintain, and distribute water diverted by irrigation (Imhoff, 1963). 
The land grant held by the villagers in common usually included irri
gable land for crops and orchards, as well as pasture lands and the 
forests that were sources of pifion nuts, vigas (building beams), and 
game. Sheep were driven to high-altitude pastures in the summer. 
This was a hierarchical social order (Gonzalez, 1969). Priests held 
ceremonial and moral power, while patrons, the large landowners, 
held economic apd political power. 

The Church provided feasts, penance, and other rituals according 
to an annual liturgical cycle well suited to the semi-arid pastoral con
ditions of the Holy Land, Spain, New Spain, and New Mexico. It was 
a religion of allusions to the Shepherd, to grain, to washing of feet, 
to baptism with water, to the rich man and the poor man. 

Between 1692 and 1848, the Spanish population increased from a 
reconquest force of about 400 persons to over 50,000, through both 
migration from Mexico and prodigious natural increase. During the 
next period of settlement, between 1848 and 1900, the population of 
New Mexican non-Indians increased to I 95,000. Migration from 
Mexico and large family size continued during this half-century, and 
Anglos from the United States added to the numbers. 

Development as United States Territory, 1848-1900 

During the last half of the nineteenth century, the existing com
munities attracted new settlers from Mexico and the United States, 
and assumed more functions (Gregg, 1968). New activities tied these 
cities to a national economy. For example, in Eastern cities, Las 
Vegas, New Mexico, a farming community (Fig. I 9), was promoted 
by the Santa Fe railroad as a health resort. An agricultural college 
(now a university) was established at Las Cruces, and a mining school 
at Socorro. Santa Fe became the territorial capital. 

Eighteen Pueblo communities were assured the land base needed to 
continue their farming, sheep-herding and hunting economies: in 
1856 the Surveyor General of the United States investigated and up
held Pueblo claims to title based on Spanish grants. 
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New settlements of this period were made for four different 
purposes: farming, mining, military invasion of nomadic territory, 
and railroading. New towns, based on traditional pastoral economies, 
were settled in mountain valleys in north-central New Mexico and 
along the Gila and Mimbres Rivers in the Black Range to the south
west. The Mimbres River goes underground where it reaches the arid 
desert in southern New Mexico. Deming was settled over the Mimbres 
River, in the Lower Sonoran Desert, 30 miles from the Mountain Life 
Zone, in a former Apache realm. Deming depended from the begin
ning on pumps to recover groundwater; in this regard it anticipated 
the kinds of locations favored by twentieth-century cities in New 
Mexico. 

The north-central New Mexico settlements of 1848-1900 continued 
a two-century pattern of expansion outward from the upper Rio 
Grande urban spine of Sante Fe, Espanola, San Juan, and Taos. New 
settlements included Questa, Truchas, Mora, El Rita, and Tierra 
Amarilla. 

Anxieties suffered by all immigrants were intensified for the Anglos 
coming west to New Mexico in this period. The territory was a long 
overland journey from the last American city. The climate and land
scape were utterly unfamiliar. Pueblo Indians and Spanish villagers 
looked foreign and clannish, few spoke English, and they claimed most 
of the easily settled land. The rest of New Mexico was claimed by 
nomadic Indians. 

The United States government urged settlers to homestead or buy 
public lands anywhere in nomadic territory, and established military 
forts to enforce this policy. The forts were one of the few familiar 
sights to be seen by the Anglos, who looked to them for emotional and 
personal security. Each fort was actually a base of operations for 
mounted counter-nomads, who were charged with ridding its hinter
land of hostile nomads. As shown in Figure 5, most of the forts were in 
remote locations, some on rivers, others out on the vast plains. 

Mining towns in mountain locations were also a phenomenon of 
this period. These towns lasted while the ore held out; the forts lasted 
until the nomads were exhausted. 

The San Juan River in the northwestern corner of New Mexico was 
settled by Mormons and other groups from Colorado and Utah. The 
cities of Aztec (site of a twelfth-century Pueblo ruin), Bloomfield, and 
Farmington overlooked the irrigated orchards and fields of this fertile ) 
valley. To the east, the Pecos, another irrigable river remote from the 
traditional north-central urban spine, also attracted settlements during 
this period: Santa Rosa, Puerta de Luna, and Roswell. 
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Railroad towns were laid out after 1877. Raton and Chama were 
natural railhead locations at openings to mountain passes. Springer 
and Gallup were at crossroads of two passes, and at predictable loca
tions for cities of a rail or highway civilization. Estancia, which has 
a spring, and Alamogordo, located at the foot of mountain streams, 
attracted railroad stations because water was available there to refill 
engines. Estancia had a dry-farming and beef-raising hinterland that 
needed rail service. Timber could be cut and shipped by rail from 
Alamogordo. Lordsburg and Clayton became railroad stops be
cause they were central to resource hinterlands around them, es
pecially cattle raising. 

A National System of Cities, 1900-1930 

By the end of the nineteenth century, the surviving nomads had 
retreated to reservations with fixed boundaries, leaving thousands 
of square miles of Sonoran Desert for Anglos to settle. Railroads and 
roads penetrated remote areas and tied the whole to the national 
economy. New technology was available for dam building, deep 
pumps, and irrigation. Agencies of the federal government made 
water available. 

Two types of settlement resulted from these influences: those on the 
plains in the Upper Desert Zone, and those on perennial rivers in the 
Lower Desert or arid zone. Some of the Upper Sonoran settlements, 
for example Mountainair and Clovis, were located to serve nearby 
ranches, though the townsites offered little in themselves. Other 
Upper Desert plains settlements are located above groundwater which 
is brought up by motor-driven pumps for irrigation. Portales and 
Hobbs are typical of this class. 

As shown by Figure 6, many Lower Desert cities along the Pecos 
River developed between 1900 and 1930. Area farmers near Artesia, 
Carlsbad, and Loving take Pecos River water to irrigate alfalfa and 
cotton. There is ranching in the hinterlands. There is a similar use of 
water along the lower Rio Grande, in the Las Cruces area. Tucumcari, 
an Upper Sonoran plains city, serves farmland irrigated with water 
from the Conchas Dam 30 miles away on the Canadian River. 

Mining towns, many built and owned by the mining corporations, 
were opened during this period at higher elevations in many parts of 
the state.Towns also were opened to serve nomadic Indians on their 
reservations. These towns have schools, retail outlets, and administra
tive buildings, but little housing, the town "residents" preferring to 
live widely distributed out on the reservation. In this manner Ship
rock serves the Navajos, the Dulce, and the Jicarillo Apaches, while 
Mescalero serves the Apaches of the same name. 
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Historic Overview 

This overview is based upon Beck's New Mexico: A History of 
Four Centuries (1962). 

Until 1900, most urban settlement in New Mexico took place in 
the Upper Desert Zone, on perennial water sources near the Mountain 
Zone. Each settlement was an autonomous community with a self
sustaining territory, economy, and social organization. The territory 
of the Pueblo tribe or Spanish land-grant village included a water 
source and irrigable, grazing, and mountain land. The latter supplied 
snowmelt, game, building material, fuel, summer grazing, and reli
gious and defensive retreats. The pueblo or village conducted minimal 
trade with the outside world. The Pueblo Indian had strong tribal 
organizations. All land was owned in common. Particular plots were 
assigned to families for gardening, but title remained in the tribe and 
reverted to it when gardening stopped. The Spanish villagers were 
similarly bound together by religion and kinship. Villagers held the 
irrigation system and parts of the land grant in common. Patrons and 
priests were village leaders. 

These two styles of community were interdependent. There was 
intermarriage, sharing of the Spanish baptism cult, trade, and sharing 
of common defense against nomads. Most of the pueblos and villages 
were near one another. The grant or territory of one began at the 
border of the next. They began an extended metropolitan region as 
early as 1600. 

By 1970 this form of settlement occupies much land, though many 
Spanish land grants have been acquired by Anglo ranchers, by cor
porations, or by the United States Government for national forests. 
Pueblo Indians and Spanish villages have weak economies by national 
standards, and out-migration threatens their survival. The Espafiola
to-Taos urban spine of the sixteenth to nineteenth centuries is thinly 
settled in 1970, as shown in Figure 7. 

Instead, Los Alamos, Santa Fe, and Albuquerque make up a new 
urban spine. Employment opportunities there have permitted some 
Indians and villagers to abandon their pastoral pursuits and improve 
their incomes. Yet the residents of these cities enjoy proximity to 
perennial water and to the diversity of Life Zones, as did the early 
pastoral settlements. 

Most of the population of New Mexico is in settlements made since 
1900, separated by great distances from the historic upper Rio Grande 
region. Compare Figures 7 and 8. Elevations of selected locations 
are provided in Table 1. Many new settlements, such as Clayton, 
Clovis, Portales, Loving, and Hobbs, are located on the plain of the 
Upper Desert, especially in the southeast quarter of the state. 
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Table 1. Elevation in feet of selected sites in New Mexico. 

Sire Elevation Site Elev al ion 

Truchas 8000 Chama 7860 
Los Alamos 7330 Taos Pueblo 7100 
Santa Fe 6996 Taos 6950 
Ruidoso 6900 Raton 6600 
Grants 6460 Las Vegas 6435 
Estancia 6100 Silver City 5900 
Clayton 5050 Albuquerque 4950 
Alamogordo 4335 Lordsburg 4245 
Tucumcari 4135 Ute Lake 3800 
Roswell 3600 Hobbs 3600 
Loving 3100 Carlsbad 3100 

Another type of new settlement is found in the Lower Desert zone on 
or near the Lower Rio Grande or the Pecos River. Truth or Conse
quences, Las Cruces, Roswell, Artesia, and Carlsbad are among these. 
Although a backdrop of mountains is not necessary to the economy of 
these modern cities, their residents are deprived of mountains as an 
immediate source of aesthetic satisfaction and recreation. 

On the other hand, a few relatively recent towns lie in or close to 
mountains, among them Raton, Chama, Taos, Los Alamos, Grants 
at the foot of 11,389-ft Mount Taylor, Silver City beneath Black Peak 
(9035 ft), Alamogordo at the foot of Alamo Peak (9700 ft), and Rui
doso below Sierra Blanca ( 12,003 ft) . These mountain places are 
visited by desert residents who seek cool air in summer and powdered 
snow in winter. 

Whether in the mountains or on the plains, each of these centers 
is, of course, part of a national interconnection of cities that exchange 
goods and services. If the national economy and its transportation 
and communication systems were to deteriorate, residents of the cities 
would suffer, while those remaining in pueblos and Spanish pastoral 
villages could produce many of their own products and services. But 
as long as the national economy thrives, New Mexico's modern cities 
are able to provide higher incomes to their residents than can the 
traditional pueblos and villages. 

Influences of Aridity on Urban Development 

The pueblos and Spanish villages were settled in ideal natural loca
tions found only in arid lands: their housing areas lay in the valleys 
where winter temperatures were moderate, sunshine was abundant, 
adobe housing was easily constructed, and water was available from 
mountain runoff for irrigation and domestic use. Higher elevations 
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close at hand supplied grazing land, game, certain foods, building 
materials, defensive retreats, and shrines. An idyllic existence, largely 
independent of the rest of the world, was possible. 

The desert conditions that surrounded them made a self-supporting 
economy essential. This isolation was maintained into the twentieth 
century, because it was not until then that the expanding Yankee or 
Anglo civilization penetrated the desert and overcame the nomads who 
encircled the Pueblo and Spanish village enclaves. Later, special
purpose cities were formed in New Mexico to exchange goods and 
services with the national system of cities. Dry-area products and 
services such as cotton, cattle, wool, atomic research, military avia
tion, and access to health and recreation lands are exchanged with 
humid-area products and services. 

For the future, several trends can be forecast in styles of urbaniza
tion in the arid and semi-arid reaches. The ideal of living in a self
supporting community will gain new strength. Pueblo Indians and 
Spartish villagers have never given it up. But now the ideal is gaining 
understanding among members of the Anglo majority who control the 
resources needed to make this style of life comparable in its rewards 
to a metropolitan style of life. 

As transportation and communications improve, New Mexico can 
expect migrating heads of family who seek the livability advantages 
of arid lands, and who support their families by producing light-weight 
products that are marketed in the humid regions. 

The United States is entering a post-industrial era. More and more 
of its citizens are consumers, rather than producers, of goods and 
services. These consumers are often persons who live from capital 
accumulated by their fathers, individuals on pensions, divorcees, or 
retirees. New Mexico and other arid lands will attract many of them. 
Arid-lands cities built for some of the nation's welfare families also 
are a possibility. 

As the world community becomes more closely knit, New Mexico 
will be attractive to immigrants from arid lands of other parts of the 
world. It will provide educational services to emigrants from the 
United States to other arid lands, especially Mexico and Latin 
America. 

Water and Life Zones as Urban Form Determinants 

Here are recommended formal characteristics of cities in arid and 
semi-arid lands, using the best observed practices of New Mexico 
cities as examples. Sources are aerial photographs of New Mexico 
cities taken by the U.S. Department of Agriculture, field observations, 
and interviews with residents of 13 cities. The goal of the recom-
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mendations is cities which have an identity and livability based on 
how well each fits its water source and life zone. 

Light.-Daylight, sunlight, starlight, moonlight, miracle-mile light 
are pervasive in New Mexico communities. There are few overcast 
days (more towards the Mountain Zone), and the air has little mois
ture or haze to obstruct light. Shade, even semi-darkness, outdoors 
and indoors is necessary to give texture to a person's daytime exposure 
to light. In New Mexico you get to know the sun well, like a brother: 

Praise to thee, my Lord, for all thy creatures, 
Above all Brother Sun 
Who brings us the Day and lends us his light. ... 
Love is he, radiant with great splendor, 
And speaks to us of Thee, 0 Most High. 

(St. Francis of Assisi, A.O. 1225, The Song of 
Brother Sun and of all His Creatures, lines 8-12) 

Permanence.-Once a road is opened or structure erected in arid 
lands, it will be there for a long time. Flora and water, two agents of 
deterioration, are scarce. And because the land that surrounds them is 
inexpensive and relatively idle, arid-lands cities grow horizontally 
rather than through central redevelopment. 

Permanence can be seen among the illustrations in the Aztec ruins 
(Fig. 10); in Taos Pueblo (Fig. 12), where the outline of an eight
eenth-century defensive wall is visible; and in Socorro (Fig. 17), where 
a free-form pre-Columbian irrigation pattern can be seen. The Indian 
farmers whose fields are so patterned left Socorro almost 300 years 
ago. Las Vegas (Fig. 19) shows horizontal expansion. A Spanish
period plaza, ca. 1833, can be seen to the west, a railroad-era business 
district to the east. Many of the photographs, such as that of the west 
mesa of Albuquerque (Fig. 24), show streets which have been 
"opened" with a grader so that absentee lot buyers, if they come that 
way, can see their speculative purchases. Many New Mexico residents 
find their ghost towns, their ruins of the past, satisfying features of 
life in arid lands. 

Orientation of Buildings.-The long buildings of the pueblos are 
oriented with their major axis facing slightly west from an east-west 
alignment. This can be seen in the Aztec ruins (Fig. l 0), Santo Do
mingo Pueblo (Fig. 11 ), and Taos Pueblo (Fig. 12). This orientation 
has been followed in the long residential buildings of Walker Air 
Force Base (Fig. 29). Such an orientation presents minimal exposure 
to the late-afternoon sun, and maximum exposure to the midday 
winter sun. 
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Streets.-For the best orientation of conventional detached family 
housing, residential streets should be aligned east-west, folJowing the 
1000-year precedent of the pueblos. When the land is tilted so that it 
slopes east or west, with its north-south axis fairly flat, many de
velopers align streets north-south rather than east-west. This mini
mizes grading and may afford a mountain or vailey view, but it adds to 
summer air-cooling costs and winter heating costs. 

If minor residential streets are aligned east-west as recommended, 
the north-south collector streets might be developed for ribbon retail 
activities. This allows nearby residents to reach stores by means of 
sidewalks. Since windows are not important to retail buildings, a 
north-south alignment for these buildings would be acceptable. 

Many streets in New Mexico communities have gravel or dust 
surfaces. This is a major cause of air pollution. Paving is the obvious 
solution. Less obvious are longer blocks, which reduce unnecessary 
street length. 

In the Mountain Life Zone, street alignment will be influenced by 
the slope of the land and by the location of mountain passes. Figures 
13 and 14, Taos and Truchas, demonstrate this. Compare Clayton 
(Fig. 22), a plains city. 

There is a boulevard which extends south from the central business 
district of Roswell to the center of Walker Air Force Base, a six-mile
long axis. This boulevard has enormous symbolic power. It relates its 
users to the vast plains around Roswell, and to the experience of 
flight. 

Building massing.-Notice the lineal open spaces between the rows 
of buildings at Santo Domingo Pueblo (Fig. I 1 ). One of these is the 
main ceremonial plaza. It is bowl shaped so that spectators can look 
down at the dancers. The main kiva, a partly underground shrine, is 
at the east end of this plaza. Long plazas also can be seen at Taos 
Pueblo (Fig. 12) and at San Juan Pueblo. Square plazas are found at 
Cochiti, Sandia, Santa Clara, and Isleta pueblos. The square plaza 
seems to indicate a smaIIer pueblo. Extensive building coverage and 
small open spaces enclosed by walls are appropriate substitutes for 
trees and lawns. The Spanish village of Taos (Fig. 13) shows these 
principles. Recent residential development in Albuquerque featuring 
small lots enclosed by walls is in the same tradition (Fig. 25). In 
a plains city such as Roswell, taII buildings are useful as visual sub
stitutes for mountains (Fig. 28). A building with a strong sculptural 
character, that is, an unusual or monumental building, is more notice
able in a plains city than in a mountain city. A cone-shaped storage 
structure near the center of Roswell demonstrates this. 
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Shape of Communities in the Horizontal Plane 

Irrigated lands attract non-farm residential development because 
water can be obtained from shallow wells and there are roads, trees, 
and verdure. Espaf\ola (Fig. 16) and the Rio Grande Valley in the 
Albuquerque area exemplify this. Also see Carlsbad (Fig. 20). Other 
examples can be cited where non-farm residential growth is diverted 
from irrigated lands. The west bank of the Rio Grande at Espanola 
and the eastward expansion of Socorro (Fig. 17) are representative. 
Within Indian pueblos, dwellings are almost never permitted to 
invade irrigated land. 

When an irrigation farmer and a municipal corporation are compet
ing for the right to drill water wells in an area where neither has 
pumped water previously, economists have demonstrated that the 
municipal corporation should prevail. More wealth is produced by a 
gallon of water rushing through city water mains than by a gallon 
poured into an alfalfa or lettuce field. But when an irrigated field 
has been established first, and the question is whether non-farm resi
dential development should be permitted to displace it, the irrigation 
activity should in most cases prevail. 

In seasons (or years) of water abundance, water not needed for 
urban purposes could be diverted to crop raising if fields are avail
able. This option applies mostly to fields that can be irrigated by 
river water (surface water) rather than to fields irrigated entirely by 
water pumped from wells (groundwater). 

Irrigated fields near a city can help feed its residents and can feed 
the dairy and meat animals that supply the residents' tables. Irrigated 
lands nearby are a visual and recreation resource to the residents of 
the town. Such land is in many cases subject to flooding and has poor 
air drainage, especially if surface water is used for irrigation. These 
are reasons for refraining from urban homebuilding there. 

It is likely that there is open land available nearby at higher eleva
tions, perhaps with rolling topography, which is not used for irriga
tion farming. The municipality should discourage land developers 
from trying to utilize the irrigated fields and direct them toward this 
higher land. The land developer, faced with a barren mesa rather 
than tree-lined irrigated fields, will have to invent community charac
ter to attract home buyers, lacking the "gentleman farmer" aura of the 
irrigated fields to support his venture. 

Where groundwater is near the surface and easily reached by wells, 
scattered non-farm residential development can be expected. Compare 
Portales (Fig. 21 ), where this water source is available, with Clayton 
(Fig. 22), and Lordsburg (Fig. 23), where groundwater is too deep for 
the would-be builder of a residence on a country road out from town. 
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Scatteration is another issue, separate from that of competition 
between crops and houses for an irrigated field, which was treated 
earlier. As used here, the term refers to a sparse distribution pattern 
of urban development. Scatteration in the Portales manner causes 
loss of farmland and premature cutting up of future urban land. It 
raises the cost of school transportation and makes country roads 
appear, to the motorist, to be urban, when he might prefer to see wide 
open spaces. 

Where cities expand into desert, as in the northeast heights of Albu
querque, land can be purchased in large tracts. This gives the devel
oper an opportunity to plan and develop on a larger scale than can his 
humid-land counterpart. Because there are no upper-middle-class 
exurbanites in possession of the belt of open land around cities in arid 
and semi-arid lands, land developers can divide land into small lots, 
erect apartments, or try new design without this familiar opposition. 
This means that they have more opportunity to be innovative and 
meet the needs of moderate-income families in arid lands than in 
humid lands. This is not true of urban expansion into irrigated lands, 
such as the Rio Grande Valley around Albuquerque. Figure 31 pre
sents a graphic summary of the issues we have been discussing. 

Streams.-ln the Mountain Zone, streams that pass through cities 
have natural tree growth around them. If these streams and their trees 
are left undisturbed, the character of the Mountain Zone city as a 
place dominated by its natural setting is reinforced. Compare the 
streams through Taos Pueblo (Fig. I 2) and Las Vegas (Fig. I 9) with 
the relatively treeless riverbanks and streambanks in lower-elevation 
Carlsbad (Fig. 20) and Roswell (Fig. 28). In the more arid locations 
there is reason to place streams underground through portions of the 
city, to minimize evaporation losses and yet permit the streams to be 
seen where visibility is desired. 

Cahoon Park in Roswell, a 5000-foot stretch of Spring River, 
shows model treatment of an intermittent stream passing through a 
Lower Desert city. The park, about 500 feet wide, is an open volume 
available for flood waters. Constructed by the WPA during the I 930's, 
it features extensive tree planting, as well as landforms, low walls, 
and attractive paving stones fitted into the stream banks. Steps, ledges, 
and other details are abundant. There are picnic tables, a vehicular 
parkway, and a senior citizens' building. The park widens out onto the 
municipal golf course at the west end. Only about a fourth of Spring 
River through Roswell has been developed in such a rich manner. 

Irrigation Canals.--Santo Domingo (Fig. I I) demonstrates how an 
irrigation canal can be brought to the housing area of a community for 
visual effect, and to separate one portion of a community, such as its 
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housing area, from another portion, such as the irrigated fields. The 
bank alongside an irrigation canal is an attractive path for pedestrians 
or equestrians, but this use must be formalized or riparian owners will 
erect obstacles. 

Lakes and Reservoirs.-In the Mountain Zone, where there is more 
rainfall and more runoff from snow, where evaporation losses are not 
so great, and where grasses and trees grow naturally around bodies of 
water, lakes for recreation and aesthetic interest are appropriate. 

Is it a wasteful exposure of surface water to evaporation to dam up, 
say, four miles of Pecos River through the Lower Desert for recreation 
purposes? Not when the lake rests in the center of a city, as with Lake 
Carlsbad (Fig. 20). There is swimming, boating and picnicking along 
the publicly owned stretches of lake shoreline. (The water would be 
even more intensively used if the entire shoreline were accessible to 
the public.) The lake gives Carlsbad a resort quality, and attracts vaca
tioners and elderly migrants to the city. Ute Lake (Fig. 30) is an 
example of a large body of water in the Lower Desert Zone which is 
removed from urban population and therefore not so intensively used. 
Furthermore, Ute Lake is much wider than Lake Carlsbad and ex
poses more water to evaporation for the same length of shoreline. 

In cities of lower elevations, interviews show that nearby bodies of 
water are cherished by residents. Yet New Mexico and other arid 
regions need aquatic substitutes for large bodies of water for urban 
residents. Fountains, swimming pools, and lagoons which run parallel 
to parkways or other paths are means of providing water for recreation 
and visual enjoyment, with minimal evaporation losses. Enclosing or 
shading a pool can add to its use and reduce evaporation. 

Trees.-Trees are more abundant in the higher elevations in arid 
and semi-arid lands. In a Mountain Zone the image of the city in the 
natural forest can be enhanced by random coniferous trees. This im
pression is strong to the motorist entering Chama. Note the abundance 
of trees around Truchas (Fig. 14), compared with Lordsburg (Fig. 23), 
which is 3763 feet lower in elevation. 

The University area of Albuquerque (Fig. 27) furnishes an example 
of trees along a boulevard. This is a relief to motorists, compared to 
a wide major street which is open to the glare of the sun. Just west of 
the University area in Albuquerque are perhaps the highest residential 
property values in New Mexico. This quarter is notable for heavy 
tree growth. Estancia (Fig. 15) has an oasis character because of trees. 
Dense, umbrella-like tree massing, with branches beginning above 
the head of a standing adult, has been cultivated in cities in North 
Africa and Spain, and would be useful in the American Southwest. 
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At Aztec Ruins National Monument (Fig. 10) can be seen one of the 
more benign (that is, shaded) parking lots in New Mexico. 

In the Lower Desert Zone, where trees are not easily grown, sub
stitutes to provide shade and marked-off space can be found, including 
walls, landforms, and canopies. 

Lawns.-A watered lawn is a great delight to most home-owning 
families in New Mexico communities. The actual area which is 
watered can be reduced by use of walls as a substitute for horizontal 
space, by reducing the size of front and side yards, and by inter
mingling paved and lawn areas. 

Hinterlands.-Communities developed before 1900 were mostly 
at the foot of mountains. Residents had a perennial water source and 
several Life Zones within easy access. The economic necessity for such 
a location has disappeared, but there are still livability and psycho
logical advantages. The mountains provide a variety of climate and are 
accessible for recreation in winter and summer. Within such a foot-of
mountain community there are places for a great range of building 
types and life styles: in Albuquerque, for example, there are Valley 
people, West Mesa people, Heights people, and Sandia Mountain 
people. 

Generally, residents of plains cities in New Mexico rather quickly 
ran out of things to say about their surroundings to interviewers, while 
residents of foot-of-mountain cities poured out verpal images at 
length. The man-made portion of the plains city can be a substitute for 
the natural features of foot-of-mountain cities. Attention also should 
be given to the enrichment of the hinterlands of plains cities. Residents 
of such cities spoke of the pleasure of walking through arroyos, look
ing at rocks and arrowheads. Belts of trees could be planted around 
plains cities, just as windbreaks are planted around ranches. Enor
mous earthforms, created by teams of sculptors and bulldozer opera
tors, should be tried. If the rangeland available adjacent to the plains 
city could be kept free of grazing animals and given technical atten
tion, perhaps native grasses could be restored. This would encourage 
pedestrians, equestrians, and motorcyclists from a plains city to ex
perience the vast space around their city, rather than be intimidated by 
it. 

Designing Cities to Fit Life Zones 

To observe a series of cities located in increasingly higher Life 
Zones, from Lower Desert to Upper Desert to Mountain Zone, is to 
notice that water, grasses, and trees become gradually more abundant. 
In a Lower Desert city the residents, especially the recent arrivals, 
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will look for expanses of water, wide lawns, and shade trees. Their 
expectancy is a challenge to the urban designer, both to create an 
illusion that these amenities are plentiful and to provide substitutes for 
them. If the urban designer fails, the residents will either suffer depri
vation or they will indulge themselves with water and flora at great 
cost in water usage. 

The city located near several Life Zones, such as the traditional 
foot-of-mountain pueblo or village, has natural advantages for its resi
dents. A diversity of environments both for men and buildings is at 
hand. The greater challenge to the urban designer is the city located 
with only one or a few Life Zones nearby. Its architecture must be a 
substitute for varied landforms, and climatic difference must be 
manufactured indoors. The physical environment of such a city, like 
the social environment of every community, depends on creative 
individuals and human organization for completeness. The residents of 
such a city live more in an artifact than in nature. 
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Fig. 10. Aztec: ruins and portion of the modern community. 
The E-shaped twelfth-century Pueblo ruin of 500 rooms opens 
its plaza to the south for exposure lo winter sun, 1962. (Figs. 
10-30: Scale~' 1000' 2000'; top is N, 1" = 1667' .) 

Fig. 11. The building area of Santo Domingo Pueblo, 1963. 
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Fig. 12. The building area of the Indian pueblo, San Geronimo 
de Taos, 1962. Note free-form irrigated fields. 

_:·~ 
Fig. 13. The Spanish town of Don Fernando de Taos, 1962. 
Walls and extensive coverage of land by buildings are suitable to 
a sunny, semi-arid climate. 
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Fig. 14. Truchas, at 8000', one of the highest pastoral Spanish 
villages, 1962. Woodlands above the village are now part of the 
national forest. 

Fig. IS. Estancia became a rail stop because water was avail
able for steam engines. Note oasis-like use of shade trees. 1966. 
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Fig. 16. Urbanization displacing irrigated farms and orchards 
in Espanola, 1962. By contrast, new development on the west side 
of the Rio Grande is above the flood plain. 

Fig. 17. Urban expansion of Socorro occurring to the west, on 
higher slopes, leaving irrigated farm land for agriculture, 1963. 
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Fig. 18. Virden, a Lower Sonoran farm village on the Gila 
River, 1964. 

Fig. 19. The Galtinas River, separating the two Las Vegas 
communities, 1964. 
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Fig. 20. Pecos River through Carlsbad, 3100', 1964. Irrigated 
lands attract suburban housing because such lands have tree 
growth, green fields, and a "gentleman farmer" aura, and because 
wells, pumps, and water rights are already available. 

Fig. 21. Portales and surrounding area, where water can be 
drilled at shallow depths, 1966. Such land attracts scattered sub
urban housing. 
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Fig. 22. Clayton, an Upper Sonoran Life Zone city, 5050', 
serving ranches in the hinterland, 1968. Note compact residential 
development, and absence of surface water and agriculture. 

Fig. 23. Lordsburg, a Lower Sonoran city, 4245', with no 
surface water and little flora, 1964. 
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Fig. 24. Mesa west of Albuquerque, where large lots and 
watered fairways exemplify humid-zone features in arid climate, 
1963. 
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Fig. 25. Northeast heights of Albuquerque, 1955. 
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Fig. 26. Northeas~ heights of Albuquerque, 1963 (same portion 
as shown in Fig. 25). Land for urban expansion is available in 
large tracts around Albuquerque. The desert is empty before 
development. There are no upper-middle-class exurbanites to 
oppose small-lot development and apartments. Such an exurban 
"opposition belt" surrounds many humid-area metropolises. 
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Fig. 27. Albuquerque, 1955. Compare the tree-lined boulevard 
two blocks south to Central Avenue, U.S. 66, a glare-full chan
nel. The shaded streets west of the University are a high-land
value enclave. 
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Fig. 28. Rocky Arroyo Hondo passing near the Roswell central 
business district, 1964. Tall buildings substitute for mountains as 
reference points in a plains city. 
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Fig. 29. Long dormitory buildings, oriented like Pueblo 
buildings, at Walker Air Force Base, Roswell, 1964. The detached 
housing in superblocks requiring extensive watering to maintain 
common lawns shows less climatic adaptation. 



Fig. 30. Ute Lake, in the Lower Sonoran Zone at 3800', 1955. Its shore line 
lacks tree growth characteristic of humid-zone lakes, and it loses large quantities 
of water through evaporation. 
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Preurban use and water Urban development Rationale 
source policies 

A crops irrigated by surface urban buildings not avoid flood risk; make 
water recommended visual variety (farms 

(parkland, yes) within city); irrigate with 
surplus runoff 

B crops irrigated by ground- urban buildings not visual variety; crops 
water (where use and recommended if needed for tables of near-
recharge are in balance) non-irrigated land by urban families 

is available 

c vacant land, grazing or dry encourage compact to avoid isolating urban 
farming ... water acces- rather than scattered families; avoid premature 
sible by shallow wells (any development land division; protect 
homeowner could reach open space character sur-
water) rounding the town 

D vacant land, grazing or dry innovative and large absence of scattered resi-
farming ... water acces- scale development is dences aids assembly of 
sible by deep well (requir- possible here large tract . .. few exur-
ing a community water banites to oppose rezon-
system) ing 

Fig. 31. Urban development policies, considering preurban use and .. 'liter 
source. 
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THE SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA EXPERIENCE 

Howard J. Nelson 

The landscape of Southern California, as is well known, has be
come increasingly urbanized, and now is the home of more than IO 
million people. From Santa Barbara to San Diego, and from the Pacif
ic Ocean to Palm Springs, urban forms increasingly dominate. Agri
culture is in retreat before the subdivider and the city engineer, and 
wild desert and mountain are invaded by seasonal homes, the camper, 
and the dune-buggy. In sheer magnitude and rapidity of growth the 
area stands alone as a classic example of the ultimate urbanization 
of an arid land. 

The urbanization of Southern California might also be described as 
a living monument to the futility of studied prediction, the educated 
guess . and even, I fear, the learned symposium. Consider the possibil
ity of forecasting the current size of the urban development in South
ern California as this century began. Located on the far side of the 
continent, 2000 miles from the manufacturing belt, isolated by dis
tance and culture from the populous, urbanized East, devoid of coal 
and minerals, without a harbor, it had few observable assets for urban 
growth. 

Further, to the Easterner, it was a dry and strange land. True, the 
sun shone brightly, the winters were mild, and the sky was clear. The 
area might make a temporary (perhaps final) home for the asthmatic, 
the tubercular, and the generally old or frail; but what would a vigor
ous man do for a living? A gathering of scholars at that time would 
have found little in Southern California to foretell its present develop
ment. Yet, boomers and land speculators were predicting rapid 
growth, as they did everywhere. But here they were touting climate, 
and in many ways climate has been a major factor in the urban growth 
of the area, although not in the ways the boosters imagined. And 
climate, ironically, is responsible for many of the area's current 
problems. 

The climate-oriented economic activities that have contributed to 
the urban growth of Southern California are well known and discussed 
in detail elsewhere (Zierer, 1956). What follows is the briefest 
summation. 

The exotic orange, present since mission days, developed commer
cial possibilities with the introduction of the Navel variety in 1873 
and the Valencia in 1880 (Caughey, 1953). It was discovered soon 
that foothill locations were frost free, and by the turn of the century 
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some four million trees were bearing. In addition, the California Fruit 
Growers Exchange had coined the term "Sunkist" and convinced the 
nation that an orange was not a holiday novelty but an essential part of 
the American breakfast. The success of the citrus industry not only 
attracted capital to the area and developed a framework of urban 
centers, but also transferred the glamour image of California from the 
northern gold fields to Southern California, where it was to remain as 
a perpetual magnet. 

The invention of the motion picture camera in the 1890's made 
possible for the first time the concentration of the entertainment indus
try in one place (MacGowan, 1956). Bright, reliable sunshine, vital 
for the early cameras, a mild climate, and a variety of scenery 
attracted the infant industry to Southern California. By 1920 all of the 
major film producers had moved to the area. The industry provided 
some important employment, but more than that, the ubiquitous 
distribution of its films reinforced the image of Southern California as 
a "lotus land" and made "Hollywood" a synonym for magic and en
chantment, familiar to every family in the country. Too, the concentra
tion of entertainers was responsible for the eventual establishment of 
the West Coast headquarters of the broadcasting industry and later 
the development of Southern California as the nation's television 
center. Both added to the area's earlier glamourous image. And 
this symbol has been exploited further by other industries: the 
women's apparel and men's sport-clothing businesses are two obvious 
examples; another is the tourist trade. 

Similarly, the mild winters and light winds (summed up by the term 
"good flying weather") found favor with the early aviators, who were 
also the first airplane manufacturers. Glenn Martin, Donald Douglas, 
and the Laughead brothers who founded Lockheed, all located early 
plants in the Los Angeles area. Glenn Curtiss established a flying 
school on North Island at San Diego, and Ryan Aeronautical Com
pany and Consolidated Aircraft (forerunner of General Dynamics) 
also located in that city. Growing slowly at first, the industry boomed 
during World War II, and brought a flood of migrants, providing basic 
employment for scores of thousands of men (Cunningham, I 95 I). Re
maining large employers (longer than expected) during the Cold War, 
the aircraft industry has spun off ancillary industries, such as electron
ics, and recently evolved into the space industry. Too, the concen
tration of engineers and other skilled professionals has sparked the 
creation of numerous postwar research agencies. 

These activities have additional similarities, besides their affinity 
for the Southern California climate. In each instance their product 
is rare enough, light and valuable enough, or readily deliverable, so 
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that distance from market is no handicap. Too, they are children of the 
twentieth century; their development, much less their success, could 
hardly have been predicted. In that same category belongs the dis
covery of vast amounts of petroleum that began soon after 1900, as 
well as the development of an important market for gasoline, dating 
from about the same time. 

Finally, of course, growth itself, building up the urban plant of an 
area, requires the production of everything from streets and schools to 
carpets and door locks. This by itself generates much employ
ment; and once various population-size thresholds are reached, isola
tion becomes an asset, for now national firms find it profitable to build 
a branch plant in the area, rather than try to service it from afar. 

Although the arid climate of Southern California has had many 
qualities that modern man has found attractive, it also has charac
teristics that present serious problems to urban developments. Arid 
lands, by definition, are characterized by dryness, and importing 
water is vital for urbanization. Perversely, arid lands also are noted 
for flash floods, and many of the most obvious building sites often are 
the most susceptible to inundation. The plentiful sunlight, so attrac
tive to our sun-worshiping culture, also is an effective activator of 
photochemical reactions that turn almost-harmless pollutants in the 
air to noxious smog. And the warm temperatures and low humidity 
that contribute to a positive comfort index produce both dehydrated 
vegetation and building materials that are unusually combustible, as 
well as atmospheric conditions that make fire fighting difficult. Man in 
Southern California has had to cope with these dry-land qualities in 
building his urban forms. His struggles and his solutions, such as they 
are, may be instructive. 

Dryness was apparent and important from the start of settlement 
in Southern California. When Governor Felipe de Neve in 1776 
selected the site that became the pueblo of Los Angeles, he did not 
choose it for its accessibility, as city sites were often chosen in Ameri
ca; in fact, the sea was 20 miles away. Instead, a spot was selected 
where the Los Angeles River reached its maximum perennial flow and 
where it could easily be diverted to the coastal plain for irrigation. 
The civic center of the modern city has not moved far from this origi
nal site. 

For the first 100 years de Neve's decision did not seem particular
ly critical, as small water supplies could be obtained in many places 
by damming mountain canyons or tapping artesian aquifers. First 
ranchos, then agricultural colonies, and finally embryo towns were 
spread widely over the coastal plain. But as time went on, Los 
Angeles, through favorable legislation and court decision, was able to 
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promote its pueblo water rights to include not only all of the water in 
the Los Angeles River, but that in its tributaries and underground 
basins as well (Ostrom, 1957). In addition, court decisions forbade the 
city to sell its Los Angeles River water beyond its borders. At this 
point, most communities that had been buying water from Los Angeles 
and that were contiguous with it, annexed to the city. It now was 
evident that the control of the major source of water gave Los Angeles 
political and economic advantages impossible to achieve for the cities 
in the humid East. 

Even so, it soon was clear that the supply of local water would not 
be sufficient for long-term growth. Samuel Morris relates that it was 
a consdous decision by William Mulholland, chief engineer of the 
Los Angeles Water Department, and Fred Eaton, former city engi
neer and mayor, not to acquire additional local water that would re
duce supplies to nearby communities and tributary agricultural areas 
(Metropolitan Water District of Southern California, 1939). The 
Mojave River, for example, was investigated; it would yield 60 cubic 
feet of water per second, but this could be obtained only after costly 
litigation and by depriving other areas tributary to Los Angeles of 
their water supplies. About 1890, Eaton suggested the possibility of 
importing water from the Owens Valley, 225 miles away. The scheme 
was investigated and found technically possible. In 1905, authorizing 
bond issues were passed by majorities of 14 to I and 10 to I , and for 
the next eight years the bulk of the city's financial, engineering, and 
legal resources were devoted to acquiring water rights and construct
ing an aqueduct system from the Owens Valley. An engineering 
marvel, the Owens Valley operation was a political bungle. The 
attempt to secure water rights in the Valley resulted in decades of 
expensive litigation and seemingly unnecessary acrimony. Eventually 
Los Angeles purchased most private property in the Valley (Nadeau, 
1950). 

Now in possession of more water than it could immediately use, Los 
Angeles debated the issue of selling surplus water for profit, or using 
it as a lever for annexation. After some discussion, it was decided that 
the price of water should be annexation, a decision that largely deter
mined the areal characteristics of the present city. Within 15 years, 59 
separate annexations increased the size of Los Angeles from I 07 
square miles to over 440 square miles, and in the process it absorbed 
I 0 previously independent cities, as well as the extensive agricultural 
acreage of the San Fernando Valley (Ostrom, 1957). As a result, Los 
Angeles became for many years the largest city territorially in the 
country. Suburban communities and real-estate developments that 
might have grown independently became a part of the central city; vast 
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tracts of land have been available for subdivision within the city limits 
down to the present decade. Thus a decision made 60 years ago is 
responsible for the anomaly that finds Los Angeles growing by over 
300,000 persons in the past decade, while almost all other large cen
tral cities lost population to their suburbs. 

By the l 920's, Owens Valley water was generally committed and 
many outlying communities faced future water problems. The result 
was the Metropolitan Water District of Southern California 
(MWDSC), a unique, independent, state-created political entity, 
with taxing power, designed to be a wholesaler of water. It was Los 
Angeles, activated by the momentum and wealth of its successful 
Owens Valley aqueduct and spurred on by the indefatigable William 
Mulholland, that financed the feasibility study and in 1924 filed on a 
flow of 1500 cubic feet of water per second from the Colorado River 
(MWDSC, 1939). However, 11 cities comprised the original district 
out of the 21 invited to join. Today there are 122 incorporated cities 
withiri the district, as well as many large unincorporated areas. Its 
4800 square miles of area, comprising most of coastal Southern Cali
fornia, is populated by about 10 million people. 

In 1960 the voters of California authorized a State Water Project, 
reputed to be the largest undertaking in the history of water develop
ment. Among other things, it includes the 450-mile California Aque
duct, which will ultimately bring over two million acre-feet of water to 
Southern California, with the first deliveries due in 1971. This will 
compensate for presumed reduced future supplies from the Colorado 
River, pursuant to a Supreme Court decision of 1964, and add a 
million and a half acre-feet to the current supplies. 

Perhaps because of an awareness of the area's need, both water 
management and conservation are highly developed in Southern Cali
fornia. Rainfall is retained in reservoirs or goes into natural under
ground basins from which it can be pumped. Only a small percentage 
escapes into the ocean. The area is fortunate in having efficient under
ground basins which furnish low-cost facilities for the seasonal storage 
of water, as well as providing a reserve against a temporary shortage 
of imported supplies. Water Replenishment Districts have been 
formed that have authority to levy assessments against groundwater 
extraction as a source of income to purchase water for the recharge of 
groundwater basins. Basins currently are being replenished by surplus 
Colorado River water, and along the coast this water is being injected 
into the aquifer to reestablish a barrier against seawater intrusion. 

As urbanization increases, an ever-larger proportion of the water 
used is destined for the urban sewer systems. Today the total discharge 
of waste water to the ocean from the major sewer systems in the Los 
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Angeles metropolitan area is about 700,000 acre-feet per year. A 
decade ago, a study estimated that about 40 percent of this water could 
be economically reclaimed. Actually, sewage reclamation plants on an 
experimental basis date back to 1926 in Pomona and 1930 in Los 
Angeles, and plants have been in operation in Pomona and Azusa for 
many years. The Los Angeles County Sanitation District has operated 
a reclamation plant in the Whittier Narrows since 1962, and currently 
18,000 acre-feet of treated water annually are sold to the Central 
and West Basin Replenishment Districts for spreading. Other plants 
are under construction or are in the proposal stage. The reclamation 
process may become increasingly feasible as Northern California 
water, with a low mineral content, replaces highly mineralized Colo
rado River water. Advance planning to provide for the segregation of 
saline industrial wastes would be helpful, as well as the allocation of 
better-quality waters upstream of potential reclamation plants. 

One almost is tempted to assert that the water problem of Southern 
California has been solved reasonably well, perhaps because it is an 
obvious and easily understood need. It has been relatively simple to 
marshal public support for financing water-supply facilities well in 
advance of critical need. It is clear, too, that from the beginning the 
solutions of the problem have depended as much upon legal interpre
tations as upon engineering achievements. But, as time has passed, it 
has been necessary to include progressively larger governmental units. 
Thus, resources have been increased, but effectiveness of local effort 
has been reduced. 

Semi-arid conditions and absence of perennial streams are striking 
features of Southern California to settlers from the humid East. Thus 
conditioned, they have failed to realize that the urbanization of this 
area would create one of the most difficult, expensive, and concen
trated flood hazards in the United States. Even experienced dry-land 
explorers have been unable to comprehend the severity and scope of 
floods in Southern California. The first Spanish adventurers in the 
area were fortunate enough to see a debris-littered flood plain and a 
swollen stream (Bolton, 1927). Their diaries for 17 January 1770 
recorded, "a few days previously there had been a great flood." Yet, 
with all of the Los Angeles lowland available, the two sites that they 
chose for settlement were soon flooded out. Within six years ( 1776) 
Mission San Gabriel was forced to move half a dozen miles back 
from the bank of its river, and somewhat later the plaza and church of 
the Pueblo of Los Angeles also were relocated to higher ground. 
These early failures provided an ominous forecast of man's inability 
to perceive the magnitude of the Southern California flood hazard. 
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Dry lands often are characterized by sudden, copious precipitation. 
In Southern California, torrential downpours occasionally occur with
in extended periods of winter precipitation, and, especially when the 
ground is saturated from a previous storm, dangerous flash floods 
and mud flows result. Precipitation rates have been known to exceed 
2 inches per hour in the mountains and 1.5 inches per hour on the 
lowlands. Storms may total 45 inches at mountain stations and 15 
inches on the plains. A complicating factor is the steep gradients of 
mountain stream channels. 

Gently sloping alluvial fans, generally level valley floors, and coast
al plains make attractive sites, easy places to build the forms of 
urban man. Unfortunately, in Southern California a large proportion 
of these areas are naturally subject to flood. The San Fernando Valley 
is a vast settling basin. Fully half of the coastal plain has been under 
flood water at one time or another. Rivers, usually dry, in flood stage 
under natural conditions meandered freely over the alluvial fans and 
much of the coastal plain. For example, in 1825, the Los Angeles 
River, which had been emptying into Santa Monica Bay via Bollona 
Creek (to which it returned during the flood of 1867-68) changed its 
course, shifted eastward, and drained into San Pedro Bay 15 miles 
from its former mouth. During the same flood the San Gabriel River 
changed to an earlier channel and the Santa Ana River shifted its 
mouth several miles eastward. In fact, the lower part of the Los 
Angeles coastal lowland is in reality one extensive flood plain. In 
times of flood discharge it was not unusual to find free intermingling 
of the waters of the three streams in a sheet spreading across the low
land between Anaheim, Dominguez Lagoon (Nigger Slough on old 
topographic maps), and the ocean (Troxell, 1942). 

In this century, on thousands of acres of alluvial fans, old river 
bottoms, and flood plains, where floodwaters once ran unconfined, 
have now been built homes, factories, highways, and all the complex 
structures of a modern city. Along with urbanization has come the 
introduction of most of the flood-control devices common in America. 

Organized flood control in Southern California was motivated by 
the fears engendered and losses sustained in a catastrophic flood of 
1914, and began with the creation of the Los Angeles County Flood 
Control District. Federal help came after 1936 when the United 
States Army Corps of Engineers was given authority and funds for 
work on the major streams. The Department of Agriculture, at the 
same time, assumed responsibility for the headwaters and small tribu
taries. Vegetation has been planted to discourage runoff, check dams 
have been constructed, and storage reservoirs have been built. Debris 
basins have been formed. Spreading grounds have been created. 
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Channels have been straightened and paved; several low areas have 
been zoned to prohibit habitable structures, and both public builders 
and private subdividers have been warned of areas subject to flood. 
The state real-estate commissioner requires every subdivider to show 
a flood-danger report to a prospective home buyer, and the buyer 
must sign a statement saying he has read it. In summary, most known 
flood-control methods have been tried in what has been described 
as one of the largest efforts of its kind in the country. Costs, mainly 
since 1938, total several billion dollars (Bigger, 1959). 

Although enormous effort and much treasure have been expended 
on flood control, success remains elusive. In the spring of I 938 a 
series of rainstorms produced extreme flooding. These floods, which 
appear to have been the largest in 70 years, caused a loss of 87 lives 
and physical damage estimated at 46 million dollars (Troxell, I 942). 
Thirty-one years later, in January I 969, several storms produced 
another major flood. Peak discharges at gaging stations on a number 
of streams recorded a flow of water comparable to 1938. The death 
toll for the storm and flood was 92 persons, with l 0,000 driven from 
their homes. The physical damage was estimated at 62 million dollars 
(Rantz, 1970). True, there now were about seven million persons, 
rather than 2.5 million, in the Los Angeles area, and the purchasing 
power of the dollar was much greater in I 938. In fact, the Corps of 
Engineers estimates that their works alone prevented damage of 1.2 
billion dollars. And the bulk of the damage, they assert, occurred in 
areas of urban sprawl where development plans and related zoning did 
not prevent occupancy of land exposed to inundation, and where 
flood-control facilities had not kept pace with extended urbanization. 

One would have to agree with the conclusion of the most recent 
study of the area's flood problem, that "despite application of our 
most advanced hydrologic principles and flood-control practices, 
an element of risk still exists for those who occupy natural flood chan
nels, flood plains and alluvial cones" (Rantz, 1970). And those con
ditions are prevalent over much of the area, all of which have led one 
engineer to describe the problem as being "well-nigh impossible of 
complete solution on the one hand and a necessity on the other" 
(Rantz, 1970). 

Bright sunshine, warm temperatures, and light winds are some of 
Southern California's most attractive climatic features . When the 
wastes of urbanized man are emptied into this atmosphere, however, 
it proves to be less able than many to disperse them. Cabrillo noticed 
this quality early and named San Pedro Bay "La Bahia las Fumos" 
(Bay of Smokes) . The generally stagnant air, the clear sky, and much 
sunshine encourage low-level temperature inversions that drastically 
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reduce the dilution capacity of the local atmosphere. And the bright 
California sunshine is an active energizer in the reaction that trans
forms the mass-produced local gaseous wastes to eye-irritating, vege
tation-damaging, visibility-reducing haze-photochemical smog. 

Southern California has done much to reduce atmospheric pollu
tion since it first became a problem in the early l 940's. Under a 1947 
state law the Los Angeles County Air Pollution Control District was 
formed, a state body with the same territorial limits as the county in 
which it functions. The officers are the county supervisors. This one 
district contains 76 cities, 7 million people, and an area half the size 
of Massachusetts. 

Regulations that affect every inhabitant have been issued by the 
district. For example, open burning is forbidden, and in 1957 one
and-one-half million home incinerators were closed. Other stationary 
sources are controlled by a permit system that requires the installa
tion of control devices. Since 194 7, 114,000 permits have been 
granted and some 6,000 denied. These devices have cost industry 
about 160 million dollars, and more than 35,000 violators have been 
taken to court with a conviction rate of 97 percent (Fuller, 1967). 
Fines tend to be more irritating than corrective, however. 

But control, even of stationary sources, is not always simple. In 
Los Angeles County (as elsewhere), steam electric generating plants 
have been the targets of the greatest number of complaints. Twenty
five years ago almost all electricity for the county was generated by 
non-polluting hydroelectric plants. Today, with demand six times as 
great, 90 percent of the county's power comes from 60 steam genera
tors that burn natural gas or fuel oil. When high-sulfur oil is burned, 
these generators contribute more of the county's oxides of sulfur and a 
portion of the oxides of nitrogen and particulates--and they also 
produce conspicuous plumes with a fallout of acidic and sooty parti
cles. An early regulation of the district, the locally famous Rule 62, 
requires the plants to use the maximum amount of natural gas avail
able instead of fuel oil. The amount of gas available has increased to 
the point that in 1960 it supplied 80 percent of the need (instead of an 
earlier 50 percent). But the availability of increasing amounts of gas 
depends on the policies of the Federal Power Commission. In addi
tion, when plants must burn oil they are required to use low-sulfur, 
low-ash crude oils when they are available. By the winter of 1968-69, 
adequate supplies were available from Indonesia and Alaska. How
ever, the continued supply of these cleaner oils is subject to federal 
regulations on the importation of crude oil, and their purchase is 
opposed by domestic oil producers and others. 
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Though regulation of stationary sources of pollution prevents the 
emission of nearly 6000 tons of air contaminants per day, about IO 
percent of the area's pollutants still come from these sources. And 
further reduction becomes increasingly expensive (Fuller, 1969). 

Some 14,000 tons of pollutants still are fed into the air of Los 
Angeles County each day, 90 percent from automobiles. The benign 
climate permitted early and efficient use of the automobile in Southern 
California, and encouraged widespread, low-density housing areas. 
As a result, there now are some four million vehicles (including half 
a million trucks) in Los Angeles County alone, and they are used 
enough to burn eight million gallons of gasoline a day. Despite the 
requirement for a closed-crankcase emission control since 1964; Rule 
63, which restricts the amount of olefins that may be present in gaso
line sold in Los Angeles County; and restrictions on exhaust emis
sions since 1966, the problem remains. For one thing, performance of 
the exhaust control systems has fallen far short of expectations, with 
cars exceeding emission standards at low mileages. Further, the auto 
makers reduced the emission of hydrocarbons and carbon monoxide 
from their cars by increasing the amount of air passing through the 
combustion chamber. As a result, the emission of oxides of nitrogen 
has increased by 50 percent. This is in spite of the fact that emission 
standards for this pollutant took effect in 1970 (Fuller, 1969). 

Smog in the Los Angeles area varies considerably, both areally and 
temporally. Most affected by pollutants from stationary sources are 
the south and southwest coastal areas and the east San Fernando 
Valley, the location of much heavy industry, refineries, and power
generating facilities. Emissions from motor vehicles are heavily con
centrated in similar locations, in the central area and in the east San 
Gabriel Valley. Seasonal variations in weather affect the amount of 
pollutants emitted as well as the distribution, movement, and density 
of the various pollutants. Surface inversions are more common in 
winter and, combined with larger amounts of pollutants, result in 
atmospheric concentrations of primary pollutants more than twice as 
high as summer concentrations. In summer, stronger on-shore breezes 
of longer duration transport contaminated air parcels as far to the east 
as Riverside and beyond. Also, in that season, longer and more effec
tive irradiation and low persistent inversions result in higher ozone 
concentrations (Fuller, i 969). 

As research progresses it is becoming increasingly evident that 
breathing smog can be hazardous to health. Particularly affected are 
persons with asthma or bronchitis, those susceptible to progressive 
lung disease, and perhaps also persons with a tendency for arterio
sclerosis and coronary artery disease. Beginning last year, on days 
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when ozone concentrations reach dangerous levels, school smog alerts 
are announced, and students are permitted no strenuous exercise until 
concentrations decline. 

As plants often are the first indicators of smog problems, studies 
of the effects of smog on vegetation are numerous. Smog-sensitive 
plants such as romaine lettuce and Cattleya orchids can no longer be 
grown in the Los Angeles Basin. Recently the California Department 
of Agriculture estimated that air pollution causes annual damage of 
almost 40 million dollars to crops in Southern California, much of 
it to the citrus industry. And recent studies attribute the death of 
ponderosa pines in the San Bernardino National Forest to smog from 
the Los Angeles Basin (Mosher et al., 1970). 

In 1968 the State of California passed an act called the Pure Air 
Act. If its provisions are followed, both hydrocarbons and oxides of 
nitrogen in the atmosphere will diminish, and within the next 10 years 
will reach levels that should result in a marked reduction in photo
chemical smog. Carbon monoxide also will be reduced to levels at 
which it should not constitute a problem (Starkman, 1970). There are 
many unknown factors, though. Will the provisions of the Pure Air 
Act actually be met? Will California be granted an exemption, as 
provided by law, from the Federal Clean Air Act of 1967 that pre
empted from the states the entire field of automobile emission con
trol? The ultimate responsibility for the success of this program rests 
with the automobile manufacturers, who in the past have been less 
than enthusiastic about controlling pollution. 

Advanced controls cannot come too soon, as progress is needed 
simply to maintain current conditions. Each year more cars are driven 
more miles. Projections forecast that another million automobiles in 
the area by 1980 will burn an additional two million gallons of gaso
line a day, an increase of 25 percent (Fuller, 1969). 

Finally, the arid climate of Southern California creates an unusual 
fire hazard. The lack of rain, the low humidity, and the high tempera
tures are pleasant-enough for man, but when continued for seven or 
eight months and combined with occasional Santa Ana wind con
ditions, the potential for fire in urbanized brush areas is very great. 

As the level lands have become urbanized, residential districts have 
moved extensively into the rugged Santa Monica Mountains, the 
Verdugo Hills, and the several other ranges that are now part of the 
urban site. Houses are strung like ribbons, following streets in canyon 
bottoms or on the ridges. To reduce erosion and costs, the slopes are 
left in brush; and many residents, desiring to retain the natural feeling 
of their setting, permit it to grow up to, in contact with, and even 
beneath their houses. This intimate juxtaposition of brush and resi-
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dence in hilly terrain sets the scene for disaster, for the "brush," the 
local arid-land vegetation commonly called chaparral, provides a 
readily flammable fuel. These native shrubs include chamise, ceano
thus, scrub oak, sagebrush, deerweed, manzanita, sumac, and buck
wheat. Although drought resistant and requiring little water for sur
vival, some brush types have a high oil and resin content. With an 
average height of 4 feet, but ranging from 8 to 15 feet on south slopes, 
the vegetation weighs from 6 to 40 tons per acre. This mass of readily 
combustible material covers hundreds of acres of what are reputed to 
be among the fastest-burning brush lands in the world (Fuller, 1969). 

During a 15-year period prior to 1961, 243 fires, each involving 
over 100 acres, destroyed over 332,000 acres in Los Angeles and Ven
tura Counties alone, with a property loss of almost four million dol
lars. Then, on 6 November 1961 began the Bel Air-Brentwood con
flagration, the costliest fire disaster in the State of California since 
the San Francisco earthquake and fire of 1906 (National Board of Fire 
Underwriters [NBFU], 1962). 

Classic fire conditions were present. A three-year drought had re
duced the moisture content of the brush, and the amount of dead 
material had shown a marked increase. Several days of low humidity 
and Santa Ana winds provided weather conditions conducive to fire. 
The Weather Bureau at Burbank at 8 a.m. on 6 November reported a 
temperature of 72 °, humidity seven percent, wind velocity 29, with 
gusts up to 4 7 miles per hour, and wind direction north-northeast. And 
so a fire, starting in a pile of brush trimmings, raced across brush
covered canyons and ridges, occupied by high-value single-family 
dwellings, most with wood-shingle or shake roofs. Fire fighting was 
made difficult by narrow, winding roads, impaired radio communica
tions, inadequate water supply in some areas, and especially by the 
high winds. These winds carried flying brands, often from wooden
shingle roofs, that repeatedly ignited brush and combustible roofs 
behind the fire lines. Reduced winds in the afternoon aided contain
ment. Miraculously, there was no loss of life, but the fire covered over 
6000 acres, and severely damaged or destroyed nearly 500 homes, 
plus four school buildings and some 20 small structures. Also lost 
were many private garages and about 125 automobiles. Insured 
property losses, exclusive of automobiles, totaled about 24 million 
dollars. The cost of fighting the fire, above normal fire department 
expenses, was put at three million dollars (NBFU, 1962). 

As this paper is being written (27 September 1970), Santa Ana 
winds are blowing strongly, the temperature is in the high 90's, the 
humidity is reported at four percent, and the smell of smoke is in the 
air. Fourteen major fires are reported out of control in Southern Cali-
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fornia, and the fire line extends from Newhall to Malibu, a distance of 
35 miles. Three men are dead, 295 homes are reported destroyed, and 
180,000 acres are burned (Torgerson, 1970). 

Lessons from the Southern California fire experience pertain main
ly to brush and roofs. Recommendations include removal of brush 
within 30 feet of houses and a reduction in height of the vegetation 
for at least 100 feet. Another recommendation would be the substitu
tion of less combustible ground covers, of which such things as Atri
plex (salt bush) and Cistus (rock rose) might be the most practical in 
dry areas. The most important recommendation of the National Board 
of Fire Underwriters and the National Fire Protective Association 
stemming from the Bel Air fire was the substitution of fire-retardant 
roofs for wood shingles and shakes (Williams, 1962). In Los Angeles, 
city ordinances affecting brush were passed, but a resolution outlaw
ing wood-shingle roofs in fire areas was defeated, although they now 
must be treated and made fire resistant. 

On the positive side, fighting fire in Southern California is in some 
ways easier than in eastern cities. Open vehicles permitting officers to 
size up a fire as they approach is an advantage over the closed cabs 
used in colder climates. Not having to cope with very low water and 
air temperatures is another advantage. Too, perhaps because of the 
danger of large conflagrations, fire fighting is apparently a more pres
tigious occupation on the Pacific Coast than east of the Rocky Moun
tains (NBFU, 1962). 

The National Board of Fire Underwriters rates all cities with 
reference to their fire defenses and physical conditions. Certain points 
are assessed for climatic or unusual circumstances, so direct compari
sons between freezing and arid conditions are possible. It is significant 
that the highest charges are for the State of Nevada, with 202 defi
ciency points. The City of Los Angeles received 199 deficiency points 
for its location-73 for adverse climatic conditions and 126 for other 
unusual conditions (Williams, 1962). 

So, the Southern California experience clearly demonstrates the 
possibility of large-scale urbanization in arid lands. Although the 
particular series of events that made this development possible 
appears to be unique, its characteristics may provide some tentative 
clues of general application. However, the importance of the total 
American scene, the footloose population, World War II and two 
decades of military and space spending, and the general affluence of 
the economy should not be minimized. 

Problems peculiar to urbanization in arid lands have been handled 
with varying degrees of success. Water supply, the most critical 
problem, seems the best managed, perhaps because it is obvious, im-
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portant to everyone, and yet by nature and tradition subject to cen
tralized planning. Flood and fire have been handled with only mod
erate success. They are occasional and selective, not constant and all
pervasive. Fire will clearly be a continuous problem in wild areas, 
and dangerous when urban forms are mixed with the natural land
scape. But hazards can be reduced by simple measures, and prevention 
of catastrophe awaits only determined political action that requires 
fireproof roofs in danger areas, and wide fire breaks between wild and 
settled areas. The flood problem may be impossible to solve complete
ly; too much has been built in the wrong places. But, known measures 
can be applied, and amelioration can be worked out within the local 
area. Air pollution, of concern here only since the I 940's, with multi
ple and less-obvious culprits, and not an all-pervasive or constant 
occurrence, seems far from solution. The internal combustion engine 
is unsuited to Southern California conditions, but the automobile and 
petroleum industries are among the most powerful groups in America 
and are not readily responsive to local pressures, even if they might be 
effectively marshalled. 
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ECONOMICS OF NEW INNOVATIVE CITIES 
IN THE ARID WEST 

Byron L. Johnson 

City builders, like farmers, are rediscovering that man must ade1pt 
to his environment. For example, when he attempts to irrigate too 
heavily within an arid area, he changes the climate locally and denies 
himself the very features that brought him to the an.:a in the first place. 

Man can not avoid influencing his environment. The question that 
faces him is whether or not he understanJs the consequences of his 
choices--and whether or not he intends those consequences. If he 
does not so intend, then his choices need reexamination, for man must 
live, or die, with the consequences of his choices. 

The new city gives man what could be a tremendous opportunity 
to break out of the bad habits of the past. I would l:>e happier, how
ever, if we were to drop the term "new cities" and use instead the two 
terms "innovative cities" and "replicative cities" to distinguish be
tween truly "new" cities and those which are the same as all others, 
except for having been built this year rather than in some prior years. 
Indeed, our capacity for replication of the past is a major part of our 
trouble, and not only in the arid West. In the summer of 1968, the 
Center for Urban Affairs undertook for HUD a study of new-town 
development criteria. A group ofgeneralists and specialists developed 
the following statement of goals for Colorado new towns as a guide to 
the study: 

This New Town project represents an effort in deliberate planning in the 
hope that we can introduce into the town elements which will assure the 
probability of community, the opportunity of privacy, and the recognition 
of persons, regardless of their position in their previous communities; it is 
meant to provide a working demonstration of the application of policies 
and technologies that may help existing cities alleviate present urban 
problems. 

In pursuit of this goal, provisions must be made to introduce these ele
ments into the structure of the community at the outset to be sure they do 
get included. Coupled with this directive is the requirement for continual 
attention to four key processes in New Town planning: describing what is 
wanted, bringing it to fruition, maintaining it, and changing it. 

Though the New Town shall be constituted within the framework of 
existing laws and economic systems a broad interpretation of these is ad
hered to since the New Town will try to transcend adverse tendencies in 
society which such policies and practices may be encouraging. 

Overall Goal: The greatest possible development of human-ness within 
and through an environment characterized by at least the following: 
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I. New Town Framework 
I. The recovery and nurture of community 

a. Community, as defined here, is not in opposition to the indi
vidual; the goal is relationship without destroying distinctive 
selfhood, acceptance of a diversity of life styles without de
manding conformity, and seeking unity in diversity. 

b. The environment should speed the formation of community 
relationships for newcomers and encourage it for all resi
dents. There will be built-in forms oi social relationships 
where there are now built-in forms of isolation. 

c. At the same time that increased social interaction and social 
experimentation will be encouraged, no one will be coerced 
into interaction. 

d. The community will feature supportive relationships to re
place the changing family relationships. 

e. Community as envisioned here recognizes and facilitates the 
element of each person's relation to the community as a 
contributor as well as a recipient. 

2. The recovery and preservation of the opportunity for privacy 
a. The physical and social structure of the community will fea

ture spheres of life where privacy is possible, where with
drawal for contemplation. concentration, reflection, and rev
erie is possible. 

b. There will be provided domains for all degrees of privacy 
and all degrees of community living, ranging from the most 
intimately private to the most intensely communal. 

3. Provision of the amenities of I ife 
As a matter of design, quality sanitation, education, shopping, 
shelter, transportation. and other amenities of life shall be pro
vided to all residents. 

II. Implementation of the Framework 
I. Resource acquisition 

System designed to attract and hold adequate capital and compe
tent management in order to assure growth and development of 
the New Town and to encourage others to undertake similar ad
ventures successfully. 

2. Design as a continuing, participatory process of integration 
a. Designing and planning connotes not a completed product 

but a continuing application of intentional form to needs. 
b. Designing and planning of the New Town's growth shall be 

participatory. 
c. The aesthetic aspects of design of the New Town shall con

tain a high level of imageability so a total environmental 
image will be conveyed. 

3. Technological consideration 
The design shall make use of the optimal synthesis of present or 
foreseeable tec/1110/ogies. 

Ill. Maintenance of the Framework 
I . T/1e reco1•ery and maintenance of 1wt111·a/ environmental balance 

a. Great care should he taken to make certain that the city is com
patible ll'ith its natural e11viro11111e11t. that the use of natural re
sources and their conservation is responsibly i:ndertaken. 
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b. The principle of natural environmental balance must guide the 
determination of the city's initial scale and guide its future 
growth. 

IV. Providing for Continuity and Change of the Framework 
The blending of continuity and change processes: the New Town will 
follow a path of evolutionary growth, adapting to change within a 
broad and flexible framework of planning. (Johnson, et al., 1968) 

Consistent with that goal statement, we have been continuing to 
think about new towns, innovative towns, that would integrate utilities 
systems, human services systems, legal and governmental systems, and 
land-use planning to achieve these goals. Some of us expect to move 
one day from analysis and planning to full development, to the living 
laboratory, with these ideas. 

We accept the high probability that this area will never support 
much heavy industry that depends upon low value and high volume, 
because travel and transportation costs to high volume markets 
make such industry unlikely, unless based upon some local peculiar 
mineral or other resource, or unless it serves primarily the immediate 
western market. 

The area can do very well, though, and does very well, at high
value-per-volume manufacturing, where transport costs are but a 
modest part of final price. Moreover, the area abounds in proofs that 
other economic bases are most acceptable; for recreation, retirement, 
vacation, education, health, and similar services have built many a 
western city. Arts and crafts and all the supporting trades and services 
follow these to fill out our cities. In a word, we know that the arid 
West need not be ignored just because it cannot compete with Pitts
burgh, Detroit, or Chicago. Its cities, old and new, remain viable 
within the national economy. 

Opinion to the contrary notwithstanding, the economic problem of 
the new cities is not primarily that of economic base. Rather, the eco
nomic problem of new cities in the arid West is the problem of any 
new city-how to attract and hold adequate capital and competent 
management so that the idea transforms into reality in a manner that 
pleases sufficiently so that it can be termed a success. And the only 
true success must be one that can be approximately duplicated with 
equal success at another location. That is to say, success should not 
depend upon a Lake Mead and a Hoover Dam, nor upon a para
sitic industry like gambling. It should be such as to encourage others 
to seek, in their own way, and to follow similar courses of action with 
success. Let's look at several of the key economic problems of the 
new-city developer. 
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Land Acquisition 

Finding a sufficiently large parcel of land (say 10,000 acres more 
or less) in one or a few ownerships is difficult in most parts of the 
United States. It is less so in the arid West ifthe United States Govern
ment is treated as one of the owners. 

Financing the acquisition is a separate problem. If cash must be 
paid at the outset, as at Columbia, Maryland, the initial outlay is very 
heavy. If the land can be bought on terms, the task is easier. If the 
federal government were to make suitable tracts available on appro
priate terms (and we will come back to that item later) the task would 
become quite simple. 

Land Development 

The typical new-town development corporation has to act like a 
city, before there is a city, and lay out vast sums for essential utilities, 
such as water, sewer, and streets, long before there are enough buyers 
to help pay the costs. This has been a significant inhibition. The 
new federal aids approved by Congress still are largely pie-in-the-sky
by-and-by. 

The developer typically faces the much more serious question of 
elemental calculation of the cost per front-foot of every utility that 
will be placed in front of each lot he hopes to sell, and of whether a 
sales program will in fact pay off. The landscape is littered with the 
wrecks of high hopes, and there are more than a few bankruptcies 
growing out of failure of realizations to live up to anticipations. Un
fortunately, as every economist knows, our decisions and outlays are 
based upon the anticipations. 

For the moment, however, assume that the costs to be paid by the 
developer can vary from as low as $15.00 per front-foot (with any 
additional costs assumed by the private utility companies on the ex
pectation of ultimately collecting from the customer) to as high as 
$100 per front-foot for more elaborate services, as may be appropriate 
to a high-density downtown area. The risks of failure clearly are high; 
and the lower the density, the more front-feet of utilities per family 
unit served, and the higher the cost. In the arid West, develop~.r&-have 
foolishly thought that because land was plentiful and cheap, they 
could afford to be profligate with it, forgetting that development costs 
are typically much higher than raw land costs. It is my observation 
that raw land is the cheapest thing one buys when completing a de
velopment, regardless of price. 

Against this background, let us examine some alternative economic 
patterns for innovative cities. 
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Design, Density, Transportation, and Cost 

Let us assume that an innovative city could be composed of a series 
of villages, with each village providing most of its own amenities and 
services, but with the villages clustered about a Central Business Dis
trict (CBD) for the central services, however defined. Also assume the 
new villages to be not more than l 000 acres in size, with suitable 
densities so that from 3000 to l 0,000 people might live in a village. 
Then most person trips within the village could be by foot, by bicycle 
or by a low-speed people-and-goods-moving circulation facility. In 
effect, one could design away from the need for personal automobiles, 
and thus outlaw the internal combustion engine from the very begin
ning. Under these circumstances, it would not be necessary to build 
and pave streets that use up one-fourth of the land. After the heavy 
construction is in place, most areas could be served by wide paved 
walks. For such occasions as needed, palletized containers could 
deliver household goods, using multi-wheeled trailers drawn by pollu
tion-free electric tractors or by tracked air-cushion vehicles. Only 
major arteries would be needed to link the heavy-duty centers with 
the rest of the world. 

The village would use fairly high density cluster housing, so that 
open space could be consolidated into appropriate parks, playgrounds, 
riding trails, recreation areas of other sorts, plazas, malls and what
you-will. Each village would be set within a larger open space, pub
licly owned, in which further development would be confined to 
public improvement, not private development. The village would 
be a geographically closed system, with its amenities and human
services systems built to the needs of its population, and thus could 
not be obsoleted by growth that continued unrestrained. As each vil
lage filled up, population increases could be channelled into the next 
village. The developer would thus be spared the high cost of outlays 
many years in advance of occupancy, the high cost of building trunk
line facilities to accommodate hoped-for growth, or the high cost of 
rebuilding because growth exceeded anticipation. 

The separate villages could be linked by high-speed transportation, 
such as tracked air-cushion vehicles, powered by linear inducdon 
motors, free of sound pollution as well as air pollution. Or, if the ele
vations should include steep hillsides and mountain meadows, cable
cars could be used for both goods and people. 

Thus, no resident of the truly new innovative city needs to own a 
car for his personal use within the village or among the villages with
in the city. But, you may ask, suppose he wants to drive with his 
family to Chicago to see Uncle Joe? He calls the cooperative rental 
agency in advance of any trip beyond the bounds of the city for which 
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purpose he may still need a personal conveyance and orders whatever 
most suits his need or mood. Each family moving into the new city 
would invest its old car in the cooperative, drawing both an equity 
interest, and a rental right, adjusted to the value of its investment. 
Every resident of the new city, then, would have a full stable of con
veyances, at less cost than the cost of owning and operating a single 
car in the old city. But the number of days each year during which 
these might be used by a family are likely to vary from 7 to 28, and at 
the daily rate would cost far less than the annual cost of a single car. 
Fishing, hunting, camping, and sightseeing require significantly dif
ferent performance characteristics-for which the rental garage is 
the less costly answer. And each village remains quiet and smog-free. 

Design, Land-Use Planning, Water, and Cost 

If the village is so designed that much of the housing is cluster hous
ing, with high density of residential units per acre, then the number of 
square feet of irrigated land per residential unit is kept suitably low, 
as is now true in water-rich New York City. Water-poor areas like the 
arid West must find similar solutions; for it is irrigation, not house
hold use, that heavily depletes water supplies. 

The innovative city in the arid West must refuse to accept any in
dustry that has a high water demand per dollar of product-assuming 
any were so foolish as to apply. Then the irrigated areas can be con
fined to parks, playgrounds, public lawns, and small garden areas as 
may be appropriate. Householders should be encouraged to treat the 
terrain with tender loving care, preserving its natural features as fully 
as possible. This holds water demand down. 

The innovative new village will have a water-treatment facility 
that renders the waste-water flow from the households suitable for 
irrigation. It will discharge the treated water into suitable reservoirs, 
from which the irrigation water will be drawn. Thus the water can be 
used at least twice. 

If water is truly scarce, even after making these allowances, the 
economics of the matter may justify the additional expense of a dual 
plumbing system within dwelling units, so that toilet wastes and gar
bage (depending on waste collection systems) can be drawn through 
separate waste pipes and floated off some heavy fluid that can easily 
be purified and recycled within the closed system. The wastes can 
then be burned in a total-energy system where incineration is making 
a fuel of wastes under very high temperature combustion. Parentheti
cally, the waste heat ought not be dissipated into the environment, but 
used as a water-heating or other space-heating utility-a choice made 
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economically possible by the high-density cluster system. (Coopera
tives in New York using such total-energy systems kept their lights on 
when the rest of the city was browned out.) 

Economics of Utilities Integration 

Let us assume that a new city is starting from scratch on a clean 
sheet of ground. This means that there are no significant utilities sys
tems already in existence that must be absorbed by the new city. Now 
let us assume that the developers can make a deal with a single cor
poration to provide all of the basic utilities for the first village, and 
each successive village, in a single package. Consider the meaning of 
this in light of the above discussion of transportation and water, for 
example. 

This could mean that the integrated utilities could be put in a single 
trench, cut, tunnel, corridor--<:all it what you will. The cover to the 
trench could be the street or path. The corridor could include the new 
transportation technology, whatever that might be. All the latest 
utility potentials--from total energy as part of the waste disposal to 
coaxial cables, cable TV, computer services, and all the rest--<:ould 
be provided as part of one package, of one construction contract, one 
trench, one multiple-use integrated facility. All of these could be 
serviced by one service crew, billed by one bill-and the savings from 
joint installation and joint operation, plus the increased revenues from 
the additional services this makes possible, should provide a very at
tractive package to a truly innovative utilities builder. Once the early 
tax advantages are reaped (of low-tax early-year cash flow), the 
operation should be purchased by the new city to provide it with a 
major source of revenues. It easily could use the strong elements to 
carry the weak, and thus the transportation-circulation elements 
might be as free as the elevator service in any normal office or resi
dential apartment building (free in the sense of carrying a zero price 
per each use). If it proved necessary to impose prices to avoid high
cost peak-hour transportation loads, prices (fares) could be charged 
during peak-load periods to spread out the use to lower-cost periods. 

This proposal is one of the most vital to the economic success of an 
innovative town. For example, only when the incremental cost of 
coaxial cables is met at the time when all the other utilities are being 
installed does it become a low-cost utility. And only if the housing is 
developed in a manner that permits low-initial-cost installation of 
video tubes as part of a computer and information-transmission utility 
on a high-utilization basis does the cost stay low. Also, only by having 
a transportation system integral to the design of the village and city 
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does it become feasible to build for walking, and avoid the high 
costs of street paving, so that the true cost per front-foot remains 
competitive between the old and the new. A new town willing to 
work within this framework will attract a utilities developer, assuming 
a housing-unit rate of construction and sale that provides a suitable 
volume within a reasonable time. 

The Economics of Human-Services Systems 

Many have worried, with good cause, about the costs of social 
infrastructure--schools, churches, recreation areas, theatres, audi
toria, etc. If the normal (old) techniques are followed, the early 
residents of a new city will be using makeshift solutions for many 
years. One of the reasons for the failure of "new towns" is that it can 
take so long for the new town to duplicate the amenities that have 
grown up over the centuries in the older towns. 

We have contemplated that there should be integrated facilities and 
staffs for the human services and amenities within each village of the 
innovative city. A suitably designed, appropriately scaled variety of 
facilities will be needed for education, recreation, worship, culture, 
the arts, health, welfare, etc. Many of these could be designed for 
joint use, at different times, at far less cost than the present cost of 
duplicative facilities being built only because our old institutional 
habits of competition are better developed than those of cooperation. 

Moreover, many of these facilities can be provided as part of the 
normal community benefits permitted within cooperative housing 
accommodations or a rental housing project. And others can occupy 
rented space within housing or commercial structures. The Religious 
Facilities Corporation of Columbia, Maryland, has shown the begin
ning of the way. But we think facilities integration could be a great 
deal more inclusive. For a village of 3000 to 10,000 people it ought 
to be possible to build a swimming pool that can be used as part of 
the physical-education program, and for competitive swimming as well 
as for general recreation. And the auditorium can be used by both 
schools and religious organizations, if appropriate terms for the use 
of each are part of the basic plan. These facilities serving the whole 
village are part of the success of the design and operation of the new 
city. They help create and sustain that larger sense of community that 
we see as the appropriate goal of an innovative city. 

We envision a non-profit foundation as a suitable vehicle to operate 
the whole package of human-services systems facilities. It might lease, 
rent, and perhaps in some cases subsidize various elements. This 
becomes an important evidence of local effective participation in 
meaningful government of village affairs. 
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Economics of Land Ownership Versus Land Use 

The temptation which leads to land subdivision and development 
is only rarely the temptation of high profits from building structures 
and operating new businesses. More commonly, the temptation is to 
profit from land speculation by land development. Hence the 
temptation is to put on a good show, but to conceal from the buyer 
the high hidden costs of all the future outlays not being provided by 
the developer. The buyer will experience these later as part of his tax 
load, his utility bills, and the fund drives of the voluntary agencies that 
he helps organize to remedy the lacks he discovers after he moves into 
the new city, the new suburb, the new subdivision, or whatever. 

For the strongest profit incentive is the seeming profit potential 
from taking raw land, developing it, and selling it. His profit may in
crease if the developer can hold back the best commercial and indus
trial land and, then, as development mounts, convert that into very 
high profit lease or sale. 

Within a few decades, however, the land which he has developed 
may begin to sour. The houses get old. Pressures to expand the com
mercial area impinge upon the old residences close to the CBD. These 
residences first undergo overcrowding. But finally the market forces 
the structures into marginal uses, such that at length the cost of pur
chase and demolition in order to clear the land is less than the cost of 
alternative sites. 

This process is the free market at work. It works painfully slowly. 
We have speeded it up slightly through urban renewal. This is a pro
cess by which the federal government subsidizes the city in acquiring 
the land and in disposing of it at "economic" prices that will attract 
developers willing to abide by the new plan. In the process, a good 
deal of taxpayer money goes to bail out the old owner or cut the cost 
to the new owner. 

Must the new city repeat the same process? Must we now plan for 
urban renewal of the new cities some time before the year 2030? Not 
necessarily. 

What the developer of an apartment house wants is the use of a 
place to build apartments that he can rent out. What a commercial 
store operator wants is suitable space. A manufacturer wants a suit
able structure in a suitable location. Once the structure no longer 
serves the desired purpose, he wants to find one that does or build a 
new one. Even the householder, the tenant, really wants shelter for a 
term. His term of use may be 40 years, but more commonly in the 
U.S. it is for eight years--even among owners of property. Renters 
have a much higher turnover rate. 
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Consider an alternative: The innovative city owns all the land, 
both developed and public park, greenbelt, or what-you-may-call-it 
in the arid West. The city leases the use of the land it believes should 
be used for a village to potential users, whether for residential, com
mercial, or industrial structures, or for utilities and human-services 
structures. Each lease runs for the probable life of the structure. 
Upon the expiration of the lease, the structure reverts to the city, 
which may grant a brief lease extension or may replan the area, re
combine areas, make new leases or do whatever best meets its require
ments in the year, be it 2010 or 2030. 

But, you may well ask, how does the city acquire the land? How 
does the city get into the development business, when there is now but 
a clean sheet of ground? I suggested earlier that the federal govern
ment might make a suitable arrangement. It would be infinitely easier 
for the federal government to place the land under a city, with some 
appropriate compensation, than to sell it to any private speculator or 
group. Moreover, the United States could then specify in the contract 
of transference that were the city to alienate the land, except by lease
hold, the land would revert to the federal government. This would 
keep the local political temptations to "do favors" within some bounds. 

The market system will operate at least as well on leaseholds as it 
does now by purchases and transfers. High bidders will normally be 
accommodated, unless the public interest dictates otherwise. But more 
to the point, Uncle Sam will not need to buy back, at much higher 
prices, the land which he may now transfer at low prices, in a desire 
to see new cities built. 

And, of considerable interest, the lease rentals may be a more effec
tive means than the general property tax of providing the locality, the 
innovative city, with meaningful revenues, other than from the sale of 
utilities services. 

From the developer's standpoint, his earned profit is truly earned 
from the activity of bringing in construction, families, businesses, etc. 
There is quite enough profit from this to keep developers busy. The 
loss of land speculation may help to encourage the high-density cluster 
development that seems much more appropriate to the arid West. And 
from the developer's standpoint, the biggest handicap to undertaking 
meaningful innovation of new towns is the high cost of acquiring and 
holding the land pending completion of the new town. The trade-off 
between his high risks under the old system and his obvious advan
tages under this proposal may very well all be in favor of the leasehold 
approach. 

Moreover, it is possible that the new city could bond itself to buy 
the land on which it is built. The developer could contract to sell it to 
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the city on some reasonable terms. But having the federal government 
(or in some cases the state) act as the seller of the land could be much 
simpler, and fits very well many of the possibilities of the arid West, 
where Uncle Sam owns so much land. 

The Economics, Open and Complete 

The 1968 law permitting federal insurance of new-town invest
ments requires, as does the civil rights act, that one think of the inno
vative town as being open to the entire population, including the ear
lier residents of the arid West, as well as to the newer immigrants. 
Jobs, careers, and business opportunities are to be open to all. Some 
developers fear this and find ways to stratify the city so that it only 
attracts a relatively homogeneous population, some of whom are run
ning from the old city to the seeming security of the stratified, eco
nomically segregated subdivision, suburb, or new city. Must it always 
be thus? ls this a market judgment? The innovative city can be so 
designed that it builds a wider sense of community. It can offer a 
variety of housing, jobs, careers, and business opportunities from the 
outset. People moving into an innovative community will do so be
cause they are intrigued by the innovations and willing to give them a 
try. The way to attract people to a community is to have an attractive 
community. More and more of us believe that this can be done, and 
can be done more easily in the new, innovative community than it 
can in the old city, where the resistances have built over a long time 
and are strong. On a clean sheet of ground, where there are no resist
ances, new relationships can be tried and developed with a minimum 
of difficulty. In the arid West, where the sense of community has 
always been strong and where the frontier courtesy has been essential 
to survival, it should be easier to test this thesis successfully than in 
other areas, where hostility runs deeper. 

Economics of Rapid Housing Growth Rates 

Some developers of new towns have tried putting land under specu
lative builders, each acting to sell one house at a time at each of say 
20 locations. This has cost vast sums and ruined at least one develop
er. For the rate of growth can be very slow on this basis. Success seems 
far more likely, especially at the outset, if housing development is 
done by cooperatives, condominiums, and rental-housing producers. 
Each of these will plan multiple units, cluster housing, consistent with 
the initial premise, and fill them more readily. For each will want to 
provide some of the essential amenities and community facilities dis
cussed above, and each can do so within his master mortgage. Thus 
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each is more likely to create a high growth rate, consistent with success 
at every point, including the utilities-integrated system noted above. 
Only by using such development aids will it be possible to break out 
of the habit of large yards, which means large lawns, high water de
mand, high utilities costs, etc. 

Economics of Cash Flow-A Summary 

New cities will be built, but very few of them will be truly new or 
innovative. The arid West is an ideal place, for many reasons, for 
truly innovative cities. With abundant federal lands, the United 
States could negotiate a land disposal and use plan that would protect 
the environment, yet encourage more growth in high-density clusters 
of villages making up a city. Through the use of integrated-utilities 
systems, the early investment expense could be shared significantly 
with an entrepreneurial group. Add the use of group housing, within 
which many of the community facilities are a normal part of con
struction financing, and one ends up with lower initial capital require
ments, more rapid and controlled development at lower costs per 
residential unit, lower costs for infrastructure, and better growth 
rates, and thus will show a good cash flow fairly early, with minimum 
outlays. The profit potential to developers willing to be truly innova
tive will come from development, not land speculation. They will 
require lighter capitalization and will provide residents of the innova
tive city with far better life styles and far greater livability. For the 
innovations will cut initial capital costs, operating costs, and travel 
costs, and increase human welfare. The developer's profit will be truly 
earned, for it will have cut the true costs to the ultimate users. There 
is little hope for new cities that are not innovative in the arid West. 
Yesteryear's unsold or unbuilt subdivisions mock the new subdividers. 
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